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1

The query cache is where the results of eventBase queries from PDA dashboards are stored. For more information about how
this works, see the information under Keeping dashboard query data valid" in the topic "Data update configuration."in the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide.

2

Automic Download Center

3

Extract the zipped files to the place that you want to install Policy Orchestrator, for example to C:\Program Files.

4

Technical Support Team

5

Policy Orchestrator

6

12.0

7

What you can find in this section

:

8

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Processor (CPU) Minimum: 2.7 GHz 64-bit dual-core processor

Recommended: 2.7 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor

RAM 8 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 3 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 20 GB

Display 1280 x 1024 24-bit

9

Predictive Analytics (PDA)

http://downloads.automic.com/
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10

In AWI, you assign PCO roles to users in the Policy Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration
perspective.

11

Overview of SSL connection options between AWI and Policy Orchestrator

12

Known Issues

13

Typically, you define one EventBase for each source system database. You could also define more than one EventBase for a
single source system database. In this case, all EventBases are loaded with the relevant data from the source database. What
you should NOT do is to have more than one source database write to the same EventBase, because then the data will be mixed
and provide irrelevant results.

14

In AWI, you grant privileges to users in the Automation Engine/Privileges section of the Users &Groups function of the
Administration perspective.

15

Wildcard characters are not supported.

16 Introduction

Welcome to the Policy Orchestrator User Guide!

17

Keep your systems up to date

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not

included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).
• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the

version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).
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Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.

18

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

19

In the folder where the

Policy Orchestrator

files have been extracted, run the install.bat file.

20

In this scenario you install one or more EventBases on separate databases as the Admin database.

• This is the most common installation scenario.
• Use this approach in a production environment, especially if your source data is coming from at least one medium- to large-

sized AE or AM system
• This scenario allows you to integrate multiple source systems(AE and/or AM systems, which are called "U4 systems" on

the Configuration Manager screens).

21

What you can find in this section

22

See also:

23

Resources on the Automic website

24

This guide relates to Policy Orchestrator version .

25

Policy Orchestrator (PCO)

26

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

27

By default, every EventBase is enabled. This means that after you finish the installation, users can start to work with the
EventBase. If however, you want to just define the EventBase now but not allow users to see or work with the EventBase in

https://downloads.automic.com/
http://www.automic.com
https://downloads.automic.com/
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the Modelling Studio or PDA, then you can disable it here. To enable it again later, you will have to restart the Configuration
Manager and check Enabled, then apply the settings as described in Step 4 - Applying the Configuration.

28

There are two approaches that you can use for creating databases for PCO/PDA when you are using MS SQL databases. You
can already have defined a database in MS SQL and then just connect it during the installation process, or you can create and
connect it during the installation process with the steps that follow. (This option is not available for Oracle databases.)

29

Bug Fixes

30

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

31

Typically, you would install PDA and maybe even the Modelling Studio on a different machine than the PCO server. You
would do this partly because the client products must be installed locally and partly for better performance. However, you
could install them on the same machine, for example, for a test environment.

32

Predictive Analytics

33

http://automic.com/company/contact-us

34

In the meantime, please refer to the english version.the english version.

35 Copyright

This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

http://automic.com/company/contact-us
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
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The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

36

Known Issues

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

37 Automic Company

Automic Software is dedicated to business automation.

Global Headquarter:

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

38

The Insight Configuration Manager opens.

39

In AWI, you give users access to EventBases by selecting them from a list under the "Authorizations" heading in the Policy
Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration perspective.

40

Automic Support Site

41

In this scenario you configure the EventBase to be stored in the same database as the Admin database.

• Use this approach only for test and demonstration environments.
• Attention! You cannot create more than one EventBase with this approach.

https://downloads.automic.com/
https://automationpassion.com/
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42

Optionally, deselect the checkbox "Enabled" at the top of the screen to disable the EventBase.

43

Automic Community

44

If you have multiple source systems, give each database that will be used for an EventBase a unique name across your PCO
environment.This will prevent unwanted data mix-ups.

45

(line breaks for format reasons only)

46

community.automic.com

47

Automic Compatibility Checker

48

This guide is intended for

49

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

50

User Role Purpose

DBOWNER Always mandatory.

This user role is needed to complete the installation process.

DBCREATOR Only mandatory for creating databases during
installation.

This role is needed when you want to be able to create the
database from within the installation process.

http://community.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility
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51

If you use TNS a your DB connection method, make sure that the Windows environment variable TNS_ADMIN is defined
and points to the location of your tnsnames.ora file. If you already have Oracle client installed, depending on whether the
Connection Method in your DB Connection Settings is set to "Basic" and/or "TNS", you need to activate the EZCONNECT
and/or TNSNAMES options, respectively. By default both of these connection methods are active.

52

Thank you for your understanding,

The Automic Team

53

Default value:

54

docs.automic.com

55

The French version of the ECC 11.2 online help the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the
next service pack, ECC 11.2.1.

56

This topic provides

57

To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

58

For instructions, see the Enterprise Control Center User Guide or online help.

59

Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the file

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

.zip.

http://docs.automic.com
http://downloads.automic.com/
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60

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

61

Target Audience

62

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with AWI Components.

63

www.automic.com

64

http://automic.com/about/training/

65

Bug Fixes

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

66

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Operating System Any of the following:

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Standard Edition
• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Enterprise Edition

Framework Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0

67

Automic Software GmbH

68

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

69

Automic Download Center

http://www.automic.com
http://automic.com/about/training/
https://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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70

The Policy Orchestrator Gateway manages all communication

The communicates with Policy Orchestrator via its Gateway, so you need to configure the AWI so that it can locate the
gateway. You do this in the decision.properties file, as described in the following steps:

1. In your Tomcat web server go to the folder \webapps\<AWI>\config\ecc-backends-pco, and rename the
decision.properties.sample file to "decision.properties".

2. Open the renamed file and update the configurations to describe the gateway that is to be used for the Policy Orchestrator
Plug-in in the AWI.

Parameter Description

host The host where the PCO Gateway is running.

Default: hostname

Note:  Note for SSL: This must match the hostname with
the certificate CN and gateway hostname that is defined
in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config for the PCO
Gateway.

port The port for the PCO Gateway

Default: 9898

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

path The base path of your PCO Gateway installation, which is
essentially the root path in the PCO Gateway URL.

Most installations use the default value.

enableSSL Indicates whether SSL is used to access PCO

Valid values: "true" or "false"

For complete information about using SSL to secure the
connection between the AWI and PCO,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

3. Restart the Apache Tomcat service so that the configuration changes go into effect.
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 Abstract
Today, nearly any kind of business system is driven by events. In an event-driven world, a notable thing happens inside or
outside your business, which disseminates immediately to all interested parties (human or automated). The interested parties
evaluate the event and, optionally, take action. The event-driven action may include the invocation of a service, the triggering
of a business process, and/or further information publication/syndication.

This loosely coupled approach leads to new challenges not only for IT systems, but for business process management in
general: Companies must have visibility at all times into activities at different levels of the business. They must also be able
to respond quickly to business events as they occur. The need for real-time visibility and immediate response capabilities has
given rise to what is referred to as business activity monitoring (BAM), a process by which key operational business events are
monitored for changes or trends indicating opportunities or problems, enabling business managers to take corrective action.

Policy Orchestrator presents a complete solution for processing and managing business events: It not only enables
organizations to monitor their business in realtime, in addition, it allows for automated decision processes based on real-
time data fully integrated with the business environment. Business and decision processes are graphically depicted in Policy
Orchestrator's user-friendly Modelling Studio.

In the following, a general introduction to event-driven architectures and complex event processing is provided before going
into detail of the Policy Orchestrator's sense and respond architecture and outlining the fundamental building blocks of a Policy
Orchestrator event-driven process model.

 Event-driven architectures

 What does event-driven mean?

In general, an event is any significant change in the state of a business environment, system resource, or application at a certain
point in time. The fundamental characteristic of an event-driven approach is that as soon as an event occurs somewhere inside
or outside a business environment, several actors may independently evaluate the event and, if necessary, take action which
may consist of invoking a service or triggering a business process or simply dispatching the information. By its nature, this
approach is loosely coupled and highly distributed: The creator (source) of the event only knows the event transpired, but has
no knowledge of the event's subsequent processing.

The Policy Orchestrator system is designed to operate in event-driven environments: With sense interfaces (adapters), any
event occurring somewhere that is relevant to your business can be tracked and processed either for monitoring purposes or for
influential control over the underlying business process. Based on adaptive rules, an automated decision process is facilitated,
making it possible to react in real time to changes and exceptional situations within business activities.

 A quick primer to complex event processing

Above we introduced the term event as any notable thing that happens or, more generally speaking, any state change of a
business environment, system resource or application. In many situations, a single event is not relevant, but a complete chain
of events characterizes an execution path of a business process. This immanent characteristic of event-driven architectures led
to the term complex events. A complex event is an event that could only happen if lots of other events happened. Following
this definition, complex event processing (CEP) deals with evaluating a confluence of events and then taking action. The
events (notable or ordinary) may cross event types and occur over a long period of time. The event correlation may be casual,
temporal, or spatial. CEP is commonly used to detect and respond to business anomalies, threats, and opportunities.

For example, suppose you have ordered a specific, custom-made product. From the time you order this product to when it
is finally shipped to you, many events occur, from taking up the order and transferring it to the factory, manufacturer events
to shipment and transport events. If your product is shipped in time and meets your expectations, you won't ask how and
why. But if the product does not fulfill your needs or you ask why the shipment was late, you may get an explanation about
allocation quotas, backlogs at the factory or some other factors that affect events in the causal history leading up to the event
you wanted.

This example illustrates that events are related in various ways by cause, by time and by membership. Dealing with these
dependencies and (re)acting with respect to them is one of the fundamental challenges of complex event processing.

 Processing events with Policy Orchestrator
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 The Policy Orchestrator sense and respond architecture

A fundamental feature of the Policy Orchestrator platform is the sense and respond architecture. The data processing is
controlled by sense and respond loops, which include the capturing and processing of raw data as well as responding
appropriately to the current business situation. During the processing in a loop, business information is continuously generated
and decisions are made to which a response follows. The response has an effect on the source systems (from which Policy
Orchestrator originally received the events) and, consequently, also on the performance and the success of your company,
which underlines the "loop characteristics" of this unique data processing model.

A sense and respond loop can be divided into 5 stages. The following figure gives you an outline of how these stages are
connected.

Figure 1.1. Stages of the sense and respond loops

Sense

What are the current changes in the business environment? Which external conditions and requirements exist? Events are
continuously captured with context data, and then they are transferred to UC4 Decision where they are unified before the
actual data processing commences.

Interpret

What does the event data indicate? What does the data reveal about the current situation of an organization? Conversion of
the captured events (raw data) into usable business information (e.g. performance indicators and identification of business
situations and exceptions).

Analyze

Which opportunities and risks are identifiable? Which possibilities exist for the improvement of an organization's current
situation? Analysis of the performance indicators, business situations and exceptions, the generation and assessment of
solutions, risks and potential opportunities.

Decide

What is the best course of action? Decide what the best alternative solution would be. Which adjustments need to be made
in order to successfully implement a decision? This step can be automatically executed (with rules), or through human
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intervention (e.g. decision maker receives a request to select a solution; the system continues working with the selection of the
decision maker).

Respond

Who has to implement the decision? How can the decision be put into action? Respond to the business environment by
communicating the decision as a command or suggestion or by directly adapting and reconfiguring business processes and IT
systems.

The processing steps, their relationships to each other, as well as the parameters of the analysis and data transformation
processes, can of course be individually defined by you to fulfill the business needs of your company.

 The event-driven process model of Policy Orchestrator

The Policy Orchestrator platform is not only designed to work with event-driven environments. Moreover, its immanent
architecture is event-driven and service-oriented: Through so-called sense interfaces (adapters), relevant events from the
business environment are captured. Stateless services (called event services) process these events and may, as a result of the
processing, generate new events that can be transferred to other services. Certain services, serving as endpoints of a Policy
Orchestrator event processing application, can be seen as response interfaces that take action within the business environment
and influence it by carrying out decisions that were made based on adaptive rules within the application and with respect to
processed events. In between the sense and respond interfaces, arbitrary business logic can be implemented to evaluate and
analyze incoming events, to modify and dispatch them to different services, or to simply persist them by mapping them to a
database.

The event-driven processing model functions similar to building blocks, as assorted types of elements are capable of being
combined. According to the requirements of a business environment, these elements are able to be flexibly combined and
separated. With the help of the specially developed event-driven processing model, the following aspects of sense and respond
loops are described:

• Structure of the events being processed
• Sequence of event processing steps in sense and respond loops
• Software components for the event processing and its input and output parameters
• Relationships and dependencies between processing components and event data

Figure 1.2, "Event-driven process model of Policy Orchestrator" illustrates the event-driven process model. Through
sense interfaces, data is received. Event services implement business logic to process this data and respond to the business
environment. The event-driven process model is able to depict sense and respond loops, and it clearly depicts complex event
processing tasks.
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Figure 1.2. Event-driven process model of Policy Orchestrator

What distinguishes Policy Orchestrator is that multiple event processing tasks can run simultaneously, be seamlessly integrated
with one and other, and that it consistently delivers efficient processing for all phases in real time. Policy Orchestrator uses
event adapters for receiving events from business systems. Event transformers convert the captured data into standardized and
structured events. Through this step, events from varying IT systems are unified for further processing. The received events
are then analyzed, transformed and saved by event services. Typical examples are the computation and evaluation of business
metrics, the detection of business situations and exceptions, or saving business metrics in a data store. Event services can
publish streams of events to other event services themselves. (e.g. the result of a data analysis is further processed by another
event service).

 The Policy Orchestrator platform

 Overview

Policy Orchestrator is a distributed, scalable platform, which enables the modeling and execution of various forms of sense and
respond processes. The system consists of three major components:

• Policy Orchestrator Server environment is the foundation of Policy Orchestrator and is responsible for the event
processing. According to a defined process models, events are continuously transformed, correlated and synchronized,
exception situations are detected, decisions are automatically made, and the necessary measures are implemented.

Moreover, the server environment manages the database for the event processing model. Event data and fact values and
their history are stored in the database, to be accessible for analysis purpose later.

• Modelling Studio offers a user-friendly interface for creating and adapting an event-driven process model. All above-
introduced building blocks can flexibly combined and configured, custom component implementations for event services,
event adapters, transformers and response sevices can be easily integrated into the event flow and processing logic within
an EventBase. The Modelling Studio displays catalogs for event object types, components and resources, allows you to
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configure these elements via properties and provides graphical editors for building EventBases, event processing maps,
rules and correlation sets.

Using the Modelling Studio, it is possible to design a complete process model to be executed by the server environment.
It is crucial to understand that the Modelling Studio does not execute applications. In fact, it is a modelling tool that is
completely independent from the server environment except that the Admin Node has to be started when modelling an
EventBase in order to be able to access the admin data source to store EventBases and components there.

Moreover, the Modelling Studio allows you to define simulation models to simulate events in order to observe their
potential effects on a business environment. The construction and modification of event-driven applications are further
simplified, since it is not necessary to engage the production environment. Various scenarios can be tested with minimal
effort. Using the Modelling Studio, it is possible to model simulation scenarios that determine which events to generate
for simulation and how to transmit them to the server environment. Decision follows its own sophisticated approach for
simulation to easily generate meaningful and coherent simulation data with correlated events.

In addition, the Modelling Studio manages the deployment and the deployment groups, which define which EventBases to
execute on which workers. The node registration is another fundamental part of Decisions functionality: Available worker
nodes can register themselves automatically, or they can be registered manually to participate in deployment groups. The
Modelling Studio displays the current status of each registered worker node.

• Gateway provides Policy Orchestrator EventBases with an input channel to receive events that were published via web
services. The Gateway provides a web service offering methods to submit synchronously and asynchronously messages
related to a certain topic. The messages are forwarded to subscribed gateway event adapters, which come as a default
component with the Decision product suite.

 The Policy Orchestrator server environment

The Policy Orchestrator server environment executes a given process model and performs the actual event processing,
allowing to distribute the EventBase execution to several worker nodes. The complete server environment consists of an
Decision Admin node and an arbitrary number of worker nodes. The Admin Node acts as the central coordination unit for
all existing runtime components, and is, therefore, a fundamental part of the Decision platform. It facilitates data access and
data manipulation, is responsible for the storage of catalogable elements, registration and deregistration of worker nodes and
it performs several administrative tasks in the backend. The main purpose of Decision Workers is to execute EventBases, or -
more specifically - its event processing components defined within.

The following figure sketches the process of executing EventBases: In the admin database, the definition of event processing
components, like EPMs, event adapters and response services are stored (1). These event processing components reference
globally defined event object types (3) to characterize classes of events that are processed inside them. In addition, they contain
components such as event adapters and event services to implement the processing logic (4). These components can optionally
make use of data source descriptions (5) and resource files (6) supporting the processing or configuring the logic. Scores (2),
stored in the EventBase database, can be accessed during event processing by the application components.

The Admin Node (7) defines the link between the EventBases (and their process models) and the worker nodes that execute
these EventBases (8). Worker nodes (9) independently communicate with the admin node on startup for receiving access to the
required resources and EventBases.
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Policy Orchestrator server environment: executing an event-driven process model

 Characteristics of the distributed Policy Orchestrator server environment

One noteworthy feature of the Policy Orchestrator server environment is its distributed character. As shown in the following
figure, the server environment can distribute the event processing to an arbitrary number of worker nodes. Events that are
received over various input channels are also distributed for processing among the available worker nodes.
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Typical system landscape for Policy Orchestrator

The distributed character of the Policy Orchestrator server environment brings two decisive advantages:

• Scalability to support load balancing for the execution of event processing applications
• Failover mechanisms through distributed services

 Scalability of Decision

Policy Orchestrator inherently supports both, scaling-up and scaling-out strategies. The scale-up strategy works rather simply:
When you need more power, you get a bigger, more powerful server. Scale-out architectures provide more processing power,
but in a different direction. It is the process of splitting up the workload for the event processing over many different servers,
so each individual server only needs to be powerful enough to handle the load of a smaller percentage of the overall system.

The figure "Typical system landscape for Policy Orchestrator" shows how load balancing can be achieved by distributing the
event processing to several worker nodes. On each worker node, the Decision Worker software is running to perform the event
processing. Events, captured from various devices of the business environment, stream to the server environment over unified
channels, such as a MSMQ message queue. If a worker node has capabilities to process an input event, it takes the message
from the queue to be processed by its instance of the event processing application.

A typical example that requires accurate load balancing is continuous data analysis. In Policy Orchestrator, analytical tasks
are performed by analysis services that are specialized event services that analyze events in parallel on multiple worker nodes.
An analytical processing usually includes the following three steps: 1) collection and preparation of event data for the data
analysis, 2) the actual data analysis, and 3) the post-processing and publishing of analytical results. The steps can be either
performed completely within Policy Orchestrator or partly delegated to external analysis systems (e.g. step 2). For the latter
case, Policy Orchestrator directly supports the continuous analysis of events with the Microsoft Analysis Services, which are
part of Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and 2008. Microsoft Analysis Services offer real-time OLAP analysis and data mining
services (e.g. decision trees, clustering, association rules, time series analysis, naive bayes networks, and neural networks),
which can be seamlessly integrated into the processing of a sense and respond loop.

With the possibility to distribute the event processing to several worker nodes, performing resource-intensive analysis tasks
can also be distributed to several servers. Another advantage in this context is the modularity of Decisions event-driven process
model: By breaking down analysis tasks into modular processing steps, it is possible to distribute the processing.

 Failover mechanisms

Fundamental Policy Orchestrator services such as the scheduler service or the correlation service can only be executed on one
of the server nodes. Running them solely on the Decision Admin Node would cause, that in case this server is temporarily
unavailable, the complete event processing to stop. Therefore, within the Policy Orchestrator server environment, these
essential services run distributedly, with each worker node being able to run them. If one node runs a service and breaks
down, other worker nodes will immediately continue to execute this service. Moreover, the state of the worker node before
shutdown is captured, which is, for example, important to restore active correlation sessions. This essential failover mechanism
guarantees continuous event processing in server environments with multiple available worker nodes.
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73 Modelling Studio

 Introduction
The Modelling Studio is designed to be an integrated workspace for modelling event-driven business solutions. It facilitates
the modelling process by providing maximum control over changing event flows and settings for event processing tasks and
guarantees flexibility in creating and editing EventBases, which helps you to keep the modelling process straightforward also
for complex applications.

The Modelling Studio also is a deployment and monitoring solution for Policy Orchestrator EventBases. It allows creating
deployment groups to deploy Policy Orchestrator EventBases on one or several workers.

The Modelling Studio displays all currently available EventBases and facilitates a direct import and export of EventBases to
immediately deploy and run them.

The deployment of EventBases is organized in so-called deployment groups, each consisting of one or several EventBases and
workers that execute these EventBases.

This chapter describes the fundamental elements of the Modelling Studio user interface and how to customize them as well as
several advanced settings.

 The workspace
The modular workspace of the Modelling Studio allows an intuitive handling of elements and settings. The views encapsulate
independent management and modelling features, each providing a high level of specific control, mainly accessible through
context menus directly inside the views.

 EventBase model view

The EventBase model view has the purpose of maintaining an existing EventBase.

Figure 2.1. EventBase model view

The EventBase model view displays a tree showing all elements belonging to an EventBase. This includes event processing
maps, event adapters, response services, sockets, correlation sets, facts, rules, data sources, resources, thread pools and
simulation models.

 Components view

The components view displays the content of your local component catalog that contains all available components categorized
by event adapters, event transformers, event services and schedulers. The components are EventBase independent, and the
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catalog can be seen as a global repository that manages all components; an arbitrary number of instances of each component
can then be inserted into an EventBase.

Figure 2.2. Components view

Several catalog operations like adding and removing components, adding folders, renaming components and folders and
component import/export can be done directly in the components view via the context menu.

 Simulation model view

The simulation model view is an integrated control panel to directly create, configure and run simulation models. After
opening a simulation model (either via the selector on top of the view or using the context menu), all elements belonging to
the simulation model are displayed, categorized by value generators, event object generators, event generators, variables, event
sequences and simulation runs.

Figure 2.3. Simulation model view

The right screen above shows the expanded simulation model tree which allows to open and import/export simulation models
via the context menu.

Simulation runs can be invoked by right-clicking a simulation run and selecting 'Run' from the context menu.

 Orchestration editor

The orchestration editor as visual editor allows you to design the main EventBase elements and the workflow between them.
EventBase components are represented by a shape, connections between them indicate the event flow.
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Figure 2.4. Orchestration editor

Event adapters, maps, response services and connecting sockets can be added and the process flow between them defined using
the orchestration editor. The editor allows you to create and maintain these major building-blocks serving as the base elements
of every EventBase.

 Properties view

The properties view holds a list of properties and settings for the currently selected item (for example, an event service inside a
map, an event adapter). To load the properties of an item from this panel, you can double-click the corresponding element.

Figure 2.5. Properties view

 Event object types view

The event object types view displays the event object catalog. Similar to the component catalog, this is a global, EventBase-
independent catalog containing event object types and attribute types.
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Figure 2.6. Event object types view

The elements in the catalog can be maintained via context menu operations, allowing the creation of folders and new elements,
deletion and renaming.

 Global resources view

Resources, such as a string resource containing text, can be managed globally to reuse them EventBase independently. All
available global resources are listed, categorized within folders.

Figure 2.7. Global resources view

Right-clicking somewhere inside the panel displays a context menu containing menu items to create a folder and for import/
export.

 Consistency monitor

The consistency monitor displays inconsistencies within your EventBase and allows you to resolve them. A check is either
performed automatically after changing relevant items (for example, deleting a component from the catalog) or can be done
manually by clicking the 'Perform Check' button. An inconsistency is displayed in a tree-like structure that tracks down the
occurrence of the error.
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Figure 2.9. Consistency monitor

The preceding figure displays an inconsistent state of an EventBase caused by a score action element in an existing rule. As far
as possible, inconsistencies can be automatically resolved by right-clicking the last tree node and selecting 'Resolve' from the
context menu.

 Editor

The editor is a view allowing the manipulation of various EventBase components. It allows you to graphically design and edit
everything concerning ruling.The figure "A system rule in the editor" shows the editor with a system rule open. Rule spaces,
event patterns and actions can also be edited in the editor panel. In the editor event conditions, event condition cases and timers
provide the elements defining a decision process. Moreover, the current status of facts can be taken into account using score
access actions. Response events can be triggered or facts updated based on the result of the evaluation.
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Figure 2.10. A system rule in the editor

Correlation sets are used to define relationships between events. The editor allows you to graphically design correlation sets.
Correlations are depicted as connections between attributes of event object types (see figure "A correlation set in the editor").
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Figure 2.11. A correlation set in the editor

Also the editor is a visual editor for maps (see figure "A map in the editor"). Map-component instances, e.g. schedulers, event
service, can be inserted by dragging them from the components view onto the map. Added components are represented by
certain shapes that can be connected to participate in the event flow.
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Figure 2.12. A map in the editor

Elements, that cannot be displayed directly (synchronisation blocks), are collected at the bottom of the editor in the non-
displayable elements pool.

 Debugging tools

The debugging tools panel allow you to instanciate and inect an event into a map component, setting all attributes of the
referring event object type manually and, thus, provides a feature to debug the defined event process flow within a map.
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Figure 2.13. Debugging tools

 Node registration

The node registration view displays all registered workers and their current status (stopped or running) and allows you to
register new worker nodes via the context menu.

Figure 2.14. Node registration view

After registering a worker in the node registration, it can be used to deploy and run an EventBase. For this purpose, a
deployment group has to be created defining the missing link between the EventBase and the worker it should be deployed on.

When a worker is started manually (i.e. by starting a worker console window), it will automatically get registered. The purpose
of a manual node registration is to be able to integrate workers that are not currently running, thereby making it possible to
use these worker definitions within a deployment group. Further information on worker registration and deployment can be
obtained from chapter "Deployment".
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 Deployment

The deployment view lists all available deployment groups. A deployment group can be seen as a functional execution unit
consisting of one or several EventBases to deploy and one or several workers that will execute these EventBases. The purpose
of deployment groups is to collect a pool of workers and to distribute the execution of several EventBases among these
workers.

Figure 2.15. Deployment view

Please see section "Creating a deployment group" below for instructions on how to create deployment groups.

 User management view

Access to Policy Orchestrator is only granted to authorized users. At program start, a login dialog is displayed in which a
user name and a password may be specified. Users and their corresponding authorizations may be administered via the User
Management panel. For more information see "User management".

Figure 2.16. User Management view

Please see "Creating a deployment group" for instructions on how to create deployment groups.

 Exception events view

The exception events view is a tracking tool for events that are emitted on the exception ports of map components. The view
allows to display all occurred exception events during a certain time span in a tree view or a grid view. If the exception was
caused by a certain incoming event, it is possible to republish the events that caused the exception. 'Purge Events' deletes the
selected exception events.
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Figure 2.17. Exception events view

 Code repository

The code repository is used to manage assemblies such as component or data type implementations. It offers two views:

• Implementation types: The list populates every single implementation type, whereas each entry contains its assembly as a
sub-entry.

• Assemblies: The list is categorized by assemblies, each having the contained and used implementation types as sub-entries
in the list.
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Figure 2.18. Code repository

Please note, that in any case only implementation types are added to the repository instead of adding complete assemblies.
Normally, adding implementation types in the repository is not necessary, since this can be done when creating the
corresponding element.

 EventBases view

The EventBases view displays all available EventBases that are currently registered in the catalog. The purpose of this view is
to display, import and export EventBases.

Figure 2.19. EventBases view

To import or export an EventBase, right-click an EventBase or a folder, and select 'Import/Export' from the context menu. A
wizard will guide you through the process. Further information on import/export can be obtained from chapter "Importing and
exporting EventBases".

 State management view

The state management view displays all state information currently stored in the database. The purpose of this view is to
display, modify and reset states.
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Figure 2.20. EventBases view

To view or modify a state select it in the view and double-click to access the state properties. Right-clicking a state allows you
to reset that state, right-clicking a state identifier allows you to remove all states using that identifier. To reflect changes use the
refresh button in the context menu.

 Main menu

The Modelling Studio's main menu contains the following items:

• File - provides functionality to open, import and export EventBases, simulation models and catalogable elements as well as
general functions such as printing.

• Edit - facilitates common cut, copy and paste operations.
• View - allows displaying or hiding certain views.
• Tools - provides control over preference settings.
• Nodes - allows control over workers and the analysis node.
• Window - enables to switch between currently opened maps.
• Help - contains several documentation sections, such as the user manual and tutorials.

 The View menu

The View menu allows switching to one of the available views. If this view is hidden, it gets displayed in its previous position.
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Figure 2.23. The Modelling Studio View menu

 Workers menu

Figure 2.25. The Modelling Studio workers menu

Refresh

Reloads the list of available workers and updates their status (started, stopped) as far as it has changed.

Start worker
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The submenu entry exists for every registered worker and can be used to start the worker. After starting it, applications can be
executed.

Stop worker

Stops a worker. The execution of applications deployed on this worker will be interrupted.

Shutdown worker

Performs a complete shutdown of a worker, including to deregister it. If the worker was started in a console, the console
window will get closed.

Deregister worker

Deregisters a worker. After deregistration, the worker will be invisible in the Modelling Studio and cannot be used to deploy
and run applications.

Note:  Note: Please note that only those workers can be started, stopped or shut down, which are visible to the admin node, so
a manually pre-registered worker that is not actively registered and online at the admin node (which happens after starting it at
the remote location) cannot be controlled with these operations.

 The Window menu

The Window menu allows switching between currently opened maps.

Figure 2.26. The Modelling Studio Window menu

 The EventBase catalog

The drop-down list allows selecting the current EventBase from the EventBase catalog.

Figure 2.28. The EventBase Catalog

The EventBase catalog displays all available EventBases. To open one, click on it.

 Customizing the workspace
The Modelling Studio workspace is highly customizable to fit your personal needs and enable an optimal workflow.
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 Hiding and showing panels

The default workspace configuration shows all available views on several panels in the workspace. In order to hide one of
these panels (which may contain several tab-organized views), use the menu item 'Hide' from the panel's top menu, or click
the x button at the right corner of the panel, which is also available if the panel is floating. The panel disappears from the
workspace.

Hide a panel

In order to show it again, use the View menu in the program's main menu bar and click the corresponding view there. It gets
displayed on its last position.

 Auto-hide panels

To clean up the workspace, it can be helpful to auto-hide several panels. Auto-hidden panels are displayed on the screen
borders and expand on mouse-over. To enable the auto-hide functionality for a certain panel, click the 'pin' button located at
the top right corner of a docked panel. To disable auto-hiding for a certain panel, simply click the 'pin' button again as soon as
it is expanded.

The figure below shows a auto-hidden view that is currently expanded (1) as well as several iconified views (2).
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Displaying auto-hidden panels

 Set views docked or floating

Every view (panel) can either be docked on the workspace (default configuration) or floating. To undock a panel you can either
expand its top menu and select 'Floating' or simply drag the panel's title bar away from its current position and do not dock it
anywhere else. Another easy way to undock a panel is to double-click its header (title bar).

Once a view is floating, you can dock it again by dragging it onto one of the docking controls that appear as soon as the panel
gets dragged (see next section), or double-click the panel's title bar again.
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 Change docking position of panels

The Modelling Studio enables you to dock every panel to customized positions. You can either place every view into a
separate panel, or they can be collected in one single panel with a tab control to switch between the views.

As soon as you start dragging a docked or floating panel, several docking controls appear (see figure below). If the mouse
cursor is positioned on a certain panel, the main docking control (1) appears and, on the borders, several side docking controls
are displayed (2).

Docking panels

You can dock the panel to a certain position by moving the mouse on the selected docking control. The position the panel will
be docked in is marked blue. Release the mouse button if the new position fits your needs.
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The figure below shows the main docking control that is shown if a floating panel is dragged over another panel: If you release
the mouse on the center item of this docking control, the dragged panel will be docked to the center of the other panel, causing
that a tab control appears to switch between the views inside the panel. Dragging the panel onto one of the border items causes
the panel space to split, making it possible to insert the new panel.

Main docking control

 Perspectives

For better organization and overview, there are two different views available for the Modelling Studio, the Modelling and the
Management view. In the Modelling view, you will find all panels necessary for modelling an eventbase. The Management
view offers administrative panels, like the Node Registration or the 'User management'.

In the right-upper corner of the Modelling Studio you can find the Manage perspectives button to add, edit or remove
perspectives.

Manage perspectives

A click on this button will show following dialog:
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Perspectives Management

 Add a new perspective

To add a new perspective, which means, saving the current window layout of the Modelling Studio, click the green Plus
button. This will add a new entry in the list. The name of the new perspective can be edited in the right part of the window.
Moreover, you can choose an icon for the new perspective for easier recognition among the icon list. This icon and the name
of the perspective will be shown with all other perspectives in the right-upper corner of the Modelling Studio. After the desired
changes have been made, click Finish to add the perspective or Cancel to discard all changes made.
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 Delete a perspective

The Perspective Management also allows you to delete perspectives except for the ones pre-installed. To delete a perspective
select it and click on the red Delete button.

 Reset a perspective

Every position of each perspective will always be saved when closing the Modelling Studio or when switching between
two different perspectives. If you want to reset a perspective to its original layout, select the perspective in the Perspective
Management and click Reset Window Positions and then Finish.

 Preference settings
In the Preferences you can define the print options for container printing. To access the preferences, select Tools | Preferences
from the main menu of the Modelling Studio.

 Container printing

The container printing module enables the printing of complete maps, rules or the EventBase as shown in the Orchestration
Editor. You can select to scale the printed output to one single page and adjust the print margins.

Preference settings: Map printing

 User management
Access to the Policy Orchestrator system is protected by the user management. Only authorized users may access the
corresponding components. A Super Administrator account is required to start the Modeling Studio.

When starting the program, a login dialog is displayed in which you may specify a user name and a password. Login is
possible in two different ways:

• Decision Authentication: Login with users who have been created via the user management of Policy Orchestrator.
• Windows Authentication: Users have been created via the User Management of Policy Orchestrator but the login data is

retrieved from the Active Directory via LDAP. By default Windows Authentication is not activated.
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Login dialog of Policy Orchestrator

 Predefined super administrator user for initial login

After installing Policy Orchestrator you must log in to define users and all other structures. When you log into the Modelling
Studio of Policy Orchestrator, you must log in as the predefined "Super Administrator" user with the following specifications:

User Name: UC

Password: UC (case-sensitive!)

You should change this password after you first log in. You do this in the "UC" user definition.

The "Super Administrator" is a fixed part of Policy Orchestrator with limited modification options.

You cannot You can

Change the name "Super Administrator". Lock the user ID.

Delete the Super Administrator user. Change the display name (full name), which is "UC" after
initial installation.

Change the assigned Roles. The user has all roles. Change the password, which is "UC" after initial installation.

Change the EventBase authorizations. The user has
authorization to all EventBases.

Change the email address.
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Predefined Super Administrator user

 User settings

User settings consist of user roles, authorizations and the status of a user. The user settings are configured in the User
Properties window (see the subsection "Creating a user").

• Roles: Only a Super Administrator has access to Policy Orchestrator. Rule Administrators and Rule Operators are used for
the Policy Orchestrator Web Frontend. All other roles are used in Predictive Analytics. To learn about the other rules see
the Predictive Analytics manual.

• Authorizations: Authorizations define which EventBases a user is allowed to access. A Super Administrator has always
access to all EventBases.

• Status: The status can be used to lock a user. A locked user will not be able to log in to Modelling Studio or Predictive
Analytics. Following states are available:
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• User is active.
• User is locked.

 User management tasks

This section shows you how to do common tasks in the user management.

 Creating a user

To create a user, select an authentication method in the User Management panel and then click on the Create User button in the
toolbar, or use the context menus of the authentication methods.

Figure 2.41. Creating a user

This will open the User Properties window as shown in Figure 2.42, "User Properties Window: General page".
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User Properties Window: General page

On the General page of the User Properties Window you can define the following data of the new user:

• Type: Selection of authentication method: UC4 Decision Authentication or Windows Authentication. Once a user is created,
the authentication type for the user cannot be changed.

UC4 Dedision Authentication: Login data (user name, password,...) of the created user is defined in Predictive Analytics or
Modelling Studio.

Windows Authentication: Login data is used from the Active Directory (LDAP). Only an existing Windows account is
required. See the subsection "Windows authentication settings"

• User Name: User name required for the login.
• Full Name: The user's full name. Only for information purposes. Will be used for user object display in the User

Management panel. This parameter is mandatory.
• Email: The user's email address. This parameter is optional.
• Password and Verify Password: Confirmation of the login password.

After providing all required user settings, a green symbol will appear which says, that the user accout is valid.

If you use Windows Authentication, you only need to type in the name of the user account. After clicking on the 'Check'
button, the user account information is retrieved from Active Directory (see Figure 2.43, "User properties window - Windows
Authentication").
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Figure 2.43. User properties window - Windows Authentication

On the next page which is called Roles you can assign the new user a predefined role (see Figure 2.44, "User properties
window: Roles page" ). Only Super Administrators are allowed to log in to Modelling Studio.
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Figure 2.44. User properties window: Roles page

Figure 2.45, "User properties window: Authorizations page" shows the third page which is called 'Authorizations'. It can be
used to select the EventBases the user should be allowed to access.
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Figure 2.45. User properties window: Authorizations page

Finally, on page Status (see Figure 2.46, "User properties window: Status page") you can lock or unlock the user.
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Figure 2.46. User properties window: Status page

By clicking the OK button the user will be created and can be used immediately.

 Modifying a user

A user can be modified by right-clicking on it and choosing Modify User or by using the corresponding toolbar button.
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Modifying a user

Except for the authentication method you can edit all settings and apply the changes by clicking the OK button.

 Deleting a user

For deleting a user you can use the toolbar or the context menu of a user. You cannot delete a Super Administrator if it is the
only active user.

Deleting a user

 Locking a User

Locking can be done on the Status page of the User Properties window. Set the user status to User is locked and click OK to
apply the changes. The user won't be able to log in to Policy Orchestrator anymore. If you want to unlock the user, set the user
state back to User is active.

 Windows authentication settings

Right-click Windows Authentication in the User Management panel and select Settings to open the configuration settings for
an Active Directory connection.

Specify the address of the LDAP Server in Domain URL.

An additional user (optional) is required if the AdminNode service runs under a local system account. This must be a user who
has read permissions on the specified LDAP server.

Calling the windows authentication settings
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Windows authentication settings

 FAQ
Q: Can I deploy and run an EventBase directly from the

Modelling Studio?

A: Yes, you can do that easily with the 'Deploy' panel in the
'Management' perspective.

Q: Can the Modelling Studio be started without a running admin
node?

A: No. Since several settings and all the catalogable elements
are read directly from the database as soon as the
Modelling Studio starts up, an admin node is needed as
the communication interface to the database. Therefore,
please make sure to start the admin node before opening the
Modelling Studio.

Q: How can I display a certain view again if it is hidden?

A: In order to display a view panel that is currently hidden,
select it from the 'View' menu. It will be displayed in its last
position.

Q: I selected a view from the view menu but it does not appear.

A: If a reset of the current perspective does not help, you have
to delete the file perspectives.xml in your user directory of
the operating system. The path to this file may look like this:
C:\Documents and Settings\myUserName\Local Settings
\Application Data\UC4 Senactive Software GmbH\Decision
\3.8.0.0\.

Q: Where are the elements such as components or event object
types stored physically and how are they accessed?
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A: All of these elements are stored in the database. The admin
node facilitates data access and data manipulation operations.
Therefore, an admin node is needed when working with the
Modelling Studio.

Q: Do I have to create a deployment group for every EventBase I
want to run?

A: No, it is not mandatory to create a deployment group for
every single EventBase; several EventBases can be deployed
within one single group, which brings the advantage to define
a pool of workers executing the EventBases of this group.

Q: What happens if a deployment group contains several
applications and several workers when starting all
applications? Which worker will execute the applications?

A: In this case, every worker will execute every application.

Q: What is the purpose of a manual node registration?

A: A manual registration of workers enables pre-registering
workers that are not currently running and available to use
within deployment groups. The deployer will check on
whether the registered workers are effectively available when
deploying and running applications.

Q: I cannot see the User Management panel. Why?

A: The current user is not a Super Administrator.

Q: I have started Policy Orchestrator but I cannot select an Event
Base. What is the reason for this problem?

A: A role has been assigned to the user who has logged on
but this user has no access rights to an Event Base (setting:
'Authorizations').

Q: I cannot disable one authentication method.

A: You cannot disable an authentication method, if it is the only
one with an active Super Administrator.

Q: I cannot create a user with Windows Authentication/Decision
Authentication.

A: You need to activate an authentication method before you can
create a corresponding user.

Q: Why can't I change the authorizations of a user?

A: The authorizations of a Super Administrator cannot be
changed.

Q: Why can't I change the role of a user?

A: The role of the predefined Super Administrator cannot be
changed.
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 See also
• Section 6.2, "EventBase model"
• Chapter 18, Deployment
• Section 3.2, "UC4 Decision Worker"
• Section 3.1, "UC4 Decision Admin Node"
• Section 6.7, "Event processing maps"
• Section 6.3, "Orchestration editor"
• Section 6.11, "Correlation sets"
• Chapter 7, Rule management
• Section 6.8, "Facts"

74 Server environment

 Decision Admin Node

 Introduction

Within the distributed Policy Orchestrator architecture, the Decision Admin Node acts as the central coordination unit for all
existing runtime components and is therefore a fundamental part of the Decision environment. It facilitates data access and
data manipulation, is responsible for the storage of catalogable elements, registration and deregistration of worker nodes, and it
performs several administrative tasks in the backend. The admin node must have access to the admin data source to deposit all
the application information, components, runtime types and implementation classes necessary to run an application. Decision
Workers receive application information necessary to execute an application not directly from the admin data source, but from
the admin node where they can register themselves and participate in deployment groups for the application execution.

Due to the essential role of the Policy Orchestrator Admin Node, it needs to be started and accessible whenever using
the Modelling Studio, the deployer or workers. While workers access the admin node only on startup to retrieve current
application information, for modelling and management tasks in the Modelling Studio, the admin node needs to be
continuously available.

The Decision Admin Node is available either as a console application, or it can be set up to run as a Windows service, whereby
typically using the console application is useful during the application development to quickly see current log statements, and a
Windows service installation should be performed in the production runtime environment.

 UC4.Decision.AdminNode.exe

With Policy Orchestrator installed on your machine, you can find UC4.Decision.AdminNode.exe in the directory <INSTALL
DIRECTORY>/Runtime/AdminNode/. During the setup process, an IP address and a port have to be specified to access the
admin node at the host that runs it. This is, for instance, relevant for worker nodes running on remote machines to be able to
register themselves at the admin node and retrieve application information.

At the admin node host machine, the admin node can be run as a console application or as a Windows service. The console
application is by default available after installing the product suite; setting up the Policy Orchestrator Admin Node as a
Windows service is optional.

 Running the admin node as a console application

After installing the Policy Orchestrator product suite, the admin node console application can either be started manually
from the command line, or you can use the Windows start menu entry, which can be found at 'Start -> All Programs -> UC4
Decision -> UC4.Decision.AdminNode (console)'. To start the admin node from the console, follow these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select 'Run...' and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/AdminNode'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.AdminNode.exe and press ENTER.

After starting the admin node console application, you should see a list of logged warning and error messages.
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Decision Admin Node (console)

To correctly shutdown the console application, press CTRL+C.

In case the admin node cannot be started, adequate messages will be logged to examine the root cause of the problem. The
log file can be found at <INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/AdminNode/logs and is named UC4.Decision.AdminNode.log
as long as the logging configuration has not been changed. Please refer to section "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager" for
information on the log manager configuration.

 Running the admin node as a Windows service

For production systems, it is recommended to run the admin node as a Windows service. The UC4.Decision.AdminNode
service can optionally be installed during the product setup, or it is also possible to manually install the service later,
independent from the product setup.

 Installing the admin node Windows service

Follow these steps to install the Decision Admin Node as a Windows service:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/admin node'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.AdminNode.exe -install and press ENTER.

Once the service is installed, you can use the Windows Administrative Tools to configure, start, restart and stop the service:
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Windows services administration

 Uninstalling the admin node Windows service

In order to uninstall the Decision Admin Node service, follow these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/admin node'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.AdminNode.exe -uninstall and press ENTER.

 Configuration options

Typically, the Decision Admin Node gets pre-configured during the product setup, and this configuration fits most common
purposes. Though it may be necessary to change the default settings (e.g., for reconfiguring the admin node after network and
system adjustments).

The configuration of the admin node can be found within the file UC4.Decision.AdminNode.Modules.xml which is located in
the same directory as the UC4.Decision.AdminNode.exe. It contains a list of modules to be loaded on startup as well as several
configuration parameters for each of these modules.

Below, the most frequently used configuration parameters are introduced. All of these instructions concern the admin node
configuration file UC4.Decision.AdminNode.Modules.xml.

 Configuring the server remote controller

The server remote controller is responsible for initializing all objects that need to be accessed remotely. The most important
setting to change is the port of the server remote controller, which is pre-configured with a value of '8888' (or it can be
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configured during the product setup) if it conflicts with the existing network structure. In order to change this setting, locate the
following configuration section within the UC4.Decision.AdminNode.Modules.xml:

<component id="ServerRemoteController">
        <parameters>
                <port>
                        8888
                </port>
                <deserializationLevel>
                         Full
                </deserializationLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

Change the value for the port parameter accordingly and restart the admin node in order for the changes to take effect.

Note:  Note: Do not forget to change this parameter setting also for all the workers that are registered to the admin node in
the corresponding UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml. Detailed instructions on how to change this setting in the worker
configuration can be obtained from section "Decision Worker".

 Configuring the admin and simulation data source

As the central coordination unit, the admin node also serves as the central access point to data sources such as the admin data
source and the simulation data source. In general, these data sources are referred to as remote data sources, having a centralized
data source definition that can be requested by any of the modules that need to access it.

 The admin data source

The admin data source has a crucial role for modelling, deploying and running Policy Orchestrator applications, since it stores,
amongst other information, the event object type definitions, data sources, global resources, component description objects and
EventBase descriptions. The admin node automatically creates the tables and stored procedures and fills these tables initially
with data (predefined event object types, default components, etc.) if they are not yet available.

To successfully install the Policy Orchestrator Admin Node during the setup process, a valid and accessible admin
data source has to be defined. To change this admin data source, locate the following configuration within the
UC4.Decision.AdminNode.Modules.xml:

<component id="AdminDataSource">
        <parameters>
                 <ConnectionString>
                              server=localhost;database=UC4DecisionAdmin;Integrated
Security=SSPI;pooling='true'
                 </ConnectionString>
                 <Type>
                         Sql
                 </Type>
        </parameters>
</component>

You can modify the connection string according to your database location and database name.

Warning:  Important: Please note that the admin node and all clients that might access the data source have to be
restarted in order for the changes to take effect.

The admin node will check the given database for the required tables, so in case the specified database is a valid admin
data source (probably holding several types and component definitions), it will be directly used without modification. If the
database is empty on restarting the admin node, it will create all required tables and transfer preloading information to the
database.

 Configuration of the log manager

During the application development cycle, it might be helpful for debugging purposes to change the configuration of the log
manager to receive detailed logging messages. For a production system, the log mananger might also be configured to only log
critical messages for performance reasons. The log level determines which messages will get logged and how they are logged.
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To change this configuration, locate the log manager configuration and enter the log level within the <ThresholdLevel>
parameter:

<component id="LogManager">
        <parameters>
                <ThresholdLevel>
                         INFO
                </ThresholdLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

Possible values for the threshold level are OFF, FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, ALL. For a detailed description of
these values, as well as advanced configuration settings, please refer to Section "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager".

 FAQ

Q: What if the installation of the admin node as a Windows
service fails?

A: The service installer is not allowed to overwrite or update
already existing services. Please make sure that the service
is not already installed, otherwise try to uninstall the already
existing service.

Q: I tried to start the admin node console application,
but on startup, the following message appeared
in the console: 'Unable to acquire lock on file
UC4.Decision.AdminNode.log'.

A: If the admin node lock cannot be acquired, this is typically
caused by a currently running instance of the admin node
which will in this case have locked the log file. Please check
on whether the admin node is running as a service in the
background, otherwise take a look at the log file and its
properties to figure out the reason for why it could not be
accessed.

Q: The admin node fails to start with the following log
notification: 'Only one usage of each socket address
(protocol/network address/port) is normally permitted'.

A: Another service is already using the port which has been
defined for the admin node. The current configuration of
the admin node can be looked up and changed in the file
UC4.Decision.AdminNode.Modules.xml. Please change
either the port configuration, or reconfigure the service that
occupies the concerned port.

Q: I have changed the admin data source but it seems that all
models continue to access the old database.

A: In order for the changes to take effect, you need to restart the
admin node.

Q: When I change the admin data source, is the data of the old
admin database automatically copied to the new database?
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A: No, this is not done due to the following reasons:

• It might be necessary and helpful to start with a fresh and
clean database, in case the new database does not contain
any data yet.

• If the new database already contains the admin data
tables and content data, migrating old data to these tables
would result in conflicts and inconsistencies, and simply
discarding old tables would cause a loss of data.

Q: Is there a way to transfer existing event object type
definitions and components to a new admin data source?

A: Yes, you can use the import/export module to first export
the definitions to library zip archives, and after changing the
admin data source, these libraries can be re-imported. Please
refer to chapter "Import and export" for further information
on import and export.

 See also

• Policy Orchestrator Log Manager
• Decision Worker

 Decision Worker

 Introduction

The distributed architecture of Decision does not only define a central repository and coordination unit (the Decision Admin
Node), the actual work is distributed to so-called worker nodes: the Decision Workers. As an essential part of the Policy
Orchestrator system, the main purpose of Policy Orchestrator Workers is to execute applications or, more specifically, the
EventBases.

 UC4.Decision.Worker.exe

Having installed Policy Orchestrator on your machine, you can find UC4.Decision.Worker.exe in the directory <INSTALL
DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Worker/. A Decision Worker can be run as a console application or as a Windows service. The
console application is by default available after installing the product suite; setting up the Decision Worker as a Windows
service is optional.

 Running the worker as a console application

After installing the Policy Orchestrator product suite, the worker console application can either be started manually from
the command line, or you can use the Windows start menu entry which can be found at 'Start -> All Programs -> Policy
Orchestrator -> UC4.Decision.Worker (console)'. To start the worker from the console, follow these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select 'Run..' and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Worker'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.Worker.exe and press ENTER.

After starting the worker console application, it will log several info messages indicating whether or not it could successfully
be started. If applications are deployed on this worker, the map components will be initialized and the worker tries to start
these applications.
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Decision Worker (console)

To correctly shut down the console application, press CTRL+C.

In case the worker cannot be started, adequate messages will be logged to examine the root cause of the problem. The log
file can be found at <INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Worker/logs and is named UC4.Decision.Worker.log as far as the
logging configuration has not been changed. Please refer to section "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager" for information on the
log manager configuration.

 Running the worker as a Windows service

For production systems, it is recommended to run the worker as a Windows service. The UC4.Decision.Worker service can
optionally be installed during the product setup, or it is possible to manually install the service later, independent from the
product setup.

 Installing the worker service

Follow these steps to install the Decision Worker as a Windows service:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Worker'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.Worker.exe -install, and press ENTER.

Once the service is installed, you can use the Windows Administrative Tools to configure, start, restart and stop the service.
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Starting the Decision Worker as a Windows service

 Uninstalling the worker service

In order to uninstall the Decision Worker service, follows these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Worker'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.Worker.exe -uninstall, and press ENTER.

 Configuration of the worker

During the setup process, a worker has to be configured by specifying the host and port at which it is running. In addition, the
admin node's IP address and port have to be entered, since the worker depends on this central repository and registers itself at
the admin node on startup. It may be necessary to change this configuration at a later date.

The configuration of a Policy Orchestrator Worker can be found within the file UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml which is
located at the same directory as the UC4.Decision.Worker.exe. It contains a list of modules to be loaded on startup as well as
several configuration parameters for each of these modules.

Below, the most frequently used configuration parameters are introduced. All of these instructions concern the worker
configuration file UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml.

 Bootstrap configuration

The bootstrap configuration specifies an identifier for the worker. Using this identifier, the worker can be
registered to deployment groups. Therefore, it is crucial to use unique worker IDs among the workers of a Policy
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Orchestrator environment setup. The following listing shows the bootstrap configuration of a worker, taken from the
UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml.

<component id="Bootstrap">
        <parameters>
                <id>
                        Myworker
                </id>
        </parameters>
</component>

After changing these values, the worker has to be restarted. Please note that existing deployment groups referencing the old
worker ID will not be automatically updated. When restarting the worker, it will automatically register itself at the admin node
under the new identifier. The old registration is kept, though it may probably reference a non-existing worker.

 Admin node discovery configuration

The admin node discovery module is essential for the worker in order to start up and execute applications as it contains the IP
address or name of the host where the admin node can be reached as well as the TCP/IP port the admin node's server remote
controller is listening to. To successfully communicate with the admin node, set these parameters accordingly. Locate the
following configuration section in the UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml, and enter an appropriate host and port:

<component id="Staticadmin nodeDiscovery">
        <parameters>
                <host>
                       127.0.0.1
                </host>
                <port>
                        8888
                </port>
        </parameters>
</component>

Please refer to section "Decision Admin Node" to see where the corresponding configuration of the admin node can be found
and how it can be changed.

 Server remote controller configuration

The server remote controller manages remote connections. The most important settings to change are the host and the port of
the server remote controller if they conflict with the existing network structure. In order to change these settings, locate the
following configuration section within the UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml:

<component id="ServerRemoteController">
        <parameters>
                <host>
                       127.0.0.1
                </host>
                <port>
                        9999
                </port>
                <deserializationLevel>
                        Full
                </deserializationLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

One advantage of the Policy Orchestrator Node registration is that a worker is registered only by its identifier; so after
changing these settings, deployment groups or the admin node's node registration won't be affected.
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 Configuration of the log manager

During the application development cycle, it might be helpful for debugging purposes to change the configuration of the log
manager to receive detailed logging messages. For a production system, the LogMananger might also be configured to only log
critical messages for performance reasons. The log level determines which messages will get logged and how they are logged.
To change this configuration, locate the log manager configuration, and enter the log level within the <ThresholdLevel>
parameter:

<component id="LogManager">
        <parameters>
                <ThresholdLevel>
                         INFO
                </ThresholdLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

Possible values for the threshold level are OFF, FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, ALL. For a detailed description of
these values, as well as advanced configuration settings, please refer to Section "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager".

 Runtime behavior

The Decision Worker is designed to execute Policy Orchestrator EventBases. Workers can register themselves at the admin
node, or it is possible to manually register a worker by its ID using the node registration of the Modelling Studio. Therefore,
it is possible to easily change worker nodes without having to modify existing deployment groups: Independent from the
physical location of a worker, it will deploy and execute EventBases if its ID is registered for a deployment group.

A worker contacts the admin node on startup to retrieve information on the deployment groups it participates in and, if
necessary, all required information to deploy and execute the EventBases of these groups.

 FAQ

Q: The startup of the worker fails. The log file contains several
messages similar to 'No connection could be made because
the target machine actively refused it'.

A: This notification usually concerns the connection to the
Decision Admin Node. Please make sure that the admin
node is running and check on the admin node discovery
configuration of your worker: This configuration specifies the
host and port of the admin node. Please check whether these
settings reflect the current network location of the Admin
Node. Details on this configuration setting can be found in
"Admin node discovery configuration."

Q: The worker fails to start with the following log notification:
'Only one usage of each socket address (protocol/network
address/port) is normally permitted'.

A: Another service is already using the port which has
been defined for the worker. The current configuration
of the worker can be looked up and changed in the file
UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml. Please either change the
port configuration, or reconfigure the service that occupies
the relevant port.

Q: Is it possible that several workers execute the same
EventBase?

A: Yes. This is possible, and one of the key features of the
distributed Decision architecture. Please refer to "Distributed
execution of EventBases", describing a scenario for a
distributed Eventbase execution.
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Q: Can one worker execute several EventBases in parallel?

A: Yes. A worker can execute an arbitrary number of
EventBases.

Q: What happens if a worker is configured to execute several
EventBases, and one of them fails to start?

A: In this case, all other EventBases will be executed normally.
A failure of one EventBase does not affect other EventBases
which are to be deployed and started.

Q: Do EventBases in a deployment group automatically get
deployed and started if a worker starts and is registered to this
group?

A: This depends on the configuration of the deployment group.
Each deployment group allows to set properties called auto-
start and auto-deploy. If set to true, the EventBases will be
deployed and started, otherwise this has to be done manually
using the Modelling Studio.

 See also

• Policy Orchestrator Log Manager
• Decision Admin Node
• Deployment

 Decision Analysis Node

 Introduction

The Policy Orchestrator Analysis Node is part of the Automic product suite and aggregates data from EventBases.

The Policy Orchestrator Analysis Node is designed to handle high amounts of events, thus we recommend to install it on a
separate machine.

 UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.exe

Having installed the Analysis Node on your machine, you can find UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.exe in the directory
<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/AnalysisNode/. A Decision Analysis Node can be run as a console application or as a
Windows service whereas latter is the default. It is recommended to do the installation and configuration of the Analysis Node
via the configuration manager (see the install guide for more information).

 Running the Analysis Node as a Windows service

For production systems, it is recommended to run the Analysis Node as a Windows service. When using the configuration
manager, the Analysis Node is installed as a windows service by default. If you decide to install the Analysis Node as a
console application you can install it as a service at any time later by using the configuration manager.

 Installing the Analysis Node service manually

Follow these steps to install the Decision Anaylsis Node as a Windows service manually:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/AnalysisNode'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.exe -install, and press ENTER.

Once the service is installed, you can use the Windows Administrative Tools to configure, start, restart and stop the service.
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Starting the Decision Anaylsis Node as a Windows service

 Uninstalling the Analysis Node service manually

The recommended way of uninstalling the Analysis Node is via the configuration manager (see the installation guide for more
information). You can, however, do it manually as well by following these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/AnalysisNode'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.exe -uninstall, and press ENTER.

 Running the Analysis Node as a console application

After installing the Policy Orchestrator product suite, the Analysis Node console application can either be started manually
from the command line, or you can use the Windows start menu entry which can be found at 'Start -> All Programs -> UC4 -
> UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode (console)'. Please note the the Analysis Node cannot be started as a console application, if it is
already running as a windows service. To start the Analysis Node from the console, follow these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run.. and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Analysis Node'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.exe and press ENTER.

By default, if any errors occur during the start up of the Analysis Node, the error messages are printed in the console.
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Decision Anaylsis Node (console)

To correctly shut down the console application, press CTRL+C.

In case the Analysis Node cannot be started, adequate messages will be logged to examine the root cause of the
problem. The log file can be found at <INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/AnalysisNode/logs and is named
UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.log as far as the logging configuration has not been changed. Please refer to section "Policy
Orchestrator Log Manager" for information on the log manager configuration.

 Configuration of the Analysis Node

During the setup process, the Analysis Node has to be configured by specifying the port at which it is running. In addition, the
admin node's IP address and port have to be entered, since the Analysis Node depends on this central repository and registers
itself at the admin node on startup. It may be necessary to change this configuration at a later date.

The configuration of a Policy Orchestrator Analysis Node can be found within the file
UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml which is located at the same directory as the UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.exe. It
contains a list of modules to be loaded on startup as well as several configuration parameters for each of these modules.

Below, the most frequently used configuration parameters are introduced. All of these instructions concern the Analysis Node
configuration file UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml.

 Bootstrap configuration

The bootstrap configuration specifies an identifier for the Analysis Node. Using this identifier, the Analysis Node can be
registered to deployment groups. Currently, only one Analysis Node is supported. The following listing shows the bootstrap
configuration of an Analysis Node, taken from the UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml.

<component id="Bootstrap">
        <parameters>
                <id>
                        MyAnalysisNode
                </id>
                <EndPoint>
                        localhost:9998
                </EndPoint>
         </parameters>
</component>

After changing these values, the Analysis Node has to be restarted. When restarting the Analysis Node, it will automatically
register itself at the admin node under the new identifier. The old registration is kept, though it may probably reference a non-
existing Analysis Node.
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 Admin node discovery configuration

The Analysis Node needs the static admin node discovery module to start and execute applications. The module contains the
IP address or name of the host where the admin node is located as well as the TCP/IP port that the admin node's server remote
controller listens to. To establish communication with the admin node, define its location in the related parameters. Locate the
following configuration section in the UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml, and enter the IP number/host name and port
of the admin node:

<component id="Staticadmin nodeDiscovery">
        <parameters>
                <host>
                        127.0.0.1
                </host>
                <port>
                        8888
               </port>
        </parameters>
</component>

For information about how to locate and edit the configuration of the admin node, see the section "Decision Admin Node".

 Server remote controller configuration

The server remote controller manages remote connections. The most important settings to change are the host and the port of
the server remote controller if they conflict with the existing network structure. In order to change these settings, locate the
following configuration section within the UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml:

<component id="ServerRemoteController">
        <parameters>
                <host>
                       127.0.0.1
                </host>
                <port>
                        9999
                </port>
                <deserializationLevel>
                        Full
                </deserializationLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

One advantage of the Policy Orchestrator Node registration is that an Analysis Node is registered only by its identifier; so after
changing these settings the admin node's node registration won't be affected.

 Log manager configuration

The log manager can record log messages of various severity levels. You can configure the highest level that is recorded in the
log files.

The log levels are OFF, FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, ALL. For a detailed description of these values, as well as
advanced configuration settings, see the section "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager".

Generally, you would use a setting that has a higher severity level, such as FATAL or ERROR, for a production installation.
Because fewer messages are logged, performance is less affected. However, sometimes you need to collect more log details,
such as when testing a new installation, debugging problems, or trying to resolve errors. For these occasions, you might forfeit
performance for richer feedback and temporarily use a setting with a lower severity level, such as INFO, DEBUG, or ALL.

You set this in the <ThresholdLevel> parameter of the LogManager component in the
UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml file.

<component id="LogManager">
         <parameters>
                <ThresholdLevel>
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                        INFO
                </ThresholdLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

 Data update configuration

There are two parameters that configure the accuracy and at the same time performance of the analysis node.

Once a dashboard query has been executed at the Analysis Node, its result is stored in memory for quick access. However, a
dashboard query's result might become invalid. For example the result of the query "Yesterdays error messages" will become
invalid at midnight. That's why this query would be re-executed short after midnight to store the new result in memory. By
default, the Analysis Node validates every query result every 5 minutes. Please note that this doesn't mean that every query
is recalculated every 5 minutes. Instead, during this validation, only the underlying data is checked for change. Please also
keep in mind that, because of this mechanism, a query result might be inaccurate by 5 minutes. For example the dashboard
query "Number of Events within the last 5 minutes" will remain current for 5 minutes by default. If this default inaccuracy is
inacceptable for you, or you want to reduce the number of database accesses by the Analysis Node, decrease or increase the
<DashboardCacheExpiration> timeout:

<component id="DashboardManagerServer">
        <parameters>
                <DashboardCacheExpiration>
                        300
                </DashboardCacheExpiration>
        </parameters>
</component>

The value has to be set in seconds. The expiration timeout can only be set on a global level, i.e. it applies for all queries.

The second parameter controls how often the in-memory data is compared to the data in the database. In a perfect world,
the in-memory data will always be in sync with the database, because in a perfect world, events are stored in the database in
chronological order. And exactly this scenario is assumed by the Analysis Node. However, for example, if your EventBase has
two different information sources, older events of the first source might be stored after later events that are coming from the
second source. To overcome this problem, by default every 5 minutes the in-memory data is checked against the data in the
database. This time interval is configurable via the <MinSyncCheckIntervalSeconds> parameter:

<component id="DataViewManager">
        <parameters>
                <MinSyncCheckIntervalSeconds>
                        300
                </MinSyncCheckIntervalSeconds>
        </parameters>
</component>

The value has to be set in seconds.

 Memory tuning configuration

There are several parameters in the UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml that control the data load on memory used by
analysis node processes. Although data in memory can be more quickly retrieved than data in a database, when the memory is
overloaded, performance suffers. For this reason, use the configuration options to help clear memory of less relevant data on a
regular basis.

Managing purges of the dashboard cache

Recent dashboard query results are kept in the dashboard cache, so that when you restart the Analysis Node, they can be
quickly retrieved for display on dashboard charts in Predictive Analytics. In the DashboardCache component, you can control
what is kept in the dashboard cache to be automatically reloaded when the Analysis Node starts, and what is purged.

There are two parameters that control how the cache is continuously cleaned out.

• <QueryInactivationIntervalSeconds> This defines how often a cached query is dropped from the queries that are
automatically reloaded (by default every 21600 seconds = 6 hours). The query is chosen randomly. Although the query is
not automatically reloaded, it is not deleted until is expires. Until then the query is retrievable by refreshing the dashboard.
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If you want PCO to always reload all queries, set this to zero (0).
• <DashboardCachePreservedEntries> This defines the number of cached queries that will never be deleted. The default is

24 queries. This means that when the cached queries are deleted one after the other until only 24 queries are left, then no
other query is deleted until another one is run and the interval defined above has passed.

<component id="DashboardCache">
        <parameters>
                <DashboardCacheExpirationSeconds>300</DashboardCacheExpirationSeconds>
                <QueryInactivationIntervalSeconds>21600</QueryInactivationIntervalSeconds>
                <DashboardCachePreservedEntries>24</DashboardCachePreservedEntries>
        </parameters>
</component>

For information about the DashboardCacheExpirationSeconds parameter, see Keeping dashboard query data valid in the
section Data update configuration.

Removing memory stores

To remove excess memory stores (which contain dashboard query data), you can configure how often a random memory store
is removed. At the same time, you can protect currently running queries from being interrupted by this clean-up process by
building in a wait time before the memory store is removed.

The followingtwo parameters of the DashboardManagerConfiguration component control this process:

• <MemoryStoreDeleteIntervalSeconds> This is the time interval (by default 21600 seconds = 6hours) at which one memory
store is randomly deleted. This does not delete cached queries that are associated with the memory store.

If you set this to zero (0), then no memory stores will be deleted.
• <MemoryStoreDeleteTimeoutSeconds> This is the maximum time (by default 600 seconds = 10minutes) that deleting a

memory store will wait for a currently running query to complete before deleting the memory store. Checking all running
processes before deleting a memory store helps prevent queries from being interrupted by the memory store cleanup.

<component id="MemoryStoreConfiguration">
        <parameters>
                <MemoryStoreDeleteIntervalSeconds>21600</MemoryStoreDeleteIntervalSeconds>
               <MemoryStoreDeleteTimeoutSeconds>600</MemoryStoreDeleteTimeoutSeconds>
        </parameters>
</component>

Checking memory usage

To free your system resources of memory use that the Analysis Node processes might not need, you can set a limit for how
much memory that Analysis Node processes may use. The default is zero (0), that is, no limit. In conjunction with that, you can
define how often the system is checked for this excess. You define these in the parameters of the MemoryWatcher component:

• <Threshold> in megabytes (MB). This is the maximum number of megabytes of system memory that the Analysis Node
proceses can use.

To allow the Analysis Node unlimited usage of memory, set this to zero (0).
• <Interval> in seconds. This is the time interval between checks of memory usage. By default this is every 60 seconds, that

is, every minute.

<component id="MemoryWatcher">
        <parameters>
                <Threshold>0</Threshold>
               <Interval>60</Interval>
        </parameters>
</component>
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 FAQ

Q: The startup of the Analysis Node fails. The log file contains
several messages similar to 'No connection could be made
because the target machine actively refused it'.

A: This notification usually concerns the connection to the
Decision Admin Node. Please make sure that the admin
node is running and check on the admin node discovery
configuration of your Analysis Node. This configuration
specifies the host and port of the admin node. Please check
whether these settings reflect the current network location
of the Admin Node. Details on this configuration setting
can be found above in Section  "Admin node discovery
configuration".

Q: The Analysis Node fails to start with the following log
notification: 'Only one usage of each socket address
(protocol/network address/port) is normally permitted'.

A: Another service is already using the port which has been
defined for the Analysis Node. The current configuration
of the Analysis Node can be looked up and changed in the
file UC4.Decision.AnalysisNode.Modules.xml. Please either
change the port configuration, or reconfigure the service that
occupies the relevant port.

 See also

• Policy Orchestrator Log Manager
• Decision Admin Node
• Deployment

 Runtime configuration

 Decision Log Manager

 Introduction

To capture and trace significant state changes of Policy Orchestrator applications, logging is a valuable technique to write
informative messages as well as error notifications to a log file. This makes it possible to examine errors as well as to check
running applications for correctness. The Policy Orchestrator log manager provides maximum control over the configuration of
how and what gets logged. Messages written to relevant log files will not only contain general information, but also a snapshot
of the current system configuration, trying to indicate the context of the notification. In case of an exception, this could be a
stack trace (call stack), indicating at which module an exception occurred. Therefore, these log messages might be essential for
debugging purposes, in particular, to locate problems if any of the services fail to start.

The log manager utilizes Log4Net, which is part of the Apache Software Foundation. A detailed description of the project, as
well as configuration samples, can be found online at http://logging.apache.org/log4net.

 Configuration of the log manager
 General log level configuration

A general configuration of the log manager and the logging behavior of a certain EventBase is contained in the general
modules configuration files. For instance, the configuration of the log manager used for a Decision Worker can be found
within the file UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml. The <ThresholdLevel> configuration determines the log level and
influences the number of details being logged. In the appropriate configuration file, locate the following settings and change
the log level if necessary:

<component id="log manager">
        <parameters>

http://logging.apache.org/log4net
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                <ThresholdLevel>
                         INFO
                </ThresholdLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

Possible values for the threshold level are:

• OFF - Logging is completely deactivated.
• FATAL - Only highly critical and fatal errors are logged.
• ERROR - Each error occurring will be logged in addition to fatal errors.
• WARN - Errors and warnings are logged.
• INFO - Informative notifications will be logged in addition to the logging of errors and warnings.
• DEBUG - The log manager will log detailed information on all important occurrences.
• ALL - All available information will be logged.

Please keep in mind that logging has the cost of performance. Therefore, you should set this value to INFO, WARN (or
ERROR) for production systems and only change it to DEBUG for debugging purposes during the EventBase development.

 FAQ

Q: I have changed the value of the ThresholdLevel to 'ALL', but
the log does not contain more statements.

A: The setting of the threshold level serves as a filter for
notifications forwarded to Log4Net. Please make sure that
the Log4Net configuration is also set to a log level of ALL,
otherwise this setting won't take effect.

Q: When running a worker as a Windows service, the logging
does not work. Where is the problem?

A: A Windows service runs at a certain user account specified
in the services control panel. This account may have
restricted permissions. Please make sure that the account has
permissions to create and write to files in the directory chosen
for logging.

Q: Can I change the logging configuration during runtime?

A: This feature of the Log4Net API is currently not supported. It
would require a restart of the system.

 See also

• Decision Worker
• Decision Admin Node

75 Additional runtime components

 The Gateway

 Introduction

The Decision gateway provides Policy Orchestrator EventBases with an input channel to receive events that were published
via web services. The Policy Orchestrator Gateway provides a web service offering methods to submit synchronously and
asynchronously messages related to a certain topic. The messages are forwarded to subscribed gateway event adapters, which
come as a default component with the Decision product suite.
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The following figure provides an architectural overview of the Policy Orchestrator Gateway. The gateway receives event data
from various source systems and forwards the data to the worker nodes.

Gateway

On startup, the Decision gateway prepares the communication needed to forward incoming messages to registered gateway
event adapters. Whenever a message arrives, it forwards its data to all gateway event adapters subscribed to the relevant topic.
This means, in particular:

1. If several instances of an EventBases run on several Worker nodes, only one instance will receive and process a certain
message.

2. For the EventBasdes instance that was selected to receive the event messages, every gateway event adapter within the event
processing maps which receives the messages as long as it is registered to the appropriate topic.

For instructions on how to use the gateway event adapter inside an event processing map to receive and process the events
transmitted over the gateway, please refer tos ection "Gateway event adapter". Below, the configuration and usage of the
Decision gateway is described in more detail.

 UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe

Having installed Policy Orchestrator on your machine, you can find the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe in the directory
<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Gateway. A Policy Orchestrator Gateway can be run as a console application or as a
Windows service. The Windows service is per default available after installing the product suite.

 Running the gateway as a console application

After installing the Policy Orchestrator product suite, the gateway console application can either be started manually from
the command line, or you can use the Windows start menu entry, which can be found at 'Start -> All Programs -> UC4 ->
UC4.Decision Gateway Service (console)'. To start the gateway from the console, follow these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Gateway'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe and press ENTER.

After starting the gateway console application, it will log several info messages indicating whether it could be successfully
started.
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Gateway (console)

To correctly shut down the console application, press CTRL+C.

In case the gateway cannot be started, adequate messages will be logged to examine the root cause of the problem. The log
file can be found at <INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Gateway/logs and is named UC4.Decision.Gateway.log as far as the
logging configuration has not been changed. Please refer to section "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager" for information on the
log manager configuration.

 Running the gateway as a Windows service

For production systems, it is recommended to run the gateway as a Windows service. The UC4.Decision.Gateway service can
be installed during the product setup.

 Installing the gateway service

Follow these steps to install the Policy Orchestrator Gateway as a Windows service:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Gateway'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe -install, and press ENTER.

Once the service is installed, you can use the Windows Administrative Tools to configure, start, restart and stop the service.
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Starting the Gateway as a Windows service

 Uninstalling the gateway service

In order to uninstall the Policy Orchestrator Gateway service, follows these steps:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Runtime/Gateway'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe -uninstall, and press ENTER.

 Configuration of the gateway

During the installation process, the gateway has to be configured by specifying the host and port at which it is running. In
addition, the admin node's IP address and port have to be entered, since the gateway depends on this central repository and
registers itself at the admin node on startup. It may be necessary to change this configuration at a later point in time.

The configuration of a Policy Orchestrator Gateway can be found within the file UC4.Decision.Gateway.Modules.xml, which
is located at the same directory as the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe. It contains a list of modules to be loaded on startup as well
as several configuration parameters for each of these modules.

In the following, the most frequently used configuration parameters are introduced. All of these instructions concern the
gateway configuration file UC4.Decision.Gateway.Modules.xml.

 Bootstrap configuration

The bootstrap configuration specifies an identifier for the gateway. Using this identifier, the gateway can be registered to
an admin node. Therefore, it is crucial to use unique IDs among the gateways of a Policy Orchestrator environment. The
following listing shows the bootstrap configuration of a gateway, taken from the UC4.Decision.Gateway.Modules.xml.
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<component id="Bootstrap">
        <parameters>
                <id>
                        MyGateway
                </id>
        </parameters>
</component>

After changing these values, the gateway has to be restarted. When restarting the gateway, it will automatically register itself at
the admin node under the new identifier.

 Admin node discovery configuration

The Staticadmin nodeDiscovery module is essential for the gateway in order to start up as it contains the IP address or name of
the host where the admin node can be reached as well as the TCP/IP port the admin node's server remote controller is listening
to. To successfully communicate with the admin node, set these parameters accordingly. Locate the following configuration
section in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.Modules.xml, and enter an appropriate host and port:

<component id="Staticadmin nodeDiscovery">
        <parameters>
                <host>
                        127.0.0.1
                </host>
                <port>
                        8888
                </port>
        </parameters>
</component>

Please refer to Section 3.1, "UC4 Decision Admin Node" to see where the corresponding configuration of the admin node can
be found and how it can be changed.

 Configuration of the log manager

During the gateway installation and configuration, it might be helpful for debugging purposes to change the configuration of
the log manager to receive detailed logging messages. For a production system, the LogMananger might also be configured
to only log critical messages for performance reasons. The log level determines which messages will get logged and how
they are logged. To change this configuration, locate the log manager configuration, and enter the log level within the
<ThresholdLevel> parameter:

<component id="LogManager">
         <parameters>
                <ThresholdLevel>
                         INFO
                </ThresholdLevel>
        </parameters>
</component>

Possible values for the threshold level are OFF, FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, ALL. For a detailed description of
these values, as well as advanced configuration settings, please refer to Section 3.4.1, "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager".

 Configuration of service endpoints

The Policy Orchestrator Gateway uses the Microsoft Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) for configuring service
bindings and service endpoints. The provided service is associated with an address that defines where the service is, a binding
that defines how to communicate with the service, and a contract that defines what the service does. WCF formalizes this
relationship in the form of an endpoint. The endpoint is the fusion of the address, contract, and binding.

Warning:  Important: It is important to point out that nothing in the service code pertains to its endpoints and they are
always external to the service code.
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 Event submission service endpoint

Configuring an endpoint administratively requires placing the endpoints in the hosting process' config file. The Gateway
  provides a web service for submitting events to the Policy Orchestrator system. The following listing shows the endpoint
configuration of the web service taken from the config file UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config.

<endpoint address=""
                    binding="basicHttpBinding
                    contract="UC4.Decision.Gateway.IEventSubmissionService">
        <identity>s
                <dns value="host" />
        </identity>
</endpoint>
<endpoint address="mex" binding="mexHttpBinding" contract="IMetadataExchange" />
<host>
        <baseAddresses>
                <add baseAddress="http://host:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/EventSubmissionService" />
        </baseAddresses>
</host>

Per default the EventSubmissionService is running at the local host on port 9898 and uses basic HTTP binding. The URL
of the service is http://host:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/EventSubmissionService. For generating a web service proxy,
users can query the web service description language (WSDL) via the URL http://host:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/
EventSubmissionService?WSDL.

 SAP IDoc service endpoint

The Gateway provides a web service for receiving IDoc data from an SAP system. The following listing shows the endpoint
configuration of the web service taken from the config file UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config.

<service behaviorConfiguration="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IDocServiceBehavior"
                  name="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IdocService">
         <endpoint address="basic"
                             binding="basicHttpBinding"
                             contract="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IIdocService"
                             listenUriMode="Explicit"
                             bindingConfiguration="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IdocServiceBinding"/>
        <endpoint address="metadata"
                            binding="basicHttpBinding"
                            contract="IMetadataExchange"
                            listenUriMode="Explicit"/>
                 <host>
                 <baseAddresses>
                        <add baseAddress="http://host:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocService"/>
                 </baseAddresses>
        </host>
</service>

Per default the SAP-IDoc service is running at the local host on port 9898 and uses basic HTTP binding. The URL of the
service is http://host:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocService. For generating a web service proxy, users can query the web
service description language (WSDL) via the URL http://host:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocService?WSDL.

 Sending events to Policy Orchestrator with a web service

The Gateway provides an Event Submission Service (service endpoint URL http://host:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/
EventSubmissionService) for publishing events to the Policy Orchestrator system. The gateway automatically transmits the
events to EventBases which use an gateway event adapter for forwarding the events to event processing components.

Warning:  Important: When publishing events on the gateway, a topic has to be provided for the events. Gateway
event adapters that subscribe to the specified topic will receive the events.

http://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/EventSubmissionService
http://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/EventSubmissionService?WSDL
http://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/EventSubmissionService?WSDL
http://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocService
http://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocService?WSDL
http://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/EventSubmissionService
http://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/EventSubmissionService
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In order to submit events with the Event Submission Service, the following list of web service methods can be used:

• SubmitEventAsyncNonPersistent(string topic, string eventData) - Submits asynchronuously event data for a certain topic to
the Decision system. Events are queued in memory.

• SubmitEventAsyncPersistent(string topic, string eventData) - Submits asynchronuously event data for a certain topic to the
Decision system. Events are queued in on database-level. Queued events cannot get lost.

• SubmitEventSync(string topic, string eventData) - Submits synchronuously events for a certain topic to the Decision
system. Events are directly sent to the Decision Worker nodes.

The web service methods take two arguments, namely, topic and eventData. The eventData argument contains the message
that should be submitted, while the related topic defines to which one of the gateway event adapters the message should be
sent, since each adapter subscribes to one concrete topic.

Please make sure that the EventBases containing gateway event adapters are already deployed and started when using the
gateway to submit events. If events are submitted synchronuously and no Worker node is available, the event dispatching will
fail and an exception will be thrown.

 FAQ

Q: The startup of the gateway fails. The log file contains several
messages similar to 'No connection could be made because
the target machine actively refused it'.

A: This notification usually concerns the connection to the
admin node. Please make sure that the admin node is running
and check the admin node discovery configuration of your
gateway: This configuration specifies the host and port of the
admin node. Please check on whether these settings reflect
the current network location of the AdminNode. Details
on this configuration setting can be found above in section
"Admin node discovery configuration".

Q: I have installed the Gateway and tried to receive event data
with the gateway event adapter. No events are published to
the gateway event adapter. What is the problem?

A: Make sure that the topic for publishing and receiving events
match. The topic names are case insensitive. Also check
the log file of the gateway UC4.Decision.Gateway.log for
exceptions that might prevent the transmission of the events
to the worker nodes.

Q: I just changed the topic at the gateway event adapter.
However no events are transmitted from the gateway to the
newly configured adapter. What is the problem?

A: Changes of adapter configurations take effect when the
EventBase is restarted. EventBases are automatically
restarted when storing the EventBase or by using the panels
of the Management Perspective in the Modelling Studio.

Q: How can I prevent a single point of failure for submitted
events to the Decision system?

A: Setup multiple gateways connecting to the same admin node.
All gateways will be able to receive events in parallel and
distribute the event data to the Decision Workers.

Q: How can I configure an SSL connection for submitting
events?
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A: Communication channel settings are configurable
in a configuration file. For secure communication
and authentication please use the configuration file
UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config for defining these settings.

 See also

• Gateway event adapter

 Deployer

 Introduction

EventBases created with the Decision Modelling Studio can be deployed on several workers for execution. The deployer
allows you to import an EventBase to your admin node and to deploy it on an arbitrary number of workers.

The functionality of the deployer can either be reached from the Modelling Studio via a graphical user interface for creating
deployment groups and deploying them on registered workers ("Creating a deployment group" describes these tasks in greater
detail), or the deployer can be executed from the command line, allowing you to import and auto-deploy an EventBase on your
admin node and your workers with a single statement, which may not only accelerate the deployment process for advanced
users, but may also enable automating the deployment using batch files.

This chapter covers deployment using the UC4.Decision.Deployer.exe on the command line. General information on
EventBase deployment is provided in chapter "Deployment". Deployment functions of the Modelling Studio are described in
chapter "Modelling Studio".

To make use of UC4.Decision.Deployer.exe, a valid EventBase packed in a *.zip file (e.g. an EventBase you exported from the
Modelling Studio) is required.

 UC4.Decision.Deployer.exe

With Policy Orchestrator installed on your machine, you can find UC4.Decision.Deployer.exe in the directory <INSTALL
DIRECTORY>/Deployer/.

Follow these steps to see command line help for the Policy Orchestrator Deployer:

1. Start a command line window (from the Windows start menu select Run... and type 'cmd').
2. Switch to the directory '<INSTALL DIRECTORY>/Tools/CommandLine/Deployer'.
3. Type UC4.Decision.Deployer.exe and press ENTER.

The general syntax of command line parameters will be displayed:

Syntax: UC4.Decision.Deployer.exe [-autodeploy] [-autostart] -eventbase <file> [-adminnode
<IP>[:<PORT>]] [-workers <WorkerId1>[;<WorkerId2>][;<WorkerId3>]...] [-skipexisting|-
replaceexisting] [-connectionstring connectionstring] [-dbtype dbType] [-undeploy eventBaseUri]

In the subsequent sections, we will discuss these options and explain their purpose and usage.

 Requirements and preparations

As mentioned above, the deployer is a tool to deploy existing EventBases. To successfully start the deployer, make sure to
have prepared the following items:

1. An EventBase packed in a *.zip file - The archive must contain a file named manifest.xml which defines all parts of the
EventBase that should be imported and deployed. EventBases created with the Modelling Studio can be exported, and the
deployment can be invoked without having to modify the EventBase's zip archive.

2. Start the Decision Admin Node if it is not currently running.
3. [optional] Start all workers on which the EventBase should be deployed. If you decide to deploy the EventBase on a worker

that is not running at the time of deployment and select to auto-deploy and auto-start, the EventBase will be deployed and
started directly after starting the corresponding worker.

 Using the deployer

The command line options offered by the UC4.Decision.Deployer.exe can be combined to fulfill a set of tasks that are
described in detail in the subsequent sections.
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 Summary of command-line parameters
-autodeploy

If this option is set, the deployment group will be set to auto-deploy. As soon as a specified worker will be started, it will start
deployment.

-autostart

Activating this option, all assigned workers will automatically start to process the EventBase as soon as deployment has been
started.

-eventbase

The .zip archive which contains the EventBase to be deployed. The archive must include a manifest.xml that specifies the parts
of the EventBase which should get deployed.

-adminnode

By default, the deployer tries to connect to a local admin node on the default port. If your admin node runs on a remote
machine or a port different from the default 9999 port, this parameter needs to be set to be able to address the admin node.

-workers

If this parameter is defined, your EventBase will be configured to be deployed and started on the specified workers. An
arbitrary number or worker IDs can be entered, separated by a semicolon.

-undeploy

Undeploys and removes an EventBase from the system. The parameter defines the URI of the EventBase which should be
undeployed and removed.

-skipexisting

Skips existing elements when importing and deploying an EventBase. If an element already exists it will not be overwritten.

-replaceexisting

Replaces existing elements when importing and deploying an EventBase. If an element already exists it will be overwritten.

-connectionstring

If this parameter is defined, it replaces the connectionstring of your EventBase with this one.

-dbtype

In addition to the connectionstring parameter, a database type can be specified if the connectionstring is not SQL server based.

 FAQ

Q: Is it possible to deploy only certain artifacts for an EventBase
using the Policy Orchestrator Deployer?

A: It is possible to deploy event object type libraries, component
libraries, data source libraries and resource libraries on their
own. Equivalent to the deployment of a complete EventBase,
the exported zip archive can be deployed on the command
line. For manually created library files, it is crucial to have
valid manifest.xml contained in the zip archive. When
exporting a library from the Modelling Studio, it can be
deployed directly without modifications.

Q: I get the message "Importing EventBase ... FAILED" with
some exceptions when trying to deploy an EventBase.
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A: This notification can have multiple reasons: One is that
some elements (such as event object types, resources,
components) of the EventBase's .zip are already registered on
the admin node. In this case, please check on which elements
are already registered using the Modelling Studio, and if
necessary, remove these items from the zip archive or locally.
Alternatively, you can use the skipexisting or replaceexisting
option of the deployer to resolve the conflicts. Another reason
might be that some elements are missing in your zip file
that are referenced in the manifest.xml. Please refer to the
exception messages that provide a hint to the root cause of the
problem.

Q: I get the message "The given path's format is not supported"
with some exceptions when trying to deploy an EventBase.

A: Either the entered path of the source file for the EventBase is
not correct, or the provided file is not a .zip file.

 See also

• Modelling Studio
• The concept of deployment groups
• Decision Worker
• Deployment
• Decision Admin Node

 The Policy Orchestrator Watch Dog

 Introduction

During runtime, the current status of the Admin node and workers as well as possible dispatched exception events are of major
interest for a deployment of an EventBase. You can monitor both with the Policy Orchestrator Watch Dog tool, which can also
automatically send email notifications about the runtime status.

To use the Watch Dog tool you first configure the settings for your environment, and then you can run the Watch Dog either as
a Windows service (the recommended method) or directly from the command line. This chapter explains how to configure and
run the Policy Orchestrator Watch Dog tool.

 The Policy Orchestrator Watch Dog as a Windows Service

There are two ways to run the Watch Dog: as a Windows service or from the command line. To ensure that the Decision
Admin node and other components are monitored continuously, it is recommended that you run the Watch Dog as an
automatic Windows service. This section explains what you need to know to do that.

 Running the Watch Dog as a Windows Service

To run the Watch Dog as a Windows service, use the following steps:

1. Install a Windows service for the Watch Dog.

1.1 Open a command line window.
2.1 Change to the directory <Decision Installation Folder>\Tools\CommandLine\Watchdog\ .
3.1 Type UC4.Decision.WatchDog.exe -install and press ENTER.

This installs a Windows service for the Watchdog that needs to be started manually.
2. The first time that you want to start the Watch Dog service, start its Windows service and optionally update its startup

option.

1.1 In Windows, open the Services application.
2.1 Start the UC4.Decision.WatchDog service.
3.1 If you want it to start automatically at the Windows startup, then change the Startup Type to "Automatic."
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Now the Watch Dog will run automatically from the Windows service using the settings in the
UC4.Decision.WatchDog.exe.config file, which you configured in Section "Configuring and Preparing the
UC4.Decision.WatchDog.exe". If you want to change the settings in the configuration file, then stop the Windows service,
make and save your configuration changes, and then restart the Windows service as you did in Step 2. If you want to stop
running the Windows service for the Watch Dog altogether, then follow the instructions in Section "Un-Installing the Watch
Dog".

 Un-Installing the Watch Dog

If you have been running the Watch Dog as a Windows service and you want to stop the service altogether, you should un-
install the Watch Dog service with the following instructions:

1. Open a command line window.
2. Change to the directory <Decision Installation Folder>\Tools\CommandLine\Watchdog\ .
3. Type UC4.Decision.WatchDog.exe -uninstall and press ENTER.

 The Policy Orchestrator Watch Dog As a Command-Line Tool

Although it is recommended to run the Watch Dog as an automatic Windows service, as described in section "The Policy
Orchestrator Watch Dog as a Windows Service", you can run it from the command line instead. This section explains how to
run the Watch Dog from the command line. In this case, you must start the Watch Dog each time manually.

To start the Watch Dog from the command line, use the following steps:

1. Open a command line window.
2. Change to the directory <Decision Installation Folder>\Tools\CommandLine\Watchdog\ .
3. Type UC4.Decision.WatchDog.exe and press ENTER.

The Watch Dog will run using the settings in the UC4.Decision.WatchDog.exe.config file, which you configured in 
"Configuring and Preparing the UC4.Decision.WatchDog.exe". If you want to change the settings in the configuration file,
then stop the Watch Dog, make and save your configuration changes, and then restart the Watch Dog using the steps above.

 FAQ

Q: When I try to execute, I get the following message:
'Parameter missing or the passed configuration does not
match the syntax'.

A: Make sure you set all mandatory parameters.

Q: When I try to execute, I get the following message:
'Parameter missing or the passed configuration does not
match the syntax. Option ... requires an argument, but there
are no words after it'.

A: Make sure you set the arguments of all used parameters.

Q: I do not receive any notifications although I used the 'notify'
parameter.

A: Check the SMTP server settings. Make sure your mail server
allows email notifications from the Watch Dog.

 See also

• Modelling Studio
• The concept of deployment groups
• Decision Worker
• Deployment
• Decision Admin Node

 The EventBase Utility
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 Introduction

The Policy Orchestrator EventBase Utility allows to change EventBase settings such as the location of the database for an
existing EventBase for administration purposes.

For example, in case of switching from the test phase of an EventBase running on the server of the test system to the server of
the actual production system.

This command-line tool automatically adapts the database connection string for the EventBase and sets up the necessary
infrastructure, i.e. creates the tables to store the EventBase specific data. The tool does not transfer the event data from the old
database to the new one.

The EventBaseUtil command-line tool can also be used for updating the full-text index of an EventBase.

This chapter covers the usage of the Policy Orchestrator EventBase Utility command line tool, explaining possible settings and
parameters in the following sections.

 Using the Policy Orchestrator EventBase Utility

This section explains the option 'changedb' in detail.

 Requirements and preparations

To successfully start this example make sure to have prepared the following items:

1. Start the Decision Admin Node if it is currently not running.
2. We recommend stopping all workers which actively execute the EventBase.
3. If the server hosting the new database does not provide Integrated Security, please create the new database manually first.

 Changing the data source

To change the data source of an existing EventBase, execute the EventBase Utility command line tool using the parameters as
follows:

-Syntax

UC4.Decision.EventBaseUtil changedb|c

[-adminnode <ip[:<port>]] -eventbase <uri>

-connectionstring <connectionstring> [-dbtype

<type>]

-Example 1

UC4.Decision.EventBaseUtil.exe changedb

-adminnode 10.1.10.0 -eventbase eventbase://Examples/MyEventBase

-changedb "Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI; Initial

Catalog=NewDataBase;Data Source=MyHost"

-Example 2

UC4.Decision.EventBaseUtil.exe -adminnode

10.1.10.0:1111 -eventbase eventbase://Examples/MyEventBase

-changedb "Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI; Initial

Catalog=NewDataBase;Data Source=MyHost"

Both examples show how to change to the new database connection string for the existing EventBase 'MyEventBase' to the
database 'NewDataBase' on the server 'MyHost'. In the second example we specified the port of the admin node to 1111, while
in the first we used the standard port 8888.

Note:  Note: In the examples we used double quotes to encapsulate the connection string of the new database since it contains
blanks. If blanks are contained in parameter values of the executed command, an exception will be thrown and the EventBase
Utility cannot be executed. Please make sure to use double quotes if your connection string contains blanks to ensure a correct
parsing of the arguments.

After the execution of the entered command, the command-line tool will notify you of the current status and changes made:
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Changing EventBase to new database ... Database
connection successfully changed. New settings for EventBase: EventBase
URI: eventbase://Examples/MyEventBase Database:
Provider=SQLNCLI;Integrated Security=SSPI;Initial
Catalog=NewDataBase;Data Source=MyHost

 FAQ

Q: I get the following exception message: 'The passed
configuration does not match the syntax'. What is the reason?

A: Typical errors resulting in this exception are:

• Not all mandatory parameters are defined in the
command.

• The connection string does contain blanks and has not
been entered in double quotes.

Q: After successfully executing the EventBaseUtil, my
EventBase properties in the Modelling Studio still show the
old connection string. How is this possible?

A: Close and open the EventBase to show the updated
connection string.

 See also

• Modelling Studio
• The concept of deployment groups
• Decision Worker
• Deployment
• Decision Admin Node

 The Policy Orchestrator Session Manager

 Introduction

During runtime, the current status of EventBase components and maps is stored in correlation sessions. The Policy
Orchestrator Session Manager provides a tool to purge those sessions. This chapter covers the usage of the Policy Orchestrator
Session Manager command-line tool, explaining possible settings and parameters in the following sections.

 Using the Policy Orchestrator Session Manager

The command-line options offered by the UC4.Decision.SessionManager.exe can be combined to fulfill a set of tasks that is
described in detail in this section.

Note:  Note: To use the Policy Orchestrator Session Manager, workers on which EventBases are deployed need to be up and
running.

The Policy Orchestrator Session Manager supports four main functionalities. A correct configuration contains one of these
main parameters. While purging and invalidating single sessions only affect one specified session, the other three main
parameters can be applied to a set of sessions, specified by additional filter parameters, as schematized below:

Main functionality (parameter) Supported filter parameters

Listing sessions (-l / --listsessions) -n / --node , -e / --eventbase, -m / --map, -c / --component, -
x / --creationtimespan -y / --updatetimespan

Purging multiple sessions (-s / --purgesessions) -n / --node , -e / --eventbase, -m / --map, -c / --component, -
x / --creationtimespan -y / --updatetimespan
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Main functionality (parameter) Supported filter parameters

Invalidating multiple sessions (-v / --invalidatesessions) -n / --node , -e / --eventbase, -m / --map, -c / --component, -
x / --creationtimespan -y / --updatetimespan

Purging a single session (-p / --purgesession) Requires the session guid as attribute.

Invalidating a single session (-w / --invalidatesession) Requires the session guid as attribute.

Policy Orchestrator Session Manager features

 Purging and invalidating sessions

The session manager allows you to purge and invalidate single or multiple sessions. Invalidated sessions are set inactive and
invalidated sessions are purged periodically by the Policy Orchestrator Admin Node.

 Summary of command line parameters

-l / --listsessions

Lists all sessions filtered by the following parameters: -n / -- node, e / --eventbase, -m / --map, -c / --component, x / --
creationtimespan, -y / --updatetimespan. If no further parameters are defined, all sessions are listed.

-s / --purgesessions

Purges all sessions filtered by the following parameters: -n / -- node, e / --eventbase, -m / --map, -c / --component, x / --
creationtimespan, -y / --updatetimespan. If no further parameters are defined, all sessions are purged.

-p / --purgesession

Purges a specific session. The parameter requires the guid of the session as argument.

-v / --invalidatesessions

Invalidates all sessions filtered by the following parameters: -n / -- node, e / --eventbase, -m / --map, -c / --component, x / --
creationtimespan, -y / --updatetimespan. If no further parameters are defined, all sessions are invalidated.

-w / --invalidatesession

Invalidates a specific session. The parameter requires the guid of the session as argument.

-n / --node

Specifies a worker node as session owner. The parameter requires the ID of the worker node as argument.

-e / --eventbase

Filters sessions of a specific EventBase. The parameter requires the URI of the EventBase as argument.

-m / --map

Filters sessions created by a specific event processing map. Requires an argument holding the identifier of the map.

-c / --component

Filters sessions created by a specific component. The parameter requires the identifier of the component as argument.

-x / --creationtimespan

Filters out all sessions created within a defined time span. All sessions created within the time span will not be affected by the
list, purge or invalidate sessions command. The time span has to be formatted as follows: DD.hh:mm:ss.

-y / --updatetimespan

Filters out all sessions last updated within a defined time span. All sessions created within the time span will not be affected by
the list, purge or invalidate sessions command. The time span has to be formatted as follows: DD.hh:mm:ss.

 FAQ

Q: I use several EventBases with the same structure (e.g. test
and production systems). How can I list, purge or invalidate
sessions of multiple components with the same identifier
contained in different EventBases?
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A: If you want to purge all sessions created by a component
with the identifier 'MyComponent', which exists in multiple
EventBases, the following syntax can be used:

UC4.Decision.SessionManager.exe --purgesessions --
component MyComponent

Q: How can I list, purge or invalidate sessions created before a
certain point in time?

A: The parameter '-x / --creationtimespan' allows you to ignore
all sessions created within the timespan. The following
example only lists those sessions which have been created at
least one day and one hour ago.

UC4.Decision.SessionManager.exe --listsessions --
creationtimespan 01.01:00:00

Q: How can I list, purge or invalidate sessions which have not
been updated recently?

A: The parameter '-y / --updatetimespan' allows you to ignore
all sessions updated within the timespan. The example below
shows how to invalidate only those sessions which have been
updated at least three hours ago.

UC4.Decision.SessionManager.exe --invalidatesessions --
updatetimespan 03:00:00

Q: Why do I get the message "No active worker is currently
available." whenever I use the session manager?

A: The session manager communicates with active workers
to access sessions. If you try to list, purge or manipulate
sessions, all the respective EventBases must be deployed on
at least one worker which must be up and running.

 See also

• Modelling Studio
• The concept of deployment groups
• Decision Worker
• Deployment
• Decision Admin Node

76 Tools: Packaging log files for support

To help you investigate the cause of problems Policy Orchestrator offers a tool to very easily package all log files from all
PCO components into one ZIP file. In the zipped files, all passwords in the log file entries are stripped and replaced with
asterisks (*******) so that you can send the ZIP file to Automic Support team without privacy breaches or security risks.

This tool uses PowerShell. Please make sure that PowerShell is installed on the server.

All major PCO components have some logging capability to track the activities of the related processes. Each logging process
has a related XML file with the configurations for the logging preferences. For example, the configuration settings for the
gateway logging are stored in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.Modules.xml file. The configuration files are included with the log
files, so that Automic Support team can see all the logging parameters.

How to package the log files

To create a ZIP file that contains all log files and their related configuration files, use the following steps:
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1. Open the folder <PCO#Installation>\Tools
2. Click the collectLogfiles.bat file to run it
3. A file called UC4.Policy.Orchestrator_logfiles.zip will appear in the folder

Structure of the ZIP file contents

The UC4.Policy.Orchestrator_logfiles.zip file contains all log files and the related XML configuration files. The main folder
structure of looks like this:

• ConfigurationManager
• Frontends

• ModellingStudio
• Gateway
• Insight
• Runtime

• AdminNode
• AnalysisNode
• Worker

• SystemInfo
• Tools

• Deployer
• EventBaseUtil
• SessionManager
• SystemUtil
• WatchDog

77 Policy Orchestrator event model

In general an event is any significant change in the state of a business environment, system resource, or application at a certain
point in time. Such events are transformed to processable events of certain types by suitable adapters and transformers to
capture all happenings in the surrounding of a business environment. Furthermore, events can be generated during the event
processing to pass information from one component to another and to trigger the execution of certain tasks. Therefore, events
make up the fundamental communication structure within the Decision environment.

Policy Orchestrator's type system provides flexible mechanisms to model and manage the structure of events. Processable
events are represented as event objects that can be generated by event transformers or event services. Each event object has a
predefined type determining the event content. The figure below sketches a simple event object type declaration for an 'Order'
event. This declaration specifies three attributes (Customer ID, Product ID, ProcessInstID). Generated events of this event
object type follow the defined structure, filling the attributes with concrete event data.

General concept of event object types
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The attributes of an event object do have a defined type (attribute type), defining the (data) structure of the attribute value.
As an example the customer ID could be of type 'Person ID', an attribute type used to identify people (customers, stuff
members, ...) that is probably declared as a numeric value.

The Policy Orchestrator event model contains the following items:

• Event object types - determine the structure of events and their attributes.
• Attribute types - declare types of attributes used within event object type definitions. Such type declarations determine the

data structure of event object attributes which can either be a basic .NET runtime type like System.String or System.Int32, a
custom .NET runtime type or an event object type.

 Event object types

 Introduction

Every event emitted by a component in an EventBase has a defined event object type. Event object types define the structure
for a specific class of events, for example 'Order Placed' or 'Shipment Received'. An event object type consists of a set of
attributes for capturing event data as well as a set of validators which allow you to define constraints for the attributes.

The concept of event objects within the Decision environment can be summarized in the following way:

• the event object type defines and captures the structure of the event and
• the implementation type defines how the actual event data is encapsulated and stored in the runtime.

The common implementation type for events is EventObject (which comes with the Policy Orchestrator product suite), suitable
for general purposes. It is possible to use a custom implementation type for highly customized solutions.

In the Policy Orchestrator system, there are three kinds of event object types:

• concrete event object types
• view event object types
• XML schema-based event object types

The next section describes the concept of concrete and view event object types as well as XML schema-based event object
types in general, followed by instructions on how to handle event object types in the Modelling Studio.

 Concrete, view and XML schema-based event object types

 Concrete event object types

Concrete event object types make up the default implementation of event object types, since their concept directly matches
the general purpose of event object types presented in the introduction of this chapter. A concrete event object type is defined
based upon a certain implementation type, i.e. 'UC4.Decision.Core.Event.EventObject' and has a unique identifier and URI.

Every concrete event object type encloses a set of event object attributes, which actually define the (data) structure within an
event of this type.

 Event object type inheritance

Policy Orchestrator offers the opportunity to create a concrete event object type that is derived from an existing event object
type. The derived (specialized) event object type inherits all event object attributes and validators from its base event object
type and can contain further event object attributes and validators.
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Event object type inheritance

 View event object types

View event object types are formed by using multiple event object types as a base. The attributes of the base event object types
are mapped to the attributes of the view event object types. This mapping can change the type of the attribute, for example an
attribute of type string can be mapped to an attribute of type integer.

Note:  Note: Whenever the view event object type is used, this mapping is automatically done by the system. For example, if
the view event object type is used for an autopublishing port that is connected to another auto-publishing port using one of its
base event object types.

View event object types provide a possibility to define generalizations of event object types without modifying any existing
event object type. This concept, referred to as exheritance, can be used to generalize existing types by mapping their attributes.
The attributes of view event object types can be seen as a view on the generalized event object types. The hirarchy level of the
generated structure is not limited.
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View event object types

 XML schema-based event object types

The third possibility for event object types is to derive the structure of the event object type from an existing XML schema.
Since XML schemas describe a structure of elements, they can be used in order to create event object types based on such
definitions, either using the whole structure of an element or a complex type as source. The Modelling Studio offers the
possibility to extract information on attributes within the XML schema and to automatically create the attributes of the new
event object type.

So XML schemas can be used to create new event object types using already defined attributes using an external XML schema
as a base. Although the attributes of the so- created type can not be extended during the creation process, an XML schema
based event object type can be used as a new base event object type in order to add new attributes which are not contained in
the schema.

 Managing event object types

 Creating an event object type

In order to create an event object type, locate the event object types view, and expand a folder of your choice. By default, it
contains subfolders for attribute types and event object types. Right-click the Event Object Types folder and select Add Event
Object Type from the context menu.
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Figure 5.4. Add an event object type from the context menu

The Event Object Type Creation Wizard will guide you through the definition of the event object type.

• Step 1: Describe the event object type. The first wizard step is used to specify a display name for the event object type and
to optionally enter an informal description. A suitable identifier is generated automatically based upon the entered display
name. It can be changed after unlocking the corresponding input field.

Figure 5.5. Event Object Type Creation Wizard Step 1: Describe the event object type

After clicking Next>, the entered information is validated. The validation fails if either

• no identifier is entered or the identifier is already in use or
• no display name is entered.
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• Step 2: Define structural basis. This step allows you to choose between the different event object types. If you select to
create a concrete event object type, you can optionally determine whether the new event object type should be derived from
an existing event object type or not.

Figure 5.6. Event Object Type Creation Wizard Step 2: Define structural basis

The next steps depend on the selection either to create a concrete, a view or an XML schema-based event object type.

 XML schema-based event object type

• Step 2: Select XML Schema-Based Event Object Type.
• Step 3 (c): Select a schema file by either directly entering its URI or use the browse button on the right to locate the .xsd

file. In order to complete the definition of the mapping, the following settings have to be made:

• Source Type: Possible selections are element or complex type. Like mentioned above you can either use the element or
a complex structure of the XML schema as source for your new event object type.

• Element / Complex Type: Depending on your choice on the source type, define element or complexe type.
• Attribute Name Notation: Optionally choose lower or upper camel notation.
• Attribute Mapping Mode: Defines the mapping of the XML attributes. Determines whether the attributes are mapped to

event object attributes or to attributes within the header.
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Event Object Type Creation Wizard Step 3

• Click Finish to confirm your input.

 Changing an event object type

To change an existing event object type, double-click it in the event object types panel to load its properties to the properties
panel. The settings depend on whether the event object type is concrete or virtual.

 Removing an event object type

An event object type can be removed from the catalog by right-clicking it and selecting Remove from the context menu. This
context menu item is activated only if no dependencies can be detected, which means that the event object type is not in use
anywhere else in your Decision environment.
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Remove an event object type from the context menu

Another way of deleting an event object type is selecting it in the event object types view and pressing the DEL key. If
dependencies exist, a message box displays all these dependencies. Resolve them first, and afterwards retry to delete the event
object type if necessary.

If no dependencies exist, the system deregisters the event object type from the catalog.

Event object type deletion: Existing dependencies

 The XML representation of event object types

Event object type definitions can be found in an event object type library that can be created manually or exported from an
existing application or event object type catalog. The main tag for an event object type is <EventObjectType>, having a
defined namespace and a 'uri'as well as a 'displayName'. A <Description> tag, defined as a child of the <EventObjectType>
tag can enclose an informal description of the event object type.
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<EventObjectType xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                                     xmlns:et="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                                      uri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/OrderPlaced"
                                     displayName="Order Placed">
        <Description>
        </Description>
         [...]
</EventObjectType>

The content of the <EventObjectType> tag depends on whether you define a concrete or a virtual event object type.

 Concrete event object types

Concrete event object types are defined with a <Concrete> tag placed inside the above-shown <EventObjectType> tag. If
the concrete event object type is derived from an existing event object type, the attribute 'parentUri' holds the URI of the
parent event object type. In this case, the event object type automatically inherits all attributes and validators from the parent
event object type. The attribute 'implementationType' is mandatory. Note that if you define a derived event object type, the
implementation type has to be the same as the parent's implementation type or at least an implementation type that is derivable
from the implementation type of the parent event object type.

The <Concrete> tag can enclose <Attributes>(specifying a collection of attributes that are added to inherited attributes),
<Validators> and an <AllowUnknownAttributes> holding a Boolean flag. The listing below shows an example of a concrete
event object type.

[...]
        <Concrete parentUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/ParentType"
                             implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.EventObject">
                <Attributes>
                        <Attribute uri="attributetype:///String" name="ProcessInstID" mandatory="true" />
                         ...
                </Attributes>
                <Validators>
                 ...
                </Validators>
                <AllowUnknownAttributes>tfalse</AllowUnknownAttributes>
        </Concrete>
[...]

 View event object types

View event object types are defined with a <View> tag placed inside the <EventObjectType> tag. Within the <Attributes>
tag you can define the attributes the same way as for concrete event object types. Inside the <BaseTypes> tag you can define
mappings for each event object type that should be mapped.

[...]
        <View>
                <Attributes>
                        <Attribute uri="attributetype:///String"
                                            name="OrderID" mandatory="true" />
                         ...
                </Attributes>
                <BaseTypes>
                        <BaseType uri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/OrderCancelled">
                                <Mapping attribute="OrderID">OrderID</Mapping>
                        </BaseType>
                        ...
                </BaseTypes>
        </View>
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[...]

 XML schema-based event object types

XML schema-based event object types are defined by the tag <XmlSchemaDriven> inside the tag <EventObjectType>. The
<XmlSchema> tag defines the assigned elements and complex types of the used XML schema. How the attributes are mapped
is defined by the <XmlAttributeMapping> tag.

[...]
<XmlSchemaDriven>
        <XmlSchema>
                <xs:schema attributeFormDefault="..." elementFormDefault="..." xmlns:xs="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
                        <xs:complexType name="Order">
                                <xs:sequence>
                                        <xs:element>
                                        ...
                                        </xs:element>
                                                            ...
                                </xs:sequence>
                        </xs:complexType>
                 </xs:schema>
        </XmlSchema>
        <TypeName>
                ...
        </TypeName>
        <XmlAttributeMapping>
                EventObjectAttribute
        </XmlAttributeMapping>
</XmlSchemaDriven>
[...]

 FAQ

Q: What is the function of events and event object types in the
Policy Orchestrator environment?

A: Events make up the fundamental communication structure
within the Decision environment. Every state change in
the business environment is captured by events that are
processed. In addition, events are generated by components
within the system to communicate with each other. There
is a need to have a defined but customizable structure for
these events and, therefore, event object types are required.
They predefine what an event looks like internally in order to
guarantee that it can be processed elsewhere.

Q: Can event object type definitions be stored on a file that can
be reused in other instances of Policy Orchestrator?

A: Yes. Event object types can be exported to event object type
library zip archives that can be imported in other system
instances. Please see Section "Importing and exporting event
object type libraries" for further information on the import
and export of event object type libraries.
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Q: What happens if an event of a defined type gets published
with attributes that are not specified for this event object
type?

A: If the 'Allow unknown attributes' flag is set to true for the
event object type, nothing will happen because this flag
specifies that attributes different from the defined attributes
can also be published with the event. If this flag is set to
false, the event validation will fail as soon as the event gets
published, and an exception will be thrown.

Q: I want to remove an event object type from the event object
types catalog, but the context menu entry is deactivated. What
is the reason for that?

A: If the context menu entry 'Remove' is inactive, the system
detected dependencies, which means that the event object
type is used somewhere within the system. You can select
the event object type to delete and press the DEL key. If
dependencies exist, a message box shows up displaying
further details that can be helpful to detect and resolve them.

 See also

• Predefined event object types

 Attribute types

 Introduction

Events typically contain various data of different types. For each event, the event data is stored in a collection of attributes
that are defined for the appropriate event object type. An event object type definition does not only describe a template of how
events of this type are structured and which data-holding attributes exist, but also the type of each of these attributes.

Attribute types represent type definitions that determine the data structure of a single event attribute. Policy Orchestrator
supports a wide range of data structures for attribute types. Besides common .Net runtime types such as System.String or
System.Int64, event object types can also be used. It is possible to have single-value attributes, array-like multi-value attributes
and dictionary types.

This section describes how to create and use attribute types as well as how they are represented in an XML-based event object
type library.

 Managing attribute types

 Creating attribute types

In order to create an attribute type, locate the event object types panel and expand your folder of choice. By default, every
folder has subfolders for event object types and attribute types. Right-click the Attribute Types folder and select Add Attribute
Type from the context menu to start the Attribute Type Creation Wizard.
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Adding an attribute type from the context menu

• Step 1: Describe the attribute type. The first wizard page can be used to specify a display name that is displayed in catalogs
and selection lists and to optionally enter an informal description. A suitable identifier is generated automatically based
upon the entered display name. It can be changed after unlocking the corresponding input field.

 

Attribute Type Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
• Step 2: Define the attribute type. This step allows you to choose between the following attribute type structures:

• Single attribute -Represents an attribute that stores one single data value of an arbitrary type.
• Multi-value attribute - Multi-value attributes are similar to arrays known from common programming languages.
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• Dictionary attribute -Dictionary attributes are an implementation of the common key-value dictionary structure
available in high-level programming languages. Single attribute values can contain a full dictionary with a defined data
type for the keys and values.

In the wizard dialog, first select the attribute type in the drop-down selector. The other input fields depend on this selection.

Attribute Type Creation Wizard Step 2: Attribute type definition

For single-value attributes and multi-value attributes, only the value type has to be specified. According to its name, it
defines the data type of the attribute value. A check-box allows you to switch between runtime types and event object
types. Runtime types are all native data types available in the .Net environment; for an event object type, each custom
event object type implementation can be utilized. In addition, it is possible to add a custom runtime type implementation by
expanding the runtime type selector and clicking the <Add...> entry. In the appearing dialog, an assembly can be added to
the repository and the implementation type can be selected.
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Attribute Type Creation Wizard Step 2 (continued): Add a custom runtime type

For dictionary attributes, it is possible to specify both the data type of the keys and the values. After selecting 'Dictionary
Type' in the attribute type selector, the key type input field gets activated and a runtime type can be selected for the keys.
The allowed key types are restricted to a subset of available runtime types that are suitable for utilizing them as key types.
These types are: Boolean, Byte, Char, DateTime, TimeSpan, Decimal, Double, Int16, Int32, Guid, Int64, SByte, Single,
String, UInt16, UInt32 and UInt64. The definition of the value type is equivalent to the value type definition for single and
multi-value attributes.

• Step 3 [optional] allows you to assign validators. For further information on how to define and use validators, please see the
section "Event validators".

 Deleting attribute types

To delete an attribute type, select it in the event object types view. You can either use the context menu item 'Remove' or press
the DEL key. Note that the context menu entry will only be enabled if the attribute type is not currently used by an event object
type, whereas after pressing the DEL key, a message box will inform you about existing dependencies.
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Attribute type deletion error caused by existing dependencies

Please resolve all these dependencies by changing or deleting the corresponding items and retry deleting the attribute type.

 The XML representation of attribute types

The definition of attribute types in an event object type library XML file consists of a specification of catalog URI and display
name, an optional description and the type definition, which depends on whether the attribute type is a single-value, multi-
value or dictionary type. The main tag is <AttributeType>, having the attributes 'catalogURI' and 'displayName'. The catalog
URI should be a unique identifier for the attribute type within your system instance and specifies the location (folder) where
the catalogable attribute type will be stored.

Single-value attribute types

For describing a single-value attribute type, a <SingleValueType> tag is inserted, containing either a <RuntimeType> or
<EventObjectType> child tag referencing the corresponding type.

<AttributeType xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                              xmlns:et="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                              uri="attributetype://TestDomain/MyAttributeType"
                              displayName="My Attribute Type">
        <SingleValueType>
                <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
        </SingleValueType>
</AttributeType>

 

<AttributeType ...>
        <SingleValueType>
                <EventObjectType uri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType" />
        </SingleValueType>
</AttributeType>

Multi-value attribute types
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For multi-value attribute types, a <CollectionType> tag is inserted, containing a <SingleValueType> tag that defines the data
type of the collection entries.

<AttributeType xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                              xmlns:et="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                              uri="attributetype://TestDomain/MultivalueEventObject"
                              displayName="My Multi-value Attribute Type">
        <CollectionType>
                <SingleValueType>
                        <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
                </SingleValueType>
        </CollectionType>
</AttributeType>

Dictionary types

A dictionary attribute type is defined by inserting a <DictionaryType> tag which has two child tags: <KeyType> and
<ValueType>. Thereby, the key type is defined within a CDATA block (please make sure to use one of the above-listed types
that are allowed for dictionary key types), and the value type is defined like the single-value type described above.

<AttributeType xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                              xmlns:et="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                              uri="attributetype://TestDomain/MultivalueEventObject"
                              displayName="My Dictionary Attribute Type">
        <DictionaryType>
                <KeyType><![CDATA[System.String]]></KeyType>
                <ValueType>
                        <SingleValueType>
                                <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
                        </SingleValueType>
                </ValueType>
        </DictionaryType>
</AttributeType>

For assigning validators to an attribute type, a <Validators> tag has to be inserted after the type definition. Details on how to
describe validators in XML can be found in validators.

 FAQ

Q: Can I use an attribute type in multiple event object types?

A: Yes, an attribute type can be used as often as required. Its
main usage of attribute types are defined on the catalog level
to be able to reuse their definition within multiple event
object types.

Q: Do I always have to create an attribute type first, or is it
possible to directly select a runtime type when defining an
event object type?

A: Attribute types, as they are described above, are stored in a
global catalog that has the advantage of being able to reuse
them in different applications and event object types. If
this is not required, it is possible and easier to define the
attribute type directly when creating an event object type. For
instructions on how to define attributes locally for an event
object type, please refer to Section "Event object types".
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 Event validators

 Introduction

Event validators facilitate monitoring the content of event data by providing a customizable validation mechanism applicable
for single event object attributes and complete event objects based upon one of the following validation types:

• Range validation - applicable for numeric event data; specifies a range of valid numbers (e.g. 1000 to 9999).
• XPath validation - allows you to use arbitrary XPath queries for event object validation, including XPath operations.
• Regex validation - enables validating event data based upon regular expressions.
• Multi-value validation - allows for validating multi-value event attributes.
• Dictionary validation - can be used to validate attributes of type 'dictionary'.
• EAExpression validation - allows for validating event object types as attributes or event object types in general.

Validators can be defined for event object types and attribute types. For event object types, the validation is performed every
time an event of the corresponding type gets published; the validation of event object attributes happens as soon as an attribute
value gets assigned or is changed. In case the event data does not pass the validation, an exception event gets published.

The subsequent sections summarize the key features of each of the above-named validation types and describes the handling of
validators in the Modelling Studio as well as their XML representation.

 Logical model and purpose

Event validators are used to continuously check the content of event data for validity. Policy Orchestrator offers a set of
validator types which can easily be defined and changed. As soon as a validator is defined for an event object type or an
attribute type, event data of this underlying type will automatically be checked, happening for event objects when publishing
an event of the defined type and for event object attributes when changing an attribute value.

If the validation fails, an exception event gets published instead of publishing the original event or changing the attribute value.
This exception event can be tracked in the exception events view of the Modelling Studio.

 Managing event validators

Validators are always defined directly for an attribute type or an event object type, either while creating it or by modifying the
corresponding property entry.

 Adding validators to an attribute type or event object type

A validator can be added to an event object type or an attribute type in the corresponding creation wizards. The last step of
each wizard offers equivalent dialogs to add validators. In this dialog window, the list of defined validators is shown on the
left; after adding a validator or selecting a validator from the list, its properties are displayed at the right and the validator can
be changed.
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Adding a validator in the Attribute Type Wizard

Press the 'Add Validator...' drop-down button, and select a validator type from the list to create a new validator for your event
object type or attribute type.

Note:  Note: Please note that the drop-down selector only allows you to add compatible validator types. Please refer to the
compatibility matrix to see which validators are applicable for event object types and attribute data types.

The validator properties depend on which validator you selected.

 Range validator

A range validator has only two properties: Min and Max that determine a range of allowed values. If a value gets assigned
to the attribute, the range validator is defined for (range validators are only applicable for attribute types), and this value is
outside the allowed range, an exception event gets published. The screenshot below shows an example of a range validator for
numeric values of type 'Int32', allowing a value range from 1000 to 9999.
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Defining a range validator

For different data types, the range validator has different effects and excepts certain input formats for the parameter values.
The following list summarizes all allowed input types and the effect of a range validator in each case:

• Array - validates the length of an array; min/max have to be non-negative integers;
• DateTime - checks on whether a defined date and time is between a given time interval; format for min/max values: yyyy-

mm-ddThh:mm:ss+hh:mm. This input consists of the date, followed by an uppercase T, the time and the GMT time zone
offset (e.g. 2006-01-01T00:00:00+01:00);

• Double - validates a double precision floating point number; min/max: rational numbers;
• ICollection - validated the size of a collection; min/max have to be non-negative integers;
• Int16 - 16-bit integer validation; min/max: integer values;
• Int32 - 32-bit integer validation; min/max: integer values;
• Int64 - 64-bit integer validation; min/max: integer values;
• Single - validates a single precision floating point number; min/max: rational numbers;
• String- validates the length of a string; min/max have to be nonnegative integers;
• TimeSpan - time span validation; checks on whether the time span is longer or equal to the minimum time span and greater

or equal to the maximum time span. A time span can be represented as a string in the format "[-]d.hh:mm:ss.ff" where "-" is
an optional sign for negative time span values, the "d" component is days, "hh" is hours, "mm" is minutes, "ss" is seconds,
and "ff" is fractions of a second;

• UInt16 - 16-bit integer validation; min/max: non-negative integer values;
• UInt32 - 32-bit integer validation; min/max: non-negative integer values;
• UInt64 - 64-bit integer validation; min/max: non-negative integer values.

 XPath validator

XPath validators allow you to use arbitrary XPath expressions to validate event objects. As an example, an XPath validator
could be used to automatically compare two (numeric) event object attributes 'firstAttribute' and 'secondAttribute' with the
constraint that the value of the 'firstAttribute' has to be greater or equal to the 'secondAttribute'. This can be achieved using an
XPath validator with the following expression:

//firstAttribute>=//secondAttribute
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The // operator is used to navigate to the event object attribute, a simple >= operator checks on our condition.

Defining an XPath validator

Further information on XPath syntax and functions can be obtained from the Microsoft XPath reference.

 Regex validator

A regex (regular expression) validator can be applied for string validation. Enter a valid expression; after assigning the event
validator to an attribute type, values of this type will automatically be checked against this expression.
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Defining a regex validator

The figure above shows an example for a simple expression checking on valid e-mail addresses:

^\w+@[a-zA-Z_]+?\.[a-zA-Z]{2,3}$

Note:  Note: This expression does not allow numbers in the domain name and does not allow for top-level domains that are
less than 2 or more than 3 letters. It does not handle multiple "." in the domain (joe@abc.co.uk).

 Multi-value validator

Multi-value validators can be used to validate arrays stored as event data. A multi-value validator simply consists of a single-
value validator (regex, XPath, range); each value in the event data array will be checked against the single-value validator
condition.
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Defining a multi-value validator

 Dictionary validator

For dictionary attribute types, it is possible to utilize a dictionary validator which offers two validation options: key validation
and value validation. After selecting a validator type, the definition of the single-value validator depends on the data type of
the key or value (according to your selection). The example below uses a range validator to validate all dictionary values.
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Defining a dictionary validator

 EAExpression validator

To validate event object types as attributes or event object types in general, it is possible to use EAExpressions. EAExpressions
allows you to use a great pool of functions as described in Section  "Event access expressions".
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Defining an EAExpression validator

An example could be to discard all shipments of the carrier 'TruckLine':

ShipmentInfo.Carrier<>'TruckLine'

 XML description of validators

Validators are stored to an event object type library only in association with event object types or attribute types. The following
listings show examples of validator definitions for all available event validators.

 XPath validator

An XPath validator is defined within a <Validator> tag having the attributes 'displayName' and 'implementationType', which is
'UC4.Decision.Core.Event.XPathValidator' for an XPath validator. The <Validator> tag encloses the <Parameters>, whereby
only one <Parameter> is necessary whose attribute 'name' is XPath. The XPath expression is placed inside a CDATA block.
The following listing shows an event object type definition with one assigned XPath validator checking on whether the
attribute 'firstAttribute' is greater than the 'secondAttribute'.

<EventObjectType xmlns="..." xmlns:et="..." uri="..." displayName="...">
        <Concrete implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.EventObject">
                <Attributes>
                        <Attribute uri="..." name="firstAttribute" mandatory="true" />
                        <Attribute uri="..." name="secondAttribute" mandatory="true" />
                </Attributes>
        <Validators>
                <Validator displayName="My XPath validator"
                                     implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.XPathValidator">
                        <Parameters>
                                <Parameter name="XPath" runtimeType="System.String">
                                        <![CDATA[//firstAttribute>=//secondAttribute]]>
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                                </Parameter>
                        </Parameters>
                </Validator>
        </Validators>
        </Concrete>
</EventObjectType>

 Range validator

For range validators (used only in association with attribute types), the minimum and maximum of the valid value range have
to be specified as <Parameters>, as is shown in the following listing:

<Validator displayName="My Range Validator"
                     implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.RangeValidator">
        <Description><![CDATA[Validator for checking value ranges.]]></Description>
        <Parameters>
                <Parameter name="Min" runtimeType="System.Int32">
                        <![CDATA[1000]]>
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Max" runtimeType="System.Int32">
                        <![CDATA[9999]]>
                </Parameter>
        </Parameters>
</Validator>

 Regex validator

Similar to the other event validators, the <Validator> tag has an attribute 'implementationType' pointing at the validator
implementation 'UC4.Decision.Core.Event.RegexValidator'. A <Parameter> named 'RegularExpression' holds the validator
expression.

<Validator displayName="My Regex Validator"
                     implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.RegexValidator">
        <Parameters>
                <Parameter name="RegularExpression" runtimeType="System.String">
                        <![CDATA[^\w+@[a-zA-Z_]+?\.[a-zA-Z]{2,3}$]]>
                </Parameter>
        </Parameters>
</Validator>

 Multi-value validator

The listing below shows an example of a multi-value validator. The 'implementationType' is
'UC4.Decision.Core.Event.MultiValueValidator' , and the parameters contain an entry specifying the type of the underlying
single-value validator and the parameters used for this single-value validator.

<Validator displayName="My multivalue validator"
implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.MultiValueValidator">
        <Description>
                <![CDATA[Validator for the members
                        of collections with the help of a single value validator.]]>
        </Description>
        <Parameters>
                <Parameter name="SingleValueValidator"
                                        runtimeType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.RangeValidator" />
                <Parameter name="Min"
                                        runtimeType="System.Int32"><![CDATA[2]]></Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Max" runtimeType="System.Int32"><![CDATA[1000]]>
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                </Parameter>
        </Parameters>
</Validator>

 Dictionary validator

To describe a dictionary validator, the validator type (either Key or Value) and a single-value validator have to be specified.
The following example shows a dictionary validator that utilizes a range validator to validate every key of the dictionary.

<Validator displayName="Dictionary Validator"
                     implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.DictionaryValidator">
        <Description>
                <![CDATA[Validator for the Keys/
                   Values of dictionaries with the help of a single value validator.>
        </Description>
                 <Parameters>
                         <Parameter name="DictionaryValidationType"
                                                 runtimeType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.DictionaryValidationType">
                                                 <![CDATA[Key]]>
                         </Parameter>
                         <Parameter name="SingleValueValidator"
                                                 runtimeType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.RangeValidator" />
                         <Parameter name="Min"
                                                 runtimeType="System.String">
                                                 <![CDATA[0]]>
                         </Parameter>
                         <Parameter name="Max"
                                                 runtimeType="System.String">
                                                 <![CDATA[10000]]>
                         </Parameter>
        </Parameters>
</Validator>

 EAExpression validator

The listing below shows an example of an EAExpression validator. The 'implementationType' is
'UC4.Decision.Core.Event.EAExpressionValidator' , and the parameters contain only one entry defining the EAExpression in a
CDATA block.

<Validator displayName="EAExpression Validator"
                     implementationType="UC4.Decision.Core.Event.EAExpressionValidator">
        <Description>
                <![CDATA[Validator for evaluating a EAExpression.]]>
        </Description>
        <Parameters>
                <Parameter name="Expression"
                                        runtimeType="System.String">
                                        <![CDATA[ShipmentInfo.Carrier<>'TruckLine']]>
                </Parameter>
        </Parameters>
</Validator>
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 FAQ

Q: For an event object type, I have created several attributes by
defining their type directly (not from a catalog type). I want
to validate an attribute using a regular expression, but it is
only possible to select an XPath validator in the last wizard
step.

A: For complete event objects, direct regex validation is not
possible, since it would not be possible to navigate to the
attribute that is to be validated. You can either use an XPath
validator, which allows for navigating the appropriate
attribute, or you can first create a custom attribute type with a
regex validator and select this type for your attribute.

Q: When do validators get evaluated?

A: For event object types, the validation is performed every
time an event of the corresponding type gets published; the
validation of event object attributes happens as soon as an
attribute value gets assigned or is changed.

 See also

• Event object types
• Attribute types

 Event access expressions

 Introduction

Event access (EA) expressions are used for accessing information in an event object. EA expressions have been designed for
business users in order to flexibly access event data and to perform calculations.

EA expressions have been designed with the following purposes:

• Flexible access to event objects: EA expressions allow an easy and efficient access to data in event objects in event
services.

• Definition of event-triggered rules: EA expressions should be easy to understand and to use for business users in order to
define event-triggered rules. Event-triggered rules require the definition of complex conditions and attribute bindings.

• Calculation of business metrics: EA expressions support operators and aggregation functions for calculating business
metrics.

• Filtering of event objects: EA expressions allow easily selecting events with certain characteristics from a collection of
events. When analyzing event data, filters are essential for analysts in order to prepare a representative sample set.

• Data mappings: When inserting event data in database tables, it is necessary to flexibly select attributes values for an event
object. EA expressions can be used to map the attributes of an event objects to columns of database tables.

An understanding of EA expression is fundamental to a lot of many advanced event processing tasks with Decision.

 Accessing an event object

EA expression can be used to access items from an event objects. In the following, we show examples for extracting event
attributes from a "Shipment Created" event object. The data types of the attributes from the "Shipment Created" event include
simple data types, arrays and dictionaries. The following figure shows the attributes of the "Shipment Created" event with the
data types for the attributes in brackets.
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Shipment Created event

 Accessing an event attribute

Any attribute of an event object type can be accessed by its name.

Example: Extracting the ShipmentID from the "Shipment Created" event.

ShipmentID

Example: Extracting the destination from the transport information.

TransportInformation.Destination

 Accessing attributes which are collections

If an attribute is a collection, its items can be accessed with an indexer surrounded by square brackets.

Example: Extracting the first item of the Audits attribute.

Audits[0]

Example: Extracting the location of the second item of the Audits attribute.

Audits[1].Location

 Accessing attributes which are dictionaries

If an attribute is a dictionary, its items can be accessed by surrounding the key with square brackets.

Example: Extracting the shipment items of a container with ID "CONT132".

ShipmentItems['CONT132']

Example: Extracting the first shipment item of a container with ID "CONT132".

ShipmentItems['CONT132'][0]

 Building a new collection

A collection can be created from attributes which are single values by using curly brackets.

Example: Returns a collection of two numbers.
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{ 1, 2 }

Example: Returns a collection of two String items. The first item is the shipment ID and the second item is the destination of
the transport

{ ShipmentID, TransportInfo.Destination }

 Escape characters for string literals

You can include string literals in your event access expressions.

Rule

You must enclose a string literal in either single or double quotation marks. These signal the beginning and end of the string.
For example, both of these are valid expressions for the string abc:

• "abc"
• 'abc'

Escape characters to include quotation marks in a string

If you have single or double quotation marks within the string literal, then you need to enter additional single or double
quotation marks as escape characters to indicate what belongs to the string. There are two methods to do this:

• The doubling method:

If the string contains a quotation mark that is the same kind as the enclosing quotation mark (for example, the expression
is enclosed in single quoation marks and the string has a single quotation mark in it) then you double the character that
belongs in the string (for example, 'Peter''s hat').

• The opposite quotation mark method:

Enclose the string literal expression in the other kind of quotation mark. So, if you have a single quotation mark in the
string, then you enclose the literal in double quotation marks, and vice versa.

Note:  Note: Any other special characters are treated as normal characters. For example, the expression 'abc\' is evaluated by
the system as abc\.

Exemple: Use the following table, which uses the example of abc with a variety of quotation mark
 options, to guide you  when adding string literals that contain quotation marks to your event access 
 expressions. In the table you will find examples of strings that contain single  or double quotation marks
 at the end, the beginning or the middle of the string.  Because the same rules apply regardless of where
 the quotation marks appear in  the string, the table includes explanations for only the examples when
 quotation  marks appear at the end of the string.

IF you want the literal... THEN using the doubling method
with quotation marks that are the
same as the enclosing marks, enter...

OR using the opposite quotation
mark method, enter...

abc' 'abc'''

Here abc is followed by three single
quotation marks. The first two double
the mark that you want to include,
and the third closes the string literal
expression.

"abc'"

The string includes a single quotation
mark, so it is enclosed by double
quotation marks.

'abc '''abc' "'abc"

ab'c 'ab''c' "ab'c"
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IF you want the literal... THEN using the doubling method
with quotation marks that are the
same as the enclosing marks, enter...

OR using the opposite quotation
mark method, enter...

abc" "abc"""

Here abc is followed by three double
quotation marks. The first two double
the mark that you want to include,
and the third closes the string literal
expression.

'abc"'

The string includes a double quotation
mark, so it is enclosed by single
quotation marks.

"abc """abc" '"abc'

ab"c "ab""c" 'ab"c'

abc''

The string has two single quotation
marks at the end.

'abc'''''

Here abc is followed by five single
quotation marks. The first four double
the two marks that you want to include,
and the fifth closes the string literal
expression.

"abc''"

The string includes two consecutive
single quotation marks, so it is enclosed
by double quotation marks.

''abc '''''abc' "''abc"

ab''c 'ab''''c' "ab''c"

abc""

The string has two double quotation
marks at the end.

"abc"""""

Here abc is followed by five double
quotation marks. The first four double
the two marks that you want to include,
and the fifth closes the string literal
expression.

'abc""'

The string includes two consecutive
double quotation marks, so it is enclosed
by single quotation marks.

""abc """""abc" '""abc'

ab""c "ab""""c" 'ab""c'

abc'"

In this string abc is followed by a single
and then a double quotation mark.

'abc''"'

Here the expression is enclosed in single
quotation marks. This means that you
have to double the single quotation mark
within the expression, but you leave the
one double quotation mark.

This works the same way if you enclose
the expression in double quotation
marks. You would double only the
double quotation mark in the string
to give you a single and three double
quotation marks at the end, like this:

"abc'"""

Not advisable in this case. The results
could be inconsistent.

Escape characters for quotation marks in sting literals

 Accessing multiple event objects

EA expressions can be used to evaluate a collection of event objects.

 Filtering event objects

For event objects, filter operations can be applied by defining the event object identifier as function with a filter conditions as
parameter.

Example: Filtering all "Shipment Created" event objects
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ShipmentCreated()

Example: Filtering all "Shipment Created" event objects for Carrier "TruckLine":

ShipmentCreated(Carrier='TruckLine')

 FAQ

Q: When extracting the first element of a collection attribute, I
get an exception that no element is available. What can I do
to avoid the exception?

A: You can use the If(...) function to check whether the
collection is empty and return a valid value for the case of an
empty collection.

Q: How can I convert a decimal number to a string and control
the precision of the decimal number?

A: You can use the Format() function for controlling the
representation of a decimal number as a string.

Q: How can I avoid a division by zero within EA expressions?

A: Use the If(...) function to check whether the divisor is zero
and return a default value in order to avoid an exception.

Q: I have a collection of event objects and I would like to filter
the collection with multiple conditions?

A: You can combine the conditions with an AND
operator and use them in a filter function, such as
MyEventObject(Attr1>=100 AND Attr2='Vienna').

78 EventBase

 Introduction
An EventBase is the overall concept to create applications for the Policy Orchestrator system. This chapter explains the
management of an EventBase and its components in detail.

The following section provides you a list of EventBase components within the Policy Orchestrator system. For every listed
item, we provided a link to the relevant section, explaining the item in detail.

Orchestration editor

A graphical tool to design the event flow between the event processing maps, adapters and response services of the EventBase.
This editor serves as starting point for the design of a new EventBase.

Section "Orchestration editor"

Socket

On the one hand sockets are used to connect event processing components, on the other hand, they are used as delegates for
event adapters and response services in the orchestration editor and on map-level.

Section  "Sockets"

Event adapter

An event adapter manages and monitors resources and captures state changes of a source system. An event adapter receives
raw events from resource probes and translates them into standardized, typed events which are used as input for the
event processing. For this translation process, an event transformer is used. Generally speaking, the event adapters are
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the communication interfaces to the "real world" and the processes and events happening in the surrounding of your
business solution, making up the input to your system. Event adapters can be seen as sensors tracking changes in a business
environment.

Section "Event adapters"

Response service

Response services are used to publish events and, thus, in a way, define the counterpart to the event adapters. The response
services are used to translate the event specific data into another format. The Decision system provides predefined response
services.

Section "Response Services"

Event processing map

Event processing maps define event flows. Maps use connectors and hubs to model the flow between event services and
sockets. Event services are not defined on EventBase-level, they are components used within an event processing map, which
can be implemented to perform some event processing tasks. Event services are continuously consuming events and generating
new events during the event processing.

Section  "Event processing maps"

Fact

Facts consist of a value and one or more properties. The properties are used to identify the fact. For example, the score 'Order
Placed' with the property 'AccountID' could hold the value of the orders made so far by one specific account. Scores can be
increased and decreased by an amount as well as set and reset.

Section "Facts"

Rule

Rules define the decision logic within event processing maps. They are processed by rule services and trigger response events
or change the values of facts. The implemented decisions can be based on event patterns or the values of facts.

Chapter "Rule management"

Thread pool

Thread pool definitions facilitate an accurate control over the event processing performed by event services at runtime. A
thread pool is a simple description object consisting mainly of two definitions: the minimum and maximum number of threads
to be kept on hand for the event processing. For every EventBase, the system acquires a default thread pool. As long as no
custom thread pools are defined, all event services of an EventBase share the threads of the default thread pool.

Section "Thread pools"

Correlation set

A correlation set is a description of correlation data upon which the correlation session management for an event service
should be performed. A correlation set consists of one or several correlation tuples holding correlation data objects that specify
the event object type and the event object attributes to correlate in events reaching the service that implements the correlation
set.

Section "Correlation sets and correlation sessions"

 EventBase model

 Introduction

This section describes how to create, maintain and run EventBases. Within the Policy Orchestrator system, EventBases are top-
level, catalogable description objects. They host all the EventBase components, as listed in the last section, bundled with their
configuration and belonging to one specific business solution. In runtime, EventBases can be assigned to Decision Workers
within a deployment group that will execute them.

EventBases can either be created in the Modelling Studio, or you can define an EventBase by using the XML description.

 Rationale and purpose

EventBases can be seen as containers for complete business solutions created with Policy Orchestrator. These solutions may
consist of several sense and respond loops mapped to event processing maps (EPM). The EventBase represents a bundle
of all components needed to execute the event processing. In order to take advantage of global configuration elements and
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components, the EventBase structure allows you to store references to these global elements and makes them usable within the
maps. Furthermore, data sources, resources and facts can be defined for an EventBase, making them available in the runtime
and within event service implementations.

In the Policy Orchestrator runtime environment, EventBases play a crucial role, since they represent and identify execution
units executed in a deployment group by specific worker nodes.

 Managing EventBases in the Modelling Studio

Within the Modelling Studio, you can create, edit and delete EventBases. Furthermore, you can add components to an
EventBase and manage those.

The EventBase Model panel is designed to display the parts of a single EventBase. In order to display the EventBase Catalog
view, use the drop-down selector directly under the main menu. It lists all EventBases that are currently registered within the
Policy Orchestrator system. The figure below shows the EventBase Catalog view with one registered EventBase.

EventBase Model panel with opened EventBase Catalog view

 Creating an EventBase

In order to create a new EventBase, select File | New | EventBase from the main menu.

Create an EventBase from the main menu

The EventBase Creation Wizard helps you to configure the newly added EventBase.

• Step 1: Describe the EventBase. Please enter a display name; a suitable identifier will be automatically generated.
Unlocking the identifier input field allows you to manually edit the identifier. The description field is optional. Note that if
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an EventBase specified by the selected identifier already exists, an error occurs, indicating to edit the identifier as soon as
you try to continue. You can proceed with the configuration process by clicking Next.

EventBase Creation Wizard Step 1: Describe the EventBase
• Step 2: Define the data source. This step allows you to specify the data source. If you need help defining the data source,

click on the '...' button on the right side of the 'Connection String' field. Moreover, if your data source is password
protected, enter user name and password in the referring fields below. After defining the data source, click 'Next' or finish
the wizard by clicking 'Finish' since step 3, covering the definition of initial parameters, is optional.
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EventBase Creation Wizard Step 2: Define the data source
• Step 3: Define initial parameters. This step allows you to specify parameters that have EventBase-wide visibility, which

means that they can be read in the EventBase and all its children (e.g. maps, event adapters, response services). For further
information on how to use parameters, please see  "Parameters". To complete the creation process, finish the wizard by
clicking 'Finish'.
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EventBase Creation Wizard Step 3: Define initial parameters.

After finishing the wizard, the EventBase is registered in your Policy Orchestrator system and will be immediately opened in
the EventBase Model panel. The figure below shows the folder structure of an empty EventBase.
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Structure of the newly added EventBase in the EventBase Model panel

 Opening an existing EventBase

In order to open an EventBase, expand the EventBase selector drop-down menu, locate the EventBase of your choice in the
displayed EventBase catalog, and double-click it. The EventBase model will be displayed.

Note:  Note: If you edit an EventBase and afterwards you open another one, you will be asked whether you want to save your
changes. In the Modelling Studio you can open one EventBase at a time.

 Editing EventBase properties

Once an EventBase is opened, it can be edited using the Properties panel of the Modelling Studio. Double-click on your
EventBase in the EventBase Model panel to display its properties and enter new property values. Only the parameters as part
of the advanced properties, the displayed name and the description of the EventBase as part of the general settings can be
changed. Please notice that the data source and the URI once defined in the wizard cannot be changed.
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Properties panel of the EventBase

 Saving an EventBase

In order to save an EventBase, right-click it in the EventBase Model panel, and select Save from the context menu. As soon as
unsaved changes were made for an existing EventBase, the EventBase icon contains a notification symbol.
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Context menu of the EventBase, please notice the notification symbol

 Removing an EventBase

If you want to permanently delete an EventBase from the catalog, select Delete from the context menu of the EventBase shown
in Figure "Context menu of the EventBase, please notice the notification symbol".

 XML EventBase description

It is crucial to be aware of the fact that the XML-based EventBase description document serves as a container for several
elements like maps, event adapters, response services and sockets or resources and facts.

Please place your XML EventBase description in a file named EventBase.xml. The main purpose of this EventBase XML is
to make Policy Orchestrator EventBases portable over several system instances using the import/export functionality of UC4
Decision.

The main tag for EventBases is'EventBase' having the same attributes as all catalogeable elements: 'uri' and 'displayName'.
Furthermore, the data source of the EventBase has to be defined, specifying the server, the name of the database, the integrated
security protocol as well as the type of the database.

<EventBase xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventBase"
                         xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
                         uri="eventbase://UC4/TestEventBase"
                         displayName="Test EventBase">
        <Description>
                Test EventBase Description
        </Description>
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="Parameter1">ParameterValue</Parameter>
                 ...
        </InitParameters>
        <DataSource>
                <ConnectionString>server=ServerAddress;
                                                       database=DatabaseName;
                                                       Integrated Security=SecurityProtocol
                </ConnectionString>
                <DbType>
                        DatabaseType
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                </DbType>
        </DataSource>
</EventBase>

The optional 'Description' tag can enclose a general description of the EventBase and within the optional 'InitParameters'
tag, several initial parameters can be specified. As mentioned above, the EventBase XML serves as a container for several
elements. Below you find a list of all supported tags. Note that the definition of all these elements is optional. Please take a
look at the corresponding sections for further information on these elements.

Tip:  Tip: See the EventBase.xsd if you are interested in the complete XML schema.

 FAQ

Q: I am working on two EventBases and left one in an edited
state before opening another one. How can I switch to my
previous EventBase? Will it be reverted after reloading it
from the catalog?

A: You can switch to another EventBase which is already
opened using the EventBase Catalog view. The Decision
Modelling Studio automatically detects whether this
EventBase is in an opened/edited state. If this is the case, it
will simply be reopened without reverting it.

Q: Where do I find the maps of my EventBase and how can they
be opened?

A: For each EventBase, the relevant maps are listed in the
separate folder 'Maps' in the EventBase Model panel. In order
to open a map, simply double-click it.

Q: How can a global resource be used within an EventBase?

A: Please see Chapter 12, Resources for further information on
the use of resources.

Q: How can I save an EventBase?

A: EventBases can be saved in one of the following ways:

• Right-click the EventBase in the EventBase model panel,
and use the context menu entry 'Save'.

• Right-click the EventBase in the EventBase model panel,
and use the context menu entry 'Save'.

Q: How can I revert an EventBase to its original state?

A: There are two ways for reverting an EventBase to the state in
which it was recently saved in:

• Right-click the on the EventBase in the EventBase Editor,
and then use the context menu entry 'Revert'.

• Press CTRL+Z.

Q: How can I edit the properties of an existing EventBase?

A: Double-click the EventBase in the EventBase Model panel.
The properties will be displayed in the Properties panel and
can be edited.

 See also

• Chapter 7, Rule management
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• Section 6.8, "Facts"
• Section 6.4, "Sockets"
• Section 6.7, "Event processing maps"
• Section 9.1.1, "Parameters"
• Section 6.6, "Response Services"
• Section 6.5, "Event adapters"
• Section 8.2.2, "Correlation sets and correlation sessions"
• Chapter 11, Resources
• Section 6.10, "Thread pools"

 Orchestration editor
The main purpose of the orchestration editor is to model the event flows between global sockets and maps and design inter-
map communication. The orchestration editor is a graphical editor allowing to design the workflow between event processing
models. In the following, a general introduction highlighting the purpose of the orchestration editor will be given, followed
by a short discussion on the involved components. The subsequent sections will explain the menus of the orchestration editor
(see Section  "Menus of the orchestration editor"), followed by a detailled discussion on managing the event porcessing
components (see Section  "Managing event processing components"). Finally, we will conclude with notes on the logical
model behind the orchestration editor and the FAQ's in Section  "Rationale and purpose" and Section  "FAQ".

 Introduction

The orchestration editor provides a graphical user interface for managing event processing models of an EventBase. Moreover,
it is used to model the event stream between these models.

The key features of the orchestration editor are:

• Modelling of the event stream: The orchestration editor supports graphical modelling of the event stream. Connections
represent the channels for the processed events.

• Storing events in the EventBase: The editor allows you to configure sockets for storing generated events in the EventBase.
Sockets connect the EventBase to other systems and the event processing models with each other.

• Building complex scenarios by divide and conquer: The editor enables the user to have context view of the EventBase. It
allows you to model complex scenarios by combining single event processing elements, like event processing maps.

• Opening event processing maps: To access the editors for maps of the EventBase, the orchestration editor offers direct
access.

 Rationale and purpose

The orchestration level of the EventBase serves as logical depiction of the event process defined by an EventBase. On this
level, the major event processing components, maps and sockets, and their interaction may be designed and modified.

Connections on orchestration level define type-safe event flows between maps and sockets that process events within an
EventBase.

 Event processing components

This section describes the features of the orchestration editor. To reach the orchestration editor, either select Orchestration
Editor from the View menu, or reselect it from the tabs of the program's main panel (A). Please take a look at the screen
illustration below.

Note:  Note: Whenever you open an EventBase in the Modelling Studio in the EventBase model panel, the orchestration editor
will be opened automatically showing the EventBase.
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Orchestration editor

EventBase components are represented by a shape, connections between them indicate the event flow. Event adapters, maps,
response services and generic sockets can be added and the process flow between them can be defined using the orchestration
editor. The editor allows you to create and maintain these major building-blocks serving as the base elements of every
EventBase.

1. Sense sockets are representations of event adapters on event processing level, depicted as yellow arrows in the
orchestration editor. Sense sockets only contain an output port to forward the events to maps.

2. Event Processing Maps (EPMs) use connectors and hubs to model the flow between event services and sockets. An input
and an output port allow you to integrate the map in the process flow.

3. Generic sockets combine a sense and a response socket to establish connections between maps. In addition to their ability
to connect maps, they allow to store processed events in the EventBase.

4. Response sockets, as the counterpart to sense sockets, are representations of response services on event processing level.
Since they define the interface to external systems, they only contain an input port.

Warning:  Important: All sockets, sense, response and generic sockets, share abilities and, thus, will be, if no
distinction is necessary, simply referred to as sockets in the following.

 Managing event processing components

To define the structure of an EventBase, the basic event processing components, like event adapters, maps, response services
and sockets, have to be created. The orchestration editor allows you to manage those components and model the event flows
between them using connections. To create maps and generic sockets, the toolbar and the context menu of the orchestration
editor, as explained above, provide easily accessible features. In order to add event adapters or response services, an instance
of the component has to be created in the EventBase model first, before the referring sockets are available in the orchestration
editor. Details on how to manage the different component types, are given in the following sections.

 Managing event processing maps

Maps define event flows using hubs to model the flow between event services and allow you to modify and filter event streams
by assigning filters and modifiers to map components and connections. Every map defined for an EventBase is displayed as a
shape in the orchestration editor, as shown in the figure below.

Event processing map in the orchestration editor
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 Adding a map

To add a new map to the EventBase, either use the EventBase model panel or the menus of the orchestration editor, like
explained above; see Section  "Menus of the orchestration editor". Adding a new map will open the Map Creation Wizard,
which allows you to define the name, identifier and initial parameters of the map. Details are given in Section "Event
processing maps". After successfully finishing the wizard, the added map will be shown in the orchestration editor.

 Opening the map in the editor

The orchestration editor allows you to directly open the map in the editor by double-clicking it in the orchestration editor.

 Connections to and from the map

Every map in the orchestration editor shows an input and an output port, which allow you to connect the map to sockets. A port
of a map can only be connected to a corresponding counter port of a an existing socket and never directly to another map. This
connection will result in the instantiation of the referring socket in the map allowing to embed the socket into the process flow
of the map.

Connections to and from a map

The screenshot above shows a map connected to a generic socket and a sense socket of an event adapter via the input port and
to another generic socket and a response socket of a response service via the output port. Below you see a screenshot of the
same map in the editor. As you can see: The connections on orchestration-level are reflected on the map-level by instances of
the connected sockets. Thus, removing connections to the map in the orchestration editor results in the removal of the socket
instance in the map.
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Connections to and from a map in the editor

A general discussion on how to draw connections in the orchestration editor will be given in Section  "Connecting event
processing maps".

 Managing sockets

All types of sockets (sense, response and generic sockets) share the ability to store events in the EventBase and can be
connected to maps. If a socket is connected to a map, an instance of the socket will be available inside the map for connecting
it to event processing components. The following sections describe the management of generic sockets and sense sockets and
response sockets separately.

 Managing generic sockets

Generic sockets are used to fulfill two tasks within an EventBase:

• To connect multiple event processing maps.
• To store the processed events in the EventBase database.

Generic sockets are displayed as a shape in the orchestration editor, as shown in the figure below.

Generic socket in the orchestration editor

A generic socket provides an input and an output port to connect event processing maps. In general, the sense and response
parts of a generic socket are depicted separately on map-level, other than the case of a generic socket within a map. This
special case will be discussed in section "Event processing maps".

 Adding a new generic socket

To add a new generic socket to the EventBase, use the toolbar or context menu of the orchestration editor as explained
before in Section  "Menus of the orchestration editor", or the context menu of the EventBase model panel. When adding a
new generic socket to the EventBase, the Socket Creation Wizard will appear. The creation wizard allows you to define the
identifier, name and ports of the socket. Details are given in Section "Sockets". After successfully finishing the wizard, the
added socket will be shown in the orchestration editor.

 Connections from and to a generic socket

As explained before, sockets have an input and output port, allowing to connect them to maps. Sockets are used to establish
inter-map connections. A general discussion on how to draw connections in the orchestration editor will be given in Section 
"Connecting event processing maps".
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 Managing sense and response sockets

Event Adapters serve as communication interfaces for an EventBase, capable of capturing raw event data from external
sources. A collection of predefined adapters is shipped with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. Please refer to
Section "Event adapters" for a list of currently available default event adapters.

Response services are used to publish events and, thus, in a way, define the counterpart to the event adapters. The response
services are used to trigger actions in external systems and forward the event specific data. The Policy Orchestrator system
provides some predefined response services. Please refer to Section "Event services" for a list of currently available default
response services.

Event adapters and response services create a sense socket, response socket resp., when they are added to the EventBase. These
sockets are accessible in the orchestration editor and depicted as shown below.

Sense and response socket in the orchestration editor

Since both event adapters and response services are added to the EventBase similarly and both define a one-way socket on
orchestration level, their functionalities concerning the orchestration editor are discussed together in this section.

 Connections from event adapters and to response services

In most cases sense and response sockets are connected to ports of maps. Sense sockets of event adapters only contain an
output port, allowing to connect them to input port of maps. Response sockets can only be connected to the output port of a
map. Please take a look at the screenshot below:

Sense and response sockets in the orchestration editor

A general discussion on how to draw connections in the orchestration editor will be given in the next section, Section 
"Connecting event processing maps".

 Connecting event processing maps

Connections represent event flows between components. Events published on output ports of a component, the connected
component receives them on an input port.

Connections between sockets and maps are depicted as arrows in the orchestration editor. The arrow head indicates the
direction of the event flow. To draw a connection in the orchestration editor, do the following:

1. Left-click on one of the two ports you want to connect.
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Drawing a connection - Step 1
2. Hold the mouse-button and move the cursor over the port you want to connect to.

 

Drawing a connection - Step 2
3. As soon as the connection is depicted as established, indicated by a thick, black connection line, release the mouse-button.

 Editing properties of sockets

The properties panel holds a list of properties and settings for the currently selected item (for example, a socket or a map).
To load the properties of an item from this panel, you can double-click the corresponding element. If the properties panel is
currently not displayed in your Modelling Studio, select 'View|Properties Panel' from the main menu.

Socket properties contain and allow you to edit the input and output ports, as well as the parameters.

Properties of blaa generic socket

Moreover, the flag 'Store Events' can be set. This property allows you to manage the storage of the processed events in the
EventBase database. Possible settings are:

• None: The events are not stored.
• Synchronous: The socket only forwards a processed event after storing it in the EventBase.
• Asynchronous: This selection results in forwarding of all events to the queue of the EventBase writer, which then stores

the events in the database. If this mode is selected, the events are forwarded before they have been stored in the EventBase.
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The EventBase writer bulks queued events when storing them in the database. This mode performs faster than the
synchronous mode.

Note:  Note: The maximum batch size for asynchronously storing events can be set in the file
'UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml'. By default this value is set to 100 events.

Properties of sockets are discussed more specificly in Section "Sockets". For further information concerning the properties of
event adapters and response services, please refer to the chapter Managing Components. Properties of maps are described in
Section "Event processing maps".

 Removing maps, sockets and connections

To remove components or connections from the orchestration editor, select them and do one of the following:

• Select Delete from the orchestration editor toolbar.
• Select Delete from the context menu, which can be reached by right-clicking an item. If you have selected multiple items,

hold the CTRL-key before pressing the right mouse button.
• Press the DEL-key.

Warning:  Important: When deleting the socket of an event adapter or a response service, not only the socket, but also
the referring event adapter, response service resp., will be removed from the EventBase.

 Layouting

The orchestration editor lets you adjust the zoom level and customize the position of your event processing components. This
way, it allows you to build complex EventBases and arrange containing components without getting lost. The toolbar and the
context menu, as described in section "Menus of the orchestration editor", provide those functionalities. In this section those
features are discussed in greater detail.

 Zooming

The screens below show the orchestration editor in default and decreased zoom-level.

Orchestration editor at default zoom-level
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Orchestration editor at lower zoom-level

Additionally to changing the current zoom-level via the toolbar and the context menu, the zoom-level can be adjusted by
holding the CTRL-key and spinning the mouse-wheel.

 Selecting and positioning components

Not only shapes, i.e. maps and sockets, but also connections can be selected in the orchestration editor.

• Connections: Selected connections are depicted red and, additionally, two green diamonds mark the beginning and ending
point of the arrow.

Selected connections in the orchestration editor
• Sockets and maps: Selected sockets are surrounded by blue and maps by green squares.

Selected connections in the orchestration editor

Multi-selection:
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Multi-selection is possible in different manners:

• While holding the CTRL-key, select multiple components.
• Holding the left mouse button, creating the selection area by dragging the cursor.
• Press CTRL + A to select all contained elements.

To make sure that the selected shapes stay selected when performing functionalities, like copy, cut and paste, hold the CTRL-
key while applying the functionality.

Positioning of shapes:

Sockets and maps can be positioned by drag and drop. Connections are adapted automatically to the new position of the
connected components.

 FAQ

Q: How can I make sure that the events published by the
response service are stored in the EventBase?

A: Sockets provide the property 'Store Events', which allows
you to store the processed events synchronously or
asynchronously in the EventBase, see Section  "Editing
properties of sockets".

Q: How can I synchronize the processing of multiple maps?

A: Use generic sockets to connect multiple maps with each
other. This way it is possible to create a chain of maps that
are processed one after another. For details on how to model
maps, please refer to Section "Event processing maps". The
creation of generic sockets is discussed in this chapter, see
Section  "Sockets".

Q: How can I add a sense or response socket to the orchestration
editor?

A: Sense and response sockets are added automatically as
instance of event adapters and response services, if those
are added to the EventBases. To do this, drag and drop the
referring component to the EventBase model panel.

 See also

• EventBase
• Event processing maps
• Event adapters
• Event services
• Filters
• Modifiers

 Sockets

 Introduction

Sockets as part of an EventBase, define the integration points of the event processing model. We distinguish three basic types
of sockets, the sense, the respond and the generic socket, different in their capability. Sense sockets allow you to receive events
from a source an event adapter and make it available to an event processing map. Response sockets, on the other hand, allow
you to forward the events from an event processing map to a response service. The generic socket allows you to connect two
maps and, thus, enables the user to build complex structures combining multiple maps.

Sockets also define the points in the EventBase to store the processed events in the database of the EventBase. Every event
adapter creates a sense socket and every response service a response socket as representation on orchestration-level to define
the entry point and exit point for the processed events.
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By adapting their input and output ports, sockets allow you to restrict the events being processed. Sense sockets only feature
output ports, while response sockets only feature an input ports. Ports as a basic concept of the EventBase are discussed in
section "Ports".

This chapter explains the general management of sockets on EventBase-level and discusses the XML description of sockets
and their logical model.

 Rationale and purpose

Sockets define entry points and exit points for events to, from resp., the event processing model. Therefore, they also define the
integration points of the model. Moreover, socket serve as bridge between the event processing maps.

 Managing sockets

Sockets are listed in the EventBase catalog, available in the EventBase model panel, as shown below. Sense sockets show a
orange arrow, while response sockets show a blue one. Generic sockets are listed as folder containing the sense and response
socket defining the generic socket.

Sockets in the EventBase catalog

While sense and response socket instances are created automatically for an EventBase model, when a new event adapter or
response service is created, generic sockets are created by the user in order to connect maps. For a detailed discussion on the
creation of event adapters and response services, see Managing Components. How to create a new generic socket, is discussed
in the next section.

 Adding a generic socket to an EventBase

To add a new generic socket to the EventBase, use the context menu of the EventBase model panel or the orchestration editor
(see Menus of the orchestration editor). When adding a new generic socket to the EventBase, the Socket Creation Wizard will
appear.

1. Socket Creation Wizard Step 1: In this step you can define the name of the new socket. Optionally, although not
recommended, you can unlock the 'Identifier' using the lock toggle-button at the right end of the field and customize it.
Moreover, you can add a description in the 'Description' field. To continue, click Next.
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Socket Creation Wizard Step 1
2. Socket Creation Wizard Step 2: Define the event object types which should be consumed and routed by the socket. Only

those events will be available to store in the EventBase. The referring property will be discussed later in this chapter, see
Editing properties of sockets. At least one event object type needs to be selected, otherwise you won't be able to proceed.
Click Next to proceed.
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Socket Creation Wizard Step 2
3. Socket Creation Wizard Step 3: Define the event object types to be forwarded by the socket via the output ports. Only those

event object types will be available, which have been selected in the previous step. At least one event object type needs to
be selected. Click Finish to close the wizard.
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Socket Creation Wizard Step 3

 Socket properties

In the following, we will discuss the properties of sockets on orchestration-level. Since all types of sockets, sense, response
and generic sockets, contain the same properties, it won't be necessary to discuss them separately. To display the properties
of a socket in the properties panel, select the socket in the orchestration view or in the EventBase model panel and locate the
properties panel.

The properties panel allows you to list properties in two different tree modes, categorized or in flat mode, which can be
activated by the buttons at the top of it. An information provider at the bottom shows information regarding the currently
selected property. Please take a look at the screenshot below:
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Properties of a generic socket

• Implementation Type: Shows the implementation type of the currently selected socket.
• Parameters: Allows you to define parameters for the socket.
• Store Events: Allows you to store the processed events in the EventBase. Three selections are possible:

• None: The events are not stored.
• Synchronous: The socket only forwards a processed event after storing it in the EventBase.
• Asynchronous: The events are forwarded before they have been stored in the EventBase. Details are given in Section 

"Editing properties of sockets".

Note:  Note: The maximum batch size for asynchronously storing events can be set in the file
'UC4.Decision.Worker.Modules.xml'. By default this value is set to 100 events.

• Display Name: Allows you to change the displayed name of the socket.
• Description: Allows you to add or change the description text. Click on the '...' button to open an editor.
• URI: Shows the URI of the socket.
• Input Ports: Allows you to define the input ports. This option is available for response sockets and generic sockets only. To

open the ports editor, click on the '...' button.
• Output Ports: Allows you to define the output ports. This option is available for sense sockets and generic sockets only. To

open the ports editor, click on the '...' button.

The ports editor allows you to change the event object types which are sensed, forwarded resp., and to add filters and
modifiers for the selected event object types. For a detailed description of filters and modifiers, see Filters and Modifiers.
The Port editor provides the following features:
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Ports editor for a socket

• Available Event Object Types: Shows the event object types that can be selected by marking the checkbox.
• Port Properties: Allow you to define filters and modifiers for the event object type.
• Port Properties Toolbar: The toolbar buttons to change the tree mode. Possible selections are categorized or flat,

alphabetically sorted.
• Info Box: Shows information regarding the currently selected item or field. In the screenshot above the field 'Modifiers'

is currently selected.

 Sockets on map-level

Sockets allow you to connect event processing components like maps, event adpters and response services. When the ports
a socket and a map are connected, an instance of the socket is created inside the map, allowing to embed it inside the event
stream defined by the map. Sockets on map-level do not create a separate entry within the EventBase catalog. For a detailled
discussion on socket instances within maps, please refer to Section "Event processing maps".

 Description of a socket in the XML EventBase definition

Within the EventBase.xml, the XML-based EventBase description document, sockets on orchestration-level are defined within
the tag 'Sockets'. Within this tag, generic, sense and response sockets are defined. In the following the type-specific tags are
explained separately:

• Sense Sockets:

All sense sockets are listed in the tag 'SenseSockets'. The main tag for a sense socket is 'SenseSocket' having the attributes
'identifier', 'displayName'. The 'identifier' is mandatory. Identifiers have to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no delimiters
and non-ASCII characters are allowed. The 'displayName' defines the name of the socket that is displayed in the EventBase
catalog.

<SenseSocket identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                              displayName="Display Name"
...
</SenseSocket>
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In order to add a description (optional), insert a 'Description' tag as a child of the 'SenseSocket' that contains an informal
text.

The optional tag 'StoreEventsInEventBase' indicates whether and how the processed events are stored in the database of the
EventBase. Possible values are: 'Synchronous' and 'Asynchronous'.

<StoreEventsInEventBase>Mode</StoreEventsInEventBase>

The tag 'OutputPort' specifies an output port for the sense socket. The mandatory attribute 'typeUri' defines the event object
type processed by the port.

<OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://MyEventObjectType"/>

The last tag 'EventAdapter' contains the component URI of the referring event adapter.

<EventAdapter typeUri="eventadapter://MyEventAdapter"/>
• Response Sockets:

All response sockets are listed in the tag 'ResponseSockets'. The main tag for response sockets is 'ResponseSocket' having
the attributes 'identifier', 'displayName'. The 'identifier' is mandatory. Identifiers have to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no
delimiters and non-ASCII characters are allowed. The 'displayName' defines the name of the socket that is displayed in the
EventBase catalog.

<ResponseSocket identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                                     displayName="Displayable Name"
...
</ResponseSocket>

In order to add a description (optional), insert a 'Description' tag as a child of the 'ResponseSocket' that contains an
informal text.

The optional tag 'StoreEventsInEventBase' indicates whether and how the processed events are stored in the database of the
EventBase. Possible values are: 'Synchronous' and 'Asynchronous'.

<StoreEventsInEventBase>Mode</StoreEventsInEventBase>

The tag 'OutputPort' specifies an output port for the response socket. The mandatory attribute 'typeUri' defines the event
object type processed by the port.

<InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://MyEventObjectType"/>

The last tag 'ResponseService' contains the component URI of the referring response service.

<ResponseService typeUri="responseService="responseservice://MyResponseService"/>
• Generic Sockets:

Generic sockets are listed in the tag 'GenericSockets'. Single generic sockets are defined by the tag 'GenericSocket',
containing the mandatory attributes 'identifier' and the optional 'displayName'. Identifiers have to be defined as
NMTOKENs, so no delimiters and non-ASCII characters are allowed. The 'displayName' defines the name of the socket
that is displayed in the EventBase catalog.

<GenericSocket identifier="UniqueIdentifier" displayName="Displayable Name"> ... </GenericSocket>

An optional description can be added by using a 'Description' tag as child of the tag 'GenericSocket'.

The optional tag 'StoreEventsInEventBase' indicates whether and how the processed events are stored in the database of the
EventBase. Possible values are: 'Synchronous' and 'Asynchronous'.

<StoreEventsInEventBase>Mode</StoreEventsInEventBase>

The tags 'InputPort' and 'OutputPort' specify the input and output ports for the socket. The mandatory attribute 'typeUri'
defines the event object type processed by the port.

<InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://MyEventObjectType"/>
<OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://MyEventObjectType"/>

 FAQ

Q: I want to connect two maps with each other. How can I do
this?
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A: Open the orchestration editor. Draw a connection from the
output port of the map to the input port of the other map.
Automatically a generic socket will be generated connecting
both maps.

Q: Can I change the initial configuration of the socket ports?

A: Select the socket in the EventBase model panel to show the
properties of the socket in the properties panel. The properties
'Input Ports' and 'Output Ports' provide a dialog to define the
ports of the socket.

 See also

• Event processing maps
• Ports
• Event adapters
• Managing Components
• Orchestration editor

 Event adapters

 Introduction

Event adapters provide communication interfaces for receiving event data from external systems. Since external data can
have proprietary formats, it is possible to implement event adapters that are able to handle data from data sources, such as
message queues, databases or files. In general, event adapters generate events as soon as data is received from an external
system. Whenever an event adapter performs a processing step, it consumes external data and invokes event transformers that
transform the received raw data into event objects.

The event adapter passes the data to the first assigned event transformer (the order of the transformers is relevant). A
transformer can now either accept the data, or it can refuse it if the data is not compatible. If none of the transformers accept
the data, the event adapter automatically throws an exception and publishes an exception event.

Event Adapters are represented by sense sockets on orchestration-level. The socket representing an event adapter provides
output ports allowing to forward the sensed event data to other event processing components via connections.

The Policy Orchestrator product suite comes with several pre-registered event adapters that are described in greater detail
in Section "Event adapters". As mentioned above, it is possible to implement custom event adapters, which is described in
Section "Event adapter API".

The sections below describe how to add an event adapter to an EventBase and discuss the configuration of an event adapter as
well as its XML description.

 Rationale and purpose

Event adapters define interfaces between the event processing model and external systems. They retrieve raw data and
transform it via an event transformer into events. Through the generated sense socket representing the adapter on orchestration-
level and on map-level, the transformed events can be made accessible by event processing maps and, thus, by event services.

 Managing event adapters

 Adding an event adapter to an EventBase

To add an event adapter to the catalog of an existing EventBase, drag and drop the event adapter from the components panel
to the EventBase catalog folder 'Event Adapters'. In the components panel available event adapters are alway situated in the
subfolder 'Event Adapters' of an existing folder. The screenshot below shows the drag-and-drop process for the predefined
'MSMQ Event Adapter'.

Note:  Note: The added component can be dropped anywhere in the EventBase model panel and will be added automatically to
the referring folder.
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Adding an event adapter to the EventBase

Next, the 'Event Adapter Configuration Wizard' appears, supporting you in the creation process:

Note:  Note: The following screenshots show the wizard for a special event adapter, the 'MSMQ Event Adapter', which is a
predefined component of the Policy Orchestrator product suite.

• Event Adapter Configuration Wizard Step 1: This step covers the settings of identifier, display name and description for the
new event adapter.
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Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 1
• Event Adapter Configuration Wizard Step 2: Here, the parameters for the event adapter can be set. For mandatory

parameters, the checkbox in the right-column is marked. Parameters will be discussed in a more general context in Section
  "Parameters".
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Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 2
• Event Adapter Configuration Wizard Step 3: In step three of the wizard the event transformers are attached. Event

transformers are explained more detailled in Section  "Event transformers". The following list explains the functionalities
of the dialog in detail:
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Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 3

• Transformers: The selector at the top Add Transformer can be extended to select available event transformers and add
them to the list. To remove an already added transformer, use the context menu, or select it and press DEL. The blue
arrows at the top right corner allow you to change the order in which the integrated transformers receive the events.

• Transformer Properties: Shows a list of all properties for the currently selected transformer categorized as advanced and
general properties.

• Parameters: Allows you to define the parameters for the event transformer. As already mentioned, parameters are
discussed in a more general context in Section "Parameters". To change the parameters, click the '...' button.

• Implementation Type: Displays the implementation of the according assembly.
• Display Name: The displayed name of the transformer.
• Description: The '...' button opens a dialog to add a description text.

• Event Adapter Configuration Wizard Step 4: Define the output ports of the event adapter. The defined output ports of
course have to match the event object types created by the selected event transformers.
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Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 4

After succesfully finishing the creation process, the new event adapter will be added to the EventBase catalog, depicted in the
EventBase model panel. Every event adapter creates a new sense socket in the EventBase. This socket rerpresents the event
adapter on orchestration-level and allows you to connect it via the defined ports to other event processing components, like
maps. For a more general, conceptual discussion on sockets and ports to connect event processing components, please refer to
Section "Ports" and Section "Sockets".
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The new event adapter and its referring socket in the EventBase model panel

 Configuring an event adapter

The properties panel of the Modelling Studio allows you to change the settings made during the creation process with the
wizard. To load the properties of an event adapter from this panel, double-click the event adapter in the EventBase model
panel. If the Properties panel is currently not displayed in your Modelling Studio, select View|Properties Panel from the main
menu.

Properties of an event adapter
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• Toolbar: The toggle buttons allow you to switch between the two tree modes for the listed properties, categorized (like
shown below) or flat.

• Listed Properties: The readonly properties Implementation Type, Identifier and URI, as well as Parameters, Event
Transformers, Display Name and Description have already been described concerning the creation process in
Section "Adding an event adapter to an EventBase". Additional properties are:

• Continue on Error: Defines whether the adpater tries to transform the raw data into events using the next listed event
transformer, if the transformation process fails with the current event transformer.

• Enabled: The boolean value defines whether the event adapter should be active when the deployment of the EventBase
is started or not.

• Time Zone Mode: Defines the time zone handling of the event adapter. If set to 'From EventBase' the configured time
zone of the EventBase is used and no time transformation is done. When set to 'UTC' the timestamps of the source data
are converted to the time zone of the EventBase. If set to 'Explicit' a user can define the time zone for the source data.

 Description of an event adapter in the XML EventBase definition

Within the EventBase.xml, the XML-based EventBase description document, event adapter are defined within the tag
'EventAdapters'. The main tag for event adapters is 'EventAdapter' having the attributes 'identifier', 'displayName' and
'componentUri' . The 'identifier' is mandatory. Identifiers have to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no delimiters and non-ASCII
characters are allowed. The 'displayName' defines the name of the event adapter that is displayed in the EventBase catalog, and
the 'componentUri' defines the URI of the component the adapter instance refers to in the EventBase.

<EventAdapter identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                              displayName="Displayable Name"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://TestDomain/MyEventAdapter">
                              ...
</EventAdapter>

In order to add a description (optional), insert a 'Description' tag as a child of the 'EventAdapter' that contains an informal text.

...
<Description>A text of choice to describe the event adapter</Description>
...

Initial parameters for the event adapter can be set using an 'InitParameters' tag enclosing several 'Parameter' entries. Such
entries have a 'name' attribute and enclose their value. An example for event adapter parameters is shown below:

...
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="MyConnectionParameter">
                        MyConnection
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter name="AnotherNumericParameter">
                        255
                </Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
...

Output ports for the event adapters are defined by using an 'OutputPort' tag with the 'typeUri' attribute to define the event
object type published by the event transformer.

...
        <OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType" />
        <OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/AnotherEventObjectType" />
...

The 'OnErrorContinueWithNextTransformer' tag can be used to specify a Boolean flag for whether to try to push received
data to the following event transformers if the first one fails or to immediately throw an exception event. The default value is
'false'', which means that the exception is immediately thrown if an error occurs.

...
        <OnErrorContinueWithNextTransformer>true</OnErrorContinueWithNextTransformer>
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...

Event transformers are assigned using 'EventTransformer' tags. As is shown in the next listing, such an 'EventTransformer'
tag has several attributes: the 'identifier' holds a unique identifier of the event transformer, the 'displayName' is shown in the
EventBase catalog and the 'componentUri' defines the path of the event transformer in the component catalog.

...
        <EventTransformer identifier="UniqueUdentifier"
                                              displayName="Display Name"
                                              componentUri="eventtransformer://
                                                                             TestDomain/MyEventTransformer" />
...

 FAQ

Q: How can I use an event adapter for an EventBase?

A: Event adapters are components on EventBase-level. In
order to use an event adapter, expand the default (ONE
Automation) folder or any of your folders in the components
panel, and locate the event adapters available in the 'Event
Adapters' subfolder. Drag the event adapter onto the folder
'Event Adapters' in the EventBase model panel, and the Event
Adapter Wizard guides you through the setup process.

Q: What happens if my event adapter receives raw data that
cannot be processed by the assigned event transformers?

A: If an event adapter receives data, it will try to send the data
to the first assigned transformer. If the transformer is not
capable of processing it, it won't accept the data, and the
adapter will invoke the next transformer if it exists. If no
transformer accepts the data, an exception event is published
in the end.

If an event transformer accepts the data, but cannot process
it or an error occurs during the processing, the adapter
behavior depends on whether the 'Continue on error' flag
is set to true or not. In the first case (flag set to true), the
adapter will send the data to other transformers after an error
occurred, otherwise (flag set to false) the event adapter will
immediately publish an exception event on the exception
event port.

Q: Which preregistered event adapters come with the Decision
product suite, and where can I find them?

A: The predefined event adapters can be found in the
components panel within the default (ONE Automation)
folder in the 'Event Adapters' subfolder. More information
on predefined Policy Orchestrator components, is given in
Chapter Policy Orchestrator components.

 See also

• Event transformers
• Event object types
• Event processing maps
• Ports
• Sockets
• Managing components
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• Chapter 9, Managing Compontents

 Response Services

 Introduction

Response services are used to publish events and, thus, define the counterpart to the event adapters. They allow you to trigger
actions in external systems and forward the event specific data. Response Services are represented by response sockets on
orchestration-level. The socket representing a response service allows you to receive the data to for publishing via input ports.

The Policy Orchestrator system provides some predefined response services. Please refer tos ection "Event services" for a list
of currently available default response services.

This chapter describes how to add response services to an EventBase and moreover, discusses configuration and the XML
description of a response service.

 Rationale and purpose

Response services define interfaces between the event processing model and external systems. They retrieve event data and
publish it to trigger actions in external systems.

 Managing response services

 Adding an response service to an EventBase

To add a response service to the catalog of an existing EventBase, drag and drop the response service from the components
panel to the EventBase catalog folder 'Response Services'. In the components panel, available response services are listed as
event services, since every response service can also be used as event service within a map. The screenshot below shows the
drag-and-drop process for the predefined 'Log Service'.

Note:  Note: The added component can be dropped anywhere in the EventBase model panel and will be added automatically to
the referring folder.
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Adding an response service to the EventBase

Next, the 'Event Service Wizard' appears, supporting you in the creation process:

Note:  Note: The following screenshots show the wizard for a special response service, the 'Log Service', which is a predefined
component of the Policy Orchestrator product suite.

• Event Service Wizard Step 1: This step covers the settings of identifier, display name and description for the new response
service.
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Event Service Wizard Step 1
• Event Service Wizard Step 2: Define the initial parameters for the new response service. For mandatory parameters, the

checkbox in the right-column is marked. Parameters will be discussed in a more general context in Section "Parameters".
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Event Service Wizard Step 2
• Event Service Wizard Step 3: Define the input ports of the response service. Which event object types are selected,

determines the events forwarded to the external system.
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Event Service Wizard Step 3

After successfully finishing the wizard, the new response service will be added to the EventBase catalog, depicted in the
EventBase model panel. Every response service creates a new response socket in the EventBase. This socket represents
the response service on orchestration-level and allows you to connect it via the defined ports to other event processing
components, like maps. For a more general, conceptual discussion on sockets and their ability to connect event processing
components, please refer to Section  "Orchestration editor" and Section "Sockets".
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The new response service and its referring socket in the EventBase model panel

 Configuring a response service

The properties panel of the Modelling Studio allows you to change the settings made during the creation process with the
wizard. To load the properties of an response service from this panel, double-click the response service in the EventBase model
panel. If the Properties panel is currently not displayed in your Modelling Studio, select View | Properties Panel from the main
menu. Since every response service also can be used as event service within maps, the available properties are properties of
event services on map-level. For a detailed discussion on event services and their properties, please refer to Section "Event
services".

 Description of an response service in the XML EventBase definition

Within the EventBase.xml, the XML-based EventBase description document, response services are defined within the tag
'ResponseServices'. The main tag for response services is 'ResponseService' having the attributes 'identifier', 'displayName' and
'componentUri' . The 'identifier' is mandatory. Identifiers have to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no delimiters and non-ASCII
characters are allowed. The 'displayName' defines the name of the response service that is displayed in the EventBase catalog,
and the 'componentUri' defines the URI of the component the response service instance refers to in the EventBase.

<ResponseService identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                                      displayName="Displayable Name"
                                      componentUri="eventadapter://TestDomain/MyResponseService">
                                      ...
</ResponseService>

In order to add a description (optional), insert a 'Description' tag as a child of the 'ResponseService' that contains an informal
text.

...
        <Description>A text of choice to describe the response service</Description>
...

Initial parameters for the response service can be set using an 'InitParameters' tag enclosing several 'Parameter' entries. Such
entries have a 'name' attribute and enclose their value. An example for response service parameters is shown below:

...
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="MyConnectionParameter">
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                        MyConnection
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter name="AnotherNumericParameter">
                        255
                </Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
...

Input ports for the response services are defined by using an 'InputPort' tag with the 'typeUri' attribute to define the event object
type published by the response service.

...
         <InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType" />
         <InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/AnotherEventObjectType" />
...

 FAQ

Q: How can I add a response service to an EventBase?

A: Response services are components on EventBase-level. In
order to use a response service, expand the default (ONE
Automation) folder or any of your folders in the components
panel and locate the response services available in the
'Response Services' subfolder. Drag the response service onto
the folder 'Response Services' in the EventBase model panel
and the Response Service Wizard guides you through the
setup process.

Q: How can a response service be integrated into the event and
process flow defined by a map?

A: After creating a response service, its graphical representation,
the response socket, is inserted into the orchestration editor.
The input ports of the socket allow you to connect the
response service to other components like maps and this way
to event services within the map, if these components have
compatible input ports.

Q: Which preregistered response services come with the Policy
Orchestrator product suite, and where can I find them?

A: The predefined response services can be found in the
components panel within the default (ONE Automation)
folder in the 'Event Services' subfolder. More information
on predefined Policy Orchestrator components, is given in
Chapter Policy Orchestrator components.

 See also

• Sockets
• Managing components
• Event adapters
• Event processing maps
• Ports

 Event processing maps
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 Introduction

Event processing maps (EPMs) represent a graphical, high-level visualization of sense and respond processes that can be
created using the graphical editor of the Modelling Studio. EPMs define event flows between sense and response sockets.
They use connectors and hubs to model the flow between event services and sockets and allow you to modify and filter event
streams by assigning filters and modifiers to map components and connections.

The figure below shows an example of an EPM used within the Alerting Demo EventBase, one of our sample EventBases
capable of managing tickets from an Issue Tracking System in real time. For further information on this example, please take a
look at our quickstart tutorials.

Example of an EPM

Within an EventBase several EPMs can be defined, fulfilling different tasks.

 Rationale and purpose

Maps represent a logical depiction of a sense and respond loop and serve as the primary metaphor for developers and
administrators to modify the system behavior.

Maps contain representations of components contained in the component catalog and define how event streams are processes
during the execution of an EventBase through connections, filters and modifiers.

 Managing maps in the Modelling  Studio

This section describes how to create and change maps of an EventBase, before introducing the process of modelling maps and
describing the Policy Orchestrator map components.

 Creating a map

Maps can only be created within an existing EventBase. Open an EventBase of choice in the EventBase model view and locate
the 'Maps' subfolder. Right-click this folder and click the context menu item Add Map to create a new map for the EventBase.
Alternatively, you can use the menus of the orchestration editor to do so; see Section "Orchestration editor".
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EventBase Model view: create a map from the context menu

The Map Creation Wizard will guide you through the configuration process.

• Step 1: Describe the map. Enter a display name that is used within the Modelling Studio - a suitable identifier will be
generated automatically based on this input. It can be changed after unlocking the input field. The description is optional:
the input area can be used to enter an informal description of the map.
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Map Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
• Step 2: Define initial parameters. It is possible to define parameters, that can be used by all map components. An example

could be defining a data source parameter at map-level which can be read by all components on the map that have to
communicate with the same data source. For further information on parameters, please refer to Section "Parameters".

Map Creation Wizard Step 2: Definition of initial parameters

After finishing the wizard, the map will be listed in the 'Maps' subfolder of your EventBase. Double-click it in order to open it
in the editor view.

 Map properties

For an existing map, the collection of parameters, the display name and the description can be changed. Double-click the map
in the EventBase model panel to load its properties to the properties view. The display name can be edited directly, to change
the collection of parameters, please click the input field first. A small button appears in the input field that allows you to load
the parameter editor dialog. To change the recoverable status of the map. If set to true, all event services within the map will
persist the processed events in a queue.
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Map properties

 Printing maps

Modelling Studio allows you to print maps. Please load the map to print to the editor first, and select File | Print Map .. from
the main menu or right-click somewhere within the map and select Print map ... from the context menu. The default printing
dialog of your system appears allowing to select and configure the printer.

For a preview of the print output, please select File | Print Preview Map from the main menu.

Print margins and other printing options can be set in the preferences dialog. Please see section "Preference settings" for
further information.

 The XML description of maps

The definition of maps is contained within the EventBase.xml, the XML based EventBase description. An
'EventProcessingMaps' tag contains one or several 'EventProcessingMap' children. Within this element, all map components
and connections are defined. The 'Description' tag can be used for an optional description of the map.

EventProcessingMaps>
         <EventProcessingMap identifier="SampleMap" displayName="Sample Map">
        <Description> <![CDATA[ optional description of the map ]]> </Description>
         ...

Subsequently, initial parameters can be defined for the map itself. These parameters can be accessed by all map components.

...
<InitParameters>
        <Parameter name="someParameter">aValue</Parameter>
         ...
</InitParameters>
...

The next step is defining all components (in the following ordering):

1. Event services
2. Schedulers

Note:  Note: Detailed descriptions of XML settings and options for the above listed components can be obtained directly
from the corresponding sections. The listing below schematically demonstrates how to insert these elements to the
'EventProcessingMap' tag.

...
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<EventService identifier="..." componentUri="...">
                 [event service settings]
</EventService>
<Scheduler identifier="..." displayName="...">
         [schedulder settings]
</Scheduler>
<SenseSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
          [sense socket settings]
</SenseSocket>
<ResponseSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
          [response socket settings]
</ResponseSocket>
<GenericSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
          [generic socket settings]
</GenericSocket>
...

The component definitions are followed by the description of hubs (if they exist).

...
<Hub identifier="..." displayName="...">
        <InputPort typeUri="..." />
        <OutputPort typeUri="..."/>
        ...
</Hub>
...

The sockets in maps are defined after the hubs in the XML description file.

...
<SenseSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
        [sense socket settings]
</SenseSocket>
<ResponseSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
        [response socket settings]
</ResponseSocket>
<GenericSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
         [generic socket settings]
</GenericSocket>
...

The connections between map elements are defined using 'Connection' tags that enclose the source and the target component in
a 'From' and a 'To' child tag.

...
<Connection>
        <From>
                 <MapElement identifier="..." typeUri="..."/>
        </From>
        <To>
                <MapElement identifier="..." typeUri="..."/>
        </To>
</Connection>
...

Optionally, synchronization blocks can be defined within a map.

                ...
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               <SynchronizationBlock>
                ...
                </SynchronizationBlock>
        </EventProcessingMap>
</EventProcessingMaps>

 Map Modelling

 Introduction

The subsequent sections summarize important map-level concepts and components that support the process of modelling
EPMs.

 Inserting components into a map

Event services and schedulers can easily be inserted into a map via drag & drop. Locate your component from within the
component catalog and drag it onto the map. A wizard appears allowing you to configure the new instance of the component
that will be inserted into the map.

 Sockets
 Introduction

Sockets on the one hand, as already explained in Section "Sockets", represent event adapters and response services on
orchestration-level. On the other hand, they allow you to embed maps into the process flow on orchestration level, by
instantiating sockets on map-level. Every connection to and from a map is represented by a socket within the map, as shown
below. Similar to the orchestration editor, sense sockets are depicted as orange arrows, response sockets as blue ones, and
generic sockets show a combination of orange and blue arrows. A small icon on the right bottom of a socket indicates that the
property 'Store Events to EventBase' is set. In the screenshot below, the sense and the response socket show this icon.

Sockets within a map

Two possibilities allow you to create an instance of a socket within a map, i.e. to connect the socket to the map:

• Connect the socket to the map, using the orchestration editor. How to connect components within the orchestration editor is
described in Section  "Orchestration editor".

• Drag-and-drop the existing socket from the EventBase model panel onto the map.

 Rationale and purpose

Instances of sockets in maps allow connections to other maps, event adapters and response services. Sockets can be seen as
interfaces between these different components.

Sockets define entry points and exit points for events to, from resp., the event processing model. Therefore, they also define the
points of the model, where the EventBase database can be accessed to store events.

 Socket properties

Sockets allow you to refine their ports on map-level and support the same general properties, like color settings, as other map
components. To refine the ports of a socket, either use the context menu of the socket and select Customize Input Ports...,
Customize Output Ports... resp., or use the ports entries of the properties panel.
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Context menu for sockets on map-level

Properties of a socket on map-level

 The XML description of sockets

In the XML-based EventBase description (EventBase.xml), connections can be defined within maps after specifying the
components and hubs. Sense sockets are defined through a 'SenseSocket' , response sockets through a 'ResponseSocket' and
generic sockets through a 'GenericSocket' tag. All socket tags contain the mandatory attributes 'identifier' and 'sourceSocket'.
The source socket specifies the referring socket on EventBase level, to which the map is connected, i.e. which is instantiated
on map-level. For every type of socket an arbitrary amount of subtags specifying the ports can be added. Sense sockets only
support the tag 'OutputPort', response socket the tag 'InputPort', while generic sockets provide both.

<SenseSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
         <OutputPort typeUri="..." />
</SenseSocket>
<ResponseSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
        <InputPort typeUri="..." />
</ResponseSocket>
<GenericSocket identifier="..." sourceSocket="...">
        <InputPort typeUri="..." />
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        <OutputPort typeUri="..." />
</GenericSocket>
 FAQ

Q: How can I delete a connection between a socket and a map?

A: In the orchestration view, select the connection and press
the DEL key. Another way to delete a connection, select the
socket instance within the map and the DEL key or use the
context menu entry 'Delete'.

Q: My map is crowded with event services that I want to connect
to the same socket. Is there a way to model this without
generating a confusing layout?

A: You can add multiple instances of the same socket in a map
via drag-and-drop from the EventBase model panel.

 Connections
 Introduction

Connections are used to define "event transmission channels" between map components. If two components are connected,
they are able to exchange events. More precisely, one component can publish events on one of its output ports, which can
be received by another component connected to this port. Therefore, connections are always drawn between ports of map
components, and not between the components themselves.

Connections are designed to guarantee type safety throughout the transmission process, since they can only be drawn between
compatible ports of the same event object type.

 Rationale and purpose

Connections define type-safe event exchange channels between components that process events within an event processing
map (EPM). Connections can be seen as tunnels that are opened as soon as they are defined. They can decide on which events
can pass it (through filters) and perform transformations on the events while they are transmitted (using modifiers).

If an event gets published by a component, the component itself figures out the output ports that are suitable to publish this
event. If the event can be published on one or more ports, the transmission process to another map component is started if a
connection description exists that defines a communication channel between these map components, otherwise the event won't
be sent anywhere.

 Managing connections in the Modelling Studio

Connections can easily be created and maintained within the editor in the Modelling Studio. A connection is represented by
a line that is drawn between a component's output port and another component's input port. Once a connection is drawn, the
transmission process of events is invoked automatically.

 Drawing connections

The figure below diagrammatically shows the process of connecting two map elements: a sense socket having one output port
of the event object type 'MyEventObjectType'' and an event service (My Event Service) having an input port of the same type.
To draw a connection between these two items, move the mouse over the output port of the sense socket, click and hold the
left mouse button and move the mouse over the corresponding input port of the event service. If the ports are compatible, a
green square appears (1), indicating that the components are connectable using these ports. Release the mouse to finish the
connection. It will be drawn as a bezier curve that can be edited (2).
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Drawing a connection

Note:  Note: The drawing process described above is equivalent for the connection of all available map components, but can
only be performed if the event object types are compatible. Compatibility is guaranteed either if the event object types of the
input and output port are the same, or if the input port event object type of the second component acts on a higher level of
generalization than the output port event object type of the first component. For further information on event object types and
event object type inheritance, please see section "Event object types".

 Editing connections

Editing a connection can either concern its properties (mainly editing filters and modifiers which is treated below), or
editing its graphical representation. For the connection, the tangential points of the bezier curve can be edited to adjust the
connection's orientation. In order to adjust these points, select the connection by clicking it. The tangents draw together with
green tracking points that can be dragged to edit the curve.

Editing connections

Editing connections can be helpful for large maps to resolve overlaps and clean up the map's appearance.

 Reordering connections

For manually edited connections, it can occur that after moving the components they connect, and the connection itself has
to be resolved. You can either do this manually by editing the tangential points of every connection, or you can reorder the
connections for the whole map by right-clicking the map and selecting 'Reorder Connections' from the map context menu or
pressing CTRL+R. This will cause all manually set tangential points to be discarded, and the connections are drawn in their
original state.
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Reordering Connections

 Customizing filters and modifiers

It is possible to assign filters and modifiers directly to a connection instead of defining them for components. In order to
customize the filters and modifiers for a connection, right-click it in the editor, and select the corresponding entry from the
context menu.

Connections context menu

Further information on the usage and configuration of filters and modifiers can be obtained in the chapter Managing
components.

 The XML representation of connections

In the XML-based EventBase description (EventBase.xml), connections can be defined within maps after specifying the
components (event services, schedulers) hubs, and sockets. Connections are defined through 'Connection' tags that contain a
source and a target map element within a 'From' and a 'To' tag. Optionally, filters and modifiers can be assigned after these two
mandatory tags (see listing below).

<Connection>
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        <From>
                <MapElement identifier="MyEventService" typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/
MyEventObjectType" />
        </From>
                 <To>
                 <MapElement identifier="MyOtherEventService" typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/
MyEventObjectType" />
        </To>
        <Filter identifier="..." displayName="..." typeUri="...">
                          ...
        </Filter>
        <Modifier identifier="..." displayName="..." typeUri="...">
                  ...
        </Modifier>
</Connection>
 FAQ

Q: How can I delete a connection?

A: In order to delete a connection, select it within the map by
clicking it and press the DEL key. All assigned filters and
modifiers will be deleted as well.

Q: How can I delete filters and modifiers assigned to a
connection?

A: You can delete filters and modifiers using the corresponding
editors. Right-click the connection and select to customize
filters/modifiers. In the appearing editor window, select the
filters on the left and press the DEL key.

Q: Can one output/input port have several outgoing/incoming
connections?

A: Yes. In this case, every published event will be transmitted to
all connected components.

Q: I am trying to draw a connection on the map, but it seems to
be impossible: when dragging a connection line to the input
port of a component, nothing happens.

A: The drawing of connections is disabled if the ports you are
trying to connect are not compatible, which means that they
are of different event object types. Please make sure to have
compatible ports, and retry to connect.

Tip:  Tip: You can move the mouse over a port to display
its event object type, which is helpful when checking on the
compatibility of ports.

 See also

• Event processing maps
• Filters
• Modifiers
• Managing components

 Hubs
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 Introduction

Hubs are map components, since they can be defined only at map level. Their primary purpose is to serve as general event
routers, based on the hierarchy of the input port types and the compatible output ports. In addition, they provide functionality
to copy events: every event emitted on the hub's output port is automatically published on a special carbon copy port.

Every hub includes an internal error handling functionality, treating cases where events are received, for which no compatible
output ports exist. Hubs themselves do not have an internal state, they are transparent inside the transaction scope of the event
publishing cycle.

 Rationale and purpose

The primary function of the hub is to serve as a distribution point for event objects. Every event which is received by the hub
is reemitted on all compatible output ports. Compatible means all event object types which are of the same type as the received
event itself, or act on a higher level of generalization based upon inheritance or a virtual event object type definition.

In addition to the republishing of incoming events on every compatible output port of the hub, they are "duplicated" and
reemitted on the Carbon Copy (CC) port as a copy of the original event. If an event cannot be enqueued in at least one
receiving component, it will be redirected to the XOR port of the hub. Please note that receiving components which only
consume events from a hub's CC port do not have influence on this procedure, since they are not counted as common receiving
components.

The hub itself is a stateless map element and does not act as a participant in the transaction of the event publishing cycle. This
means that if an event is transmitted through some hubs between one sender element and one or more receiving elements, the
hubs do not act as a limiting boundary for the transaction scope because they do not store events. Hubs can be connected to
every element within a map if the event object types of the ports are compatible, but it is not possible to connect a hub's output
port with one of its own input ports.

 Definition of a hub

Since hubs are elements on the map level, they can only be created within an existing map. They are based on a default
implementation and can be defined with an unlimited number of input and output ports.

 Managing hubs in the Modelling  Studio

In order to create a hub, open your map and right-click somewhere inside the map area. A context menu appears, allowing you
to add a hub. Note that there is no component catalog entry for hubs because they are map-only components. Using the context
menu of the editor is the only way to create a hub.

Add a hub from the context menu

The context menu item Add Hub opens the Hub Creation Wizard, guiding you through the definition of the hub. First, a
display name can be assigned to the hub, and a suitable identifier will be generated automatically. Unlocking the 'Identifier'
input field allows you to manually edit the identifier. The 'Description' field is optional. The wizard can be continued by
clicking the Next> button, or it may be cancelled. Note that if a map element with the selected identifier already exists in the
map, an error provider indicates that the identifier needs to be edited as soon as you try to continue.
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Hub Creation Wizard Step 1: General description

Step 2 of the wizard allows you to define one or more input ports by selecting the specific event object types from the tree
control.
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Hub Creation Wizard Step 2: Select the input ports

Step 3 covers the selection of output ports. You may only select event object types as output ports that are compatible with
the already selected input ports. The compatibility is automatically checked by the Policy Orchestrator system, causing the
compatible ports to be displayed only in the tree selector.
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Hub Creation Wizard Step 3: Select the output ports

After finishing the wizard, a new hub shape is displayed in the editor (see figure below). If more than two input or output ports
are defined, the ports are displayed in collapsed state, recognizable by a plus sign inside the port shape (1). The ports can be
expanded by clicking this plus sign (2). In addition to the input and output ports, two special ports - the 'Carbon Copy' port
marked with CC and the 'XOR' port marked with a small x - are visible.

Hub shape in editor

The shape has a specific context menu which allows you to display the properties of the hub and to define or edit the input and
output ports.
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Hub context menu

All properties of a defined hub are available via the properties panel. Besides the appearance of the shape and the input and
output ports, the display name can be redefined, whereas the identifier cannot be changed.

Hub properties

 Description of a hub in the XML EventBase definition

In the XML-based EventBase description, document hubs are defined as elements after the definitions of schedulers and before
the connection definitions. Not surprisingly, the main tag for hub is'Hub', having the same attributes as all map elements:
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'identifier' and 'displayName'. The attribute 'identifier' is mandatory. Identifiers have to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no
delimiters and non-ASCII characters are allowed.

<Hub identifier="UniqueIdentifier" displayName="Displayable name of the hub">
...
</Hub>

The optional 'Description' tag can enclose a general description of the hub.

...
         <Description>A text of choice to describe the hub</Description>
...

The next valid tags are the ones for input and output ports. These are the same tags which are used for every map element with
ports. The number of ports is unlimited; the only restriction is that no event object type can be used twice. At least one input
port has to be defined.

...
        <InputPort eventObjectTypeUri="..." />
        <OutputPort eventObjectTypeUri="..." />
...

Hubs provide two special ports, a so-called 'Carbon Copy' port and the 'XOR' port. Because both ports have a pre-specified
event object type, there is no need to define one. Both ports can be seen as common output ports, allowing to assign filters and
modifiers. These specifications are optional and are needed only if filters or modifiers have to be set.

...
<XorPort>
        <Filter identifier="..." />
        <FilterRef identifier="..." />
        <Modifier identifier="..." />
        <ModifierRef identifier="..." />
</XorPort>
<CCPort>
        ...
</CCPort>
...
 FAQ

Q: What does a hub do with an event if no receiving element is
connected?

A: If no valid connection, either through defined output ports
or the special ports (CC and XOR port) is available, the
event is not reemitted. In order to take advantage of the
hub functionality, be sure to connect at least one receiving
component.

Q: I have defined multiple input/output ports but do not see them
on the shape. How can they be displayed and used?

A: If more than two input or output ports are defined, the ports
are collapsed on each side of the hub, represented by a small
(+) sign. If you click this collapsed port, it will be expanded
and the ports can be connected.

Q: What are the event object types of the special ports, XOR and
Carbon Copy?

A: In order to enable the republishing of every incoming event,
both ports support the generic 'All' event object type.
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Q: How can I define new input and output ports?

A: The ports of a hub can be edited using the context menu of
the hub shape or directly via the properties panel if the hub is
selected.

Q: Can I change the identifier of a hub?

A: No, once a hub is created only the display name can be
changed via the properties panel. In order to change the
identifier, generate a copy of the hub and define the desired
identifier in the Hub Creation Wizard. Note that you have to
reconnect all ports of the newly created hub after duplicating
a hub.

 See also

• Event processing maps
• Connections
• Ports

 Auto publishing ports
 Introduction

Auto publishing ports offer a simple mechanism for automatic retransmission of events. These specific output ports can be
defined on the map level for event services. Once such an auto publishing port is defined for a specific event object type, each
event of this type will be republished on the auto processing port automatically and independently from the event service's
internal processing.

Since an incoming event gets cloned if it is to be retransmitted on an auto publishing port, the original event will be processed
as usual by the event service, and the duplicated event will immediately be republished. The advantage is that the automatic
republishing can be defined on the map level, removing the necessity of manually implementing this functionality in an event
service implementation.

 Rationale and purpose

Auto publishing ports are special ports defined on the map level, facilitating an automatic retransmission of events received by
an event service, whereas this republishing does not depend on the internal behavior of the event service and does not influence
the common event processing performed by the event service implementation. Similar to normal ports, auto publishing ports
can be connected to other map components. Every auto publishing port is bound to either a concrete or a virtual event object
type.

The purpose of auto publishing ports is an automatic event retransmission. This could be programmed manually for every
event service implementation, but the concept of defining these ports on the map level offers much more flexibility, is much
less time-consuming and independent from the implementation.

The handling of auto publishing ports is equivalent to normal ports; filters and modifiers can be applied to auto publishing
ports as well.

 Defining auto publishing ports

As mentioned in the introduction, auto publishing ports can be defined on the map level, representing additional output ports
of an event service that publish events independently from the internal event service behavior. They can easily be added and
deleted for every event service in a map.

 Defining auto publishing ports in the Modelling Studio

In the Modelling Studio, auto publishing ports can be created immediately when inserting an event service into a map. Step 5
of the Event Service Wizard provides a list of available event object types, allowing to decide on which of them should be used
for auto publishing ports. More precisely, this means that after enabling an event object type for auto publishing, every event of
this event object type will automatically get republished on an auto publishing port generated for this purpose. Please note that
the only event object types listed are the ones that can be received on one of the event service's input ports.
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Event Service Wizard: define auto publishing ports

After inserting the event service into the map, the auto publishing ports are marked with a small 'a' inside the bullet
representing the output port.

Graphical representation of auto publishing ports

 Editing auto publishing ports of an event service

For an existing event service, the Ports Editor allows you to edit the collection of auto publishing ports as well as to customize
the auto publishing ports by assigning filters and modifiers. The Ports Editor can be reached by right-clicking an event service
inside a map and selecting Customize Auto Publishing Ports ... from the context menu.
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Ports Editor

On the left, the editor displays a list of available event object types (corresponding to the input ports of the event service),
which can be selected of deselected to add/remove an auto publishing for this event object type. After selecting an event object
type, the port's properties are listed at the right, allowing to maintain filter and modifier definitions.

 Describing auto publishing ports in XML

Auto publishing ports can optionally be defined within the 'EventService' tag representing an event service instance inside
an EPM. To specify auto publishing ports, an arbitrary amount of 'AutoPublishingPort' tags, having as the only attribute the
'typeUri' of the event object type they are bound to, can be inserted.

<EventService identifier="MyEventService"
                              componentUri="eventservice://TestDomain/MyEventService">
        ...
        <AutoPublishingPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType" />
        ...
</EventService>
 FAQ

Q: Is it possible to apply filters or modifiers to an auto
publishing port?

A: Yes, it is possible to apply filters or modifiers to auto
publishing ports. Right-click the event service for which
you want to customize the auto publishing ports and choose
'Customize Auto Publishing Ports ...' from the context menu.
Select an event object type to enable auto publishing of an
event of this type. After clicking the event object type, the
ports properties are displayed at the right, allowing to edit
filters or modifiers.

Q: How can I remove an auto publishing port?
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A: Right-click the corresponding event service on the map and
select 'Customize Auto Publishing Ports ...' from the context
menu. To delete an auto publishing port, simply deselect the
event object type of the port from the list of available event
object types.

Q: Where are the events defined for auto publishing transmitted
to?

A: Such events are only republished automatically on an
additional output port, but do not get sent anywhere. You
can connect another component to this auto publishing port,
which will receive the events that are retransmitted.

 See also

• Ports
• Event services

 Facts

 Introduction

The Policy Orchestrator system provides facts called Scores. Facts consist of a value and one or more properties. The
properties are used to identify the fact. For every new instance of a fact, there is a unique set of properties. For example, the
score 'Order Placed' with the property 'AccountID' could withhold the value of the orders made so far by one specific account.
Scores can be increased and decreased by an amount as well as set and reset.

The current value of a fact can be accessed and updated by event services and especially by rules processed in rule services.
Thus, decisions made to react on the current status, can be based on values of facts. For a detailed discussion on how to take
facts into account and how to adapt them using rules, see chapter "Rule management".

Facts are defined on EventBase-level to be accessible by event services in all maps. The next section describes how facts are
created and explains their properties (section "Managing facts"). Afterwards, the XML description of facts will be discussed
in section "Description of facts in the XML EventBase definition", followed by a brief discussion on the logical model and
purpose of facts, see section "Rationale and purpose". Finally, FAQ's will be discussed and related topics listed.

 Rationale and purpose

Facts provide a monitoring infrastructure, applicable to measure achievements or development. There are several properties
that facts provide as part of the event-driven process:

• Rules are able to change facts based on discovered event patterns.
• Fact values can be used in rule conditions and also to trigger actions or raise new events.
• Direct access to the facts and their management through the user, such as defining new score types or changing scores

manually, is provided.

 Managing facts

Facts are listed in the EventBase catalog, available in the EventBase model panel. Scores are contained in separate folders, as
shown below.
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Figure 6.67. Facts in the EventBase catalog

 Creating facts

To create a new fact for your EventBase, use the context menu in the EventBase model panel. To do so, right-click into the
panel and select Add | Score from the context menu. A wizard will support you in the rest of the creation process.

• Facts Creation Wizard step 1: Allows to set the display name and enter an optional description text. The identifier will be
created automatically, based on the display name. Optionally, although not recommended, you can unlock the 'Identifier'
using the lock toggle-button at the right end of the field and customize it.
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Figure 6.68. Facts Creation Wizard step 1
• Facts Creation Wizard step 2: In this step, type and default value of the score as well as the flag 'Store History' can be set.

Figure 6.69. Facts Creation Wizard step 2

• Runtime Type: Allows to set the type of the score value. Possible types are listed in the drop-down menu.
• Default Value: Sets the initial value of the score. When this score is initiated or reset, this value will be used.
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• Score History: This flag decides, whether to store the complete score history in the database of the EventBase or not.
Per default this flag is set for scores.

• Facts Creation Wizard step 3: In step 3 the properties of the score are defined. Properties allow to create multiple instances
of the same score during runtime.

Figure 6.70. Facts Creation Wizard step 3

• Propeties: This field lists all fact properties. Use the context menu to add and remove properties.
• Indexable: Flag to define, whether an index should be created for the property or not. This results in higher costs when

writing the score, but allows to access the score property easier, e.g. by using an 'SQL-Where' clause.
• Default value: The default value of this fact property. When the fact value is changed and this property not set, this

value will be used.
• Identifier: The identifier of the property, which has to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no delimiters and non-ASCII

characters are allowed.
• Value type: The value type of the property. A drop-down menu provides all possible selections.

 Fact properties

In the following, we will discuss the properties of facts. To display the properties of a fact in the properties panel, select the
fact in the EventBase model panel and locate the properties panel.

The properties panel allows to list properties in two different tree modes, categorized or in flat mode, which can be activated
by the buttons at the top of it. An information provider at the bottom shows information regarding the currently selected
property. Please take a look at the screenshot below. All properties of facts, which can be set during the creation process, can
be edited here, with the exception of the runtime type and the identifier, which are, once created, fixed. All properties have
been explained in the previous section.
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Figure 6.71. Fact properties

 Description of facts in the XML EventBase definition

Within the EventBase.xml, the XML-based EventBase description document, facts are defined within the tag 'Facts'. The main
tag for scores is 'Score Type' having the attributes 'identifier', 'displayName' and 'componentUri' . The 'identifier' is mandatory.
Identifiers have to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no delimiters and non-ASCII characters are allowed. The 'displayName'
defines the name of the event adapter that is displayed in the EventBase catalog, and the 'storeHistory' defines whether the
history of the fact should be stored in the database.

<Facts>
        <ScoreType identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                                displayName="Displayable Name"
                                storeHistory="false">
                                ...
        </ScoreType>
         ...
</Facts>

In order to add a description (optional), insert a 'Description' tag as a child of the 'ScoreType' or 'FactType' tag that contains an
informal text.

...
        <Description>A text of choice to describe the event adapter</Description>
...

Every 'ScoreType' and 'FactType' tag can contain multiple fact properties, which are defined using an 'PropertyType' tag
having the attribute'indexable'. The tag 'Name' allow to specify the identifier of the fact property. The 'Runtime Type' tag
specifies the value type and can contain a 'Default Value' tag to set the default value for the property.

...
<PropertyType indexable="true">
<Name>PropertyName</Name>
<RuntimeType type="ValueType">
</RuntimeType>
...
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 FAQ

Q: How can I create a new fact in the Modelling Studio?

A: Facts are defined on EventBase-level. Locate the EventBase
model panel and select 'Add | Score', from the context
menu. The wizard will guide you through the creation
process. For further information on the wizard steps, see
Section "Managing facts".

Q: Can I use facts to raise new events?

A: Yes, facts can be used in rule conditions and also to trigger
actions or raise new events, see Section "System rule
examples".

Q: How can I change the properties of an existing fact?

A: To change the properties of existing facts, go to the
EventBase model panel, select a fact in the 'Facts' folder
and locate the properties panel. Here you can change the
properties of the selected fact, see Section "Fact properties".

 See also

• Rule management
• Event services
• Event processing maps

 Variables

 Introduction

A variable is sort a of global parameter that can be used everywhere EA expressions are used. It consists of a name, a variable
type and a default value. Variables can be found in the EventBase model panel.

Variables can be used within EA expressions with their name and the prefix '$$'.

 Rationale and purpose

Variables make the use of the Modelling Studio more flexible. They can be seen as global parameters for the Modelling
Studio. For instance, using them allows you to change parameters in rules without clicking through the structures of rules. It
is an easy way of adapting certain parts of the Modelling Studio in a central way. Here are some examples how variables can
make work easier:

• Variables provide the possibility of a central change of parameters used in the Modelling Studio.
• A variable can be used at one or more different places in the Modelling Studio, however, a change to the value of it only

needs to be done once.

 Managing variables

Existing variables are listed in the folder 'Variables' in the EventBase model panel.
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Figure 6.72. Variables folder

 Creating variables

To create a new variable for your EventBase, use the context menu in the EventBase model panel. To do so, right-click into the
panel on the folder 'Variables' and select Create Variable from the context menu.

Figure 6.73. 'Variables' folder context menu

A wizard will support you through the creation process.

• In Step 1 of the variable creation wizard, define the name and optionally a description of the new variable. Click Next to
continue.
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Figure 6.74. Step 1 of the variable creation wizard
• In the second and last step you need to define the value type and an optional default type of the variable.

Figure 6.75. Step 2 of the variable creation wizard

• Value Type: Defines the value type of the new variable. All value types of the UC4 Modelling Studio can be used.
• Default Value: If 'Use default value' is enabled, you can enter the value, the variable will be initialized with. Mind, that

you can only use valid values considering the value type you defined before.

A click on Finish will create the variable and enlist it in the variable folder in the EventBase model panel.

 Deleting variables

If a variable is no longer needed, it can be deleted via its context menu.
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Figure 6.76. Context menu of a variable

Right-click on a variable and select Remove. The variable will be removed immediately without another request.

 Properties

In the following, we will discuss the properties of variables. To display the properties of a variable in the properties panel,
select the variable in the EventBase model panel and locate the properties panel.

The properties panel allows you to list properties in two different tree modes, categorized or in flat mode, which can be
activated by the buttons at the top of it. An information provider at the bottom shows information regarding the currently
selected property. Please take a look at the screenshot below. All properties of variables, which can be set during the creation
process, can be edited here, with the exception of the variable type and the identifier, which are, once created, fixed. All
properties have been explained in the previous section.

Figure 6.77. Properties of a variable

 Description of variables in the XML EventBase definition

Within the EventBase.xml, the XML-based EventBase description document, variables are defined within the tag 'Variables'.
The main tag for scores is 'Score Type' having the attributes 'identifier' and 'displayName'. The 'identifier' is mandatory.
Identifiers have to be defined as NMTOKENs, so no delimiters and non-ASCII characters are allowed. The 'displayName'
defines the name of the event adapter that is displayed in the EventBase catalog.
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A variable consists of three tags. First of all it has a 'Description' tag for holding an informal description of the variable. The
second tag is the 'SingleValueType' tag containing a 'RuntimeType' tag with the attribute 'type' for the value type. The last tag is
called 'DefaultValue' and defines the default value of the variable.

<Variables>
        <Variable identifier="firstEmailAddressToNotify"
                           displayName="firstEmailAddressToNotify">
                <Description>
                        <![CDATA[defines the Email address first to notify if a serious error occurs]]>
                </Description>
                <SingleValueType>
                        <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
                </SingleValueType>
                <DefaultValue>'error@company.com'</DefaultValue>
        </Variable>
</Variables>

 FAQ

Q: How can I create a new variable in the Modelling Studio?

A: Variables are defined on EventBase-level. Locate the
EventBase model panel and select 'Create Variable', from
the context menu. The wizard will guide you through the
creation process. For further information on the wizard steps,
see Section "Managing variables".

Q: How can I use variables in an EA expression?

A: To use a variable in an EA expression type in the name
of the variable with the prefix '$$' (e.g. 'errorCount < $
$maxNumberOfErrors').

Q: How can I change the properties of an existing variable?

A: To change the properties of existing variables, go to the
EventBase model panel, select a variable in the 'Variables'
folder and locate the properties panel. Here you can
change the properties of the selected variable, see Section 
"Properties".

 See also

• Event access expressions

 Thread pools

 Introduction

Thread pool definitions controls the threads for the event processing performed by event services at runtime. A thread pool is a
simple description object consisting mainly of two settings: the minimum and maximum number of threads to be kept on hand
for the event processing. For every EventBase, the system creates a default thread pool. As long as no custom thread pools are
defined, all event services of an EventBase share the threads of the default thread pool.

Policy Orchestrator allows you to create custom thread pools and to assign each of these thread pools to an arbitrary number of
event services that will share the defined amount of threads of the pool.
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 Rationale and purpose

Thread pools allow you to manage the threads for the event processing performed by event services. Thread pools hold a
collection of threads that can be used by the event services that participate in this pool. After an event service has used a
thread, it is returned to the pool and can be reused by the same or other event services.

Each thread pool keeps a certain amount of threads alive, even if they are temporarily not requested by any of the assigned
event services. This minimum number of threads can be edited via the 'Min. Threads' property of each thread pool.

If a thread is requested at a time when a pool has already reached its maximum, the requesting code has to wait until a thread is
available again.

 Managing thread pools in the Modelling Studio

Thread pools are description objects defined on EventBase-level. A default thread pool is immediately added when creating
an EventBase and can be found in a 'Thread Pools' folder in the EventBase model view. All event services in the maps whose
thread pool settings do not define the usage of a specific thread pool will share this default thread pool.

Figure 6.78. Thread pools in the EventBase model view

 Creating a thread pool

In addition to the default thread pool it is possible to create custom thread pool definitions, which can then be assigned to an
event service by editing its properties.

Follow these steps to create a thread pool:

• Right-click the Thread Pools folder of your EventBase, and select Add Thread Pool from the context menu.
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Figure 6.79. Add a thread pool

Follow the steps in the appearing Thread Pool Creation Wizard to configure the new thread pool.
• Step 1: Describe the thread pool. Each thread pool can be addressed via a unique identifier. The display name is displayed

in the catalog and property views, and the description is optional, allowing to add an informal description of the thread
pool. Please enter a suitable display name; an identifier will be automatically generated based upon this input. It can be
changed after clicking the 'lock' button at the right end of the input field.
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Figure 6.80. Thread Pool Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
• Step 2: Configure the thread pool. As mentioned above, a thread pool description consists mainly of two definitions: the

minimum and maximum number of threads to be kept on hand for the event processing.

The minimum number of threads has to be greater or equal to one and less or equal to the number of maximum threads,
which is not limited.

Figure 6.81. Thread Pool Creation Wizard Step 2: Configuration

After finishing the wizard, the newly created thread pool will be listed in the 'Thread Pools' folder of your EventBase. The next
section shows how to use such a custom thread pool for one or several event services.

 Assigning thread pools

By default, thread pool settings of an event service are deactivated, indicating that it will share the threads of the default thread
pool. To assign a custom thread pool, these settings can be activated:

• Double-click an event service on the map to load its properties to the properties view.
• Locate the 'Thread Pool' entry.
• Choose the desired thread pool from the drop-down menu..

It is possible to assign one thread pool to several event services that will share the provided amount of threads.

 XML description of thread pools

In the 'EventBase.xml', thread pools are defined at the end of the document inside a 'ThreadPools' tag. Every single
'ThreadPool' has an 'identifier' and a 'displayName' attribute, followed by an optional 'Description' tag that can enclose a
CDATA block with an informal thread pool description. The 'MinThreads' and 'MaxThreads' tags are mandatory, specifying
the minimum and maximum number of threads of the thread pool (see above).

<ThreadPools>
        <ThreadPool identifier="MyThreadPool" displayName="My Thread Pool">
         <Description>
                <![CDATA[ informal thread pool description ]]>
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        </Description>
        <MinThreads>2</MinThreads>
        <MaxThreads>10</MaxThreads>
        </ThreadPool>
         ...
</ThreadPools>

The assignment of thread pools is contained in each event service description. Inserting a 'ThreadPoolSettings' tag enables
thread pool settings. As shown in the following listing, the thread pool to be assigned is specified inside a 'ThreadPoolRef'
tag having an attribute 'identifier' that addresses the internal identifier of the thread pool. The 'ProcessTimeout' is declared in
milliseconds.

<EventService identifier="..." displayName="..." componentUri="...">
         ...
        <ThreadPoolRef identifier="MyThreadPool" />
         ...
</EventService>

 FAQ

Q: The execution of my EventBase is very slow, even though the
system performance of my worker executing the EventBase
would probably allow more throughput. What is the problem?

A: If you have not defined additional thread pools or adapted the
default thread pool, the maximum number of parallel threads
provided by the default thread pool may be too small for the
purpose of your EventBase. You can either edit the default
thread pool and increase the maximum number of threads or
create additional thread pools and assign them several of your
event services - for example, those that require large system
capacities or where an execution delay causes problems.

Q: What happens if an event service requests a thread, but
the maximum number of threads provided by the pool is
currently busy?

A: The event service requesting a thread has to wait until another
event service returns a thread to the pool.

 See also

• Event processing maps
• Event services

 Correlation sets

 Introduction

A correlation set is a description of correlation data upon which the correlation session management for an event service
should be performed. A correlation set consists of one or several correlation tuples holding correlation data objects that specify
the event object type and the event object attributes to correlate in events reaching the service that implements the correlation
set.

Please refer to Chapter Event correlation for a detailed introduction to the concept of correlation.

Correlation sets can either be defined locally for a single event service in the event service properties, or a correlation set can
be shared to reuse it for several different event services of an EventBase. Shared correlation sets are defined on EventBase-
level and can then be used by event services.
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 Managing correlation sets in the Modelling Studio

Correlation sets are managed in the EventBase catalog, and displayed in the EventBase model view of the Modelling Studio.
By default, each EventBase has a subfolder 'Correlation Sets' listing available correlation sets.

Figure 6.83. Shared correlation sets in the EventBase model view

 Creating correlation sets

Follow these steps to create a correlation set:

• Right-click the Shared Correlation Sets folder of your EventBase, and select Add Correlation Set from the context menu.

Figure 6.84. Add a shared correlation set

Follow the steps in the appearing Correlation Set Creation Wizard to configure the correlation set.
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• Step 1: Describe the correlation set. Each correlation set can be addressed via a unique identifier. The display name is
displayed in the catalog and property views, and the description is optional, allowing to add an informal description of the
correlation set. Please enter a suitable display name; an identifier will be automatically generated based upon this input. It
can be changed after clicking the 'lock' button at the right end of the input field.

Figure 6.85. Correlation Set Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
• Press the Finish button to create the new empty correlation set.

After finishing the wizard, the newly created correlation set will be listed in the 'Correlation Sets' folder of your EventBase and
will be opened in the editor. How to use the correlation editor and a discussion on correlation in greater detail will be given in
Chapter 8, Event correlation.

The next section shows how to use correlation sets in event services.

 Correlation set properties

To display the properties of a correlation set in the properties panel, double-click it in the EventBase model panel.
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Figure 6.86. Properties of a correlation set

• Correlation Set: Shows the display name of the correlation set.
• Use for Evaluation: Allows to activate / deactivate the evaluation of the correlation set.
• Display Name: Allows to change the name of the correlation set displayed in the EventBase model panel.
• Desciption: Allows to edit the description text.
• Identifier: Shows the EventBase intern unique identifier of the correlation set.

 Using correlation sets

Correlation sets can be evaluated by event services and rules in maps. For a detailed explanation on how to use correlation sets
in event services, please refer to r.

For further information on how to make correlation sessions accessible in rules, see Chapter Rule management.

 XML description of shared correlation sets

In the EventBase.xml, shared correlation sets are defined inside a 'SharedCorrelationSets' tag contained as the last child
of the 'EventBase' tag. A correlation set is defined by a 'CorrelationSet' tag containing several 'CorrelationTuple' children,
which themselves contain the correlation data defined by 'CorrelationData' tags. The listing below provides an example of a
correlation set containing one correlation tuple having two data entries.

<SharedCorrelationSets>
        <CorrelationSet identifier="MyCorrelationSet" displayName="My CorrelationSet">
                <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                        [correlation set tuples description]
        </CorrelationSet>
</SharedCorrelationSets>

 Logical model and purpose

Correlation sets are designed to be able to reuse correlation set definitions at different stages within a map. A correlation set
is defined on EventBase-level as a collection of correlation tuples and can be assigned to event services of a map and rules
processed by a 'Rule Service'.

Further information on correlation and correlation sets can be obtained from chapter "Event correlation".
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 FAQ

Q: How can I use correlation in an event service?

A: The properties for an event service also contain an entry
'Correlation Settings', allowing to activate them and select a
correlation set for evaluation.

Q: How can I use correlation for rule evaluation?

A: The rule property 'Correlation Settings' allows you to select a
correlation set for evaluation. See Chapter Rule management
for details.

Q: How can I store information on the correlation in the
database?

A: The correlation set property flag 'Use for Evaluation' can be
set to store the correlation data in the database.

 See also

• Event processing maps
• Event services
• Event correlation
• Rule management

79 Rule management

 Introduction
A rule offers the possibility to define and process decision trees in order to react on business event patterns. It allows to
describe and discover business situations, and can automatically trigger responses such as generating early warnings,
preventing damage, loss or excessive cost, exploiting time-critical business opportunities, or adapting business systems with
minimal latency.

The key characteristics of rules can be summarized as follows:

• Event-triggered Evaluation: Rules enable companies to monitor their business, IT and organizational processes in real time,
and to respond to exceptions and capitalize on time-sensitive business opportunities as soon as new events occur within the
business environment. In other words, the evaluation is triggered by events delivering the most recent state and information
from the business environment.

• User-friendly Modelling: Rules support the graphic modelling of decision-making scenarios. Decision trees have been
proved to be very easily comprehensible for people. For modelling business situations, we use decision graphs which are an
extension of decision trees for representing rules, thereby enhancing the understandability and expressiveness of rules, as
well as shortening the learning curve for users.

• Building Complex Rules by Divide and Conquer: Rules can break down complex business situations into simply
understandable conditions which can be combined with each other for composing a composite more complex condition.
The input, and also the output, are events. The resulting events can be used as input for other (or even the same) graph
components for further evaluation.

• Adaptability: Due to the graphical model and the modular approach for constructing rules, they can be easily adapted to
business changes. New event conditions or event patterns can be added or removed from the model in order to adapt to new
business situations.

• Service Oriented Processing: Rules are processed by rule services within a map. The rule service is shipped as predefined
event service of the UC4 Decision product suite. This provides simple integration of rule-based decisions into an existing
environment.

• Graphical Model for Score Calculations: By the use of rules, values of scores can be computed and adapted easily.
Furthermore, decisions can be made based on actual score values by accessing them directly via rule components.
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• Data Mining: Rules provide the base for extracting event data for data mining purposes. Patterns within a process can be
revealed and their recognition can be connected to direct reactions - so-called response events.

Event-pattern rules may be considered as decision logic in the form "if situation x occurs in the event stream, then generate
response y". In the online-gambling domain, for instance, an exemplary rule could be defined as follows: "If a user shows
suspicious betting behavior, then notify fraud-prevention department". In a broader sense, rules express the business logic
used to identify key activities occurring in the business environment from captured event data and the tactical actions taken in
response.

Depending on their particular function within an eventbased system, event-pattern rules are associated with different user
groups in an enterprise, each having specific skills, responsibilities and competences. Existing approaches to event-based rule-
management tend to disregard the above-described diversity of event-pattern rules, though. This reflects in rule-management
systems offering the level of control and expressiveness to cater to the needs of modelling sophisticated processing logic, but
neglecting the needs of business users for simple management and control over the business logic. As a consequence, business
users are either required to have extensive technical skills, or rely on technical experts from the IT department to implement
changes in the business logic.

The Modelling Studio makes use of a framework of tools and workflows for modelling both processing logic and business
logic based on a unified underlying rule-evaluation model. The degree of control and complexity of this model is adjusted
to the needs and skills of the different involved user groups. Developers and technically skilled domain experts model rules
by means of graphical decision trees and a specific expression language yielding highest expressiveness. Business users
combine and deploy rules from predefined building blocks of business logic in a simplified, wizard-based interface. The way
the different user roles interact with the system is depicted in Figure 7.1, "Abstraction of business logic". Such an approach
eases the administration of business rules, facilitates authorization and security control for business critical rules and reduces
the number of errors associated with rule modeling.

Figure 7.1. Abstraction of business logic

As a conceptual foundation for our approach to rule management, we propose a differentiation of the overall "eventbased
ruling" of an application by the general function of a rule, into system ruling (processing logic) and sense-and-respond (S&R)
ruling (business logic). It is essential to note that both kinds of rules are fully equivalent regarding their basic semantics: In
both cases, actions are triggered in response to detections of an event pattern in an underlying stream of events. They differ,
however, in the way they are created, applied and administrated in the proposed rule-management system. Figure 7.2, "System
ruling vs. Sense-and-Respond ruling" illustrates the roles of both system- and S&R ruling in an event-based application.
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Figure 7.2. System ruling vs. Sense-and-Respond ruling

 System rules
System rules provide a possibility to organize and construct decision scenarios on a low level including pattern detection and
responding. This type of rule is used by system operators to define the infrastructure for an EventBase business operators
can work with (see Figure "System ruling vs. Sense-and-Respond ruling"). Event conditions, event case conditions, event
timers, score write and sub patterns provide the needed infrastructure to make decisions in complex situations based on logical
operations. Response events and score reads are triggered through these decisions, defining the response. System rules are
processed in a rule service, accessible in maps. A rule service can evaluate multiple rules. For this reason, system rules can
be integrated and managed within EventBases and connected to and combined with other rules and map components. The
editor provides the graphical interface to manage the components of a map, including rules services. Created system rules are
accessible by all maps, since they are defined on EventBase-level, accesible in the EventBase catalog. Scores can be directly
accessed and updated within system rules and also used as a data source for data mining purposes. The system rules themselves
are created and edited in a graphical editor.

Rules as part of the EventBase

 System rule examples

This section illustrates the use of system rules in examples based on the situation of a business utilizing multiple carriers for
delivering goods. We assume that the rules should discover orders which are not shipped on time. The system should also
monitor the frequency of delayed shipments and the average delay of carriers. In case of a delayed shipment, high-value
customers should receive compensation for their inconvenience, in particular gold customers should receive a discount and
platinum customers should be offered a goody by a call center agent. To monitor the carriers commissioned with the shipment
of the orders scores are used, computing the percentage of delayed shipments. If the percentage of delayed shipments of a
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carrier exceeds a limit, the logistics department should be informed, in order to contact the referring shipment company.
Furthermore, the system should promote customers for high amount reorders within a short period of time.

 Events and facts

A short overview of the events and facts for the example:

Events:

• Order Shipped: Signals that an order is shipped.
• Order Payment: A customer was charged for the order.
• Order Submitted: A customer placed an order.
• Order Update: Adapts an existing order through discount.
• Call Center Agent Notification: Notifies a call center agent and submits case specific information.
• Logistic Department Notification: Notifies the logistics department and submits relevant information.

Facts:

• 'Total Amount of Delayed Shipments' Score: Counts the delayed shipments, with a property containing the ID of the
carrier.

• 'Total Amount of Shipments' Score: Counts the shipments, with a property containing the ID of the carrier.

 Correlation sets

Before defining any rules, the identified event types need to be linked, so that the graph is able to correlate the events during
the evaluation process. This section explains the used correlation sets which declaratively define dependencies between event
types that are relevant for the evaluation process. As you can see, the different events are linked through attributes. For details
on how to use correlation in detail, please refer to chapter "Event correlation".

Correlation set 1: The first correlation set connects events by the attribute 'OrderID'. It ensures that the events used within the
rule will be of the same order. Example 1 and 2 make use of this correlation.

Correlation set 1

Correlation set 2: The correlation set connects events through the attribute 'CustomerID'. It ensures that the events used within
the rule will refer to the same customer. Example 3 uses this correlation set.

Correlation set 2

 System rule Example 1: Response on delayed high amount orders of gold and platinum customers

The figure below shows a first system rule which is used to react appropiately to the situation of delayed shipments for high-
value customers. To ensure that the customer is compensated, two different responses are possible - either a discount or a
goody.

Details on the used components:

• Event condition - Check For High Amount Payment (1): Triggered by the event 'Order Payment', the condition checks if
the amount of the paid order exceeds the value of 1000. If so, it activates the true port.
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• Event condition - Check Shipment For Long Delay (2): This condition is evaluated if the event 'OrderShipped' correlated
to 'OrderPayment'. If the comparison of the actual time the order was shipped on the promised shipped date shows a
difference bigger than 3 days, the true port is activated.

• Score read action- Update 'Total Amount Of Shipments' Score (3): The referring score counting the shipped orders has
to be updated every time a shipment is completed. This is why the precondition port is set to 'Or' and the score read is
connected to both ports of the condition (1).

• Event condition - Check Customer's Value (4): Only if both entering connections are active, like indicated through the
'And' in the precondition port, this condition will be checked. The event condition enables stream access, as indicated
through the [SA] symbol. Stream access allows the condition to access the attributes of correlated events, in this case,
the customer type, which is an attribute of the 'OrderPayment' event. Only if the customer type is gold or platinum, the
referring case will be fired.

• Response event - Discount (5): This response event triggers 'OrderUpdate' for an event that changes the amount of the
order. In this case, there is given a discount. The attribute 'OrderID' is extracted from the triggering events.

• Response event - Offer Goody (6): The triggered event 'Call Center Agent Notification' informs the call center agent to
offer a goody to the platinum customer for the inconveniences. The details on the order are also transferred to ensure that
the agent has all the needed information.

Correlation: This example uses the first of the two correlation sets mentioned before. This ensures that the appearing
conditions are referring to the same order.

System rule example 1: Response on delayed high amount orders of gold and platinum customers

First, the system rule is checking if shipments of placed orders are of long delay (1), and if the referring order is of high
amount (2). If both conditions are true, it is checked if the order was placed by a gold or platinum customer (4). If so, a gold
customer will receive a discount on the order (5) and a platinum customer will be offered a goody by the notified call center
agent (6). The score read (3) keeps the score counting the shipped orders up-to-date.

 System rule Example 2: Response to frequent delay

The next system rule discovers carriers which exceed a certain percentage of delayed shipments and responds to it by
informing the logistics department of the business. So, the carriers delivering the customer's order are monitored, and it is
more unlikely for the company to run the risk of dissatisfying the customer. From the application point of view, this example
shows how scores are updated during the evaluation process and how the scores are accessed again. Moreover, it illustrates the
purpose of passive conditions, i.e. conditions without defined triggering event.

Details on the used components:

• Event condition - Check For Delayed Shipment (1): This event condition checks if the triggering event 'OrderShipped'
takes place later than the promised ship date. If so, the true port fires.
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• Score read action - Update 'Total Amount Of Delayed Shipments' Score (2): For counting the quantity of delayed
shipments, the score read uses the increment action to increase the value by one every time the event condition (1) fires
'True'. As a property, the ID of the shipment company is used. Moreover, the actual value of the score is stored within a
variable with the name 'TotalAmountOfDelayedShipments', so it can be accessed in the evaluation process afterwards. If the
action has been carried out, the exiting connection will be set to active.

• Score write action - Access 'Total Amount Of Shipments' Score (3): To make the actual score value
'TotalAmountOfShipments' accessible by an event condition within the system rule, we use this score write action. It reads
out the value of the score from the database and stores it in a variable with the name 'TotalAmountOfShipments'. The
property again refers to the ID of the carrier. Please notice that we assume that the score 'TotalAmountOfShipments' already
has been updated before this system rule is evaluated. When modelling this relation, you would have to make sure that the
first system rule is evaluated before this one.

• Passive event condition - Check For High Average Delay (4): Now, the score values are up-to-date, which is ensured by
the precondition port for the connections to the score read and score write action. The event condition, not triggered by an
event, but evaluated as soon as the precondition is fullfilled, checks if the percentage of the delayed shipments exceed a
value of 10 percent. The percentage is computed as the quotient of the variables'TotalAmountOfDelayedShipments' and
'TotalAmountOfShipments'created before. If the condition evaluates to true, the 'True' port is fired.

• Response event - Notification Of High Average Shipment Delay (5): The triggered event 'LogisticDepartmentNotification'
submits the needed information of need to the logistics department, including information on the partner company, the
reason for notification and a timestamp.

Correlation: This rule also uses the first correlation set. This ensures that the appearing conditions are referring to the same
order.

System rule example: Response on frequent delay
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The system checks the shipped orders for delay (1). If so, the score read (2) and the score write action (3) are triggered. The
passive event condition (4) evaluates the percentage of the delayed shipments and checks if it exceeds 10 percent, as soon as
the precondition is fulfilled. If so, the response event (5) notifies the logistics department of this situation.

 System rule Example 3: Promote customers for high amount reorder within a short period of time

In order to reward the customer for two orders of a high amount within a short period of time, the system rule below triggers
a promotion. The defined time span between the payment of the first order and the submission of the last is modelled by the
event timer.

Details on the used components:

• Event condition - Check For Payment Of High Amount (1): Triggered by the 'OrderPayment' event, this condition checks
if the amount of the paid order exceeds the value of 1000. If so, the true port fires.

• Event condition - Check For Reorder Of High Amount (2): The condition fires the true port if the amount of the order,
when submitted, exceeds 500. Moreover, to ensure that the triggering order is submitted after the payment of high amount,
a second condition compares the timestamp of the 'OrderSubmitted' event with the one from the last paid order.

• Event timer (3): The timer is set to 14 days. Please notice the timer details. Once started by the active connection to
condition (1), it will be stopped again by the active connection to condition (2). In this case, it will evaluate its own state
and, if the time has not elapsed so far, the not fired port will be activated.

• Response event - Inform Customer Of Possible Discount (4): Triggers the event 'CallCenterAgentNotification' and submits
information on the order, customer and adds the reason for the call to take place as well as adding a timestamp.

• Response event - Discount (5): This response event triggers 'OrderUpdate', an event that changes the amount of the order.
In this case, a discount of 10% is given. The attribute 'OrderID' is extracted from the triggering events. Additionally, the
reason for the update of the order is submitted using the attribute 'Type'.

Correlation: The following system rule needs to check on different orders of the same user. This is why the second correlation
set is used here, which correlates via the customer's ID.

System rule example: Promote customer for high amount reorder within a short period

The left condition (1) checks the payment for exceeding the amount of 1000. In this case the condition starts the timer (3) set
to 14 days and triggers the response event (4) in order to inform the customer of a possible discount. If the same customer
reorders again, the right condition (5) checks if the amount of the reorder exceeds 500. If so, it stops the timer. If the timer (3)
has not fired yet, a response event (5) is triggered, which reduces the last order by 10%.

 Managing system rules in the Modelling Studio

System rules as part of an EventBase are processed by rule services within maps. System rules are created on EventBase-level
and afterwards can be applied in multiple maps using rule services.
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 Creating a system rule

To create a new system rule, right-click the 'System Rules' item in the EventBase Model panel and choose Create System Rule
from the context menu, as shown below. This starts the rule creation wizard.

Create a system rule

In the wizard, define the name of the system rule and, optionally, a description. Click the Finish button to confirm your entries.
After the new rule is added, you cannot change the Identifier but you can change the Display Name and Description any time.

The rule creation wizard

 Properties of system rules

After finishing the wizard, you can choose the system rule from the EventBase model panel. Then, use the Properties panel to
see and edit the properties of the system rule.
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System rule properties

These properties are:

• Display Name: The name of the rule that appears on the user interface, for example on the tab of the editor page where the
map of the rule appears. You can change the display name at any time. It does not affect the internal Identifier of the rule.

• Identifier: The internal name of the system rule, which is defined by the Modelling Studio when the rule is created. It is the
name that you enter, without any spaces or special characters. For example, the name "New rule #21" will be translated to
the identifier "NewRule21". You cannot change this value after the rule is created.

To see more properties of a system rule, open the editor and go to the General tab of the details panel in the bottom half of the
editor. To open a rule in the editor, double-click the rule name in the EventBase Model panel.

General tab of the editor (with a system rule open)
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The General tab of a system rule in the editor shows following additional properties:

• Correlation Set: Choose a defined correlation set to apply to the events of the system rule.
• Time Window: The time-out defined for a correlation session. After the defined time-window (an increment of seconds

to weeks) is elapsed for the processed events in a correlation session, the session is purged and the evaluation state of the
system rule reset. When no correlation set is selected, the Time Window fields are grayed out.

• Description: A description of the system rule.
• Options: Ignore Evaluation Errors: Select this checkbox when you want to ignore evaluation errors and continue processing

the rule. By default this is not selected.

In the editor view you can also manage the components of the system rule. For information about how to use the editor, see the
sections that follow.

 Removing a system rule

To remove a system rule, right-click the system rule in the EventBase model panel and choose Remove from the context menu
(see figure below). Another way to do this is to select the system rule within the EventBase model panel and click the DEL-key
on your keyboard.

Removing a system rule

 Working with the rule editor

Toolbar The toolbar of the editor contains the following:

• (1) Tabs for the open rules or other editable components (such as correlations sets) of the EventBase.

The editor page contains elements that you need to define the parameters and behavior of the component.The content is a
combination of map, data trees, and data fields that are relevant to the component type. Because each component type is
different, the content of the editor is also different for each component type.

Tip:  Tip: You can rearrange the tabs with drag-and-drop. Click a tab and hold the mouse while you drag it to the new
position among the tabs and then release the mouse button.

• (2) Buttons to add new elements to a graph.

The toolbar does not always contain the same buttons. It contains only buttons that can be relevant to the component that is
open. Most element types you can also add from the Add sub-menu of the editor's context menu, as described right after the
illustration of the editor toolbar below.

• (3) Buttons to change the zoom level: Zoom In, Zoom Out, and Reset Zoom.
• (4) The 'Auto Layout' button that you can use to automatically arrange the elements in a graph
• (5) Horizontal scroll buttons to move left and right to tabs that are hidden. These buttons appear when there are more tabs

open than can be displayed on the toolbar at once.
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Toolbar of the editor

Context menu: To open the context menu, right-click in the white space of the editor or right-click the element (including
connections) that you want to edit. Only the available actions of the following are highlighted, so please take a look at
Figure 7.23, "Context menu of the editor":

• Add: To open a sub-menu of element types that you can select to add to your map
• Delete: To delete the selected element
• Editing options: Copy, Cut, and Paste
• Zoom options: Zoom In, Zoom Out, and Zoom Reset (to default)
• Auto Layout: To automatically arrange the elements in the editor

Context menu of the editor

How to connect elements: To connect elements in a graph, click the outgoing port of the triggering event and drag the mouse
the input port of the triggered event.

Tip:  Tip: To create time-dependent graphs, use element types in the graph as triggers for those that follow.

 Adding an event condition

Event conditions are used to define true/false conditions that evaluate incoming events received via a sense socket.

Note:  If you need to define conditions for events that can provide values other than just true/false, use an event condition
cases component.

To add an event condition to a graph, click the Container button  on the editor toolbar or right-click in the white space of
the chart area and select Add | Condition from the context menu.

In the dialog that appears, define the name for the component and the event object type that should trigger the condition. If you
do not select an event object type, a passive condition will be created. Confirm by clicking the OK button or pressing ENTER.
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Creation dialog for an event condition

 Editing an event condition

After finishing the creation dialog, the new condition appears as part of your system rule (see (1) in Figure "Event condition
in the editor"). Select it in order to define its parameters. A new yellow colored tab (2) next to the 'General' tab will be opened
which shows all properties of the new event condition. Use the tab to change the display name, preconditions, event conditions
and the triggering event object type. Furthermore, the editor shows additional options on influencing event conditions:

• Stream Access: If activated, it allows the user to define conditions using all object types correlated through the correlation
set to the triggering event, and to compose selective conditions on their attributes - for example, to check the condition only
for a subgroup of the events by defining restrictions for one of the attributes of the event.

• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation, like division by zero, will be ignored as well as no
exception triggered and, moreover, the event condition will not fire.

• Combine with: Defines how the event conditions should be combined by logical operations, either AND or OR.

To enter conditions, click on the Add button on the left of the conditions table and start entering the condition. Please monitor
the light next to each condition expressions (3). If it is green, the entered expression is valid. If it is red, move your mouse
cursor over the red light in order to find out the reason why the expression is not valid. To delete a condition, right-click on
the condition and choose Remove from the context menu to do so. For detailed information on the syntax of conditions, please
refer to Section "Event access expressions".
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Event condition in the editor

 Adding an event condition case

Event condition cases are used to define non-true/false conditions to evaluate incoming events received via the sense socket.

Note:  If you want to define conditions for events that can provide only a true/false value, use should use an event condition
component.

To add an event condition case to a graph, click the Condition Cases button  on the editor toolbar or right-click in the
white space of the chart area and select Add | Condition Cases from the context menu.

In the dialog that appears, define the name for the component and the event object type that should trigger the condition. If you
do not select an event object type, a passive condition case component will be created. Confirm by clicking the OK button or
pressing ENTER.
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Creating dialog for an event condition case

 Editing an event condition case

After finishing the creation dialog, the new component appears as part of your system rule (see (1) in Figure "Event condition
case in the editor"). Select it in order to customize components from it. A new yellow colored tab (2) next to the 'General'
tab will be opened which shows all properties of the new event condition case. Use the tab to change the display name,
preconditions, cases and the triggering event object type. Furthermore, the editor shows additional options for influencing
event cases:

• Stream Access: If activated, it allows the user to define cases using all object types correlated through the correlation set
to the triggering event, and to compose selective conditions on their attributes, for example, to check a case only for a
subgroup of the events by defining restrictions for one of the attributes of the event.

• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation, like division by zero, will be ignored as well as no
exception triggered and, moreover, no case will be fired.

• Default Case: Adds or removes the default case from the event cases. It is fired whenever an event does not fit the
conditions of any other case.

• Rearrange: Use the arrow symbols to rearrange the cases. To do so, simply select the row that you wish to move and use
the arrow buttons.

To enter conditions, click on the 'Add' button and start entering the condition cases. Again monitor the validation lights (3).
To remove a case, right click on the condition and choose 'Remove' from the context menu. For detailed information on the
syntax, please refer to Section  "Event access expressions".
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Event condition case in the editor

 Adding a response event

Response events are triggered when event conditions, event cases or event timers fire an event.

To add a response event to a graph, click the Response button  on the editor toolbar or right-click in the white space of the
chart area and select Add | Response from the context menu.

A dialog appears in which you define the displayed name and the event object type for the response event. Confirm by clicking
the OK button or pressing ENTER.
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Creation dialog for a response event

 Editing a response event

After confirming the creation dialog with theOK button or by pressing ENTER, the response event will be added to the
editor workspace (1), as shown in Figure "Response event in the editor". You can link the response event with any event
condition, event condition case or event timer which should be a precondition for raising the response event. Select it in order
to customize its details and parameters. A new blue colored tab (2) next to the 'General' tab will be opened which shows all
properties of the new response event. It provides the possibility to change the display name, the preconditions and the triggered
event object type as well as the attribute bindings. Moreover, the following parameters can be set:

• Reset Rule State: Resets the states of the rule and purges the correlation session, whenever the response event is triggered.
• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation of attributes, like division by zero, will be ignored and

no exception triggered. In this case, no event will be triggered.

On the left side of the response event tab, you can find a list of attributes. Initially, the attributes have '?' character next to the
attribute name, meaning that they are still unbound. If mandatory attributes (shown in bold font in the graph) are not bound to
a value, they are shown in red within the editor workspace. Choose single attributes by double-clicking and define them. For
details on the syntax, please refer to Section "Event access expressions". The light on the right shows the status of validation
(3).
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Response event in the editor

 Adding a score write action

Score write actions are used to read the score value stored in the database and make it accessible in the system rule. They can
be triggered by event conditions, event cases or event timers.

Note:  Prerequisite: There must be at least one score defined in the EventBase.

To add a score write event to a graph, click the Score Write button  on the editor toolbar or right-click in the white space
of the chart area and select Add | Score Write from the context menu.

In the creation dialog for the score write action that appears, enter a Display Name and select the Score Type that you want to
write to. Confirm by clicking the OK button or pressing ENTER.
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Creation dialog for a score write action

 Editing a score write

After confirming the dialog with theOK button or by pressing ENTER, the score access action will be added to the editor
workspace (see (1) in Figure "Score write action in the editor"). You can link the score write action with any event condition,
event condition case or event timer which should be a precondition for raising this action. You can select the newly added
score write action by double-clicking it. This will open a new green colored tab (2) next to the 'General' tab at the bottom of the
editor. It provides the possibility to change the displayed name and the preconditions, to check out the referred score type as
well as to define property bindings. Moreover, the following parameters can be set:

• Reset Evaluation State: Resets the states of the system rule and purges the correlation session, whenever the score action is
triggered.

• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation of identification, like division by zero, will be ignored
and no exception triggered. In this case, the referring score will not be updated.

• Variable: This field allows you to define the created variable, containing the amount of the score after the score is retrieved
from the database. The defined variable allows you to use the actual score as a constant within EA expressions in the
further evaluation process of the system rule.

At the bottom of the the score write action tab, you can find a list of properties where you can enter bindings for the properties.
Please monitor the light next to each property (3). If it is green, the entered expression is valid. If it is red, move your mouse
cursor over the red light in order to find out the reason why the expression is not valid.
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Score write action in the editor

 Adding a score read action

Score reads are used to calculate scores based on decisions evaluated in the system rules. They can be triggered by event
conditions, event cases or event timers.

Note:  Prerequisite: There must be at least one score defined in the EventBase.

To add a score read event to a graph, click the Score Read button  on the editor toolbar or right-click in the white space of
the chart area and select Add | Score Read from the context menu.

In the creation dialog for the score write action that appears, enter a Display Name and select the Score Type that you want to
read. Confirm by clicking the OK button or pressing ENTER.

Creation dialog for a score read action
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 Editing a score write

After adding a After confirming the dialog with theOK button or by pressing ENTER, the score read action will be added to
the editor workspace (1, please notice the following figure). You can link score read actions with any event condition, event
condition case or event timer which should be a precondition for raising this event. You can select the newly added score read
by double-clicking and adapting it using the editor (2) on the bottom. It provides the possibility to change the displayed name,
the preconditions, check out the referred score type as well as to define property bindings and the score formula. Moreover, the
following parameters can be set:

• Variable: This field allows you to define a variable to be created, containing the amount of the score after this score read
action is processed. This option enables you to use the actual score as a constant within EA expressions in the further
evaluation process of the system rule.

• Processing: Select whether the formula should be interpreted as the value of increment or decrement of the chosen score.
Moreover, you can select reset, if you want, the score action to reset the referred score.

• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation of identification, like division by zero, will be ignored
and no exception triggered. In this case, the referring score will not be updated.

• Reset Evaluation State: Resets the states of the system rule and purges the correlation session, whenever the score action is
triggered.

On the left side of the editor for the score read action, you can find a list of properties where you can enter bindings for the
properties of the influenced score. Just above these, you see the field to define the formula for the influenced score, defining
the processed action. For details on the syntax, please refer to Section "Event access expressions". Please monitor the lights
next to each property (3). If it is green, the entered expression is valid. If it is red, move your mouse cursor over the red light in
order to find out the reason why the expression is not valid.
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score read action in the editor

 Adding an event container

An event container is a special kind of counter component that counts occurrences of events within a continuous time frame.
This allows you to build rules for situations such as "when a job fails 10 times in 1 day." For more information, see Event
containers and Editing an event container.

Warning:  Important:

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers
in rules that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

Steps...

To add an event container to a graph, use the following steps:

1.
With the graph open in the Editor, click the Event Container button on the editor toolbar or right-click in the white
space of the chart area and select Add | Event Container from the context menu.

2. In the Add Event Container dialog, enter the following:

• Display Name: This appears as the title of the component and should reflect what the component does.
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• Properties (optional): You can define or delete properties now or later when editing the event container.

Warning:  Warning: The event properties that you see, add, or delete here apply to all event containers in the
graph. For more information, see Event containers.

To add a property, click the green plus button  and enter a Name and select a data Type for the property. To delete a

property, click the property to the left of its name, and then click the red x button .

Add Event Container dialog
3. Click the OK button or press ENTER.
4. Continue by defining the parameters of the event container in the detail panel below the rule graph. For information about

the parameters, see Event containers.

 Editing an event container

When you add a new event container component to a rule graph, you need to edit its parameters to define the time frame and
what you want to count in the container. You can also edit an existing event container to modify its parameters.

Typically, both the component before (precondition) and after the event contains are either an condition or condition cases
component. The component before evaluates whether an event should be considered for the count, so the container can pick up
the events. The component after evaluates whether the count fulfills the criteria that will trigger an action.

For example, to build the statement, "If a user is denied access to an object more than 5 times in 2 minutes then..." you would
need the following three components:

1. A condition component: Was a user denied access to an object fail? (True will be counted.)
2. An event container: How many times within the last 2 minutes?
3. A condition component: Is that 5 or more times? (True goes to the next action.)

Warning:  Important:

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers
in rules that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

An event container in a graph

In the illustration that follows, you see the rule Editor open to the graph of the standard event pattern "Access denied
monitoring." This event pattern allows users of the PCO Plug-in in Enterprise Control Center to build business rules,
based on the statement, "If a user is denied access to an object more than X times (MaxAccessTries) within T-time frame
(TimeWindowToMonitor), then..."

The event container is selected and you see its definition in the detail panel below the graph.
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Editing event container parameters

1. In the rule Editor, click the event container in the rule graph. Its parameters open in a new tab page in the details panel in
the bottom of the editor.

2. Edit the parameters to define how you want the count to be tracked:

• Display Name: When you add the component to the graph, this is the Title that you provided. You can modify this at
any time.
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• Variable: This is the name of the variable in the event container that stores the count value. The name should reflect the
meaning of the count. In the example above, it is the "accessDeniedCount."

You need the name when you want to use the variable value as a parameter in other components later in the rule graph.
In the example above, $accessDeniedCount is a parameter in the condition that follows.

• Time Frame: This is the length of time that the relevant events are counted. This refers to the most recent time frame
and is constantly moving forward in clock time. That is, the time frame of 2 minutes means the last 2 minutes before
now, not any 2 minutes in time.

• Properties: Properties are optional. You define properties when you want to split the count into several sub-counts for
each value of a specific object, such as for each user, as you see in the example above. Because the container has the
property "User", each user name will have its own count tracked. Without the property there would only be one count,
regardless of which user was involved in the event. See the examples of different property settings later in this section.

Note:  Note: When you add or remove properties, are added and removed from the entire rule graph. You can do this
when you first add an event container or any time later by clicking the Modify Properties button. See the instructions ,
later in this section.

A property definition has two parts:

• Name: The name should reflect the category of the sub-count, such as "User" for the user name or user ID. You can
change this only from the dialog that appears when you click the Modify Properties button.

• Expression:The expression defines which attribute is counted.

• This can be a simple reference to an event attribute (EventName.AttributeName) or an EA expression for the
value that you are tracking.

• The attribute must have the data type defined for the property.

The data type of a property: You define the data type of a property in the dialog that appears when you click
the Modify Properties button. Remember that when you change the data type this affects all event containers in
the graph.

Note:  Important: You do not refer to the properties in other components in the rule graph. You might,
however, refer to the object attribute, which is the same as the expression.

Modifying the Properties parameter for event containers

There are two parts to defining a property in an event container.

• Adding a property to an event container in a rule graph.

• This defines the property name and data type.
• This property becomes part of every event container that you add to the rule graph.

• Defining the property expression

• This defines the data source for the property, usually an attribute in a precondition event
• This applies only to the one event container.

When you have more than one event container in the same graph, they all have the same properties with the same data
types. However, you can define different data sources (different event attributes) in the expressions in each of the event
containers, if it makes sense for your rule.

Use the following steps to add, remove, or modify a property for the event containers in a rule or event pattern.

Warning:  Attention: The properties that you add, modify or delete in this way, apply all current and future event
container components in a graph.

1. Click the event container to select it.
2. In the details panel below the graph, click the Modify Properties button.

• To add a property, click the green plus button  and then enter a Name and select a data Type for the property.
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• To modify a property, type a different Name or select another Type.
• To delete a property, click the box to the left of the property, then click the red X button .

3. Click OK.

In the event container details, enter the Expression to define the data source for the property in that container.

 

Example: An event container without properties

If you want to count all events that are received within the time frame from the precondition component, then you do not need
a property. The event container would something like this:

Example: An event container with one property

If you want to keep separate counts for different instances of the received events based on a specific attribute value, then you
need a property.

For example, suppose you want to count how often each user receives an access denied message within the time frame. You
need to add the property User to your rule graph and in the event container you need to define the expression for the message
attribute with the user name (Message.UserName). The container would look something like the event container from the
standard event pattern "Access denied monitoring":
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Example: An event container with two properties

If you want to keep separate counts for different instances of the received events based on a combination of attribute values,
then you need a property for each attribute.

For example, suppose you want to count how often each user receives an access denied message when trying to access the
same object within the time frame. You need to add the following properties:

• A User for which you define the expression for the message attribute with the user name (Message.UserName).
• An Object which you define the expression for the message attribute with the object name (Message.ObjectName).

The container would look something like the event container from the standard event pattern "Access object denied
monitoring":

 

 Adding an event timer

Event timers are used to trigger other components of the system rule depending on if a certain time has elapsed or not.

To add an event condition to a graph, click the Timer button  on the editor toolbar or right-click in the white space of the
chart area and select Add | Timer from the context menu.

 Editing an event timer

Choose the timer (1) in the graph to define the name, preconditions and timer details in the timer editor at the bottom (2). The
following additional option can be set:

• Allow Restart: Allows you to restart the timer after fired once.
• Restart on Fired: Will start the timer again when it has been fired. This option is only available if the checkbox 'Allow

Restart' is checked.
• Timer Details: Allows you to choose between two value types:

• Fixed Time Span: Allows you to enter a specific time span.
• EAExpression Time Span: Allows you to enter an EA expression to define the time span for the timer.

• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation of identification, like division by zero, will be ignored
and no exception triggered.
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Event timer in the editor

 Adding a sub-pattern

Sub-patterns are used to embed event patterns in system rules.

Note:  Prerequisite: There must be at least one event pattern defined in the EventBase.

To add a sub-pattern to a graph, click the Sub Pattern button  on the editor toolbar or right-click in the white space of the
chart area and select Add | Sub Pattern from the context menu.

In the dialog that appears, select an event Pattern and enter a Display Name for the component. In the output parameter
bindings all output parameters of the previously selected event pattern are listed whereas the pattern output parameter is the
original name in the event pattern and the parent variable name will be the new name for access in the system rule. Latter
can be changed and is checked on validity, shown by the light on the right. Confirm by clicking the OK button or pressing
ENTER.
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The Create Pattern Reference dialog

 Editing a sub-pattern

After finishing the creation dialog, the new sub pattern appears as part of your system rule (see (1) in the illustration "Sub
pattern in the editor"). Select it in order to customize its details and parameters. A new green colored tab (2) next to the
'General' tab will be opened which shows all properties of the new sub pattern. Use the tab to change the display name, pattern,
preconditions and the sub-pattern configuration. Furthermore, the editor shows additional options and activation parameters:

• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation, like division by zero, will be ignored as well as no
exception triggered and, moreover, the event condition will not fire.

• Reset On Activate: If activated, the underlying sub pattern will be reset everytime before an event with the same signature
occurs. This makes sense for instance if the sub pattern handles with transporter IDs (e.g. in a logistics company) whereas
the same ID can be assigned to different transport routes. If the second event is not related in any way to the first event
except for the same transporter ID, the option 'Reset On Activate' should be activated. On the other hand, if the sub
pattern handles related issues of the same transporter ID for different routes, you might want to deactivate this option (e.g.
temperature monitoring of an ice transporter over different routes).

• Self Activation: Defines, whether the sub pattern can activate itself without the occurance of an event on the precondition
port.

• Require All Input Parameters: If activated, all input parameters defined by the sub pattern need to be set to activate the sub
pattern.

The sub-pattern configuration (3) allows you to define expressions for the input parameters of the sub pattern and to change the
output parameter bindings like in the creation dialog of the sub pattern (see the illustration "Creation dialog for a sub pattern").
All entries in the sub-pattern configuration, i.e. both the input expressions and output parameter bindings, are checked on
validity shown by a green or red light on the right of the entry. If it is green, the entered expression is valid. If it is red, move
your mouse cursor over the red light in order to find out the reason why the expression is not valid. For detailed information on
the syntax of expressions, please refer to the section "Event access expressions".
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Sub pattern in the editor

 The XML description of a system rule

The XML description of a system rule is equivalent to the general syntax for the EventBase XML descriptions. Elements of the
system rule XML description are:

• <CorrelationSet> - specifies a correlation set for correlating the events for the event evaluation.
• <Time Window> - specifies the time window for the event correlation.
• <Condition> - specifies event conditions which should be evaluated when an event is processed by the graph.
• <Case> - specifies event cases which should be evaluated when events are processed by the graph.
• <ResponseEvent> - specifies a response event which should be generated if a system rule fires.
• <ScoreAction> - specifies a score action which updates the specified score whenever triggered.
• <ScoreAccess> - specifies a score access action which reads out the score from the database whenever triggered.
• <Timer> - specifies an event timer which should be started, stopped and checked by incoming events.
• <Connection> - defines connections between ports of the different elements as part of the system rule.

For a description of these elements see the section Rule components.

The listing below shows a rule taken from our example mentioned earlier. Please take a look at
eventEvaluationGraphsExample1. It is listed within the rule container with the elements mentioned above.

<Ruling>
        <RuleDefinitions>
                <RuleDefinition identifier="DetectionOfDelayedShipment"
                                               displayName="Detection Of Delayed Shipment">
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                        <Description>
                                <![CDATA[Detects delayed shipments and reacts by customer promotion.]]>
                        </Description>
                        <CorrelationSet identifier="CorrelationSet1" />
                        <Condition identifier="CheckShipmentForLongDelay"
                                              displayName="Check Shipment For Long Delay"
                                              typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AirPlus/OrderShipped"
                                              operator="And">
                                <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                                <InputPort operator="And" />
                                <ConditionExpression>
                                        <![CDATA[DateTime>PromisedShipDate+Days(3)]]>
                                </ConditionExpression>
                        </Condition>
                        <Condition identifier="CheckForHighAmountPayment"
                                              displayName="Check For High Amount Payment"
                                              typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AirPlus/OrderPayment"
                                              operator="And">
                                <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                                <InputPort operator="And" />
                        </Condition>
                        <Case identifier="CheckCustomersValue"
                                      displayName="Check Customer's Value"
                                       typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AirPlus/OrderShipped"
qualifiedAttributes="true">
                                <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                                <InputPort operator="And" />
                                <CaseExpression identifier="Default">
                                        <![CDATA[True]]>
                                </CaseExpression>
                                <CaseExpression identifier="Gold Customer">
                                        <![CDATA[OrderPayment.CustomerType="Gold"]]>
                                </CaseExpression>
                                <CaseExpression identifier="Platinum Customer">
                                        <![CDATA[OrderPayment.CustomerType="Platinum"]]>
                                </CaseExpression>
                        </Case>
                        <ScoreAction identifier="UpdateTotalAmountOfShipmentsScore"
                                                    displayName="Update 'Total Amount Of Shipments' Score"
                                                    ignoreEvaluationErrors="false" resetEvaluationState="false"
                                                    scoreType="TotalAmountOfShipments" processing="Increment">
                                <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                                <InputPort operator="And" />
                                <Variable><![CDATA[TotalAmountOfD]]></Variable>
                                <Property>
                                        <Name>ShipmentCompanyID</Name>
                                        <Value><![CDATA[OrderShipped.ShipmentCompanyID]]></Value>
                                </Property>
                                <Formula><![CDATA[1]]></Formula>
                         </ScoreAction>
                         <ResponseEvent identifier="Discount"
                                                            displayName="10% Discount"
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                                                             ignoreEvaluationErrors="false"
                                                            resetEvaluationState="false">
                                 <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                                 <InputPort operator="And" />
                                 <Template>
                                         <OrderUpdate typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AirPlus/OrderUpdate">
                                                 <OrderID>OrderShipped.OrderID</OrderID>    
                                                 <Amount>OrderPayment.TotalOrderAmount*9/10</Amount>
                                                 <DateTime>Now()</DateTime>
                                                 <Type>"Delayed Shipment"</Type>
                                         </OrderUpdate>
                                 </Template>
                         </ResponseEvent>
                         <ResponseEvent identifier="OfferGoody"
                                                            displayName="Offer Goody"
                                                            ignoreEvaluationErrors="false"
                                                            resetEvaluationState="false">
                                 <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                                 <InputPort operator="And" />
                                 <Template>
                                         <CallCenterAgentNotification
                                                             typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AirPlus/
CallCenterAgentNotification">
                                                 <CustomerID>OrderPayment.CustomerID</CustomerID>
                                                 <OrderID>OrderPayment.OrderID</OrderID>
                                                 <ShipmentCompanyID>OrderShipped.ShipmentCompanyID</
ShipmentCompanyID>
                                                 <DateTime>Now()</DateTime>
                                                 <Reason>"Offer goody for delayed high amount order shipment"</
Reason>
                                         </CallCenterAgentNotification>
                                 </Template>
                        </ResponseEvent>
                        <Connection>
                                <From identifier="CheckShipmentForLongDelay" port="True" /> <To
identifier="CheckCustomersValue" port="Default" />
                        </Connection>
                        <Connection>
                                <From identifier="CheckForHighAmountPayment" port="True" />
                                <To identifier="CheckCustomersValue" port="Default" />
                        </Connection>
                        <Connection>
                                <From identifier="CheckShipmentForLongDelay" port="True" />
                                <To identifier="UpdateTotalAmountOfShipmentsScore" port="Default" />
                        </Connection>
                        <Connection>
                                <From identifier="CheckShipmentForLongDelay" port="False" />
                                <To identifier="UpdateTotalAmountOfShipmentsScore" port="Default" />
                        </Connection>
                        <Connection>
                                <From identifier="CheckCustomersValue" port="Platinum Customer" />
                                <To identifier="OfferGoody" port="Default" />
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                        </Connection>
                        <Connection>
                                < From identifier="CheckCustomersValue" port="Gold Customer" />
                                <To identifier="Discount" port="Default" />
                        </Connection>
                </RuleDefinition>
        </RuleDefinitions>
</Ruling>

 Sense and Respond rules
Sense and Respond ruling (S&R ruling) sets up on an EventBase infrastructure composed by system rules. S&R ruling
therefore covers the actual decision making for supervising and steering an underlying business environment: S&R rules
continuously monitor the given event-based image for relevant business situations, and, in response to such situations, trigger
respective actions in the source system.

Thus, the Modelling Studio provides a two-step workflow for sense-and-respond ruling: In the first step, we allow for
technically adept and welltrained domain experts so-called rule managers to define a catalog of configurable, Lego-like
"building blocks" (see Figure "Abstraction of business logic") of encapsulated pattern-detection logic (event patterns) and
encapsulated reaction logic (actions). These buildings blocks strictly abstract from underlying complexity; i.e., from an end-
user point of view, the prepared catalog of ruling logic appears as a collection of relevant business situations (e.g., "suspicious
user behavior") and possible actions (e.g., "send an email to the fraud-prevention department").

In the second step, appropriately-configured buildings blocks are then assembled to concrete S&R ruling-logic in the form "if
event situation, then action(s)" depending on the actual controlling requirements of the underlying business environment. The
creation and maintenance of the concrete steering logic obviously requires domain-specific, detailed knowledge of the source
system; however, it fully abstracts from the event-base foundations of an application. Also, due to S&R rules' "read only"
access to the underlying event stream of real-world incidents, they may be added, changed and removed without having users
to consider any side-effects to other parts of the event-based application. The process of instantiating concrete S&R logic from
prepared building blocks is thus driven by so-called business operators, which will usually be domain experts with little or no
technical expertise.

 Event Pattern Definitions

Pattern definitions are abstract descriptions of certain classes of event situations. For instance, a pattern definition may describe
all sequences of events that correspond to the typical behavior of a certain kind of fraudster, etc. From a structural point of
view, pattern definitions are widely equivalent to the "sense" part of system rules, i.e., they encapsulate pattern-detection
logic built from evaluation- and time-based components along with the dependencies between them. It is essential to note that
pattern definitions do not contain event actions.

A central motivation for introducing a hierarchical approach to event-pattern definition is reusability across different use cases
and business scenarios. For introducing configurability while maintaining a high level of abstraction, pattern definitions come
with input parameters. Every input parameter has an identifier and a data type. An input parameter's identifier may then be
used as a typed placeholder all across the components of the on-hand pattern definition: For instance, given an input parameter
max_delay of type Integer, an event condition on events of type 'Order Shipped' may be defined as follows:

DateTime < PromisedShipDate + Days($max_delay)

Equivalently, input parameters may be used for configuring time-based components, adapting business objects by user-defined
values, etc. When creating an instance of a pattern definition, these placeholders are replaced by concrete values as defined
statically by the user, or calculated dynamically in a super component.

Event patterns are "sense only" which means, that they do not define event actions. Instead, pattern definitions contain one
or more signal components, that if the precondition port is activated publishes the detection of an event situation as described
by the given preconditions to a collection of signal listeners. In other words, signal components can be considered as action
components that abstract from the actual reaction, and simply notify. Note that concrete reactions may follow from a signal
however, this must be defined in higher-level constructs (e.g. system rules).

Signals may furthermore provide access to selected characteristics of a triggering event situation through a collection of output
parameters. An output parameter is defined by an identifier, a data type, as well as an expression on the underlying event
stream returning a value. Whenever a signal is activated in the decision graph, an output parameter's expression is evaluated on
the concrete event situation and the parameter's actual value is calculated.
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Taken together, signals along with their output parameters can be considered the counterpart to above-described input
parameters regarding the encapsulation of, and abstraction from, concrete pattern-detection logic. To finally abstract from the
concrete pattern-detection logic that is represented by a signal, we let rule managers define a textual, natural-language signal
description. Focusing solely on the semantics of the pattern-detection logic i.e., which kind of real-world business situation
will cause associated actions to be executed? and containing seamlessly integrated placeholders for all input parameters of the
pattern definition that are relevant for that signal, the signal description serves as an easy-to-use interface to business operators
when creating rule instances as described in the section "Rule instance definition".

Summing up, pattern definitions consist of following items:

• Input parameters: Parameters for configuring event patterns, so it can be easily adapted and used in different business
scenarios.

• Pattern-detection logic: The logic for detecting business scenarios using evaluation- and time-based components (as shown
in the table "Overview of existing rule components") along with dependencies.

• Signals: Signals are the output ports of event patterns. They do not start actions but notify a collection of listeners of the
occurence of business scenarios.

 Action definition

Action definitions encapsulate reaction logic, and therefore serve as the counterpart to above-described pattern definitions in
the proposed approach to S&R ruling. An action definition can be considered as a blueprint for a certain kind of response event
the action definition's event representation which then may trigger a real-world action in an event service or the source system.
For instance, an action "Email to fraud department" could encapsulate the generation of an event of type "Email", with the
event attribute "Receiver" set to "fraud@example.com". In a concrete S&R rule, an action definition is triggered whenever the
associated event situation is detected among an incoming event stream.

As with event patterns, a collection of input parameters allows for configuring an action definition and its event representation,
respectively. An input parameter may now be used as a typed placeholder in the event-attribute expressions of the response
event. Attribute values of a response event then depend on the concrete input-parameter values as defined in an S&R rule.
The action description finally serves as the counterpart to above-described signal descriptions and provides a textual, natural-
language description of the action definition i.e., which kind of real-world action will be triggered by the action definition's
response event? with placeholders for all input parameters.

 Rule instance definition

In accordance with the idea of decoupled, reusable and easy-to-use building blocks of ruling logic, pattern- and action
definitions along with their input parameters can be considered as the two pages of a blueprint for creating concrete S&R
ruling logic of the form "if situation occurs, then execute action(s)". In the Modelling Studio such a blueprint is called rule
instance. We have stated above that since being executed by business operators with little or no technical expertise, the process
of creating a concrete S&R rule should completely abstract from the event-based foundations of the decision making. From
a business operator's point of view, both pattern definition and action definition abstract from underlying complexity through
a textual description of the specific semantics of the given entity. In tailored software tools, the process of assembling S&R
rules can therefore be presented to the user as assembling a natural-language sentence in the form "if real-world situation,
then real-world action(s)" from prepared clauses. Input parameters, which allow for configuring encapsulated ruling logic for
both pattern- and action definitions, are seamlessly integrated into the textual descriptions and can successively be replaced by
concrete values during the instantiation process. Figure 7.37, "Web-based ruleinstantiation wizard" shows a screenshot from a
web-based ruleinstantiation wizard: After choosing a pattern definition in the previous step of the wizard, users can assemble a
rule instance by adding action blocks from a selection panel to the signal block they shall be associated with. Input parameters
are rendered as links; on clicking, a popup dialog allows setting a constant value or an EA Expression.

 

Figure 7.37. Web-based ruleinstantiation wizard
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Any rule instance sets up on an appropriately configured pattern definition without a fully-defined event pattern, there is
obviously nothing to react on. A collection of pattern-definition input-parameter expressions defines concrete values for
the input parameters of the given pattern definition, and therefore configures it within the scope of the rule instance. Each
signal of that pattern definition may then be associated with one or more action definitions through a collection of bindings.
Apart from the basic association between signal and action definition, a binding is defined by a collection of action-definition
input-parameter expressions and a collection of conditions, respectively: Action-definition input-parameter expressions are
generally equivalent to pattern-definition input-parameter expressions and configure the action definition within the scope
of the given binding. Note that such expressions may now involve the diverse output parameters of the binding's signal; the
certain characteristics of a triggering event situation may therefore be used to dynamically adapt a rule's reaction. Conditions
are boolean expressions involving one or more of the pattern definition's output parameters: Only if all conditions of a binding
evaluate to "true", a response event is triggered from a detected event situation. Conditions thus allow for modelling additional
ruling logic on selected characteristics of an event situation without affecting the actual pattern-detection logic.

In the Modelling Studio you have the possibility of using prepared bindings. These may, for a given signal of a pattern
definition, predefine a collection of "meaningful" bindings which are then presented to the business operator when creating
a rule instance from that pattern definition. However, the business operator can also use other actions instead of using the
prepared bindings to create a rule instance. Prepared bindings can be created for event patterns as well as for actions as it also
makes sense to suggest patterns for certain actions.

For a fully set up rule instance, following is needed:

• Event pattern: The event pattern contains the event-pattern detection for a rule instance. The signals included in the event
pattern provide the output parameters of the event pattern which, along with the input parameters of the event pattern, can
be used in the binding to configure the rule instance. The natural language text for an event pattern could be:

"if fraud detected"
• Action: The action contains the reaction part of the rule instance. The input parameters of the action are also used to

configure the rule instance. A natural language description for an action could be:

"send an email to fraud department"
• Binding: The binding makes the rule instance complete. It combines an event pattern with one ore more action definitions

whereas each signal of the event pattern can be associated with an action. The natural language description of the binding is
called condition. Using the above used examples, the condition would result in:

"if fraud detected then send an Email to fraud department"

To make it configureable and adaptive to different fraud cases parameters are used for conditions. In the following
example, parameters are written in italic font:

"if fraud detected then send an Email with $suspicion and $accountID to $EmailAddress"

In this case the parameters $suspicion and $accountID are output parameters of the event pattern and $EmailAddress is
provided by the action.

 Rule space definition

Pattern definitions, action definitions and rule instances as described above cover major parts of S&R ruling. Note, however,
that we have not yet discussed how these entities are actually managed and made available to business operators. Also, we
still need to address the issue of mapping rule instances to appropriate rule services while abstracting from the event-based
architecture of an EventBase.

As a final element of the proposed model, we therefore introduce rule spaces, which can be considered a mechanism for
dividing the overall S&R ruling of an EventBase into a collection of smaller, manageable domains. This separation plays a
crucial role for:

1. Further simplifying the creation of appropriate ruling logic:

Rule spaces group pattern- and action definitions that make sense regarding a certain "aspect" of an EventBase: For
instance, a rule space "Cash- Flow Fraud Monitoring" could contain pattern definitions for detecting different kinds
of cash-flow related, fraudulent user behavior, as well as action definitions for notifying responsible personnel. In the
Modelling Studio, business operators always create rule instances within a rule space, from the definition entities of that
rule space; given a preconfigured rule space, business operators are therefore confronted with aspect-relevant building
blocks only.

2. Mapping the ruling logic to rule services in a transparent manner:

Each rule space is assigned to a collection of rule services, which are therefore said to "host" the given rule space. All
rule instances that were created within that rule space are then assigned to these rule services implicitly; i.e., whenever a
business operator creates a rule instance, this rule instance is automatically and transparently applied in appropriate parts of
an underlying event-processing map. Note that since rule spaces bridge the gap between sense-and-respond ruling and the
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infrastructure of an event-based application, they must be created and assigned to rule services by system operators. Rule
managers, however, are responsible for setting up the rule space.

3. Managing user rights:

Rule spaces eventually serve as the primary unit for user rights management, i.e., rule spaces can be assigned to business
operators depending on to their specific skills and functions.

In full accordance with the role of S&R ruling a rule space can now be considered as setting up on an event-based image of a
certain "aspect" of the underlying source system. Which parts of a source system actually belong to such aspect is defined by
system operators, through the certain event-based infrastructure that precedes the concerned rule service(s) in the EventBase's
event processing map.

Rule Space

Figure "Rule Space" sketches the described role of rule spaces in an event-based application.

 Business Event Patterns

Event patterns as they are described in Section "Event Pattern Definitions" cannot be used directly in rule spaces to create rule
instances. First you need to create a so called business pattern based on an existing event pattern. A business pattern masks
an event pattern in such a way, that a business operator can understand and handle it with ease. It mainly consists of an input
template which describes the event pattern in a natural-language way (e.g. "if error count exceeds max_error_limit" whereas
max_error_limit is an input parameter of the underlying event pattern the business operator can define a value for). Moreover
you can configure the degree of freedom of the business pattern for business operators by defining which input parameters are
editable, assigning value constraints, restricting the list of signals triggered by the event pattern and making use of prepared
binding options.

 Business Actions

Actions also need to be enveloped in a business action to be usable in rule spaces. Business actions are created based on
existing action definitions and can, like business patterns, be seen as a mask to make actions accessible for business operators
in an easy way. It mainly consists of an input template which describes the underlying action definition in a natural-language
way. Like for business patterns, the degree of freedom of business actions can be configured by defining which input
parameters are editable, assigning value constraints and making use of prepared binding options.

 Templates

Apart from the described associations to pattern and action definitions, rule instances, rule services and authorized user
accounts, the rule-space model foresees additional mechanisms for guiding the creation of rule instances: Templates are
structurally equivalent to rule instances, however, may leave open input-parameter expressions for both the pattern definition
and all action definitions.

Templates can therefore be considered as not-yet-finished rule instances: To create a "real" rule instance from a template, a
user simply defines the still missing input-parameter expressions, if any. Rule managers will typically provide templates for
ruling logic that is required frequently, with equal or similar configuration.
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 Example

In this section the use of sense and repond rules in an example based on an application assurance EventBase is illustrated. The
example focuses more on the architecture of sense and respond rules than on the event pattern detection logic. If you like to see
examples focusing on the creation of event pattern detection logic, see the examples of the system rules in section "System rule
examples".

 Events

A short overview about the events for the example:

• System Checkpoint: Is created periodically by the system, holding important information about the state of the it.
• Mail Event: Contains all necessary parameters for sending an Email.

 Sense and respond rule Example: Send Email notifications when numbers of faults exceed limits

The figure below shows an event pattern which is used to detect the occurance of too many errors on a system.

The event pattern:

• Event condition - Too many faults (1): Triggered by the event 'System Checkpoint', the condition compares the current
numbers of 'FAULT_NO_HOST', 'FAULT_POST_PROCESSING' and other faults with their respective limit.

• Signal - Produces a "Too many irregular faults" warning (2): This signal is activated as soon as one of the fault numbers
exceeds a limit.

Sense and respond rule example 1: Detect

The action:

When the signal of the previously described event pattern is fired, an Email is to be send. This action is based on the event type
'Mail action'. The attribute bindings are the following:
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Attribute bindings of the 'Mail action' event type

The rule space:

The event pattern and the action are then added to a rule space. Based on those two components, a business pattern and a
business action are created. The business pattern describes the if-part of the S&R rule in a natural language way, for example:

if... the number of faults for no host is higher than Max_faults_no_host or the number of faults during post processing is higher
 than Max_faults_post_processing or the number of other faults is higher than Max_faults_other at a system checkpoint

The business action describes the then-part of the S&R rule in a natural language way:

then... send Email with subject Subject and text Body from Sender to Recipient using these credentials: (SMTP User: Smtp
 user, SMTP password: Password,                           SMTP host: Smtp_host, SMTP port: Smtp_port,                          
 EnableSSL: EnableSSL)

Parameters are printed bold. These will be substituted with real values when the final S&R rule is created in the web frontend.

The rule:

The rule created in the Policy Orchestrator Web Frontend

Now the rule is created, its rule space must be added to a map in the EventBase. In the following figure, the rule space is called
'Health monitoring' and is part of a rule service with the same name:

Embedding the rule space with the rule in a map

 Managing S&R rules in the Modelling Studio

Like system rules, rule spaces containing one ore more S&R rules are processed by rule services within maps. Rule instances
and its components are created on EventBase-level and afterwards can be applied via rule spaces in multiple maps using rule
services.

 Event pattern

In order to create an event pattern, right-click on the Ruling | Event Patterns item in the EventBase model panel and choose
Add Event Pattern from the context menu, as shown below. This starts the event pattern creation wizard.
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Figure 7.43. Creating an event pattern from the EventBase panel

In the wizard, define the display name and optionally a description of the new event pattern.

Figure 7.44. Event pattern creation wizard

After closing the wizard by clicking the Finish button, the editor panel opens with a new tab.
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Figure 7.45. Editor with an event pattern open

The editor allows defining the pattern-detection logic of the event pattern. It works the same way as for system rules except
that you create signals instead of response events and that you can define input and output parameters. To learn more about
the properties of an event pattern in the properties panel or in the general tab of the editor, see Section 7.3.2.2, "Properties of
system rules".

Creating, deleting and editing input parameters works the same ways as for output parameters. For this reason we will describe
these steps only for input parameters. To add an input parameter, click on the green plus beneath 'Input Parameters'.
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Figure 7.46. Create input parameters

A small window appears for defining the display name, the data type and the description of the new input parameter. Moreover
you can define whether this will be a single or a multi value data type. The variable name will be generated automatically
based on the display name. To create the input parameter with the data you typed in click the OK button.

Figure 7.47. List of input parameters

The new parameter appears in grey italic letters in the input parameters list. As soon as the variable is used in any component
of the event pattern, the input parameter appears in regular black letters. Clicking on the small arrow next to an input parameter
will open the edit window.

Figure 7.48. Edit an input parameter

Only the display name and the description can be edited later. If you need to edit the data type, you have to delete the input
parameter by clicking on the Delete button and create a new input parameter with the right data type.
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In the following we will describe how signals are created. For more information on how to create and configure other
components, see Section 7.3.2, "Managing system rules in the Modelling Studio".

To add a signal, right-click in the white space of the decision graph and select Add | Signal from the context menu or click on
the 'Signal' button of the main menu of the editor.

Figure 7.49. Signal creation dialog

Type in a signal name and its display name and finish the dialog by clicking OK.

After finishing the creation dialog, the new signal appears in the decision graph (see (1) in Figure 7.50, "Event pattern with a
signal in the editor"). Select it to define its settings and output parameters. A new blue colored tab (2) next to the 'General' tab
will be opened which shows all properties of the new signal. Use the tab to change the display name, description, preconditions
and the output parameters. Furthermore, the editor shows additional options on influencing signals:

• Ignore Evaluation Errors: If activated, errors within the evaluation, like division by zero, will be ignored as well as no
exception triggered and, moreover, the signal will not fire.

• Reset Evaluation State: Resets the states of the system rule and purges the correlation session, whenever the signal is
triggered.

At the bottom of the signal tab, you can find a list of output properties where you can enter expressions. Please monitor the
light next to each property (3). If it is green, the entered expression is valid. If it is red, move your mouse cursor over the red
light in order to find out the reason why the expression is not valid.
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Figure 7.50. Event pattern with a signal in the editor

To remove an event pattern, right-click on the event pattern in the EventBase model panel and choose 'Remove' from the
context menu (see Figure 7.51, "Removing an event pattern"). Another possibility is to select the event pattern within the
EventBase model panel and hit the DEL-key.
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Figure 7.51. Removing an event pattern

 Action

To create an action, right-click on Ruling | Actions and select Add Action from the context menu.

Creating an action

In the wizard, define the display name and optionally a description of the new action.
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Action creation wizard

After closing the wizard by clicking the Finish button, the editor panel opens with a new tab.

An action opened in the editor

The editor view consists of the input parameters, and the response event settings. Input parameters are added by clicking on the

green plus button  . The Add Parameter drop-down window appears,
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Create input parameters

Define the display name, the data type and the description of the new input parameter. Moreover you can define whether this is
a single or a multivalue data type. The variable name will be generated automatically based on the display name. Click the OK
button.

List of input parameters

The new parameter appears in grey italic letters in the input parameters list. As soon as the variable is used in any component
of the event pattern, the input parameter appears in regular black letters. Clicking on the small arrow next to an input parameter
will open the edit window.

Edit an input parameter

Only the display name and the description can be edited afterwards. If you need to edit the data type, you have to delete the
input parameter by clicking on the Delete button and create a new input parameter with the right data type.
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After selecting a response event

After selecting an event type for the response event of the action, its attributes are listed under 'Attribute Bindings'. To edit a
binding double-click on an attribute and type in an expression on the right. An input parameter defined earlier can be integrated
into expressions by using its variable name with an $ as prefix. As you can see in Figure "After selecting a response event"
an EventBase variable called '$$MyVariable' was used for the Email sender 'From'. For more information on how to use
EventBase variables, see Section "Variables".

To delete an action, right-click on it in the EventBase model panel and select Remove from the context menu (see
Figure "Removing an action"). Another possibility is to select the action in the EventBase model panel and pressing the DEL-
key.

Removing an action
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 Rule space

Now that you have learned how to create actions and event patterns, we will explain how to add those two components to
rule spaces to create rule instances later. In the EventBase model panel open the Ruling folder and right-click on Rule Spaces.
Select Add Rule Space from the context menu (see Figure "Creatig a rule space").

Creatig a rule space

In the Wizard define a display name and an optional descripion of the new rule space.

Rule space creation wizard

Click the Finish button to create the rule space. A new tab will appear in the editor panel (see Figure "A new rule space opened
in the editor panel").
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A new rule space opened in the editor panel

At the top of the editor you can choose a correlation set for the rule space. If you select a correlation set, correlated events
will be available for access in expressions used in the rule space. Right under the drop-down list you can find three tabs for
patterns, actions and templates. In the following sections we will describe, how to use those three tabs to create a valid and
usable rule space.

 Add a pattern

To add an event pattern to the rule space, select the Patterns tab and click on the button Add Event Pattern button in the pattern
definitions toolbar or on the button 'Add Event Pattern' in the info field on the right.

Select an event pattern to add to the rule space

Finishing the dialog with OK adds a new event pattern to the list box on the left. Moreover the button Add Event Pattern
changed into Create Business Pattern.
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Rule space opened in the editor after adding a pattern

The pattern is now available in the rule space but not ready for business operators to use. To change that, we need to create a
business pattern based on the added pattern. Click on the Create New Business Pattern button in the pattern definitions toolbar
or on the Create Business Pattern button on the right side of the editor. This will open the business pattern creation wizard.

Business pattern creation wizard

By clicking the Finish button you close the wizard and a business pattern is added to the pattern definitions tree. The editor
now shows the business pattern configuration which consists of the following parts (see Figure  "Business pattern opened in
the editor"):

• Name: The name of the business pattern.
• Input Template: The input template describes the business pattern in a natural language, so the business operator can

understand it. It is possible to use input parameters from the underlying event pattern in the description. The business
operator can use these input parameters, later when creating a rule instance, to configure the business pattern.
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• Input Parameters: Lists all input parameters of the underlying event pattern. It also provides options for default values,
value constraints and changeability by the business operator.

• Signals: Lists all signals provided by the underlying event pattern and the possibility to deactivate the signals for the
business operator.

• Prepared Bindings: Manages the prepared bindings for the business pattern.

Business pattern opened in the editor

As mentioned earlier, the input template describes the business pattern in a natural-language way. In case the underlying event
pattern has one ore more input parameters, they will be listed in the drop-down list. Note the light next to the variable drop-
down list. If it is green, all variables have been used in the description text (a) or have been assigned a default value and made
unchangeable (c). Latter case is shown by a grey checkmark next to the list entry. If the light is red (b), you have not used all
variables in the description text. In this case, you can either use the variable in the text or you can assign a default value to it
and make it unchangeable, in order to make the light green. Default values can be assigned in the input parameters part of the
editor.
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Variable list cases

You can assign default values to input parameters by selecting an input parameter from the list of input parameters (see Figure
  "Input parameters of a business pattern") and typing in an expression (1). Only then you have the choice of making the input
parameter and its variable unchangeable by unchecking the checkbox on the right (2). A green light shows you whether the
expression is valid or not. Also, you can use constraints for input parameters. Click on the green plus button of the input
parameter to add a constraint (3).

Input parameters of a business pattern

Note, that the type of constraint depends on the input parameter value type defined in the underlying event pattern, i.e. if the
value type is integer (a), you can only define an 'Integer' value range constraint, if the value type is 'String' (b) you can define
a list of possible values or restrict the variable to these (by unchecking 'Use values as recommendation only'), see Figure 
"Different input parameter constraints".

Different input parameter constraints

As soon as a constraint is created, the green plus button and the text '(none)' is replaced by two new symbols. The left notepad
symbol is for editing the constraint and the right red cross is for deleting it.
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Deleting and editing constraints

Beneath the input parameters you can find all signals of the event pattern, the business pattern is based on. Unchecked signals
won't be accessible for the business operator later, when creating rule instances with that business pattern.

Prepared bindings are managed at the bottom of the business pattern configuration.

Prepared bindings

With the checkbox 'Use Prepared Bindings' (1) you define, that only the prepared bindings of the list below (2) can be used
by the business operator to create a rule instance with that business pattern. To add a prepared binding, click on the green
plus symbol from the prepared bindings toolbar (3) (see Figure "Prepared bindings"). This will open the wizard for creating a
prepared binding.
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Step 1 of the prepared binding creation wizard

In the first step you need to select a business action from the list on the left. The structure on the right shows the combined
natural-language text ('if ... then ...') of both, the business pattern and the business action. Selecting another business action
will update the structure immediately. The output parameters listed beneath the structure are fetched from the event pattern, the
business pattern is based on. They can be used in the next step of the wizard.

Note:  Note: If you haven't already created any business action in the rule space you won't be able to proceed with the wizard.
In this case close the wizard, create a business action in the rule space and go back to the wizard again.
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Step 2 of the prepared binding creation wizard

Step 2 allows you to define values for the input parameters of the previously selected business action. All input parameters of
the business action are in the "then" part of the rule definition (previously: structure). The input parameters of the "if" part, that
is the business pattern part, cannot be edited here. They can only be assigned in the business pattern configuration, see Figure 
"Business pattern opened in the editor". To edit an input parameter of the business action, select it by clicking on it in the rule
definition on the left. In the 'Options' part of the wizard the description of the input parameter appears and three options how to
assign a value to the selected input parameter.

• Constant Value: Defines a constant value for the input parameter whereas the input of that value depends on the value type
of the input parameter defined in the action, the business action is based on.

• EA Expression: Allows you to define a dynamic value with EA Expressions (e.g. values containing the current date).
• Parameter Binding: This option enables you to use an output parameter of the business pattern. Only output parameters

with the appropriate value type will be listed in this drop-down list.

If you have chosen one of the options and defined a valid value for the input parameter, click on the OK button to apply the
settings. The 'Options' part of the wizard becomes empty and the defined value is shown in the rule definition instead of the
input parameter name. Moreover the color of the input parameter changes from red to blue. Ouput parameters used as input
parameters are written in italic font and have the prefix "OUT:".

When you are finished with defining values for the binding, close the wizard by clicking on the 'Finish' button. Prepared
bindings can be edited and deleted by selecting them and using the according button from the toolbar. Note, that you cannot
change the business action of a prepared binding. You would need to delete the prepared binding and create a new one with the
correct business action.

 Add an action

To add an action to the rule space, select the Actions tab of the rule space editor and click on the Add Action button on the
right of the panel or use the green plus button in the toolbar on the left.
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Adding an action to the rule space

Select an action from the dialog and click OK.

Rule space opened in the editor after adding an action

The action is now available in the rule space, but not ready for business operators to use. To change that, we need to create a
business action based on the added action. Click on the Create New Business Action button in the pattern definitions toolbar or
on the Create Business Action button on the right side of the editor. This will open the business action creation wizard.
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Business action creation wizard

By clicking the Finish button you close the wizard and a business action is added to the action definitions tree. The editor
now shows the business action configuration which consists of the following parts (see Figure  "Business action opened in the
editor"):

• Name: The name of the business action.
• Input Template: The input template describes the business action in a natural language, so the business operator can

understand it. It is possible to use input parameters from the underlying event action in the description. The business
operator can use these input parameters, later when creating a rule instance, to configure the business action.

• Input Parameters: Lists all input parameters of the underlying event action. It also provides options for default values, value
constraints and changeability by the business operator.

• Prepared Bindings: Manages the prepared bindings for the business action.
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Business action opened in the editor

Except for the facts, that the input template describes the action in a natural-language way instead of the pattern-detection logic
and that business actions don't have signals, the configuration of business actions works the same way as for business patterns.
To learn more about how to configure business actions, see Section  "Add a pattern".

Note:  Note: If you have created a prepared binding for a business pattern with the action the current business action is based
on, this prepared binding will also appear in the list of prepared bindings of this business action. Also mind, that creating a
prepared binding for a business action starts with selecting the business pattern but in the second step you still define values for
the input parameters of the action, not of the pattern.

 Add a template

To add a template to a rule space select the Templates tab in the rule space editor and click on the Create template button or
use the Add a new template button in the 'templates toolbar'. The wizard shown in figure "Display name of the new template"
will appear.
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Display name of the new template

Type in the display name for the new template, then click Next.
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Select the business pattern for the new template

In the second step you need to select the business pattern, the new template will be based on. Selecting a business pattern will
show you details about it on the right. Click Next after you have chosen a business pattern.
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Define the bindings of the template

In the last step shown in figure "Define the bindings of the template" you construct the rule definition (the conditions-
actions structure). The root of this structure always consists of the "if" part of the business pattern (1). You can leave the rule
definition with the standard "if ... then ..." structure, or you can work out a more complex structure (see figure above for an
example). For such a complex structure you can use actions ("then"s), conditions ("and if"s) and exceptions ("except if"s)
listed in the according tabs on the right (2).

Keep the following rules in mind when you build a rule definition:

1. The root if-condition can have an arbitrary number of actions.
2. The root if-condition can have an arbitrary number of sub branches (3).
3. A sub branch consists of at least one condition or exception.
4. A sub branch contains exactly one action, no matter of how many conditions and exceptions the sub branch itself consists.
5. Conditions or exceptions cannot contain other conditions or exceptions, i.e. a sub branch cannot contain another sub

branch.

Figure "Lists of actions, conditions and exceptions" shows three lists with the parts for building the rule definition. In the
action list you will find all business actions defined in the current rule space. Note, that the prepared bindings settings of the
business pattern for the template are not taken into consideration, you can choose any action. The condition and exception
lists contain typical comparisons for each input parameter whereas the value type of the input parameter is taken into
consideration, i.e. you won't find a "greater than" comparison for string input parameters. In both lists you will also find a
"Custom Expression" (1). Use this to compose your own condition, mind however, that the conditions must return a boolean
value (true or false) to be valid. The details box at the bottom shows you a preview of the currently selected condition.
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Lists of actions, conditions and exceptions

When you have assigned an action to every "then" in the rule definition, the wizard can be closed by clicking the button Finish.
This will create the template and list it in the templates list of the rule space (see figure "Template in the editor"). If you forgot
to assign an action to a "then" an error message will appear pointing out, that you haven't finished the wizard yet.

Note:  Note: It is not necessary to assign a value to every input parameter in the rule definition. Unassigned input parameters
will be assigned later by the business operator when creating a rule instance from the template.
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Template in the editor

With the templates toolbar you can add more templates and edit or delete existing ones. The template configuration on the right
of the editor allows you to edit the name of the template only. It also shows the name of the business pattern and the business
actions which are used for the template and its rule definition.

 XML Description of S&R rules

S&R rule components, that is event patterns, actions and rule spaces can be found in the same container as system rules. The
general structure looks like the following:

<Ruling>
        <PatternDefinitions>
                <PatternDefinition identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                                                    displayName="Displayable Name">
                                                    ...
                </PatternDefinition>
                <PatternDefinition>
                        ...
                </PatternDefinition>
        </PatternDefinitions>
        <ActionDefinitions>
                <ActionDefinition identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                                                  displayName="Displayable Name">
                                                  ...
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                </ActionDefinition>
        </ActionDefinitions>
        <RuleDefinitions>
                ...
        </RuleDefinitions>
        <RuleSpaces>
                <RuleSpace identifier="UniqueIdentifier"
                                         displayName="Displayable Name">
                                         ...
                </RuleSpace>
        </RuleSpaces>
</Ruling>

The parent of this structure is the 'EventBase' tag itself. The 'RuleDefinition' tag is described in the section "The XML
description of a system rule" and won't be described here in detail.

Following shows the "Log File Error" event pattern used in the previous sections:

<PatternDefinition identifier="LogFileError" displayName="Log file error">
        <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
 
        <OutputParameters>
                <Parameter identifier="MessageNumber"
                                        displayName="Message number">
 
                        <Description>
                                <![CDATA[The message number of the log message]]>
                        </Description>
                        <SingleValueType>
                                <RuntimeType type="System.Int32" />
                        </SingleValueType>
                </Parameter>
 
                <Parameter identifier="MessageText"
                                        displayName="Message text">
 
                        <Description>
                                <![CDATA[The text of the log file message]]>
                        </Description>
                        <SingleValueType>
                                <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
                        </SingleValueType>
                </Parameter>
        </OutputParameters>
 
        <Signal identifier="ErrorInLogFileWarning"
                        displayName="Error in log file warning"
                        ignoreEvaluationErrors="false"
                        resetEvaluationState="false"
                        signalName="Error in log file warning">
 
                <InputPort operator="And" />
                <OutputParameterExpressions>
                        <ParameterExpression identifier="MessageText">
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                                <![CDATA[LogMessage.MsgText]]>
                        </ParameterExpression>
                        <ParameterExpression identifier="MessageNumber">
                                <![CDATA[LogMessage.MsgNr]]>
                        </ParameterExpression>
                </OutputParameterExpressions>
        </Signal>
 
        <Condition identifier="ConditionOnUC4LogMessage"
                              displayName="Condition on UC4 Log Message"
                              typeUri="eventobjecttype://UC4/OM/LogMessage" operator="And">
 
                <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                <InputPort operator="And" />
                <ConditionExpression>
                        <![CDATA[MsgNr = 3590 OR MsgNr = 3591 OR MsgNr = 3592]]>
                </ConditionExpression>
        </Condition>
        <Connection>
                <From identifier="ConditionOnUC4LogMessage" port="True" />
                <To identifier="ErrorInLogFileWarning" port="Default" />
        </Connection>
 
</PatternDefinition>

Every event pattern is embedded in a 'PatternDefinition' tag with the mandatory attribute 'identifier' and a 'displayName'
attribute. Latter defines the name of the event pattern shown in the Modelling Studio (e.g. in the EventBase model panel). A
'PatternDefinition' must contain at least a 'Description' and one 'Signal' tag to be valid. The example above also includes an
'OutputParameters', a 'Condition' and a 'Connection' tag. Conditions and connections include the information for the graphical
representation of the event pattern's rule logic in the Modelling Studio. If your event pattern has input parameters, place an
'InputParameters' tag with the same syntax for the parameters as for output parameters right before the 'OutputParameters'
tag. The event pattern "Log File Error" makes use of only one condition and one signal. However, event patterns generally
can contain an arbitrary number of signals, conditions, other rule components and the necessary number of connections for all
those components. XML descriptions for other rule components can be found in the section "The XML description of a system
rule".

The next XML excerpt shows you the "Command Line Action" action also used in the previous sections.

<ActionDefinition identifier="CommandLineAction" displayName="Command line action">
        <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
 
        <InputParameters>
                <Parameter identifier="Operation" displayName="Operation">
                        <Description>
                                <![CDATA[Operation to execute.]]>
                        </Description>
                        <SingleValueType>
                                <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
                        </SingleValueType>
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter identifier="WorkingDirectory" displayName="Working directory">
                       <Description>
                                <![CDATA[The working directory for the operation.]]>
                       </Description>
                       <SingleValueType>
                                <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
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                        </SingleValueType>
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter identifier="Hidden" displayName="Hidden">
                        <Description>
                                <![CDATA[Indicating wether the operation shall
                                      be executed in background.]]>
                        </Description>
                        <SingleValueType>
                                <RuntimeType type="System.Boolean" />
                        </SingleValueType>
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter identifier="Attempts" displayName="Attempts">
                        <Description>
                                <![CDATA[Indicating how often the operation
                                      execution shall be retried, in case failure.]]>
                        </Description>
                        <SingleValueType>
                                <RuntimeType type="System.Int32" />
                        </SingleValueType>
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter identifier="RunParallel" displayName="Run parallel">
                        <Description>
                                <![CDATA[Indicating wether it shall be waited for
                                      the operation to finish, or if multiple
                                      operation can be executed in parallel.]]>
                        </Description>
                        <SingleValueType>
                                 <RuntimeType type="System.Boolean" />
                        </SingleValueType>
                </Parameter>
        </InputParameters>
 
        <Template>
                <CommandLineAction typeUri=
                   "eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/CommandLineAction">
                        <Operation>$Operation</Operation>
                        <WorkingDirectory>$WorkingDirectory</WorkingDirectory>
                        <Hidden>$Hidden</Hidden>
                        <Attempts>$Attempts</Attempts>
                        <RunParallel>$RunParallel</RunParallel>
                </CommandLineAction>
        </Template>
 
</ActionDefinition>

Like event patterns, actions have an identifier, a display name and a description. The input parameters have the same syntax as
the output parameters shown in the event pattern example above. The last tag, called 'Template', contains the response event
type of the action with all its attributes. The attribute tags (e.g. 'Operation') contain the expressions for the attribute bindings.
'$Operation' means, that the Operation variable from the input parameters is used for the binding.

<RuleSpace identifier="LogFileAndErrorMessageMonitoring"
                         displayName="Log file and error message monitoring">
        <Description>
                <![CDATA[Detects log file errors and reacts on them]]>
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        </Description>
        <PatternDefinitions>
                <PatternDefinition identifier="LogFileErrorPerHour">
                        <BusinessPattern identifier="LogFileErrorPerHour"
                                                            displayName="Log file error per hour"
                                                            allowNonPreparedBindings="true">
                                <Description>
                                        <![CDATA[Detects log file errors per hour]]>
                                </Description>
                                <InputTemplate>
                                        <![CDATA[an error occurred in the log file at a certain hour
                                                              of today and at the same hour at the last three
                                                              days for more than ${MaxErrors} times ]]>
                                </InputTemplate>
                                <InputParameterConfigurations>
                                        <InputParameterConfiguration parameter="MaxErrors">
                                                <Validator>
                                                        <NumericValueValidator minValue=
                                                           "1.00" maxValue="100.00" />
                                                </Validator>
                                         </InputParameterConfiguration>
                                </InputParameterConfigurations>
                                <Signals>
                                         <Signal identifier="LogErrorMessagesWarning" />
                                </Signals>
                        </BusinessPattern>
                </PatternDefinition>
        </PatternDefinitions>
        <ActionDefinitions>
                <ActionDefinition identifier="MailNotification">
                        <BusinessAction identifier="MailNotification"
                                                          displayName="Mail notification"
                                                          allowNonPreparedBindings="true">
                                <Description>
                                <![CDATA[notificates by Email ...]]>
                                </Description>
                                <InputTemplate>
                                        <![CDATA[send email with subject ${Subject} and text
                                        ${Body} from ${Sender} to ${Recipient} using this
                                        credentials: (SMTP User: ${SmtpUser}, SMTP
                                        password: ${Password}, SMTP host: ${SmtpHost},
                                        SMTP port: ${SmtpPort}, EnableSSL: ${EnableSSL})]]>
                                </InputTemplate>
                        </BusinessAction>
                </ActionDefinition>
                <ActionDefinition identifier="CommandLineAction">
                        <BusinessAction identifier="ExecuteCommandLineOperation"
                                                  displayName="Execute command line operation"
                                                  allowNonPreparedBindings="true">
                                <Description><![CDATA[]]></Description>
                                <InputTemplate>
                                        <![CDATA[execute the command line operation
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                                                              ${Operation} in
                                                              the working directory ${WorkingDirectory} with this
                                                              parameters: (hidden: ${Hidden}, runInParallel:
                                                              ${RunParallel}, retryAttempts: ${Attempts}) ]]>
                                </InputTemplate>
                                <InputParameterConfigurations>
                                        <InputParameterConfiguration parameter="Hidden">
                                                <Expression default="true"><![CDATA[false]]></Expression>
                                        </InputParameterConfiguration>
                                        <InputParameterConfiguration parameter="Attempts">
                                                <Expression default="true"><![CDATA[1]]></Expression>
                                        </InputParameterConfiguration>
                                        <InputParameterConfiguration parameter="RunParallel">
                                                <Expression default="true"><![CDATA[false]]></Expression>
                                        </InputParameterConfiguration>
                                </InputParameterConfigurations>
                        </BusinessAction>
                </ActionDefinition>
        </ActionDefinitions>
        <PreparedBindings>
                <Binding identifier="LogFileErrorPerHour_MailNotification">
                        <BusinessPattern identifier="LogFileErrorPerHour" />
                        <BusinessAction identifier="MailNotification">
                                <ParameterExpression identifier="Subject">
                                        <![CDATA["Log File Error"]]>
                                </ParameterExpression>
                        </BusinessAction>
                </Binding>
        </PreparedBindings>
        <Templates>
                <Template identifier="LogFileErrorWithEmailNotification"
                                      displayName="Log file error with email notification">
                <Description>
                        <![CDATA[Sends an Email notification with
                                              editable Email configuration]]>
                </Description>
                <BusinessPattern identifier="LogFileErrorPerHour" />
                <Bindings>
                        <Binding identifier="LogFileErrorEmailBinding">
                                <BusinessPattern identifier="LogFileErrorPerHour">
                                        <Condition identifier="ConditionDiskOutOfSpaceLogMessage"
                                                              inverted="false">
                                                <Expression>
                                                        <![CDATA[$OUT_LogMessage =$s]]>
                                                </Expression>
                                                <InputTemplate>
                                                        <![CDATA[${OUT_LogMessage} = ${s}]]>
                                                </InputTemplate>
                                                <InputParameters>
                                                        <Parameter identifier="s" displayName="s">
                                                                <Description>
                                                                        <![CDATA[Parameter s]]>
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                                                                 </Description>
                                                                 <Expression>
                                                                         <![CDATA["Disk_Out_Of_Space"]]>
                                                                 </Expression>
                                                                 <SingleValueType>
                                                                         <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
                                                                 </SingleValueType>
                                                         </Parameter>
                                                </InputParameters>
                                        </Condition>
                               </BusinessPattern>
                               <BusinessAction identifier="LogFileErrorExecuteCommand">
                                        <ParameterExpression identifier="Operation">
                                                <![CDATA["clean_temp.bat"]]>
                                        </ParameterExpression>
                                        <ParameterExpression identifier="WorkingDirectory">
                                                <![CDATA["C:\temp"]]>
                                        </ParameterExpression>
                                        <ParameterExpression identifier="Hidden">
                                                <![CDATA[True]]>
                                        </ParameterExpression>
                                        <ParameterExpression identifier="Attempts">
                                                <![CDATA[1]]>
                                        </ParameterExpression>
                                        <ParameterExpression identifier="RunParallel">
                                                <![CDATA[False]]>
                                        </ParameterExpression>
                               </BusinessAction>
                               </Binding>
                                       <Binding identifier="LogFileErrorEmailBinding">
                                       <BusinessPattern identifier="LogFileErrorPerHour">
                                               <Condition identifier="ConditionFileNotFoundLogMessage"
                                                                     inverted="false">
                                                       <Expression>
                                                               <![CDATA[$OUT_LogMessage =$s]]>
                                                       </Expression>
                                                       <InputTemplate>
                                                               <![CDATA[${OUT_LogMessage} = ${s}]]>
                                                       </InputTemplate>
                                                       <InputParameters>
                                                               <Parameter identifier="s" displayName="s">
                                                                       <Description><![CDATA[Parameter s]]></Description>
                                                                       <Expression>
                                                                               <![CDATA["File_Not_Found"]]>
                                                                       </Expression>
                                                                       <SingleValueType>
                                                                               <RuntimeType type="System.String" />
                                                                       </SingleValueType>
                                                               </Parameter>
                                                       </InputParameters>
                                               </Condition>
                                               <Condition identifier="ConditionAtHour9" inverted="false">
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                                                    <Expression>
                                                             <![CDATA[NOT $OUT_Hour =$x]]>
                                                     </Expression>
                                                     <InputTemplate>
                                                             <![CDATA[${OUT_Hour} = ${x}]]>
                                                     </InputTemplate>
                                                     <InputParameters>
                                                               <Parameter identifier="x" displayName="x">
                                                                       <Description><![CDATA[Parameter x]]></Description>
                                                                       <Expression><![CDATA[9]]></Expression>
                                                                       <SingleValueType>
                                                                               <RuntimeType type="System.Int32" />
                                                                       </SingleValueType>
                                                               </Parameter>
                                                       </InputParameters>
                                               </Condition>
                                       </BusinessPattern>
                                       <BusinessAction identifier="MailNotification" />
                               </Binding>
                       </Bindings>
               </Template>
        </Templates>
</RuleSpace>

Rule spaces have 'identifier' and 'displayName' attributes. Their main sub tags are 'Description', 'PatternDefinitions',
'ActionDefinitions', 'PreparedBindings' and 'Templates'. Except for the description, all of them are containers for the according
rule space components.

The 'PatternDefinitions' contain single 'PatternDefinition's which on the other hand contain the business patterns. The
'BusinessPattern' tag has an identifier, a displayName and an 'allowNonPreparedBindings' attribute. Latter defines, whether
only the bindings created for that business pattern may be used or if others are allowed, too. The business pattern is described
by the 'Description', the 'InputTemplate', the 'InputParametersConfiguration' and the 'Signals' tag. The 'InputTemplate'
contains the text, the business operator will see, including all used variables with the syntax {$varaibleName}. The input
parameters configuration is defined by an 'InputParameterConfiguration' tag, having an attribute 'parameter', for each
configured input parameter with the tags 'Validator' and 'Expression'. The 'Signals' tag lists all signals that should be fired by
the business pattern.

Action XML descriptions are similar to event pattern XML descriptions. The only difference is that actions do not have
signals.

The 'PreparedBindings' tag contains all defined bindings of the rule space, each in a 'Binding' tag. This tag always contains a
pair of a business pattern and a business action whereas the business action may contain predefined values for input parameters
of the action in 'ParameterExpression' tags.

All templates of rule spaces are in the 'Templates' tag. Each template has the attributes 'identifier' and 'displayName' and the
tag 'Description'. Moreover a 'BusinessPattern' tag with an 'identifier' attribute declares the business pattern of the template. In
the 'Bindings' tag you will find a binding for each action used by the template. A singel binding, enveloped in a 'Binding' tag
consists of a business pattern in a 'BusinessPattern' tag and a business action in a 'BusinessAction' tag.

The 'BusinessPattern' tag in a 'Binding' tag is constructed the same way as the 'BusinessPattern' in a 'PatternDefinition' tag,
except that it is encapsulated in a 'Condition' tag and that it doesn't have signals or prepared bindings, respectively tags for
those. The 'Condition' tag has an 'identifier' attribute for unique identification and a boolean 'inverted' attribute which tells,
whether the condition is handled as an if condition (false) or an except-if condition (true).

The 'BusinessAction' tag of a 'Binding' tag holds the information of the parameter values defined for the business action, each
packed in a 'ParameterExpression' tag with the attribute 'identifier' which defines the input parameter name.

 Rule service
Rules are processed within rule services, predefined components of the Policy Orchestrator product suite. There are two
different sorts of ruling items, system rules and rule spaces. The following sections explain how to add a new rule service
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to a map and how to manage the processing of ruling items. For a more general approach on event services, please refer to
Section 9.2, "Event services".

 Adding a new rule service to a map

To add a rule service to a map, drag and drop the rule service from the components panel into the map, opened in the editor.
You can also drag and drop an existing rule space or system rule from your EventBase onto the map. Then this rule item will
automatically be added to the processed rules of this rule service.

Whenever a new rule service is added to a map, the Rule Service Wizard is opened to support you in the creation process.

Note:  Note: If you add a ruling item to the map via drag and drop, the appropriate event object types for input and output
ports will be pre-selected automatically. After finishing the wizard, the ruling item will be added automatically to the new rule
service.

• Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 1: Define the name and description of the new rule service. The identifier is created
automatically, although, you can unlock the identifier and change it manually.

Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 1
• Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 2: Define the input ports for the rule service. Make sure to select all event object types

needed to define the rule conditions, like triggering events of event conditions and condition cases.
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Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 2
• Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 3: Define the output ports for the rule service. For response events generated by the

ruling item, an output port has to be defined in order to forward those events.

Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 3
• Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 4: Allows you to define auto-publishing ports, representing additional output ports that

publish events independently from the internal event service behavior.
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Rule Service Creation Wizard Step 4

After finishing the wizard, the new rule service is added to the map.

 Adding and removing system rules and rule spaces to/from a rule service

• Add: To process rules in a rule service, system rules and rule spaces can be added to an existing rule service via drag and
drop. Locate the system rule or rule space in the EventBase model panel and drag it onto the 'Rule Service' in the map.
System rules and rule spaces are separated by a line in the list of ruling items of the rule service graph whereas the system
rules are above the rule spaces (see Figure "Rule service context menu").

Add rules to a rule service
• Change the process order: The order of the processed rules inside a rule service can also be changed via drag-and-drop.
• Remove: To remove a system rule or rule space from the rule service, right click the desired item and select 'Remove

System Rule / Rule Space' from the appearing context menu. See the screenshot below.
• Edit: The editor allows you to open a ruling item in the editor directly, as follows:

• Double-click the system rule or rule space in the map editor.
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• Right-click the system rule or rule space and select 'Open System Rule / Rule Space' from the context menu, as shown
in Figure 7.88, "Rule service context menu".

Figure 7.88. Rule service context menu

 FAQ
Q: How can I create a new system rule?

A: A system rule is part of the EventBase, therefore search
and right-click on the 'Ruling | System Rules' item in the
EventBase model panel and choose 'Add System Rule'
from the context menu. A wizard will appear and guide you
through the creation process.

Q: Is there a way to process multiple rule spaces by one rules
service?

A: Yes. To do so, drag-and drop the rule spaces from the
EventBase model panel onto the rule service in the map.

Q: How can I model a decision based on a score value?

A: Either use score write actions or use the 'Variable' field of
an existing score read action to read the score from the data
base. Afterwards, the value of the score can be accessed
within EA expressions like a constant during the further
evaluation process of the rule instance.

Q: Can I use a system rule in a rule space?

A: No, but you can use ruling logic of a rule space in a system
rule. To do so, create a sub pattern in the system rule with an
event pattern which contains the ruling logic.

Q: When I login to the Policy Orchestrator Web Frontend I get
the warning "User is not authorized to use the Decision web
client". Why?

A: The message indicates, that your user neither has the rule
administrator role nor the rule operator role. You need to
have at least one of these two rules to be able to login to
the web frontend. Roles of a user can be changed in the
management perspective in the Modelling Studio.

80 Event correlation
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 Introduction
The "instant" of an event is relative to the time granularity that is needed or desired. Thus, certain activities that are of short
duration relative to the time granularity are represented as a single event. An activity spanning some significant period of time
is represented by the interval between two or more events. For example, an order review might have a "begin-review" and
"end-review" event pair. Similarly, a workitem in a workitem list could be represented by the three events: "enter-worklist",
"start-processing" and "end-processing".

Correlated events in an event stream

The illustration above schematically shows a stream of events containing, amongst others, "begin-review" and "end-review"
events. A review activity spans exactly from one "task-started" event to the corresponding "task-completed" event, whereby a
matching ID indicates that two events relate to the same activity instance.

Business metrics or business rules require a set of related events for the processing. The related events often stream into the
system at different points in time. To deliver metrics or evaluate rules with minimal delay, a mechanism to continuously
gather related event data is needed that allows triggering the event processing as soon as sufficient event data is available. A
simple event correlation example is the calculation of business activity processing times where event pairs of when an activity
started and finished have to be collected. As soon as a business activity completes, the processing time can be calculated. This
example requires a mechanism for holding event data for a certain time interval. Such a mechanism is provided by Decision,
referred to as event correlation.

 Challenges of correlation

Several factors contribute to turning event correlation into a challenging and complex task:

• Events can occur in various source systems, producing events in different formats that must be captured with minimal
latency and minimal operational system impact.

• Late arriving events due to network failures or downtimes of operational systems within heterogeneous and distributed
software environments can be common situations that have to be considered for the event correlation.

• Only relevant event data for applications and users must be unified, transformed, and cleansed before they are correlated. In
many situations, only a small set of selected event attributes are needed for the correlation.

• Correlated events can occur at different points in time, requiring the temporary storage of correlated event data that is
transparent for applications.

• Correlated events can be analyzed and processed by multiple components to calculate business metrics or to discover
irregularities in the business process.

 Fundamental event correlation principles
The subsequent sections summarize the essential principles upon which the event correlation functions.

 Basis for event relations

Each event occurring somewhere in a business environment contains attributes capturing context information that give
character to the specific occurrence of that type of event. Such attributes can contain arbitrary information: data associated with
an event, the tangible result of an action in a business environment (e.g., the result of an approval decision), or simply a time
stamp of when the event occurred.

For single events, the context information provided by event attributes can be used to define relationships with other events.
Event correlation is therefore always based on event relations extracted from event attributes whose values determine whether
certain events relate to each other.
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 Correlation sets and correlation sessions

Policy Orchestrator uses so-called correlation sets for defining relationships between events. Figure "Correlation Sets"
illustrates this method of correlating events in a stream of events: Each event corresponds to an event object type T, S, M,
etc. and contains several attributes A1, A2, B1, etc. which are used for defining relationships between events. For defining
these relationships, a correlation set is specified, containing a set of selectors, each selector being responsive to an event of
a certain type and extracting one or more attributes therefrom. The notation for the correlation set in the following figure is
A1(T)=C1(M), meaning that the attribute A1 of event object type T has to correspond to the attribute C1 of event object type
M. During the correlation process, correlation sets are applied to event streams and events are assessed as correlating events if
the attributes so extracted by the responding selectors match.

Correlation Sets

In other words, the relationship between events is expressed by a correlation set which includes a set of selectors for extracting
the elements from an event of a certain event object type.

Data extracted from events by correlation set selectors can be used to create or activate a data container in the form of a
correlation session for storing arbitrary session data, which is done by the Policy Orchestrator correlation service.
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Correlation sessions

In figure "Correlation sessions", an event stream with a correlation of two event object types is shown: events of type T that
include an attribute A1 and events of type M that include an attribute C1. Let's assume that we use the attribute A1 and C1 for
correlating the events. In this case, we will create a separate correlation session for each different value of the attribute A1 and
C1. For instance, in the above figure session 1 is managing data items for all events of type T that have an attribute A1 with the
value 5 and all events of type M that have an attribute C1 also with the value 5. This means in particular:

• Elements of an event context (such as event attributes) can be used to define a relationship between events of different
event object types.

• This relationship is defined by a correlation set which has selectors for attributes of certain event object types. If these
selectors are applied to successive events and the selected values for an entire selection tuple match, the events are
correlated.

• The selectors extract attribute data from events, which is used to create or activate a data container called "correlation
session" for storing data of correlated events.

The data items of correlation sessions can include entire event objects, extracted event attributes, or also external data items
that are required for the event processing. For instance, for the calculation of metrics about a business process, sessions can
be utilized to store event data of a business process' instances that are uniquely identified by a process instance ID. For each
process instance ID, a separated correlation session can be created during the event processing to gather runtime data about the
business process instance. The data items in the correlation sessions might include event attributes, or also external data that is
needed for calculating a business metric.

 Correlation sessions and transactions

During the event processing, event services can create, destroy and change correlation sessions. In the following, we will
first introduce an example of an event service making use of correlation, before explaining the system behavior regarding
correlation sessions and transaction management.
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 Sample application

Figure 8.4, "The cycle time correlation example" sketches an event processing map and the principle of correlation session
access for event services. The simple application is designed to calculate the cycle time of business activities (tasks).

Note:  Note: The following example is described in greater detail in the 'Event correlation' tutorial, providing step-by-step
instructions on how to implement it.

Figure 8.4. The cycle time correlation example

An event adapter captures events that indicate whether a certain task was started ('Task Started' event object type) or completed
('Task Completed' event object type). These events are forwarded to a sense socket which is an interface between event
adapters and map components, e.g. the Cycle Time Service. Each of these events identifies the task instance via an 'ID'
attribute and in addition, a timestamp is stored (1). The Cycle Time Service calculates, according to its name, the cycle time for
each task instance and sends it to a logging service.

In this example the 'Task Started' and 'Task Completed' events are correlated based on a correlation set defined for the Cycle
Time Service containing selectors for the 'ID' attribute of the 'Task Started' and 'Task Completed' events.

When a 'Task Started' event is received by the event service, a new correlation session is instantiated by the system (2) and
can be used during the event processing. When a 'Task Completed' event containing the same instance ID is received, the
correlation session is reactivated by the system and the event service can use the data within the correlation session for
the calculation of the cycle time (cycle time = timestamp 'Task Completed' - timestamp 'Task Started' ). After the metric
calculation, the correlation session is invalidated in order to indicate to the system that the session is no longer needed (3).
Every correlation session created for a specific instance ID stores a timestamp about the start time of the business task. Many
correlation sessions can exist at the same time.

 Transaction handling

In the previous example, correlation sessions are created, accessed, modified and destroyed. These operations are done in
context of other processing steps. For example, for calculating the cycle time the following steps are performed: 1) extraction
of the event attribute 'instance ID' by means of the respective selector which has responded to the event object type identifier
for 'Task Completed' events, 2) access correlation session for retrieving the timestamp of the correlating 'Task Started' event,
3) calculation of the cycle time, 4) destruction of the correlation session, and 5) publishing of the cycle time as a new event
(in this example transmitted to a log service. In order to ensure consistency, all of these steps are performed atomic in a single
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transaction. If one of the steps fails, the transaction is rolled back. For instance, if the publishing of the cycle time as a new
event fails, the correlation session destruction and all previous steps are also undone by a rollback of the transaction.

 Correlation sessions and time windows

The processing of recent data or data with certain freshness is often a requirement for the event stream processing. An example
would be the processing of recent phone call data of a particular customer within a certain period of time (e.g. several hours or
days). A correlation session can help in this scenario to detect fraud patterns by 1) collecting and processing the most recent
call data and 2) correlating the phone call events and other technical or commercial events of a particular customer.

Figure 8.5. Sliding time window for correlated events

Correlation sessions are a simple but effective mechanism for capturing and processing the data of a moving time window.
Figure 8.5, "Sliding time window for correlated events" Illustrates an event stream with sliding time windows. Correlation
sessions based on event object types can be configured to hold their session data only for a certain time interval. When data
items are added to the session, they can have a lifetime assigned to them. After attaching the data items to the session, the
data items will stay in the session until they expire. Expired data items will automatically be removed from the session by the
correlation session service. Since the data items only stay in the correlation session for a certain period of time, the correlation
session holds data from a time window that moves along with the most recent event.

Figure 8.6. Expiring data with correlation sessions

Figure 8.6, "Expiring data with correlation sessions" shows an example of a correlation session with five data items. Three of
these data items have a defined lifetime causing them to expire after a certain period of time. The other two data items (data
items 2 and 4) are permanent and do not expire. The lifetime of the data items is individually monitored by the correlation
session service, and it will automatically remove the expired data item such as data item 1.
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The lifetime of data items can be defined programmatically or declaratively in the configuration. If data items are added
programmatically, developers can individually assign different lifetimes to the data items. In other words, this mechanism
allows them to control for each data item how long it should be available for future event stream processing.

For performing time window operations, the current data in the correlation session is always being processed. Therefore,
operations that access a correlation session do not have to care about filtering the correct set of data for a time window.

 Event processing tasks depending on correlation
Policy Orchestrator uses event correlation for two tasks:

• Managing shared event data with correlation sessions
• Synchronizing the processing in event services

For both tasks, a user needs to model correlation sets which are a prerequisite for correlating the events. In the following, we
discuss the configuration of correlation sessions in detail.

 Correlation modelling in the Modelling Studio
In the following, the fundamental tasks for setting up event correlation and enabling correlation session management are
described, including explanations on how to define a correlation set.

 Accessing correlation session data in event services
The example  "Accessing correlation sessions" shows how to write data to a session and access it. The example is based on the
event object types for shipment events presented above: If a 'Shipment Started' event is processed, its attribute 'Time' is stored
in the session; when processing a 'Shipment Received' event object, this value is read from the session. Policy Orchestrator
automatically manages correlation sessions in order guarantee that correlated events always access the same session.

using System;
using UC4.Decision.Runtime.Application;
using UC4.Decision.Core.Event;
 
namespace ...
{
        public class ShipmentService : EventService
        {
               [EventProcessing("eventobjecttype://.../ShipmentStarted")]
 
               public void ProcessShipmentStarted(EventObject shipmentStarted)
               {

                       Session["started"] = shipmentStarted.GetAttribute<DateTime>("Time"); (1)

               }
 
               [EventProcessing("eventobjecttype://.../ShipmentReceived")]
 
               public void ProcessShipmentReceived(EventObject shipmentReceived)
               {

                        DateTime started = (DateTime)Session["started"]; (2)

                        ....

                        Session.Invalidate(); (3)

                }
        }
}
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(1) Temporarily store data in the session. Session data is kept in a
hashtable, the data can be accessed via Session["variable"].

(2) Read session data.

(3) Invalidate the session: the current session gets destroyed,
including the destruction of the session data.

Accessing correlation sessions

Note:  Note: A complete example for working with correlation sessions is given in the quickstart tutorial 'Event correlation'.

 FAQ
Q: What happens if I run an EventBase concurrently on several

worker nodes and two instances of an event service try to
access the same correlation session?

A: In this case, the service instance first accessing the session
checks this session out, causing it to be locked for other
service instances. After finishing the session operations, the
event service returns the session to the system.

Q: Can one correlation set contain more than one correlation
tuple?

A: Yes, a correlation set can contain multiple correlation tuples,
whereby each tuple is allowed to define arbitrary correlation
data.

Q: If a correlation set contains several correlation tuples, is a
session instantiated for each tuple?

A: No, correlation sessions are bound to a complete correlation
set and one session is instantiated if all the selectors defined
for the correlation set match. In case of multiple correlation
tuples, this means that all of these tuples are evaluated, and a
session is instantiated only if the containing correlation data
matches for every single tuple.

Q: Is it possible to activate correlation settings without defining
a correlation set?

A: Yes. If no correlation set is defined, a single correlation
session will be created by the system for all received events.

Q: How can I access (read and write) correlation session data
within an event service implementation?

A: Yes, an event service implementation can access the data of
a correlation session. Please refer to Section 8.5, "Accessing
correlation session data in event services " for an example of
how to read and write session data.

Q: In case of a system failure, do correlation sessions get lost?
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A: This depends on the correlation settings defined for the event
service: if the Persistent Sessions flag is set to true, session
data will be stored to the database and can be recovered in
case of a system failure, otherwise the session data will be
lost. Please note that persisting session data may influence the
correlation performance.

Q: What happens if an event service accesses a correlation
session after it expired?

A: When a correlation session expires, it will be removed from
the system. If an event service accesses a correlation session
after it expires, it will be recreated.

Q: Are there any limitations for the data stored in correlation
sessions?

A: Data stored in correlation sessions must be serializable.
The correlation service uses serialization for moving the
correlation session data between the worker nodes.

 See also
• Section 9.2, "Event services"
• Section 17.1, "Event service API"

81 Managing components

Components make up an integral part of Policy Orchestrator solutions, encapsulating and implementing the program logic of
event processing EventBases. The fundamental components are:

• Event Services - make up the core working unit of every EPM allowing to add arbitrary program logic to an event
processing cycle based upon customized implementations.

• Event Adapters - serve as communication interfaces for a Policy Orchestrator EventBase, capable of capturing raw event
data from the surrounding business environment.

• Event Transformers - transform raw input data captured by an event adapter into processable events
• Schedulers - support a timed execution of certain tasks by generating 'Timer' events at precisely defined times that can be

used to trigger other services.

Each component is based upon a custom implementation - that is specified during the creation of a component. Once a
component was created, an arbitrary number of instances of this component can be used within event processing maps. The
Policy Orchestrator product suite comes with a set of components (event services, event adapters, event transformers, and a
scheduler), the implementation of custom components is described in Chapter 18, Component implementation.

The following terms are frequently used in the context of components and likely to mistake:

• Implementing a component - programming the internal component implementation as an assembly derived from the event
service, event adapter or event transformer base classes

• Creating a component - adding a new component to the component catalog based upon a finished implementation
(assembly).

• Using a component - inserting a component instance (of a component that is already registered in the catalog) into a map
and integrating it to the event object flow.

 General component concepts
The subsequent sections contain information on general Policy Orchestrator concepts and features applyable for every type of
component on catalog level or on map level. These concepts include:

• Parameters - allow you to pass values and settings to components; Parameters can either be simple string key/value pairs or
they can be typed, enabling the definition of data types for parameters as well as enumeration parameters that allow only a
predefined set of values.
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• Ports - define typed input and output channels for all components to model the event flow.
• Filters - facilitate a filtering of events before receiving, publishing or transmitting them via defined criterias.
• Modifiers - enable a declarative modification of event objects (and their attribute values) before consuming, publishing or

retransmitting them.

The definition and usage of these elements does not differ among all components supporting them.

 Parameters

 Introduction

Parameters are key/value pairs represented by the native System.String type, which allow you to pass values and settings
to components used within Decision. Such parameters can determine the component's behavior in the context of a specific
business solution; they can be used to define user credentials (i.e. for a MSMQ adapter or response service user name and
password to access a queue), commonly used 'variable' values, or component settings. Most of the default components come
with a defined set of parameters that can be provided by the user to customize the components and enable their communication
to the local environment while modelling a solution within the Modelling Studio.

An extension to the basic concept of string parameters is provided by so-called 'typed parameters', which offer the possibility
to define data types as well as to use Policy Orchestrator data sources and resources for parameters.

 Definition of parameters in the Modelling Studio

Parameters can be defined for the following units within the Policy Orchestrator environment:

• EventBases
• Maps
• Components

Parameters that are defined for an EventBase can be accessed by all elements within this application, whereas map-level
parameters can be used by all inserted map components, and component parameters are defined for one specific component
only.

Note:  Note: Parameters defined for a map are accessible by the implementation of every component on the map. Such
parameters won't be displayed in the Modelling Studio if a component is inserted into this specific map with the defined
parameters.

 Defining parameters for EventBases

During the creation of an application, parameters can be specified in the EventBase Creation Wizard. You can directly fill in
your key/value pairs into the table; these parameters can be read by every element within the EventBase.
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Figure 9.1. Define parameters for an application

 Defining parameters for maps

For maps, the definition of parameters is similar to the definition of parameters for applications. In the Map Creation Wizard,
simply enter your parameter definitions to the corresponding panel grid. You can now access these parameters in your
component implementations.

 Defining component parameters

For components, there exist two levels on which to define parameters: on the component catalog level, which means that
these parameters are defined for the component itself, and on component map level, meaning that the specified parameters are
applied for the component instance that is inserted into a map.

Since component parameters should always be defined in coordination with the component implementation itself (that has
to be able to process the specified parameters which may probably allow only a certain set of values for a parameter), the
common process is to define all allowed parameters in the component implementation (described in the subsequent sections)
and to set or change the parameter values on the component map level when an instance of the component is inserted into the
map.

To customize parameter values at map level, drag and drop a component from the component catalog onto the map. A wizard
appears, containing, amongst other settings, a page to customize the parameters. The screenshot below shows the parameters
for the MSMQ response service.
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Figure 9.2. Component parameters: MSMQ response service

Please make sure to fill in all mandatory parameter settings, otherwise an error provider will indicate to change your settings.

Note:  Note: A list of parameters for default components can be obtained from the section Chapter 14, Policy Orchestrator
components.

 Changing parameters and parameter values

All elements that allow parameter definitions contain an entry to customize parameters in their properties bag, which can be
displayed by double-clicking the component, application or map in the catalog views. For map components, you can right-
click the shape in the editor and select Customize parameters from the context menu. An editor dialog appears that allows
customizing the parameters, equivalent to the parameter settings in the wizards.
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Figure 9.3. Parameters Property Editor

 Using parameters in component implementations

As mentioned above, the main purpose of parameters is to customize and parameterize the behavior of components and to
specifically configure every instance of a component within an EPM (event processing map). This section outlines the usage of
parameters within component implementations.

The main issue in this context is how to access parameter values that are set in the Modelling Studio within the component
implementation. The listing below shows an example of an event service that needs to access two parameters: 'SampleParam1'
and 'SampleParam2', whereas the second parameter is optional. Assuming that the parameter values have been specified
within the Modelling Studio, the event service can access them within its process() method using its property 'Parameters':

namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Sample {
 
public class SampleService : EventService {
        [...]
        public override void Process(EventObject eventToProcess)
        {
                [...]
                lParam1 = Parameters["SampleParam1"];
(1)
                if (Parameters.Contains("SampleParam2))
(2)
                {
                        lParam2 = Parameters["SampleParam"];
                }
        }

(1) Read the parameter with the key 'SampleParam1'.
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(2) Check if the 'SampleParam2' is set before trying to read it,
since it is optional.

Note:  Note that the values of parameters are represented by the native System.String type. If a service needs a different type, it
has to convert the value accordingly, e.g. using the Int32.Parse() method.

 Typed parameters
 General introduction and purpose

The basic parameter concept described above uses simple key/value pairs represented by the native System.String type
to specify parameters. Typed parameters overcome this limitation, offering a compatible and type-safe way to define
parameters represented by base .Net runtime types, such as System.Int32 or System.Boolean or extended types like
UC4.Decision.Core.Common.IDataSource (for data source parameters) and UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase.IResource (for
resource parameters).

In addition, every parameter can be defined as being mandatory and associated with a default value. Validators can be assigned
allowing further refinement, e.g. limiting the value of a System.Int32 parameter to a defined range.

Typed parameters are used by event services, event transformers and event adapters.

 Defining typed parameters and validators

Typed parameters, as well as the validators which are to be attached to a parameter, can be defined by tagging a component
class with some predefined attributes.

 Defining a typed parameter

For the code listing below, we assume to have an event service called SampleService, and we intend to define three typed
parameters--a string value, a numeric value and an enumeration.

Note:  Note: In order to obtain further information on the implementation of event services, please see section Section 17.1,
"Event service API".

In the first step, we will specify the namespace and an enumerator object.

namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Sample {
 

public enum SampleEnum { (1)

        SampleValueA,
        SampleValueB
}
        [...]

(1) Define an enum object we can use as a parameter type.

In the next step, we will specify three typed parameters, namely, 'SampleParam1' of type System.String, 'SampleParam2' of
type System.Int32 and 'SampleParam3' of type SampleEnum (the enum type we have defined above). Furthermore, we will
specify the 'SampleParam1' to be mandatory and assign it a default value of "SomeValue".

[DefineParameter("SampleParam1", typeof(System.String), IsMandatory = true, Default =

"SomeValue")] (1)

[DefineParameter("SampleParam2", typeof(System.Int32)] (2)

[DefineParameter("SampleParam3", typeof(SampleEnum)] (3)

 
public class SampleServive : EventService {
        [...]

(1) Definition of a string parameter that is mandatory and has a
specified default value.

(2) A numeric parameter of type System.Int32 that is not
mandatory.
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(3) Specify a parameter of our self- defined SampleEnum type.

The named parameters IsMandatory and Default are optional and can be omitted. The default value of the IsMandatory
parameter is "false", whereas if no Default value is specified, the parameter value will be String.EmptyString.

Currently, the following types are supported and can be used as typed parameters:

• Any enum types
• System.Boolean
• System.Byte
• System.Char
• System.DateTime
• System.Decimal
• System.Double
• System.Int16
• System.Int32
• System.Int64
• System.SByte
• System.Single
• System.UInt16
• System.UInt32
• System.UInt64
• System.Enum
• System.IO.FileInfo
• System.IO.DirectoryInfo
• System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates.X509Certificate2
• UC4.Decision.Core.Common.IDataSource
• UC4.Decision.Core.EventBase.Rules.IRuleSet
• UC4.Decision.Core.EventBase.EventBaseDescription
• UC4.Decision.Core.Event.EAExpression.EAExpression
• UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase.IResource

Every parameter type can also be defined as array parameter (e.g. Int32[]).

 Parameter validation

It is possible to assign validators to a parameter definition to facilitate an automatic check of specified parameter values as
soon as they are set. The validation takes place every time the parameter value changes. The following types of validators are
available for parameters:

• RangeParameterValidator - checks on whether a numeric parameter value is in between a defined value range.

Syntax

[AttachValidator("ParameterName", typeof(RangeParameterValidator), "min!max")]

Example

[AttachValidator("SampleParam2", typeof(RangeParameterValidator), "20!50")]

• RegExParameterValidator - validates a parameter value against a regular expression

Syntax

[AttachValidator("ParameterName", typeof(RegExParameterValidator, "expression")]
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[AttachValidator("E-Mail", typeof(RegExParameterValidator, "^\w+@[a-zA-Z_]+?\.[a-zA-Z]
{2,3}$")]

Example

Example: Above we defined a typed parameter 'SampleParam2' of type System.Int32. We will
now refine the definition in order to only accept values between 20 and 50 for this parameter. Such
refinements can be defined by attaching a range validator to the parameter as shown in the following code
snippet:

[...]

[DefineParameter("SampleParam1", typeof(System.String), IsMandatory = true, Default = "SomeValue")]

[DefineParameter("SampleParam2", typeof(System.Int32)]

[DefineParameter("SampleParam3", typeof(SampleEnum)]

[AttachValidator("SampleParam2", typeof(RangeParameterValidator), "20!50")] (1)

[...]

(1) Attaching a range validator to the parameter 'SampleParam2'.

 Using typed parameters

Due to the fact that typed parameters extend the interface of simple parameters, all above-described parameter methods for
accessing and writing parameter values can be used for typed parameters as well. To get and set a parameter's value, you can
use the following commands:

String lData = parameters["SampleParam1"];
lData = "NewValue";
parameters["SampleParam1"] = lData;

Note that when trying to write a parameter value that is of an unsuitable data type, an exception will not necessarily be thrown.
The following line of code tries to assign a string value to a typed parameter that has been defined as System.Int32 (see above).

parameters["SampleParam2"] = "SomeValue";

If the affected parameter has not been defined as being mandatory and does have a default value, the value will be reverted
to the default value, a warning will be issued and the code execution continues normally. However, please note that an
exception will be thrown if the parameter does not define a default value or has been defined as being mandatory. The same
rule applies if you try to assign a value which is rejected by any of the attached validators (e.g. trying to assign a value of 55 to
'SampleParam2' in the above sample).

Extensions of the parameter's class allow a more type-safe generic way of accessing the contained parameters, suspending
validation as well as iterating over the parameters, using a foreach statement. Please note that suspending the validation is
a rare case and should be used with care. Validation can be suspended calling SuspendValidation() and reactivated calling
ResumeValidation(). Calling SuspendValidation() and ResumeValidation() must be pairwise--each call of the first method
must have a matching call of the second one. However, validation will also resume if Validate() is being called. Furthermore,
suspending validation is not possible as soon as the component's state changes to StartedState. The following code listing
demonstrates different methods accessing the parameter 'SampleParam2':

int lValue = parameters.GetAs<Int32>("SampleParam2");
parameters.SetAs<Int32>("SampleParam2") = 42;
 
[...]
 
BaseParameter lParam = parameters.GetParameter("SampleParam2");
int lValue = lParam.GetAs<Int32>();
lParam.SetAs<Int32>(lValue);
 Working with typed parameters

Typed parameters are available and active not only at runtime, but also while designing a solution within the Modelling
Studio. In Section 9.1.1.2.3, "Defining component parameters", a screenshot of the parameter settings for the MSMQ response
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service was shown, containing 3 mandatory (Queue, SendMode and Persistent) as well as two optional parameters (User
and Password). Please note that SendMode is a System.Enum whose values are provided within a drop-down selector to
easily choose a valid value. Parameters which are defined for instance as IResource, IDataSource and System.Boolean will
be displayed accordingly, offering available resources and data sources. Deleting or omitting mandatory values will lead to
an exception notifying the user which values have to be entered. Entering values that do not match, either because of type
incompatibility (e.g. trying to use a string for a parameter of System.Int32) or because they do not satisfy ranges defined by an
attached validator, will also lead to an exception, notifying the user that the validation of the entered value has failed.

 Logical model and purpose

Parameters are useful if you need to customize components with variable values and settings such as user credentials, data
source settings, etc. that depend on the environment where the component is used. In this way, parameters keep component
implementations generic and reusable within several EventBases without modifying the code or hard-coding parameterizable
settings.

Typed parameters offer a useful extension to common string key/value pairs, since they allow you to use additional data types
for parameters, which guarantees an implicit evaluation of the specified parameter values. Enumerations can help to allow only
a customized set of values to be selected as a value for the parameter, and validators can further refine the range of allowed
values.

 FAQ

Q: How can I define a parameter within an event service as
being a resource or data source?

A: In order to do so, define the parameter's type as
typeof(IResource), respectively, typeof(IDataSource).

Q: If I define a parameter of type IDataSource, what can I
specify as its default value?

A: If you define a data source parameter, its value can be the
identifier of an existing data source within the EventBase.

Q: Which elements can have parameters?

A: Parameters can be defined for EventBases, maps and
components, whereas the concept of typed parameters is
currently available only for component implementations.

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"
• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"
• Section 9.3, "Event adapters"
• Section 14.3.3, "MSMQ event adapter"
• Section 17.1, "Event service API"
• Chapter 11, Resources

 Ports

 Introduction

Ports are an integral part of the Decision event processing model, since they define typed input and output channels for all
components. Ports enable the usage of connections to model the event flow between event adapters, event services and hubs.
Ports are not stand-alone components, but extend the functionality of hubs, event services and event adapters by attaching
output channels for events that are published by these components.

Note:  Note: In fact, ports cannot be attached directly to event adapters, since each event adapter needs an event transformer
that processes the raw input data from the adapter. Therefore, output ports are specified for the event transformers and, as soon
as they are assigned to an adapter, the adapter will have all output ports of the transformers at its disposal.
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Each port has a defined event object type that specifies the type of event that can be published or received over this port.
During the creation of components, an arbitrary amount of ports - either input or output ports - can be attached. The following
sections summarize the usage of ports with map components and provide answers to frequently asked questions.

 Definition of a port

For event services and event transformers, the definition of input and output ports is done on the component level as soon as
the component gets registered to the component catalog, since the implementation itself has to be able to process the event
object types that are received on the input ports and published on the output ports.

The sole exception for the level on which to specify ports occurs with hubs that exist only on the map level, causing that, of
course, their ports to be specified on the map level, too. Furthermore, special ports - so-called auto publishing ports - can be
defined for event services on the map level.

The following description summarizes how to attach input and output ports to an event service; the process remains the same
for event transformers and hubs.

 Managing ports in the Modelling Studio
 Defining ports during the event service creation

As mentioned above, for event services, ports are defined on the component level either directly when adding the service to the
catalog or by changing the properties of an existing event service. In the first case, step 3 of the Event Service Creation Wizard
allows you to specify the input ports. Since every port is bound to exactly one event object type, all event object types that
are supported by the event service implementation (and that are needed for the EventBase) can be selected from the catalog to
create a corresponding input port.

Figure 9.4. Event Service Creation Wizard: define input ports

The definition of output ports works in the same matter, again allowing you to select all event object types the service should
be able to publish.

After inserting the event service into the map, the input and output ports are represented by small bullets at each side of the
event service shape. If more than 2 input or output ports are defined, the event service will be displayed in a collapsed state (1).
You can expand the event service by clicking the arrow buttons beside the event service title to display all available ports (2).
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Figure 9.5. Event service with several input and output ports

Tip:  Tip: Move the mouse over a port bullet in order to display its event object type.

 Editing ports of an existing component

If a component has no existing dependencies (an example of a dependency would be an event transformer that is assigned
to an event adapter in the catalog), its properties can be edited on the component level. Double-click the component in the
component catalog to load its properties to the properties panel. The figure below shows the properties of an event service. The
entries for input and output ports allow changing the list of ports and performing additional settings.

Figure 9.6. Event service properties

On the map level, simply double-click the shape you want to edit on the map to reveal the properties.

The Ports Editor allows, besides the selection and deselection of in- and output ports, to assign filters and modifiers directly
to a port. For further instructions on how to use filters and modifiers, please see Section 9.1.3, "Filters" and Section 9.1.4,
"Modifiers". Please note that when you open the Ports Editor of an event service on the map level, you cannot add or remove
ports, so in the editor, only the ports that were defined during the event service creation process are listed and can be edited.
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Figure 9.7. Ports Editor dialog

 Description of a port in the XML EventBase definition

On the component level, the input and output ports of a component are defined in the component library of an application
(ComponentLibrary.xml). For event services and event adapters, the ports can be defined using the tags 'InputPort' and
'OutputPort', each having a 'typeUri' attribute that holds the catalog URI of the port's event object type.

<EventService uri="eventservice://TestDomain/MyEventService"
                             displayName="My Event Service"
                             implementationType="..">
        <InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObject" />
        <InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/AnotherEventObject" />
        <OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyOutputEventObject" />
</EventService>

For hubs, the definition of input and output ports has an equivalent structure, but the definition of the ports is contained in the
EventBase.xml directly where the ports are defined within a map.

 Logical model and purpose

Ports are fundamental elements in the map modelling process, equipping components with "docking points", making them
connectable to other elements on a map. Ports are always bound to a certain event object type that can be either a concrete or a
virtual event object type. They allow the assignment of filters and modifiers that are applied in the ordering they are assigned.

 FAQ

Q: I have created an event service and defined one input and
output port. After inserting this event service into a map,
I double-clicked it to load its properties and, in the Ports
Editor, I would like to add an additional output port, but
none of my event object types are listed and can be selected.
Where is the problem?
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A: Actually there is no problem: You can add or remove input
and output ports only on the component level; on the map
level, you can only assign filters and modifiers to already
existing ports. Please change the ports for the event service
in the component catalog, and afterwards re-insert the event
service into the map.

Q: I have defined 4 input ports for my event service, but only
two ports are displayed on the map.

A: By default, component shapes on the map are displayed in a
collapsed state, which means that only 2 ports are displayed
directly. You can expand the shape to display all available
ports by clicking the small arrow button on the right side of
the component title in the map shape.

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"
• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"
• Section 9.3, "Event adapters"
• Section 5.7.5.5, "Hubs"

 Filters

 Introduction

Filters are designed to filter events emitted or received on component's input and output ports, or transmitted over a map's
connections to control the event flow within an EPM. They facilitate a preselection of events to be processed by event services
by omitting events containing unsuitable data.

The event filtering is based on an arbitrary XPath expression for evaluating considerations for event object attributes.

Filters can be defined on several levels: Components and hubs allow the assignment of filters for input and output ports to filter
events on emission or receipt. In addition, filters can be assigned to connections to filter events on transmission.

 Managing filters in the Modelling Studio

Filters can be defined for:

• Input and output ports of components on the component catalog or map level
• Input and output ports of hubs
• Connections

The subsequent sections describe how to define and edit filters for these items using the  Modelling Studio.

 Creating filters

The  Modelling Studio offers an integrated editor for the definition of filters. This Filter Editor can be accessed differently,
depending on the level for creating the filters:

Assigning filters to component ports on the catalog level:

1. Double-click the component in the components view to load its properties to the properties view.
2. Locate the input/output ports property entry and click the '...' button to edit the ports using the Ports Editor.
3. In the Ports Editor, select the corresponding event object type on the left to display its properties.
4. The ports properties contain an entry named 'Filters'; pressing the '...' labeled button opens the Filter Editor.
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Figure 9.8. Ports roperties in Ports Editor

Assigning filters to ports on the map level:

1. For event services, event adapters (with assigned transformers) and hubs, right-click the corresponding input or output port
on the map (ports are represented by small bullets) and select Customize Filters ... from the context menu.

Figure 9.9. Ports context menu: customize filters

Assigning filters to connections:

1. Connections have a context menu similar to the ports context menu shown above. Right-click the connection for which you
want to change the filter settings, and select Customize Filters ... from the context menu.
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Figure 9.10. Connections context menu: customize filters

 The Filter Editor

The Filter Editor allows creating, editing and deleting filters of a certain item (a specific port or a connection). The editor
displays a list of assigned filters on the left, and the properties of a selected filter on the right. Please note that the order of the
filters can probably be decisive for the filtering process, so it can be changed using the 'up' and 'down' buttons at the bottom of
the filters list.

To create a new filter, click the Add button.

Figure 9.11. Filter Editor: Create a new filter

The actual filtering condition can be specified via an EA or XPath expression:

1. In the properties list, scroll to the Condition Type property and select EAExpressionSelector.
2. Go to the Expression property and enter a valid EA expression as filter expression.
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Figure 9.12. Filter Editor: Edit filter expression

Filters allow you to use arbitrary EA or XPath expressions for event filtering. The example provided in the screenshot above
checks for the event object attribute 'Total' to be greater than 1000 using the expression:

Severity>3

Only events fulfilling this condition will pass through the filter.

Further information on EA expressions please refer to Section 5.4, "Event access expressions". The XPath syntax and
functions can be obtained from the Microsoft XPath Reference.

 XML description of filters

In the Application.xml, the XML based application description, filters can be assigned to ports and connections
inside a map. The XML representation of a filter consists of a 'Filter' tag enclosing an optional 'Description' and the
'EAExpressionCondition'. The 'Filter' tag has several attributes: an 'identifier' and the 'typeUri' are mandatory, specifying
an internal ID for the filter and the event object type the filter applies to. Events of other event object types will not be sent
through the filter. The 'displayName' is optional. It is used in the Modelling Studio for a better understanding of the map.

<Filter identifier="myAlertFilter"
              typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AlertAndTicketManagement/Alert"
              displayName="Alert Filter">
        <EAExpressionCondition>Severity&gt;3</EAExpressionCondition>
</Filter>

The sub item for an expression (e.g. 'EAExpressionCondition') is mandatory. It holds the filter condition evaluating to a
Boolean value. If the expression evaluates to true for an event sent through the filter, it will pass through it, otherwise it will be
omitted.

Note:  Note: Comparators like '<' or ' >' have to be replaced by their corresponding representations &lt; resp. &gt; to keep the
XML file valid.

 Assigning filters to a connection

For connections, filters are defined after the 'From' and the 'To' tag:

...
<Connection>

http://windowssdk.msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms256115.aspx
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        <From>
                <MapElement identifier="..." typeUri="..."/>
        </From>
        <To>
                <MapElement identifier="..." typeUri="..."/>
        </To>
        <Filter typeUri="..." displayName="..." identifier="...">
                <EAExpressionCondition> ... </EAExpressionCondition>
        </Filter>
</Connection>
...
 Assigning filters to a port

To assign a filter to an input or output port of a map component, insert a 'Filter' tag inside the corresponding 'OutputPort' or
'InputPort' tag.

<OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AlertAndTicketManagement/Alert">
        <Filter identifier="filter1"
                     typeUri="eventobjecttype://Examples/AlertAndTicketManagement/Alert">
                <EAExpressionCondition>Severity&gt;3</EAExpressionCondition>
        </Filter>
</OutputPort>

 Logical model and purpose

Filters allow, as their name suggests, a filtering of events based on arbitrary EA or XPath expressions. The filter expression
must be designed to return a Boolean value: If the expression evaluates to true, the event will pass the filter, otherwise it will
be rejected. Each filter defines an event object type: only compatible events will be filtered, and other events won't be affected
by the filter.

A filter can close a port or connection for unsuitable events. Filtered events do not get lost, but are handled the same way as if
the retransmission is impossible for some reason: For a hub, this means that if an event cannot get republished on one of the
available output ports (due to filters or incompatible event object types), it will get published on its XOR port, and for event
services an exception event will occur as soon as an event cannot be retransmitted somewhere inside the map.

It is possible to manually design an alternative processing way for filtered events: If one connection filters certain events, you
can create a second connection to another map component having an 'inverse' filter to redirect those events rejected by the first
filter.

 Order of filter utilization

Filters are applied in the following order:

1. Filters assigned to the output port of the event emitting component.
2. Filters assigned to the connection.
3. Filters assigned to the input port of the receiving component.

In addition, filters are always applied before modifiers at each of the above-listed stages, so in order for modifiers to take effect
on the filtering process, they have to be defined earlier; for example, by defining a modifier for the output port of a component
and a filter for the connection.

 Filters and event object type compatibility

Each filter defines an event object type specifying the compatible event objects. The filter is applied if either the event object
type of the filter fits an emitted event or vice versa (the event object type of the emitted event fits the event object type of the
filter). This is crucial in case of using virtual event object types, since a virtual event object type and its base types will match
as well (in both directions), and the filter will be applied.

 FAQ

Q: Do filtered events get lost?
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A: No, it is not possible to lose any events. For filters assigned
to the output ports of a hub, filtered events will get published
on the XOR port of the hub if they cannot be published on
any of the available output ports according to the general
functionality of a hub. For event services, an exception event
will occur if one event cannot be retransmitted anywhere.

Q: Is there a way to filter all events, not just events of a certain
event object type?

A: You can use the generic 'All' event object type for a filter to
apply it to arbitrary event objects, but for local filters, this is
not necessary.

Q: How can I delete a filter in the Filters Editor?

A: Right-click the corresponding filter in the filters list (of the
Filter Editor) and select 'Delete' from the context menu.

Q: Is it possible to use the XPath operators for mathematical
functions to extend the functionality of a filter?

A: Yes, the XPath filter expression may contain arbitrary
operators as long as the complete expression returns a
Boolean value.

Q: Is it possible to use filters with virtual event object types?

A: Yes. Please take a look at Section 9.1.3.4, "Logical model
and purpose" above which describes the runtime behavior of
filters in this case.

 See also

• Section 6.7, "Event processing maps"
• Section 6.7.5.4, "Connections"
• Section 9.1.2, "Ports"

 Modifiers

 Introduction

Modifiers provide an easy-to-configure mechanism for event object attribute modifications inside an EPM. Each event passing
the modifier will be changed according to defined attribute modifications. Such attribute modifications contain an EA or XPath
expression to navigate to the event object attribute and to change a value (either a fixed value or an EA or XPath expression)
that will be assigned to the corresponding attribute.

Modifiers can be assigned to ports and connections to modify events either before a component receives them, on emission of
an event (by a component), or during the event transmission over a connection.

The attribute modification process is a substitution mechanism: current event object attribute values are replaced by new
values, which can either be fixed values or EA and XPath expressions.

Each modifier may contain a set of attribute modification rules for a parallel modification of several attributes of an event
object.

 Managing modifiers in the Modelling Studio

Modifiers can be defined for:

• Input and output ports of components on the component catalog or map level
• Input and output ports of hubs
• Connections

The subsequent sections describe how to define and edit modifiers for these items using the Modelling Studio.
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 Creating modifiers

The Modelling Studio offers an integrated editor for the definition of modifiers. This Modifier Editor can be reached
differently depending on the level for creating the modifiers:

Assigning modifiers to component ports on the catalog level:

1. Double-click the component in the components view to load its properties to the properties view.
2. Locate the input/output ports property entry and click the '...' button to edit the ports using the Ports Editor.
3. In the Ports Editor, select the corresponding event object type on the left to display its properties.
4. The ports properties contain an entry named 'Modifiers'; pressing the '...' labeled button opens the Modifier Editor.

Figure 9.13. Ports properties in Ports Editor

Assigning modifiers to ports on the map level:

1. For event services, event adapters (with assigned transformers) and hubs, right-click the corresponding input or output port
on the map shape (ports are represented as small bullets) and select Customize Modifiers ... from the context menu.

Figure 9.14. Ports context menu: customize modifiers

Assigning modifiers to connections:
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1. Connections have a context menu similar to the ports context menu shown above. Right-click the connection you want to
change the modifier settings for and select Customize Modifiers ... from the context menu.

Figure 9.15. Connections context menu: customize modifiers

 The Modifier Editor

The Modifier Editor facilitates the creation, editing and deletion of modifiers assigned to a port or connection. The editor
dialog displays a list of assigned modifiers on the left and the properties of a selected modifier on the right. Please note that
the order of the modifiers can probably be decisive for the modification process. To change it, select a modifier in the list and
press the 'up' or 'down' button at the bottom of the modifier list.

To create a new (local) modifier, click the Add button.

Figure 9.16. Modifier Editor: Create new modifier

After creating the modifier, select it to display its properties. Each modifier defines exactly one event object type it applies to;
events of other event object types will be ignored.

The actual attribute modifications are held as a collection in the modifier properties and can be edited after clicking the '...'
button inside the 'Attribute Modifications' property entry, as shown in the following screenshot:
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Figure 9.17. Modifier Editor: Modifier properties

The Attribute Modification Editor appears, allowing to define the attribute modifications of the modifier.

 The Attribute Modification Editor

Each modifier defines an arbitrary number of attribute modifications. Such modifications contain an EA expression selector or
a value. This value can be:

• a concrete, fixed value (such as a number or a string) or
• an EA expression selecting (and probably manipulating) an existing event object attribute value.

Depending on the type of value you want to assign as the modified attribute value, the editor allows you to create EA
expression attribute modifications or value attribute modifications.
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Figure 9.18. Adding attribute modifications in the Attribute Modification Editor

EA expression attribute modification

An EA expression attribute modification allows using an EA expression for the substituted attribute value, thereby making it
possible to call EA expression functions for the attribute modifications and to select dynamic attribute values, such as other
event object attributes of the affected event object. After adding an EA expression attribute modification, the properties list
contains four entries:

• Set Selector Type - the type of the selector for the attribute to be modified (either EA or XPath selector).
• Set Expression - the expression used for the attribute to be modified.
• Value Selector Type - the type of the selector for value to be set (either EA or XPath selector).
• Value selector - the expression used for calculating the new value. Please note that the expression has to be defined to

return a suitable value that fits the data type of the given attribute and does not return a node set, otherwise an exception
will be thrown.
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Figure 9.19. Adding an attribute modification

Value attribute modification

A value attribute modification simply substitutes a selected event object attribute by a given, fixed value.

• Set Selector Type - the type of the selector for the attribute to be modified (either EA or XPath selector).
• Set Expression - the expression used for the attribute to be modified.
• Value - the new value for the attribute, e.g., a string.
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Figure 9.20. Adding a value attribute modification

 XML description of modifiers

In the Application.xml, the XML based application description, modifiers can be assigned to ports and connections inside a
map. The XML representation of a modifier consists of a 'Modifier' tag enclosing an optional 'Description' and an arbitrary
number of 'AttributeModification'tags. The 'Modifier' tag has several attributes: an 'identifier' and the 'typeUri' (mandatory),
specifying an internal ID for the modifier and the event object type the modifier applies to. Events of other event object types
will be ignored by the modifier. The 'displayName' is optional. It is used in the Modelling Studio for different GUI views and
editors.

<Modifier identifier="..." typeUri="eventobjecttype:///*">
        <Description>optional modifier description </Description>
                <AttributeModification>
                        ...
                </AttributeModification>
                ...
</Modifier>

The attribute modifications that are enclosed in several 'AttributeModification' tags have the following structure, depending on
their type.

• EA expression attribute modification - An 'EAExpressionSelector' tag contains the selector for the attribute to be
modified; an event value to be assigned can be read inside a 'ValueFromEvent' tag, as shown in the listing below.

<AttributeModification>
        <EAExpressionSelector>myAttribute</EAExpressionSelector>
        <ValueFromEvent>
                <EAExpressionSelector>anotherAttribute</EAExpressionSelector>
        </ValueFromEvent>
</AttributeModification>

• Value attribute modification - An 'EAExpressionSelector' tag contains the selector for the attribute to be modified, and
the new attribute value is placed inside a 'Value' tag.
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<AttributeModification>
        <EAExpressionSelector>//myAttribute</EAExpressionSelector>
        <Value>'foo'</Value>
</AttributeModification>
 Assigning modifiers to a connection

For connections, modifiers are defined after the 'From' and the 'To' tag.

<Connection>
        <From>
                <MapElement identifier="..." typeUri="..."/>
        </From>
        <To>
                <MapElement identifier="..." typeUri="..."/>
        </To>
        <Modifier identifier="..." typeUri="eventobjecttype:///*">
                <AttributeModification>
                        <EAExpressionSelector>myAttribute</EAExpressionSelector>
                        <Value>'foo'</Value>
                </AttributeModification>
        </Modifier>
</Connection>
 Assigning modifiers to a port

To assign a modifier to an input or output port of a map component, insert a 'Modifier' tag inside the corresponding
'OutputPort' or 'InputPort' tag.

<OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType">
        <Modifier identifier="..." typeUri="eventobjecttype:///*">
                <AttributeModification>
                        <EAExpressionSelector>myAttribute</EAExpressionSelector>
                        <Value>'foo'</Value>
                </AttributeModification>
        </Modifier>
</OutputPort>

 Logical model and purpose

Modifiers can be utilized to perform event object attribute modifications inside a map. For a defined event object type,
each event object passing the modifier is changed according to the attribute modifications of the modifier. Every attribute
modification is evaluated: If the attribute selector targets are valid attribute in the event object, the value of this attribute is
replaced by the defined value of the attribute modification. An exception occurs if the data type of the new attribute value is
invalid or unsuitable. The substitution value can either be fixed or it can be an EA or XPath selector, addressing another event
object attribute value to be assigned.

 Order of modifier utilization

Modifiers are applied in the following order:

1. Modifiers assigned to the output port of the event emitting component.
2. Modifiers assigned to the connection.
3. Modifiers assigned to the input port of the receiving component.

Modifications are always performed after applying assigned filters at each of the above-listed stages, so in order for modifiers
to take effect on the filtering process, they have to be defined earlier; for example, by defining a modifier for the output port of
a component and a filter for the connection.

 Modifier and event object type compatibility

Each modifier defines an event object type, specifying the compatible event objects, whereas the modification is performed
only if either the event object type of the modifier fits an emitted event or vice versa (the event object type of the emitted event
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fits the event object type of the modifier). This is crucial in case of using virtual event object types, since a virtual event object
type and its base types will match as well (in both directions), and the modifier will be applied.

 FAQ

Q: Where can I assign modifiers?

A: Modifiers can be assigned to ports (input and output ports)
and connections. Please refer to Section 9.1.4.2.1, "Creating
modifiers" above, which describes how to define modifiers
for these items.

Q: What is an attribute modification?

A: An attribute modification can be seen as a substitution rule
for exactly one event object attribute: it defines the attribute
to be replaced (via an EA or XPath selector) and a new value
to be assigned to this attribute in case a suitable event passes
the modifier.

Q: Can several event object attributes be modified concurrently?

A: Yes, one modifier can contain an arbitrary number of
attribute modifications, whereas these modifications are not
applied concurrently but in the order they are defined in the
editor or the XML.

Q: Is it possible to use modifiers with virtual event object types?

A: Yes, this is possible. Please take a look at Section 9.1.4.4,
"Logical model and purpose" above, which describes the
runtime behavior of modifiers in this case.

 See also

• Section 6.7, "Event processing maps"
• Section 6.7.5.4, "Connections"
• Section 9.1.2, "Ports"

 Event services

 Introduction

Event services perform a unit of work for EPMs allowing arbitrary program logic to be added to an event processing task.
Every event service inside a map is based on a certain implementation which performs the actual event processing. The Policy
Orchestrator runtime environment coordinates the exchange of events between event services and other map components.

Event services are components that are registered in the component catalog and can be inserted into a map. As part of a map,
they can be individually customized and connected to other map components. The Policy Orchestrator product suite comes
with a set of predefined event services that get registered automatically to your local component catalog.

Event services provide a range of settings such as correlation, synchronization, and thread control which can be customized
with specific properties. In the following, we describe these settings in detail.

 Managing event services

 Creating an event service

The creation of an event service starts with adding the assembly containing the event service implementation to the component
catalog. The event service implementation contains the event processing logic and overrides several methods from a base class
for event services.
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Note:  Note: In order to use one of the predefined event services this step can be skipped since they are automatically
registered in the catalog.

Locate the components panel and right-click a folder. From the appearing context menu, select Add...| Event Service.

Figure 9.21. Components catalog context menu: Adding an event service

The Event Service Creation Wizard will guide you through the creation process.

Step 1: Describe the event service. Please enter a display name and description for the event service. An identifier will
be automatically generated from the entered display name. If there is a need to change the autogenerated identifier (e.g a
component with the same identifier already exists), unlock the identifier input field by clicking the small 'lock' button at the
right side of the input field and change the value. Click Next> to proceed.
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Figure 9.22. Event Service Creation Wizard Step 1: General description

Step 2: Select the implementation type. As mentioned above, an event service has an implementation which has to be provided
by an assembly. The implementation and assembly can be selected in this second step of the wizard.

The combobox provides you with a collection of all implementation types that are currently known by the system. If your
assembly has not yet been added to the code repository, it can be added by clicking the Add... button and selecting the *.dll file
from your local file system. As soon as the assembly is registered, all the implementation types that are contained within the
assembly are listed in the combobox with the implementation types.

After selecting a suitable implementation type click 'Next >' to proceed.
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Figure 9.23. Event Service Creation Wizard Step 2: Select the implementation type

Step 3: Select the event object types for input ports. The purpose of event services is to process received events. To receive
events, the event service needs one or more input ports. Since every port is bound to an event object type, you have to select
the event object types which can be processed by the event service. Please select all event object types for input ports and
continue by clicking Next>.
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Figure 9.24. Event Service Creation Wizard Step 3: Selection of input ports

Step 4: Select the event object types for output ports. If your event service generates new events during the processing, these
events can be sent to other components of a map. Therefore, the event service needs output ports as a communication interface
to publish events to other services. The definition of output ports is equivalent to the input port selection performed in step 3,
so simply select the event object types that will be published by the event service and click Next> to proceed.
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Figure 9.25. Event Service Creation Wizard Step 4: Selection of output ports

Step 5: Define the initial parameters. This wizard page offers a list of initial parameters which are used by the event service for
configuration purposes. Event service parameters should be defined in the event service implementation which, as far as they
are defined as mandatory, have to be specified here. Additional parameters can be entered as simple key/value pairs.
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Figure 9.26. Event Service Creation Wizard Step 5: Initial parameters

After finishing the wizard, the newly created event service is registered in the component catalog and can now be inserted into
a map.

 Inserting an event service into a map

To insert an event service into a map, make sure that you have the map open in the editor. You can now drag and drop the
event service from the components view onto the map.

The Event Service Wizard appears, allowing you to refine the configuration of the event service.

• Step 1: Describe the event service. In this step you can change the display name and description for the event service.
Please note that all changes apply only to the inserted event service.

• Step 2: Select event object types for auto publishing ports. The second wizard page allows you to define special output
ports, so-called auto publishing ports that enable an automatic retransmission of received events. Please see section "Auto
publishing ports" for further information on auto publishing ports.

• Step 3: Define initial parameters. This wizard page shows the set of parameters which have been provided when creating an
event service. You can change the values of the provided list of parameters.

The figure below shows the graphical representation of an event service within an EPM. The service 'My event service' has one
input port and two output ports, whereby one is an auto publishing port. By default, each event service has an exception event
output port to dispatch exception events generated due to errors occurring during the event processing. It is possible to connect
this exception events output port to other event services to handle the exceptions. In addition, exception events are collected
and displayed in the exception events view of the Modelling and the Modelling Studio.
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Figure 9.27. Graphical representation of an event service

 XML description of event services

For a Policy Orchestrator application, event service descriptions exist on two levels: on the component catalog level, defining
the event service itself (this definition is contained in the ComponentLibrary.xml) and on the map level, describing one
instance of an event service inside a map.

 XML event service description on the component catalog level

This section summarizes how an event service is represented in the ComponentLibrary.xml, the XML based component library
that holds all component definitions needed within the application. The <ComponentLibrary> contains an <EventServices>
tag that can enclose several event service definitions. Such an event service description consists of an <EventService>
tag, having several attributes: the namespace, the application namespace, the URI of the event service, a display name and
the implementation type of the underlying event service implementation. An informal description can be attached inside a
<Description> tag.

<EventService xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventBase"
                              xmlns:app="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventBase"
                              uri="eventservice://TestDomain/MyEventService"
                              displayName="My Event Service"
                              implementationType="...">
        <Description>
                <![CDATA[ optional event service description ]]>
        </Description>
        ...

The <Description> tag is followed by the definition of input and output ports:

...
<InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype:///TimerEvent" />
<OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType" />
...

The 'Processing Mode' property can be set inside a <ProcessingMode> tag.

<ProcessingModel>Queued</ProcessingMode>

Optionally, correlation settings can be provided for the event service, including the definition of the correlation set. The listing
below gives an example of correlation settings and shows how they are defined in XML without explaining the parameters in
detail. Further information on correlation and correlation settings can be obtained from Chapter 8, Event correlation.

...
<CorrelationSettings>
        <CorrelationSet>
                <CorrelationTuple>
                        <CorrelationData typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType">
                                <XPathSelector>/*</XPathSelector>
                        </CorrelationData>
                </CorrelationTuple>
        </CorrelationSet>
        <CheckoutTimeout>
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                10000
        </CheckoutTimeout>
        <WaitingTimeout>
                10000
        </WaitingTimeout>
        <SessionTimeout>
                7200000
        </SessionTimeout>
        <SessionDataTimeout>
                15000
        </SessionDataTimeout>
        <Persistent>
                true
        </Persistent>
</CorrelationSettings>
...

Optional transaction settings can be set using a <TransactionSettings> tag, having only one child <IsolationLevel> that
encloses the corresponding parameter value. Please refer to the list of properties on transaction settings above for more details.

...
<TransactionSettings>
        <IsolationLevel>Unspecified</IsolationLevel>
</TransactionSettings>
...

Timer event settings are optional; inserting a <TimerEventSettings> tag is equivalent to enabling the settings in the Modelling
Studio. The listing below shows an example of simple timer event settings, defining session processing settings for one timer
event, namely 'MyTimerEvent'.

        ...
        <TimerEventSettings>
                <TimerEventProcessing>
                        <Schedule name="MyTimerEvent">
                                <ProcessBySession>SingleTransaction</ProcessBySession>
                        </Schedule>
                </TimerEventProcessing>
                <TimerAllowed>true</TimerAllowed>
        </TimerEventSettings>
</EventService>

 XML event service description on map level

This section summarizes how an event service is represented in the Application.xml, the XML based application description.
The descriptions of event services are placed inside an <EventProcessingMap> tag. An <EventService> tag encloses
all relevant information. The 'identifier' attribute is used to specify a unique identifier for the event service instance, the
'displayName' is displayed on the map shape, and the 'componentURI' holds a reference of the event service in the component
catalog.

<EventService identifier="MyEventService"
                              displayName="My Event Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://TestDomain/MyEventService">
        <Description>
                <![CDATA[ optional event service description ]]>
        </Description>
        ...

Initial parameters for the event service are defined within an <InitalParamters> tag, as shown in the next listing:
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...
<InitParameters>
        <Parameter name="AParameter">parameterValue1</Parameter>
</InitParameters>
....

If necessary, auto publishing ports can be defined next, inserting one or more <AutoPublishingPort> tags.

...
<AutoPublishingPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://TestDomain/MyEventObjectType" />
...

Correlation settings can be defined on map level, similar to the definition of correlation settings on catalog level. The
only difference is that it is possible to use a shared correlation set, instead of defining a local one. To use a shared
correlation set (that has to exist for the application), insert a <CorrelationSetRef> tag having an attribute 'identifier' that
specifies the identifier of the correlation set you want to use for the event service. Other settings can be inserted after the
<CorrelationSetRef> tag.

...
<CorrelationSettings>
        <CorrelationSetRef identifier="MySharedCorrelationSet" />
        ...
</CorrelationSettings>
...
</EventService>

 Logical model and purpose

Event services perform a unit of work within an EPM and allow you to add arbitrary program logic to the event processing.
An event service implementation contains a Process() method that is invoked if an event is received (please note that it is
also possible to have several process methods that apply to different event object types). Though the event service logic is
encapsulated in the implementation, the Decision environment offers several enhanced concepts to extend the functionality
of event services and facilitate the control over the service execution such as number of threads for the event processing,
correlation, synchronization, and timer event settings.

Event services can implement correlation, a high-level concept for generating and managing correlation sessions that are used
for the processing of certain events. Correlation is a complex topic, explained in Chapter Event correlation.

Event services internally can make use of the Policy Orchestrator Timer API to schedule certain event processing tasks.
When using this Timer API, enhanced settings on timer event session processing can be used to refine the execution by easily
editable settings that can be made in the Modelling Studio.

 Scalable event processing with queues

The processing steps performed by event services in Sense & Respond loops are optimized by an internal queuing system and
multithreading in order to process the events by their priority and in parallel. Every event service has its own internal priority
queue for receiving and queuing events. This queuing approach has the following advantages:

• Network failures or dynamic business transaction can cause varying arrival rates for events. In these cases, event queues
help to absorb event bursts by filling up the queue in order to balance the event processing. This mechanism is used by
Policy Orchestrator in order to handle overload situations.

• Queues are transparently replicated on multiple worker nodes. For this reason, workload for the event processing can be
distributed on multiple nodes which significantly increases the scalability of the system.

• Queues are a prerequisite for transactional event processing. They can be used as checkpoints that define the beginning and
end of a transaction for an event processing task. Transactional event processing guarantees that all processing steps are
atomically executed and that no event is lost during the event processing in case of a system failure.

 FAQ

Q: How can I integrate an event service implementation into an
event processing map?
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A: The first step is to create an event service in the Modelling
Studio that is based on your implementation. The event
service will be listed in the component catalog and can then
be inserted into a map via drag-and-drop. In order to integrate
the event service into the event flow inside a map, it is crucial
to define input and output ports that can be connected with
other map components.

Q: I have inserted an event service into a map, but in the
properties editor I cannot modify the input and output ports.

A: Input and output ports can be added and removed only
on component catalog level. At map level, they can only
be refined. Further, you can assign additional filters and
modifiers. To change the ports, double-click the event
service in the component catalog to edit its properties. Scroll
to the input/output ports entry and use the Ports Editor to
add/remove ports. The reason for this constraint is that the
supported event object types for ports are implementation
dependent and cannot be added arbitrary on map level.
Therefore, this is done on the catalog level.

Q: The Event Service Wizard allows defining auto publishing
ports. What are they for?

A: Please see section "Auto publishing ports" for further
information on this topic.

Q: How can I see whether timer settings are activated for an
event service that is inserted into a map, since this property
does not exist on map level?

A: If timer settings are activated for an event service, the event
service shape will contain a small clock icon, as shown in the
following figure.

Figure 9.32. Event service shape with active timer event
settings

Q: I would like to activate the timer settings for an event service
in a map, but this entry is not available in the property bag.
Where can I find it?

A: The timer event settings are available only at component
catalog level, since they are directly bound to the capabilities
of the implementation. Double click your event service in
the component catalog; in the appearing property list you can
change the timer event settings.

Q: After activating the timer event settings of an event service in
the catalog, an instance that was already inserted into a map
still does not show up the icon for timer event settings. Do I
have to reinsert the event service into the map?
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A: No, it is not necessary to reinsert the event service into the
map, but you will have to close and reopen the EventBase to
reload the component settings made on catalog level.

Q: Is it possible to assign filters and modifiers to an event
service?

A: Actually, filters and modifiers are always assigned to ports
or connections. But it is possible to assign them to the input/
output ports of an event service. To do so, load the properties
of an event service to the properties view (either in the
catalog or on a map) by double-clicking it. Locate the entry
for input/output ports and click the '...' button that appears
after selecting the input field in the properties table. In the
Ports Editor you can select a port and define filters and
modifiers.

Q: My event service implementation makes use of the Timer
API, but when trying to execute the application, an exception
is thrown. Where is the problem?

A: If your event service implementation uses the Policy
Orchestrator Timer API, it is necessary to activate the timer
event settings for the event service (in the Modelling Studio),
and to set the 'Allow Timer' flag to true.

Q: What is the purpose of synchronization?

A: Synchronization settings are used to synchronize the event
processing performed by the service. A simple example
will show the purpose of synchronization: Assume that
we do have an event service that processes events and this
processing performs tasks that should not be concurrently
executed on multiple worker nodes. In this case we will
define a synchronization setting for this event service with
a defined number of maximum parallel threads, in the
case of this example exactly one. So the processing will
automatically be synchronized, allowing only one concurrent
thread.

Q: I have defined a shared correlation set for my EventBase, but
when editing the correlation settings of an event service in the
component catalog, I cannot apply it, since it is not selectable.

A: On the component catalog level, only local correlation
sets can be defined, since the elements in the catalog are
EventBase independent, whereas every shared correlation
set is defined only for a single EventBase. The easiest way
to solve this problem is to leave the correlation settings on
catalog level, and define them on map level, after inserting
the event service into a map. On map level it is possible to
select a shared correlation set that belongs to the currently
active EventBase.

Q: I want to make sure that the processing within the Process()
method of my event service is serialized, meaning the method
is always only processed by one thread at the same time. How
can I achieve this?
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A: There are two ways to achieve this aim:

1. If this setting should apply for the complete processing
performed by the service, you can create a custom thread
pool that allows exactly one thread and assign it to the
event service. This solution makes sure that only one
thread is used on a single worker.

2. If a finer control is necessary, you can activate
synchronization settings and add a synchronization setting
that applies to the desired event object types or correlation
set (by specifying a suitable correlation set) and set the
maximum number of parallel threads to '1'. Please note
that this synchronization mechanism works also across
multiple workers.

Q: For a specific correlation set, it is crucial to synchronize
the execution within my application by allowing only one
parallel thread, since concurrency would cause troubles. Do I
have to implement this manually?

A: No, Policy Orchestrator offers synchronization settings for
this purpose.

 See also

• Chapter 8, Event correlation
• Section 9.1.2, "Ports"
• Section 6.7.5.4, "Connections"
• Section 9.1.3, "Filters"
• Section 9.1.4, "Modifiers"

 Event adapters

 Introduction

Event adapters provide communication interfaces for receiving event data from external systems. Since external data can
have proprietary formats, it is possible to implement event adapters that are able to handle data from data sources, such as
message queues, databases or files. In general, event adapters generate events as soon as data is received from an external
system. Whenever an event adapter performs a processing step, it consumes external data and invokes event transformers that
transform the received raw data into event objects.

The event adapter passes the data to the first assigned event transformer (the order of the transformers is relevant). A
transformer can now either accept the data, or it can refuse it if the data is not compatible. If none of the transformers accept
the data, the event adapter automatically throws an exception and publishes an exception event.

The Policy Orchestrator product suite comes with several pre-registered event adapters that are described in greater detail in
Section 14.3, "Event adapters". As mentioned above, it is possible to implement custom event adapters, which is described in
Section 17.2, "Event adapter API".

The sections below describe how to add an event adapter to the component catalog based on a custom implementation and how
to use event adapters within event processing maps.

 Managing event adapters

 Adding an event adapter to the component catalog

In order to use an event adapter that is based on a custom implementation within an application, it has to be added to the
component catalog.

Locate the components panel and right-click on your folder of choice. From the appearing context menu, select Add...| Event
Adapter.
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Figure 9.33. Components panel context menu: adding an event adapter

The Event Adapter Creation Wizard will guide you through the configuration process.

Step 1: Describe the event adapter. Please enter a display name for the event adapter, and a suitable identifier will be
automatically generated based upon the entered display name. If there is a need to change the generated identifier (for example,
if a component having the same identifier already exits), unlock the identifier input field by clicking the small lock button at
the right end of the input field and edit the entry. Optionally, an informal description of the event adapter can be entered. Click
Next> to proceed.

Figure 9.34. Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
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Step 2: Select the implementation type. The combobox provides you with a collection of all implementation types that are
currently known and available. For this purpose, all registered assemblies are taken into account.

You can add a new assembly by clicking the Add... button and selecting a *.dll file from your local file system. As soon as the
assembly is registered, all the implementation types that are contained within the assembly are listed in the implementation
type selector.

After selecting an implementation type, click Next > to proceed.

Figure 9.35. Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 2: Select the implementation type

Step 3: Define the initial parameters. This wizard page offers you the opportunity to specify the initial parameters. These
parameters are usually implementation-type-specific and may, for instance, be used for connection configuration values. Such
parameters can either be set here or when the event adapter is inserted into the map.
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Figure 9.36. Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 3: Initial parameters

Step 4: Select event transformers. In order to work with event adapters, it is necessary to assign at least one event transformer
that converts the raw input data received by the adapter into events that can be published on output ports.

In order to assign an event transformer, select it from the list of available event transformers (on the left hand side), and click
the '>' button in the center of the window to add it to the list of assigned event transformers. Please note that the ordering of
the assigned event transformers is relevant for the event transformation. According to the order of the transformers, they are
invoked by the adapter as soon as raw data is received. Therefore, if two event transformers are capable of processing the same
kind of data, the second one can only be called if the first event transformer did not accept the raw data.
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Figure 9.37. Event Adapter Creation Wizard Step 4: Event transformers

After the wizard finishes, the newly created event adapter is registered in the component catalog and can be used for
applications. The next section describes how to use a registered event adapter within event processing maps.

 FAQ

Q: How can I create an event adapter?

A: Event adapters are map-level components - in order to use an
event adapter an existing map is required. In the components
panel, expand the default (ONE Automation) folder or any
of your folders, and locate the event adapters available in the
'Event Adapters' subfolder. Drag the event adapter onto the
map, and the Event Adapter Wizard guides you through the
event adapter setup process.

Q: How can an event adapter be integrated into the event and
process flow of a map?

A: After creating an event adapter, its graphical representation
is inserted into the map. Normally, the event adapter should
have at least one output port if a valid event transformer
with defined ports is assigned. The transformers are able to
publish events on these output ports. These output ports can
be connected to other components, such as event services on
the map, if these components have compatible input ports.

Q: What happens if my event adapter receives raw data that
cannot be processed by the assigned event transformers?
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A: If an event adapter receives data, it will try to send the data
to the first assigned transformer. If the transformer is not
capable of processing it, it won't accept the data, and the
adapter will invoke the next transformer if it exists. If no
transformer accepts the data, an exception event is published
in the end.

If an event transformer accepts the data, but cannot process
it or an error occurs during the processing, the adapter
behavior depends on whether the 'Continue on error' flag
is set to true or not. In the first case (flag set to true), the
adapter will send the data to other transformers after an error
occurred, otherwise (flag set to false) the event adapter will
immediately publish an exception event on the exception
event port.

Q: Can I implement my own event adapter?

A: Yes. In order to do so, you have to create an assembly
containing an event adapter implementation. This assembly
can be used to register an event adapter based upon the
contained implementation in the component catalog. The
implementation itself is derived form the event adapter base
class and overrides several virtual methods. For detailed
instructions on the implementation of event adapters, please
see Section 17.2, "Event adapter API".

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"
• Section 5.1, "Event object types"
• Section 6.7, "Event processing maps"

 Event transformers

 Introduction

Event transformers serve as processors for raw events captured by an event adapter. Once a transformer is assigned to an
adapter, the adapter will automatically send received data to the transformer. An event transformer is implemented to first
check on whether the received data is compatible. If the transformer accepts and transforms the received data, the newly
generated events are published on the output ports of the adapter.

Event transformers are components that can only be used in combination with an event adapter, since it does not capture any
data or communicate with an external system.

 Managing event transformers

 Adding an event transformer to the component catalog

An event transformer implementation has to be added to the component catalog before using it with an event adapter in a map.
If you want to use one of the predefined event transformers, you can skip the following steps, since they are already registered
in the component catalog.

Locate the components panel, and right-click on a folder of your choice. From the appearing context menu, select Add...| Event
Transformer.
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Figure 9.38. Components catalog context menu: adding an event transformer

The Event Transformer Creation Wizard will guide you through the configuration process.

Step 1: Describe the event transformer. The display name is used for catalog and map-level views, whereas the identifier is
used globally to address the event transformer. Please enter a suitable display name, an identifier will be generated based upon
this input. If there is a need to change the auto-generated identifier (for example, if a component having the same identifier
already exits), unlock the identifier input field by clicking the small lock button at the right end of the input field, and edit the
entry. Optionally, an informal description of the event transformer can be entered. Click Next> to proceed.

Figure 9.39. Event Transformer Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
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Step 2: Select the implementation type. The combobox selector provides you with a collection of all implementation types that
are currently known and available. For this purpose, all registered assemblies are taken into account.

You can add a new assembly by clicking the Add... button and selecting the *.dll file from your local file system. As soon as
the assembly is registered, all the implementation types that are contained within the file are listed in the implementation type
selector.

After selecting an implementation type, click Next> to proceed.

Figure 9.40. Event Transformer Creation Wizard Step 2: Select the implementation type

Step 3: Select event object types for output ports. The purpose of the event transformer is to transform raw input data
into events. These events have to be published on output ports to pass them to other components. Therefore, step 3 of the
wizard allows you to select a collection of output ports defined by the event object types that are supported/processed by the
transformer. Please select the corresponding event object types to generate output ports for, and continue by clicking Next>.
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Figure 9.41. Event Transformer Creation Wizard Step 3: Output ports

Step 4: Define initial parameters. This wizard page offers the opportunity to specify initial parameters. These parameters are
usually implementation-type-specific and may be used for configuration values. It is possible to define a set of parameters in
the event transformer implementation which, as far as they are defined as being mandatory, have to be specified here.
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Figure 9.42. Event Transformer Creation Wizard Step 4: Initial parameters

After finishing the wizard, the newly created event transformer is registered in the component catalog and can be used with an
event adapter.

 Assigning event transformers to an event adapter

Assigning event transformers to an event adapter can be done in one of the following ways:

1. Assigning transformers in the Event Adapter Wizard either when creating an event adapter or when inserting it into a map.
2. Dragging and dropping an event transformer from the component catalog onto an event adapter in a map.

 Assigning event transformers in the Event Adapter Wizard

During the creation of an event adapter (adding an event adapter to the component catalog based upon an existing assembly),
a list of event transformers can be configured in the wizard. As shown in the following screen, at the left-hand side, a list of
available event transformers is displayed: Double-clicking an entry or selecting it and clicking the blue arrow button '>' in the
center adds the transformer to the list of assigned event transformers on the right.

Please note that the order of assigned event transformers is relevant: According to this order, the transformers are invoked by
the adapter as soon as raw data is received, so if two transformers are capable of processing the same kind of data, the second
one will be omitted.

The order can be changed by selecting an event transformer from the list of assigned event transformers and clicking either the
'up' or 'down' button at the top right of the list to move it.
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Figure 9.43. Assigning event transformers in the Event Adapter Creation Wizard

 Assigning event transformers via drag-and-drop

The most intuitive way to assign an event transformer is via drag-and-drop. You can drag an event transformer from the
components panel onto an event adapter shape in the editor. The Event Transformer Wizard appears, allowing to configure the
assigned transformer instance. After finishing the wizard, the adapter gets assigned to the transformer (in the last position); the
order of assigned transformers can be edited in the Transformer Property Editor for the corresponding event adapter.

Figure 9.44. Event adapter shape with one assigned event transformer

 Event transformer properties

To edit the properties of an event transformer, double-click it in the components panel. Its properties will be loaded to the
properties view (see figure below):
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Figure 9.45. Event transformer properties

For event transformers, the parameters (and parameter values) can be changed as well as the list of output ports, the display
name and the description text.

Note:  Note: The output ports of an event transformer can only be changed if the event transformer is not in use by any of the
event adapters in the catalog or in one of your maps.

 FAQ

Q: I would like to change the output ports of one of my event
transformers in the catalog, but I can only add ports. I am not
able to remove any ports.

A: This is a case of the event transformer currently being in
use by one of the event adapters either on the component
level or on the map level. If the event transformer is assigned
to an event adapter, deletion of ports would lead to the
malfunctioning of these adapters, which may probably use
the ports that are to be deleted. Therefore, clear all existing
dependencies by unassigning the transformer from all event
adapters that use it, and afterwards retry editing the ports.

Q: How can I change the order of assigned event transformers if
I add them via drag-and-drop?

A: In this case, the order of the event transformers can be
changed in the event adapters property bag. It allows you to
configure the transformers as well as to change their order.
You can access the Transformer Property Editor by right-
clicking an event adapter on a map, and selecting 'Customize
Transformers ...' from the context menu.

Q: I have assigned two event transformers to an adapter, but the
second one does not seem to transform any events.
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A: In the case that the first event transformer is capable of
successfully processing the data from the adapter, the second
transformer will not be invoked. Only if the first one does
not accept the data or fails during the transformation will the
second transformer be called.

 See also

• Section 6.5, "Event adapters"
• Section 9.1.2, "Ports"

 Schedulers

 Introduction

Schedulers serve as generators for 'Timer' events, which are produced at precisely defined times. These 'Timer' events can be
used to trigger the execution of certain tasks in the event processing map (EPM). The predefined timer event service enables
the definition of different schedule types: An Interval Schedule generates 'Timer' event sequences at a given time interval and
is useful for short to medium timer intervals, a Daily Schedule generates a 'Timer' event at a defined time every day. A Weekly
Schedule generates a 'Timer' event every week at a given weekday and time of day, and a Monthly Schedule fulfills this task in
a monthly interval. Finally, a Run Once Schedule generates exactly one 'Timer' event at the defined day and time.

 Defining schedulers

Schedulers are predefined components based upon a default implementation that comes with the Policy Orchestrator product
suite. Integrating a scheduler to the process flow of an event processing map (EPM) consists of two steps: (1) inserting the
scheduler as a component itself having an output port of type 'Timer' and connecting this output port to a receiving component
(capable of processing this 'Timer' event) and (2) defining its schedules (interval, start date and time, end date and time).

 Managing schedulers in the Modelling Studio

The 'Scheduler' component is located in the (ONE Automation) folder of the component catalog. In order to insert a new
scheduler into a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the editor pane.

Figure 9.46. The scheduler in the components catalog

The Scheduler Wizard guides you through the configuration process.

Step 1: Describe the scheduler. A display name can be assigned to the scheduler, and a suitable identifier will be automatically
generated; unlocking the 'Identifier' input field allows you to manually edit the identifier. The 'Description' field is optional.
The wizard can be continued by clicking the Next> button or canceled. Note that if a map element with the selected identifier
already exists, an error provider indicates to edit the identifier as soon as you try to continue.
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Figure 9.47. Description of the scheduler

Step 2: Define your schedules. This step allows the configuration of one or several schedules. Click Add, and select a schedule
type from the drop-down selector.
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Figure 9.48. Definition of schedules

The following schedules can be defined:

• Interval schedule: generates 'Timer' event sequences at a given time interval. This schedule type is useful to regularly
generate 'Timer' events with a certain timer interval starting at a defined start date and time or running constantly.

• Daily schedule: generates a 'Timer' event at a defined time every day.
• Weekly schedule: generates a 'Timer' event every week at a given weekday and time of day.
• Monthly schedule: generates a 'Timer' event every month at a given day and time of day.
• Run Once schedule: generates exactly one 'Timer' event at the defined day and time.

 Creating an interval schedule

Click Add, and select Interval Schedule from the drop-down selector to assign the scheduler a new schedule of type
'Interval'. You can edit the schedule's properties in the properties list. In addition to the general scheduler properties (see
Section 9.5.2.1.6, "Scheduler properties list"), the property 'Interval' determines the time span which passes between the
generation of single 'Timer' events. The input format convention is hh:mm:ss.
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Figure 9.49. Interval schedule configuration

Note:  Note: The above shown configuration of a scheduler will generate a 'Timer' event every 30 seconds starting on the 1st of

January 2006 until the 31st of December 2006.

 Creating a daily schedule

Click Add and select Daily Schedule from the drop-down selector to assign the scheduler a new schedule of type Daily. You
can edit the schedule's properties in the properties list. The property 'Time' determines the time of day when to generate the
'Timer' event.

 Creating a weekly schedule

Click Add, and select 'Weekly Schedule' from the drop-down selector to assign the scheduler a new Weekly Schedule.
The property 'Time' determines the time of day when the scheduler should execute the schedule; 'Days of Week' contains
a collection of weekdays that can be edited after selecting the 'Days of Week' input field and clicking the '...' button. The
Weekday Editor allows you to add or remove weekdays. Select one or several weekdays from the list of available weekdays,
and click the '>' button to assign them to the schedule.
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Figure 9.50. Weekday Editor

 Creating a monthly schedule

In order to create a Monthly Schedule, click Add, and select Monthly Schedule. Besides the common scheduler properties, (see
Section 9.5.2.1.6, "Scheduler properties list") the following properties can be set:

• 'Time' - The time of day when to generate the 'Timer' event.
• 'Days' - The number of days, calculated either from the beginning or the end of a month on which to execute the schedule.
• 'Schedule Type' - Select between Days after beginning of month and Days before end of month to determine whether the

schedule will be executed on the entered amount of days either after the beginning of each month or before the end of each
month.

 Creating a run once schedule

A Run Once Schedule generates exactly one timer event at a defined day and time. Click Add, and select Run Once Schedule
from the drop-down selector to create a new run once schedule. In addition to several general scheduler properties (see
Section 9.5.2.1.6, "Scheduler properties list"), the 'Run on' property determines the day of the schedule, and the 'Run at'
property should contain the exact time when to execute the schedule.

 Description of a scheduler in the XML EventBase definition

Within the Application.xml description, schedulers can be defined by inserting 'Scheduler' elements into an
'EventProcessingMap' element. The scheduler element has an attribute 'identifier' and a 'displayName'; make sure to enter a
unique identifier. The 'Description' tag is optional and can be used to add an informal description of the scheduler.

<Scheduler identifier="TestScheduler" displayName="Test Scheduler">
        <Description> ... </Description>
        ...
</Scheduler>

Within the 'Scheduler' tag, several 'Schedule' elements can be defined to create new schedules of different types. Each schedule
can enclose 'ContextData'; this data will be appended to every generated 'Timer' event. The content of the 'Notification Type'
tag can either be 'Oneworker' or 'Allworkers' to determine whether to notify either only one worker, which means that the timer
event processing affects only one of the workers if several workers are running, or to notify all workers.

The 'Period' tag is optional--it can contain a start date and time and/or and end date and time. The schedule will only be
executed during this period.

...
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<Schedule name="My Schedule">
        <ContextData> This text will be appended to the timer event </ContextData>
        <NotificationType>Oneworker</NotificationType>
        <Period>
                <Start>2006-01-02T12:00:00+01:00</Start>
                <End>2006-12-29T12:00:00+01:00</End>
        </Period>
        ... [ Schedule Data ] ...
</Schedule>
...

The placeholder 'Schedule Data ' has to be replaced by your schedule definition which can be one of the following:

• Interval Schedule: An 'Interval' tag encloses the interval definition consisting of 'Seconds', 'Minutes' and 'Hours' tags.

<Interval>    <Seconds>30</Seconds> </Interval>
• Daily Schedule: Defines a 'Daily' tag containing a 'Time' element that encloses the time of day when to execute the

schedule.

<Daily>    <Time>14:30:00</Time> </Daily>
• Weekly Schedule: A 'Weekly' tag encloses the time when to generate a 'Timer' event and a collection of 'Weekday' elements

that determine on which days of the week the schedule will be executed.

<Weekly>    <Time>09:00:00</Time>    <Weekday>Monday</Weekday>    <Weekday>Tuesday</Weekday>   
 <Weekday>Friday</Weekday>    ... </Weekly>

• Monthly Schedule: Define a 'Monthly' element containing a 'Time' element which determines the time of day when to
execute the schedule and either a 'DaysAfterBeginningOfMonth' or a 'DaysBeforeEndOfMonth' tag. These can be used
to specify the number of days on which to execute the schedule, calculated according to the tag name either from the
beginning of each month or before the end of each month.

<Monthly>    <Time>13:00:00</Time>    <DaysAfterBeginningOfMonth>10</DaysAfterBeginningOfMonth>  </
Monthly>

• Run Once Schedule: Define a 'RunOnce' element containing a 'DateTime' element that determines the date and time of
execution. Be sure to enter the value in the correct format: yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss+hh:mm. This input consists of the date,
followed by a uppercase T, the time and the GMT time zone offset.

<RunOnce>    <DateTime>2006-01-01T00:00:00+01:00</DateTime> </RunOnce>

 FAQ

Q: How can I create a scheduler?

A: Schedulers are map-level components. Iin order to use a
scheduler, an existing map is required. In the components
panel, expand the (ONE Automation) folder, and locate the
'Scheduler' available in a 'Schedulers' subfolder. Drag the
'Scheduler' to the map, and the Scheduler Wizard guides you
through the scheduler setup process.

Q: Can a scheduler be seen as an (event) service?

A: Schedulers are special components within the Policy
Orchestrator system that do not consume input events and
can, therefore, not be directly compared to event services.
However, they generate output events and can be integrated
into the map like event services with a predefined output port
of type 'Timer'.
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Q: How can a scheduler be integrated into the event and process
flow of a map?

A: After creating a scheduler, its graphical representation is
inserted into the map. A scheduler has an output port of type
'Timer' where the generated 'Timer' events are published. You
can connect this output port to a corresponding 'Timer' input
port of an event service.

Q: How can these 'Timer' events be processed and used to
trigger the execution of certain tasks?

A: Your event service implementation (of the event service that
consumes a scheduler's 'Timer' events) must contain a process
method capable of processing events of the event object
type 'Timer'. Within this process method, you can invoke
customized functions to be executed every time a timer event
reaches this service. The listing below shows the overall
structure of a process method included in an event service
which processes 'Timer' events.

public const string TIMER_EVENT = "eventobjecttype:///
TimerEvent"; [EventProcessing(TIMER_EVENT)] public
 void ProcessSchedules(EventObject eventToProcess) {    [...]
 your handling code }

Q: Which types of schedules are available?

A: The following schedules can be defined:

• Interval schedule: generates 'Timer' event sequences
at a given time interval. This schedule type is useful to
regularly generate 'Timer' events with a certain timer
interval starting at a defined start date and time or running
constantly.

• Daily schedule: generates a 'Timer' event at a defined time
every day.

Note:  Note: Your event service implementation (of the
event service that consumes a scheduler's 'Timer' events)
must contain a process method capable of processing
events of the event object type 'Timer'.

• Weekly schedule: generates a 'Timer' event every week at
a given weekday and time of day.

• Monthly schedule: generates a 'Timer' event every month
at a given day and time of day.

• Run once schedule: generates exactly one 'Timer' event at
the defined day and time.

Q: Can one scheduler service execute several schedules?

A: Yes, every scheduler can execute a collection of schedules
which can be edited either during the definition of a scheduler
using the Scheduler Wizard or by editing a scheduler's
properties in the properties panel.

 See also

Map, default event object types, default components

• Section 6.7, "Event processing maps"
• Chapter 16, Predefined event object types
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• Chapter 14, Policy Orchestrator components

82 Data sources

Data sources are special description objects holding information on a database or data provider connection (e.g., Microsoft
SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL ...). These connection descriptions can be used within event service implementations in order to
access the corresponding data sources and receive or manipulate data.

The Policy Orchestrator system offers functionality to define so-called data sources. These data source descriptions can only
be used for the EventBase it has been created in on your platform.

 Defining data sources
Data sources can be locally assigned to exactly one EventBase. The use of Decision data source objects enables easy access
and handling of a data source within the runtime environment.

 Managing data sources in the Modelling Studio

 'Data sources' folder

Data sources are defined within one specific EventBase. In the EventBase model panel, right-click the Data Sources folder of
your EventBase and select Add Data Source from the context menu.

Figure 10.1. EventBase Model: adding a data source

The Data Source Creation Wizard will guide you through the definition of the data source. For further information on
how to use a data source to obtain data within an event service, see Section 10.2, "Accessing data sources in event service
implementations" below.

 The Data Source Creation Wizard

When a display name is entered for the data source, a suitable identifier will then be generated automatically. Unlocking the
'Identifier' input field allows you to manually edit the identifier. The 'Description' field is optional. Note that if a data source
registration having the same identifier already exists, an error provider will indicate to change the identifier. The wizard can be
continued by clicking the Next> button.
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Figure 10.2. Data Source Creation Wizard Step 1: General description

Step 2 allows you to configure the data source connection. First, select the database type of your database.

The selection of an appropriate database type is necessary to validate the connection string in order to ensure that the runtime
can establish and handle the connection correctly. You can either use the input fields to enter a valid connection string, or you
can use the 'Database Connection String' input field to manually enter it. 'User Name' and 'Password' are optional and can be
used to overwrite the settings of the connection string.

The following database types are supported:

• Microsoft SQL Server
• OleDB
• ODBC
• Oracle
• ADO MD
• IBM DB2
• MySQL

Note: Before creating MySQL data sources, you need to download the connector (e.g., from dev.mysql.com/downloads/
connector/net/) and copy the file MySQL.Data.dll to following folders:

• Runtime\AdminNode
• Runtime\AnalysisNode

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/
http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/
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• Runtime\Worker
• Gateway
• Insight
• Frontends\ModellingStudio
• ConfigurationManager

The current release of Policy Orchestrator was tested with MySQL.Data.dll version 5.0.9.0.

Figure 10.3. Data Source Creation Wizard Step 2

Before finishing the dialog and using the data source, you should click 'Test Settings' to validate the connection. Click Finish
to create your data source and close the wizard.

 Description of data sources in the XML EventBase definition

If there is a need to work with the XML description of a data source, keep in mind that within an EventBase, every data source
has a unique identifier serving as the key for accessing it properly. This information is crucial in order to successfully handle
data sources in XML EventBase descriptions.

Data sources are embedded in the XML description of their EventBase. Therefore, adding data sources to an EventBase XML
is quite simple: A <DataSources> element can be inserted into the EventBase.xml directly after the correlation set definitions
containing several <DataSource> child elements.

<DataSources>
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        ...
</DataSources>

Every <DataSource> element contains one data source. The 'identifier' attribute specifies an identifier for the data source
within the EventBase and the 'displayName' is used in frontend catalog views. The optional <Description> tag can be used to
add an informal description of the data source.

...
<DataSource identifier="MyDataSource" displayName="My Data Source">
        <Description><![CDATA[Description of My Data Source]]></Description>
        ...
</DataSource>
...

 Accessing data sources in event service implementations
As mentioned above, data sources are description objects that hold information on a data source or data provider connection. In
order to use a data source within an event service implementation, the following steps are required:

1. Retrieving the data source by its identifier.
2. Using the data source for accessing data.

For the definition of parameters, please refer to Section 9.1.1, "Parameters". In the following, an example is shown of how to
access a data source within an event service implementation using the public getDataSource() method:

IDataSource myDataSource = GetDataSource("myDataSource"); (1)

 

using (IDbConnection connection = myDataSource.CreateConnection()) (2)

{
        connection.Open();
        // your datasource code
}

(1) Obtain a data source with the identifier 'myDataSource'.
Please note that it is recommended to not hard-code data
source identifiers but to pass such information to the service
implementation via parameters in order to easily change the
data source to be accessed in the Modelling Studio.

(2) Create and use a connection for the IDataSource.

 Logical model and purpose
Data sources serve as special description objects holding information on a database connection. The use of declarative
definitions instead of defining a database connection directly within a component brings several advantages:

• Data sources are reusable in an EventBases and system instances depending on the level they are defined.
• Data source connections can easily be edited.
• For defined data sources, the Policy Orchestrator system automatically takes care of opening and closing a connection

correctly when they are accessed within event services.

 FAQ
Q: Which database types are supported by the Decision system?
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A: Currently the following database types are supported:

• Microsoft SQL Server
• OleDB
• Every database that can be connected through ODBC
• Oracle
• ADO MD
• IBM DB2
• MySQL

Q: How can I change the connection string of a data source?

A: In order to edit the connection string of an existing data
source, double-click it in the EventBase model panel. The
data source's properties show up in the properties panel
and can be edited. In addition to the connection string,
the authentication information and the description can be
changed.

Q: Where can I find my defined data sources?

A: You can find your data sources in the 'Data Sources' folder of
your EventBase (see Figure 10.1, "EventBase Model: adding
a data source").

Q: How can I use data sources within event service
implementations?

A: Please refer to Section 10.2, "Accessing data sources in event
service implementations" for information on this issue.

 See also
• Section 17.1, "Event service API"

83 Resources

Resource description objects hold specific types of resources (files, definitions, ...) that can be used by components (event
services, event adapters) for different EventBases. In general, resources are helpful to pass various types of input data to a
component implementation, to store configurations or to control the behavior of a component.

Currently, two types of resources are supported:

• String resources: These resource descriptions store resource data directly as a string.
• File resources: Resources of this type reference a complete file. A copy of the file is imported to the Decision environment.

All available file extensions are allowed.

The Policy Orchestrator system offers functionality to define so-called global resources. These resource descriptions can be
linked to every application created on your platform.

 Defining resources
Resources can either be defined globally in order to make them reusable for every EventBase or locally, assigned to exactly
one application. The use of Decision resource objects enables an intuitive accessing and handling of required data and
configuration resources within the runtime.

 Managing resources in the Modelling Studio
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 Resource Catalog

Global resources can be used by any Policy Orchestrator EventBase on your platform. After defining a global resource, it is
stored in the resources catalog and can be assigned to an EventBase.

In order to create a new global resource, locate the global resources panel, and right-click on a folder of your choice. Select
Add | Resource from the appearing context menu.

Figure 11.1. Adding a global resource in the resources view

The Resource Creation Wizard will guide you through the definition of the resource. Once a global resource is listed in the
resources catalog, it can be used for several EventBases.

 Adding global resources to an EventBase

A global resource is usable only if it is assigned to an EventBase. You can assign a global resource to your application by
dragging the desired global description from the global resources panel onto the 'Resources' folder of your application in the
application model panel. After dropping the element onto the 'Resources' folder, a wizard will appear, allowing to enter a
display name and a unique identifier for the new instance of the global resource.

Another way of adding a global resource to the EventBase is to use the context menu of the EventBases resource folder. It
opens an Resource Creation Wizard that allows you to define the indentifier, display name and description of the resources.
The identifier will be used to address the resource within the application. After pressing the Next button the user can select a
globally defined resource from the resource catalog.
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Figure 11.2. Resource Creation Wizard: Bind a gloabl resource to an application

 The resource creation wizard

After selecting to add a new resource (from one of the context menus presented above), the Resource Creation Wizard will
guide you step-by-step through the configuration of the resource.

• Step 1: Describe the resource. Please assign a display name to the resource; a suitable identifier will be generated
automatically. Unlocking the 'Identifier' input field allows you to manually edit the identifier. This identifier can be used
within a component implementation to access the resource. The 'Description' field is optional. Note that if a resource
having the same identifier already exists, an error provider will indicate to change the identifier. The wizard can be
continued by clicking the Next> button.
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Figure 11.3. Resource Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
• Step 2: Select the resource type. This step allows you to choose between a string resource and a file resource. String

resources store resource data directly as a string, whereas file resources contain a reference to a resource file.

If the user wants to define the value for the resource himself he has to press the next button.
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Figure 11.4. Resource Creation Wizard Step 2: Selection of resource type
• Step 3 depends on the type of resource which is to be created. For a string resource, you can simply enter the value of the

resource into a textbox. The length of the resource is not limited. Please note that for inserting a line break, you have to
press CTRL+ENTER.
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Figure 11.5. Resource Creation Wizard Step 3: Defining a string resource

For file resources, the wizard allows you to either directly enter the location of the resource file or to open a file dialog to
select the file from the local hard drive or a network location. This file dialog appears after pressing the '...' button at the
right end of the input field. The selected file will be copied and transferred to the Policy Orchestrator environment, which
will implicitly take care of the correct handling and updating.
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Figure 11.6. Resource Creation Wizard Step 3: Defining a file resource

After finishing the wizard, the new resource will either be added to the global resources catalog or to your application,
depending on where you created it.

 Managing resources in XML

If there is a need to work with the XML description of a resource, the following information is crucial in order to successfully
handle resources in XML EventBase descriptions:

• Within the backend, only global resource definitions exist, even if they can be defined application local in the frontend
modelling tools.

• Global resource definitions are summarized to a resource library.
• EventBase descriptions contain links to resources that are available within defined resource libraries.
• Within an EventBase, every resource has a unique identifier serving as the key for accessing it properly.
• File resources are kept as files within the system. A resource library only references the file.

 Describing a resource library in XML

A resource library is a collection of resources which can be imported and exported either on their own or coupled
with a complete application. The listing below shows the XML description of a resource library. The root element is
<ResourceLibrary> which can contain one or more <Resource> elements.

<ResourceLibrary xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventBase"
                                   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
...
</ResourceLibrary>

Single resources are described by a <Resource> element. For <Resource> tag, three attributes have to be defined: the
'displayName', the 'uri' and an attribute called 'global', which determines whether the resource is globally available or only
EventBase-local. The URI serves as a unique identifier for a resource within the whole Policy Orchestrator system.

...
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<Resource displayName="My Resource"
                      uri="resource://TestDomain/MyResource"
                      global="true">
                      ...
</Resource>
...

If the resource should be a string resource, a <String> tag can be inserted containing the resource content in a CDATA node,
as is shown in the following listing:

...
        <String><![CDATA[Test Resource Content]]></String>
...

File resources are defined by inserting a <FileName> tag holding a relative address of the resource file.

...
        <FileName>resources\myResource.xml</FileName>
...

 Resources in the EventBase.xml

As mentioned above, an XML EventBase description does not hold information on a resource value itself; moreover, it
contains a reference to an existing resource. Therefore, adding resources to an application XML is quite simple: A <Resource>
element can be inserted into the EventBase.xml directly after the map definitions and the shared elements containing several
<Resource> child elements.

<Resources>
        ...
</Resources>

Every <Resource> element references to a global resource with its 'uri' attribute. The 'identifier' attribute specifies an
identifier for the resource within the EventBase and the 'displayName' is used in frontend catalog views. The optional
<Description> tag can be used to add an informal description of the resource.

...
<Resource displayName="My Resource"
                       uri="resource://Examples/MyResource"
                       identifier="ResourceID" >
        <Description>...</Description>
</Resource>
...

Resources serve as centralized storage elements that can hold various types of data either stored directly as a string or
contained in a resource file of arbitrary file type. Such resources can be accessed by components (event services, event
adapters, event transformers) to fulfill different purposes: Resources can be utilized to configure the component behavior,
to temporarily store data or, more generally speaking, to pass data to the component implementation that is needed for the
processing.

The use of declarative resource definitions brings several advantages:

• Resources are reusable over applications and system instances depending on the level they are defined.
• Resources can be easily edited globally.
• For defined resources, the Policy Orchestrator system implicitly takes care of distributing them.

 FAQ
Q: What is the difference between file and string resources?
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A: A file resource will be kept as a file in the Policy Orchestrator
runtime environment, whereas string resources are stored
directly in the resource library. Having resources as a file
may bring more flexibility for editing and replacing the file,
while string resources have to be changed by editing the
value in the Modelling Studio.

Q: How can I change the content of an existing resource?

A: In order to edit the content of an existing resource, double-
click it in the global resources panel or in the application
model panel. The resource's properties show up in the
properties panel and can be edited.

Q: Why cannot I see my defined resource in the global resources
panel?

A: If your resource is defined on application level, it won't be
displayed within the global resources panels. Application
local resources are categorized in the EventBase model panel
in your project folder.

Q: All properties of an EventBase-local resource are disabled;
how can I change its settings?

A: If an EventBase makes use of a global resource, the settings
can only be edited globally using the Properties Editor of the
corresponding global resource.

Q: I tried to create a string resource, but I cannot enter a line
break in the resource content: Immediately when pressing the
ENTER key, the wizard is closed.

A: This behavior is intentional: Since the 'Finish' button has the
focus, the ENTER key triggers this button and the wizard
is closed. In order to insert a line break, you have to use the
internal keyboard command of the textbox which is CTRL
+ENTER for inserting a line break.

 See also
• Section 12.3, "Importing and exporting resource libraries"

84 Import and export

This chapter contains instructions on how to import and export types, components, resources and EventBases using the import/
export module of the Modelling Studio. The subsequent sections show how to use the context menu within the specific view
panels in the Modelling Studio; in addition you can use the File menu to perform an import or export of certain elements.
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Figure 12.1. File menu entries for import and export

For the import and export it is crucial to know that components as well as event object types and resources are packed to
libraries which may consist of one or several of these elements. An exported EventBase can be seen as a kind of library as
well, since it is a container for all elements that are references by the EventBase.

Exported libraries are zip archives, holding all relevant description objects and if necessary several binaries upon which the
selected elements are based.

 Importing and exporting event object type libraries

 Introduction

Policy Orchestrator allows you to import and export event object type libraries. These libraries can contain event object types
and attribute types, including all contained definitions of event object attributes and validators. If an event object type utilizes a
custom implementation, this implementation can be included in the exported event object library as well.

In the  Modelling Studio, you can configure your event object type library to export by selecting several elements from your
event object type catalog.

 Importing an event object type library

Exported event object type libraries can be imported to other Policy Orchestrator environments. In order to import an event
object type library zip archive, right-click somewhere in the event object types view, and select Import/Export | Import Event
Object Type Library from the context menu.
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Figure 12.6. Event object types context menu: import event object type library

The Event Object Type Library Import Wizard allows you to select an import file. Enter (or select) a valid file name and
location, and click Finish to import the event object type library. Policy Orchestrator checks the event object type library
for validity and tries to import it to your environment. Note that if an element having one of the identifiers used in the event
object type library already exists, the import cannot be performed, since the system is not intended to automatically overwrite
elements from the local event object type catalog. A message box informs you about the status of the import process.
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Figure 12.7. Event object type library import: select import file

 Importing and exporting component libraries

 Introduction

Policy Orchestrator allows you to import and export component libraries. These libraries can contain all types of components
available in the Policy Orchestrator system. During the export process, you can select the components to be included in the
exported component library. Such component libraries can then be imported to other Policy Orchestrator environments in order
to reuse the components.

 Exporting a component library

In order to create and export a component library which holds one or several elements of your component catalog, right-click a
folder of choice in the components panel. From the appearing context menu, please select Import/Export | Export Component
Library.
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Figure 12.8. Component catalog context menu: export component library

The Component Library Export Wizard guides you through the export process.

• Step 1: Select the event adapters. This step allows you to include multiple event adapters to the exported component
library. If an event adapter has an assigned event transformer, you can check the option to preselect these event
transformers. This can be useful in capturing all dependent components. Another option allows you to decide on whether
the implementations (the libraries) will be exported as well. Check this option if you want to export all libraries of the
component.
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Figure 12.9. Component library export: select the event adapters
• Step 2: Select the event transformers. Similar to step 1, you can package multiple event transformers to the exported

component library. Again, decide on whether to include the implementations as well. Click Next> to proceed.

Figure 12.10. Component library export: select event transformers
• Step 3: Select the event services. The tree selector lists all registered event services. Check the ones you want to export and

proceed by clicking Next >.
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Figure 12.11. Component library export: select event services
• Step 4: Select the export file. Enter the location of the zip archive where the component library will be exported to, and

then click Finish to close the wizard.
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Figure 12.12. Component library export: select export file

After finishing the wizard, a message box informs you about the status of the export process. Once it has finished successfully,
the exported zip archive contains a component library, including the selected elements. You can now import this archive into
other applications.

 Importing a component library

In order to import an existing component library zip archive, right-click a folder of choice in the components panel, and select
Import/Export | Import Component Library from the context menu.
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Figure 12.13. Components context menu: import component library

The Component Library Import Wizard allows you to select an import file. Enter (or select) a valid file name and location, and
click Finish to import the component library. Afterwards, Policy Orchestrator checks the component library for validity and
tries to import it into your environment. Note that if an element having one of the identifiers used in the component library
already exists, the import cannot be performed, since the system is not intended to automatically overwrite elements from the
local component catalog. A message box informs you about the status of the import process. If the import is successful, you
can use the components for your applications.

Figure 12.14. Component library import: select import file
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 Importing and exporting resource libraries

 Introduction

In can be helpful to export a global resource in order to reuse it for applications running on different instances of Decision.
Global resources can be imported and exported through the context menu within the global resources panel in the Modelling
Studio, whereas application local resources can only be imported and exported coupled with the whole application.

 Exporting global resources

In order to export a global resource, locate the global resources panel and right-click the resource to export. From the
appearing context menu, select Export Resource. If you prefer to export all resources located in a certain folder, you can right-
click the folder and select Import/Export | Export Resource Library.

Figure 12.15. Resources context menu: export resource

The Resource Library Export Wizard guides you through the export process.

• Step 1: Select the resources. If more than one resource is available, they can be exported to the same resource library. After
selecting your resource(s), click Next> to continue.
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Figure 12.16. Resource library export: Select resource
• Step 2: Select the export file. Enter the location of the zip archive which will be exported, and click Finish to close the

wizard.
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Figure 12.17. Resource library export: Select export file

After finishing the wizard, a message box informs you about the status of the export process. Once it has successfully finished,
the exported zip archive contains a resource library, including the selected resource(s). You can now import this archive into
other applications.

 Importing resource libraries

Exported resource libraries can be imported to other Policy Orchestrator solutions. In order to import a resource library zip
archive, right-click on your folder of choice in the global resources panel and select Import/Export | Import Resource Library
from the context menu.
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Figure 12.18. Resource context menu: Import resource library

The Resource Library Import Wizard allows you to select an import file. Enter a valid file name and location, and click Finish
to import the resource library. Policy Orchestrator checks the resource library for validity and tries to import it into your
environment. A message box informs you about the status of the import process.

Figure 12.19. Resource library import: Select import file
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 Importing and exporting EventBases

 Introduction

An EventBase typically consists of one or several EPMs and the components, data sources resources and event object type
definitions that are used to model the process flow within these maps. Decision allows you to either import and export all these
elements on their own or to export a complete EventBase, including all or a customized set of the EventBase's constituents.
This section summarizes the import and export process of complete EventBase.

 Exporting an EventBase

In order to export an EventBase that is currently open, right-click it in the EventBase model panel and select Export... from
the context menu. If you want to export an EventBase from the catalog (that is not opened), locate the EventBase catalog by
expanding the drop-down selector in the EventBase model panel and select Import/Export | Export EventBase.

Figure 12.20. Export an opened EventBase

The EventBase Export Wizard will appear, guiding you through the export process.

• Step 1: Define how to export the EventBase. You can either choose to automatically include all elements of a certain type
(components, event object types, data sources and resources), or you can manually add a customized set of these elements
to your export file. In the first case, all elements that are used (referenced) by the EventBase are included in the export file.
In order to export a complete EventBase, it is recommended to automatically include all referenced items, to choose the
first export method and make sure that all items are checked.
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Figure 12.21. EventBase export: type of export

Note:  Note: If you prefer to select the EventBase parts step by step, the wizard will guide you through the selection of
all available elements. Please see the corresponding sections of the Import/Export chapter to obtain information on export
options for components, event object types, data sources and resources.

• Step 2: Select the export file. Enter the location of the zip archive the application will be exported to and click Finish to
close the wizard.
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Figure 12.22. EventBase export: select export file

After finishing the wizard, a message box informs you about the status of the export process. As soon as the export has
successfully finished, the zip archive contains all selected EventBase parts.

 Importing an EventBase

In order to import an EventBase, select File | Import | EventBase in the application catalog and select Import EventBase from
the context menu.
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Figure 12.23. EventBase catalog context menu: import EventBase

The EventBase Import Wizard appears. Please select an input file (zip-archive) and click Finish to start the import. The system
tries to import all specified elements. Note that the import fails if items having the same identifiers as the elements contained
in the import file are already registered. In this case, please remove these elements and restart the import process, or change the
import file.

Figure 12.24. EventBase import: Select import file

Optionally, in the second step, a replacing connectionstring can be specified which should be used instead of the existing one
of the EventBase package. Additionally, you can specify username, password and database type of the new connectionstring.

 FAQ
Q: What is the file format of an exported catalog or EventBase?

Can the default export file format be changed?

A: All export files are zip archives. This format is universal and
fits the purpose, therefore it cannot be changed.

Q: What do exported zip archives contain? Can I modify them
afterwards?

A: Exported zip archives mainly contain XML description files
of the libraries and if necessary several binaries. These XML
description files can be opened and edited, but in order to be
able to import them again, please make sure to keep them
valid. Please see the corresponding sections for event object
types, components, resources and EventBases for a detailed
description on how these elements are represented in XML.
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Q: What happens if I export a component, for example an event
service, with defined input and output ports of certain event
object types, if these event object types do not exist in the
system instance I want to import them?

A: In this case the component library cannot directly be imported
to the system instance where the necessary event object types
do not exist. In order to resolve this issue, export and import
all necessary event object types first and afterwards import
the component library.

85 Integration wizard

 Introduction
Besides importing data with an import wizard, Policy Orchestrator allows you to integrate data into your EventBase with the
integration wizard. There are two sources available for such an integration, databases and log files.

The funcionality of a data integration can also be realized manually by creating a data source and appropriate event adapters
with their sockets. However, the integration wizard combines the whole process in a few steps.

You can find the integration wizard in the main menu of Modelling Studio (see Figure 13.1, "Integrate from the main menu").

Figure 13.1. Integrate from the main menu

 From a database
To integrate data from a database, select File | Integrate... | Data from Database.... The wizard shown in Figure 13.2, "Step 1 of
the database integration wizard" appears.
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Figure 13.2. Step 1 of the database integration wizard

Define the display name of the new event adapter and an optional description. Click Next when you are finished.
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Figure 13.3. Selection of the data source

In Step 2, the same dialog as for creating data sources opens with the additional option of using an existing data source. If you
create a new data source, select the proper database type and type in the database connection settings. You can also edit the
connection string created at the bottom of the dialog manually. To do so, click on the lock in the text field to unlock it and edit
the string. When you are finished with the settings, validate your inputs by clicking on the Test Connection button. A green
light next to the button signals a valid connection (see Figure 13.3, "Selection of the data source"). If errors were detected
they will be shown in a popup window. Mind, that you need a valid connection for the next step. Click on the Next button to
continue.
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Figure 13.4. Mapping of attributes and columns

In Step 3 you first need to select an event object type. Two options are available for this task.

• Use existing: Select an event object type from the list.
• Create new: Define the name of the new event object type and select a folder from the list where to store the new event

object type. Additionally you can create new folders in the list by using the New Folder button. This will create a new
folder in the currently selected one (see Figure 13.5, "Folder list"). Folders can be deleted and renamed via the context
menu.

Figure 13.5. Folder list

Next, you need to define the column mapping. For this, select a table from the list. If you selected an existing event object
type, you have the possibility of using the automatic mapping. For this function, click on the Map Columns button. The
automatic mapping will then map suitable column-attribute pairs whereas it considers the names and the data type of columns
and attributes. Mappings you have made before using this function remain unchanged.

Note:  Note: To be on the safe side, you should always check all automatically mapped column-attribute pairs in the mapping
table.
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All mappings in the mapping table are checked for validity. A green light means that the mapping is a valid one. The color
yellow means, that a successful mapping cannot be guaranteed. Move the cursor over the light to see a description of the
warning.

The button Reset will undo all changes you have made in the mapping table. When you are done with the mapping, click Next.

Figure 13.6. Step 4 of the database integration wizard

Step 4 provides you with properties regarding the fetching of data from the database.

• Delimiter Column: Since the data from the database is not read all at once, the adapter retrieving the data from the database
must remember the position of the last read record. For that, you need to define a column of the table you are integrating
holding unique values.

• Initial Value: The initial value defines where the fetching of data is started. All records are sorted ascendingly by the
delimiter column before the reading is started at the record with the initial value.

• Bulk Size: Defines the number of records to read from the database with every fetch.
• Polling Interval: Bulks of data are read from the database in a certain interval that can be defined here. Available time

frames are seconds, minutes, hours and days.
• Timeout: Defines the time to wait for establishing a successful connection to the data source. When this time runs out

before a connection could be established, the adatper waits for the next polling interval to try to connect again.
• Overwrite Creation Time: If enabled, the creation time of a newly created event object is not defined by the system time but

by a DateTime attribute of the new event object. This attribute can be selected from a list below. Mind, that this list only
contains columns of the type 'DateTime'.

For more advanced queries click on Customize Query.... This will open a dialog for editing the sql query text.
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Figure 13.7. Customize the query in Step 4

The query editor allows customizing the query using standard SQL. Before confirming any changes, click Test Query to check
the validity of the new query text. A test result will show you either that the query is valid (see Figure 13.7, "Customize the
query in Step 4") or a detailed error message. Click OK to confirm your changes.

As shown in Figure 13.8, "Step 4 after customizing the query" a new button named Discard custom query appears if you
customized the query and all inputs are disabled for editing.
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Figure 13.8. Step 4 after customizing the query

Discarding the custom query will undo all changes made in the query editor and enable all inputs again. Moreover, the discard
button will disappear. Click the Next button to proceed. This will show the last step.

Figure 13.9. Last step of the database integration wizard

Step 5 shows the summary of all settings you have made in the single steps. Clicking on Finish will close the wizard and create
an SQL Pull Event Adapter and its corresponding socket in the EventBase model panel.

 FAQ
Q: Why can't I see the 'Discard custom query' button?

A: You need to click on the button 'Customize query' first and
edit the query. Only when confirming the changes with the
OK button, the button 'Discard custom query' will appear.
Closing the customize query dialog with the cancel button
won't change the query and the button 'Discard custom query'
won't be visible.

Q: Not all records of my database were integrated. Why?

A: The SQL Pull Event Adapter reads the records in bulks in
intervals. It does not read the data at once. If the integration
process is too slow, increase the bulk size and/or decrease the
polling interval of the adapter.

Q: Can I integrate .csv files?
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A: Yes, .csv files are commata separated values files. Use the
log file integration wizard and the delimiter parser with the
delimiter 'Comma' to integrate them into your EventBase.

Q: I cannot see the .txt files in the open dialog for selecting the
log files. Why?

A: By default, you can only see .log files in the dialog. However
the dialog allows you to define the visible file types. Select
text files or all files to see your .txt log files.

Q: I am not interested in all attributes of my log file to integrate.
Do I have to integrate all of them anyway?

A: No, you can uncheck the include column of uninteresting
attributes in the attribute mappings table. These attributes
won't be integrated but must be considered due to the
structure of a log entry.

 See also
• Section 6.3, "Orchestration editor"
• Section 6.7, "Event processing maps"
• Chapter 10, Data sources
• Chapter 12, Import and export

86 Policy Orchestrator components

 Event services
The Policy Orchestrator system uses event services for the event processing. Response services and action services are special
kinds of event services which are used to transmit event data outside the Policy Orchestrator system. Both service types require
an event object as input, but vary in their parameter management. Response services process the input event object according
to a list of parameters specified by the user directly in the Modelling Studio. Action services on the other hand get all their
parameters from attributes within the event object.

Response services can be configured once they have been added to the EventBase, while action services receive the
configuration information with the processed events.

Response services always have corresponding action services. All action services have an input port with an event object type
containing the required configuration information. For this purpose, a list of action event object types with the URI prefix
'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/' is available. Each action service has a corresponding action event object type.

When modelling an EventBase, services can be added either at orchestration level or at map level. Response and action
services can be added at both levels, while basic event services can only be used at map level. Using a service at map level
creates multiple instances of the service during runtime within the map. The service is used as a processing step within the
map. At orchestration level, the service needs to be attached to a socket if further processing is required.

 MSMQ response service

 Introduction

The Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) response service serves as an endpoint, publishing events to an external system with
Microsoft message queuing technology. The service is available in the (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog and
can be added via drag-and-drop to your EventBases. Serving as an endpoint, the response service has a generic input port to be
able to receive all types of events, and dispatches them with MSMQ.

The MSMQ response service is also available as an action service.
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 Implementation classes

The MSMQ response and action services come as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following two tables describe the details of the MSMQ response service class and the according MSMQ action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name MsmqResponseService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/MsmqResponseService

Table 14.5. MSMQ response service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name MsmqActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/MsmqActionService

Table 14.6. MSMQ action service

 Using the MSMQ response service in a map

The MSMQ response service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use
the service inside a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel into the map. The Event Service Wizard appears
for configuring the service instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Service Wizard, please see section "Event services".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define the parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set.
These parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.2. MSMQ response service parameter configuration
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After finishing the wizard, an event service will be inserted into the map. For sending events to the MSMQ response service,
its input port can be connected with the output port of other components.

 The XML description of a MSMQ response service

The XML description of a MSMQ response service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML descriptions. It
is crucial to specify the correct value of 'componentUri' which is 'eventservice://UC4/MsmqResponseService'. In addition, the
<InitParameters> tag must contain at least the mandatory parameter settings.

<EventService identifier="MyMsmqResponseService"
                              displayName="My MSMQ Response Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/MsmqResponseService">
             <InitParameters>
                        <Parameter name="Queue">
                                        <.\Private$\TransactionalQueue>
                        </Parameter>
                        <Parameter name="SendMode">
                                        <Transactional>
                        </Parameter>
                        <Parameter name="Persistent">
                                        <true>
                        </Parameter>
                        ...
            </InitParameters>
            ...
</EventService>

 The XML description of a MSMQ action service

The XML description of a MSMQ response action is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value of 'componentUri' which is 'eventservice://UC4/MsmqActionService', as well as the correct
input port, which is the corresponding action event object of type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/MsmqAction'.

<EventService identifier="MyMsmqActionService"
                              displayName="My MSMQ Action Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/MsmqActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/MsmqAction' />
                ...
</EventService>

 Additional remarks

Message queuing is an integral concept of the Microsoft Windows operating system and is pre-installed on Windows 2000 and
later.

For more information on this topic, please refer to the Microsoft Windows documentation or visit http://www.microsoft.com/
windowsserver2003/technologies/msmq/default.mspx.

 FAQ

Q: All messages sent to a queue are rejected. What is the
problem?

A: Make sure that you have permission to send messages to
the queue. You can either change the permission for your
queue, or define the parameter values 'User' and 'Password'
appropriately.

http://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2003/technologies/msmq/default.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2003/technologies/msmq/default.mspx
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Q: I have set the 'Queue' parameter to my correct queue path,
and the user name and password are set correctly, but it
seems that the service does not send a message to the queue.

A: A common reason for this problem is that the mode for
sending MSMQ messages does not correspond to the queue;
for example, if you try to send events to a transactional queue
and the 'SendMode' parameter of the MSMQ response service
is not set to 'Transactional'. Please check on this parameter
setting and restart the EventBase.

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"
• Section 9.1.1, "Parameters"

 JMS response service

 Introduction

The JMS (Java Message Service) response service serves as an endpoint, publishing events to a JMS message queue. The
service is available in the (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog and can be added via drag-and-drop to your
EventBases. Serving as an endpoint, the response service has a generic input port to be able to receive all types of events and
dispatch them using the JMS technology.

The JMS response service is also available as an action service.

 Implementation classes

The JMS response and action services come as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following two tables describe the details of the JMS response service class and the according JMS action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name ActiveMQResponseService

Assemblies UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll,
IKVM.JMS.EventAdapters.dll, IKVM.OpenJDK.Core.dll,
IKVM.OpenJDK.Misc.dll, IKVM.OpenJDK.Util.dll,
IKVM.Runtime.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/ActiveMQResponseService

Table 14.8. JMS response service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name ActiveMQActionService

Assemblies UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll,
IKVM.JMS.EventAdapters.dll, IKVM.OpenJDK.Core.dll,
IKVM.OpenJDK.Misc.dll, IKVM.OpenJDK.Util.dll,
IKVM.Runtime.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/ActiveMQActionService

Table 14.9. JMS action service

 Using the JMS response service in a map

The JMS response service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
service inside a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel into the map. The Event Service Wizard appears for
configuring the service instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Service Wizard, please see section "Event services".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define the parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set.
These parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as is shown in the following picture.
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Figure 14.3. JMS response service parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, an event service will be inserted into the map. For sending events to the JMS response service, its
input port can be connected with the output ports of other components.

 The XML description of a JMS response service

The XML description of a JMS response service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value of 'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/ActiveMQResponseService'. In addition,
the <InitParameters> tag must contain at least the parameter entries for the queue and the connection factory.

<EventService identifier="MyJmsResponseService"
                              displayName="My JMS Response Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/ActiveMQResponseService">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="Queue">MyQueue</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="Host">tcp://127.0.0.1:61616</Parameter>
                                ...
                </InitParameters>
                ...
</EventService>

 The XML description of a JMS action service

The XML description of a MSMQ response action is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML descriptions. It
is crucial to specify the correct value of 'componentUri' which is 'eventservice://UC4/ActiveMQActionService', as well as the
correct input port, which is the corresponding action event object of type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/ActiveMQAction'.

<EventService identifier="MyJmsActionService"
                              displayName="My JMS Action Service"
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                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/ActiveMQActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/ActiveMQAction' />
                ...
</EventService>

 FAQ

Q: The host URI is configured correctly, but the response service
or action service does not send any events to the queue.

A: The problem can be due to authentication problems. Please
check your user settings for the JMS response service or
action service and the ActiveMQ service. It is possible that
the service is not allowed to send with the configured user
credentials.

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"
• Section 9.1.1, "Parameters"

 WebSphere MQ response service

 Introduction

The WebSphere MQ response service allows you to publish events to an external system via an IBM WebSphere message
queuing system. The service is available in the (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog, and it can be added via
drag-and-drop to your EventBases. Serving as an endpoint, the response service has a generic input port to be able to receive
all types of events and dispatches them the with WebSphere MQ.

The WebSphere MQ response service is also available as an action service.

 Implementation classes

The WebSphere MQ response and action services come as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator product
suite. The following two tables describe the details of the WebSphere MQ response service class and the according WebSphere
MQ action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name WebSphereMQResponseService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/WebSphereMQResponseService

Table 14.11. WebSphere MQ response service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name WebSphereMQActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/WebSphereMQActionService

Table 14.12. WebSphere MQ action service

 Using the WebSphere MQ response service

The WebSphere MQ response service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order
to use the event service inside a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel into the map. The Event Service
Wizard appears for configuring the service instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Service Wizard please see section
"Event services".
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Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define the parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set.
These parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.4. Event Service Wizard Step 3: Parameters for the WebSphere MQ response service

 The XML description of a WebSphere MQ response service

The XML description of a WebSphere response service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML descriptions.
It is crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/WebSphereMQResponseService'.
In addition, the <InitParameters> tag must contain at least the mandatory parameter settings.

<EventService identifier="WebSphereMQResponseService"
                              displayName="WebSphere MQ Response Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/WebSphereMQResponseService">
                <InitParameters>
                               <Parameter name="Queue">postcard</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="QueueManager">QM_computername</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="Channel">testchannel</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="Hostname">localhost</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
                ...
</EventService>

 The XML description of a WebSphere MQ action service

The XML description of a WebSphere response service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML descriptions.
It is crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/WebSphereMQActionService',
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as well as the correct input port, which is the corresponding action event object of type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/
WebSphereMQAction'.

<EventService identifier="WebSphereMQActionService"
                              displayName="WebSphere MQ Action Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/WebSphereMQActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/WebSphereMQAction' />
                ...
</EventService>

 Runtime behavior

Whenever an EventBase using a properly configured WebSphere MQ response service is started, the connection to the queue is
established. If the connection fails during startup, the WebSphere MQ response service will not be started.

If the WebSphere MQ queue is accessible, the response service publishes all received events to the queue.

 Behavior if the WebSphere MQ service is unavailable

If the queue has been successfully accessed at startup but somehow the connection to the queue is lost, the WebSphere MQ
response service will try to periodically reconnect to the queue until the queue connection can be reestablished. In the case that
the WebSphere MQ response service is able to identify severe connection problems, it will be stopped. Such problems include
unauthorized access attempts as well as changed queue or queue manager names on the WebSphere MQ server.

 FAQ

Q: The WebSphere MQ is located on a remote machine, and
I am getting a not authorized error message even though I
provided a user name and a password.

A: If you are in a domain, the WebSphere MQ.Net client
package, which is used by the WebSphere MQ response
service, uses the security credentials of the currently logged-
in user. Please refer to the WebSphere MQ documentation
about how to set up security for WebSphere MQ.

 See also

• Section 14.3.5, "IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter"
• Section 9.2, "Event services"

 Log service

 Introduction

The log service can be used to write the XML content of event objects as log messages on worker nodes. The log service
supports different log levels (info, warn, debug, error, fatal). Depending on the configuration of the Policy Orchestrator Log
Manager, the log messages can be written to one or more targets such as files or the Decision Worker console.

The log service is also available as an action service.

 Implementation classes

The log service and log action service come as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following two tables describe the details of the log service class and the according log action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Logging

Class Name LogEventService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.LogEventService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/LogService

Table 14.14. Log service
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Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name LogEventActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.LogEventService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/LogActionService

Table 14.15. Log action service

 Using the log service in the Modelling Studio

The pre-registered log service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder, contained in its 'Event Services' subfolder.

It can be inserted into a map via drag-and-drop. The Event Service Wizard guides you through the configuration process.
Besides the definition of a suitable display name and identifier (step 1) and the selection of auto-publishing ports (step 2), the
third wizard page allows you to configure parameter values for the log service. The only predefined parameter is the log level
(according to the above-presented parameters list). You can select a log level from the drop-down selector, or leave the input
field with the default log level.

Figure 14.5. Log service parameter configuration

In order to use the log service, its input port has to be connected to other services' or adapters' output ports to log the events
they publish. The figure below shows a basic example of how to use the log service: A scheduler is configured to regularly
publish a timer event to the Hello World Service, which publishes a 'Hello World' event that gets logged by the log service.

Figure 14.6. 'Hello World' logging example
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 The XML description of a log service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a log service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's map, inserting an
'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the log service. It is crucial to specify the correct URI
'eventservice://UC4/LogService'. The log level parameter can be set within the 'InitParamters'. The listing below shows an
example for an XML description of a log service.

<EventService identifier="LogService"
                              displayName="Log Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/LogService">
                <InitParameters>
                                 <Parameter name="LogLevel">Warn</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
                ...
</EventService>

 The XML description of a log action service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a log service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's map, inserting an
'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the log service. It is crucial to specify the correct URI
'eventservice://UC4/LogActionService', as well as the correct input port, which is the corresponding action event object of type
'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/LogEventAction'. The listing below shows an example for an XML description of a log action
service.

<EventService identifier="LogService"
                              displayName="Log Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/LogActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/LogEventAction' />
                ...
</EventService>

 Runtime behavior

The log service has a generic input port ('All' event object type) for logging event objects of any type. During runtime, every
event received on the component's input port is logged. The figure below shows an example of a console log of an event. The
screenshot of the console log was taken from one of the Decision tutorials (Correlation Demo). In the picture below, you can
see a logged 'CycleTime' event which has two attributes: 'InstanceID' and 'Value'. In addition, the GuID of the event and the
creation time are logged.
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Figure 14.7. Log of cycle time event in the Policy Orchestrator Worker console

For further information on logging, please see Policy Orchestrator Log Manager.

 FAQ

Q: I have dragged a log service into the map, but nothing gets
logged.

A: In order to enable the log service functionality, the log service
has to be connected with other components on the map.

Q: I have inserted a log service into my map and connected it
with a component that should consistently publish events, but
it seems that nothing is logged to my log files after deploying
and starting the EventBase.

A: By default, the log messages are written to the Decision
Worker console and a log file. It is possible that your logging
settings differ from this default setting. Please check if your
log messages are logged on the worker console and/or change
your logging settings accordingly.

Q: How can I check if the logging works correctly on my
system?

A: An easy way to check on whether the logging configuration
works appropriately is running a sample EventBase such as
the Hello World example.

Q: Where can I find the log files of a locally installed worker?
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A: By default, the worker log is located at
<INSTALL_DIRECTORY>\Runtime\Worker\logs\.

 See also

Event Services, Map Modelling

 Log performance service

 Introduction

The log performance service is a logging tool for performance measurements of other event services. The performance
measurement results are written as log messages into the system log. The service supports different log levels (info, warn,
debug, error, fatal). Depending on the configuration of the Policy Orchestrator Log Manager the log messages can be written to
one or more targets such as files or the Decision Worker console.

The performance measurements occur by taking snapshots after processing a certain number of events. The performance
snapshots contain information on the current worker node, timestamps as well as throughput measurements (average processed
events per second).

The log performance service is also available as an action service.

 Implementation classes

The log performance service and log performance action service come as pre-registered components with the Decision product
suite. The following two tables describe the details of the Log performance service class and the according log performance
action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Logging

Class Name LogPerformanceService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.LogEventService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/LogPerformanceService

Table 14.16. Log performance service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Logging

Class Name LogPerformanceActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.LogEventService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/LogPerformanceActionService

Table 14.17. Log performance action service

 Using the log performance service in the Modelling Studio

The pre-registered log performance service can be found in the default 'UC4' folder, contained in its 'Event Services' subfolder.

It can be inserted into a map via drag-and-drop. The Event Service Wizard guides you through the configuration process.
Besides the definition of a display name and identifier (step 1) and the selection of auto-publishing ports (step 2), the third
wizard page allows to configure the parameter values.
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Figure 14.8. Log performance service parameter configuration

In order to use the log performance service, its input port has to be connected with the output ports of other services or
adapters. The easiest way of testing the performance logging is inserting a scheduler into a map and connecting it with a log
performance service. The output of this map scenario will be performance measurements which will correspond to the number
of events / seconds dispatched by the scheduler.

Figure 14.9. Sample map to test performance logging

 The XML description of a log performance service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a log performance service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's map,
inserting an 'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the log performance service. It is crucial to
specify the correct URI 'eventservice://UC4/LogPerformanceService'. The parameters can be set within the 'InitParamters' tag.
The listing below shows an example for an XML description of a log performance service.

<EventService identifier="LogPerformanceService"
                              displayName="Log Performance Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/LogPerformanceService">
               <InitParameters>
                             <Parameter name="LogLevel">Info</Parameter>
                             <Parameter name="IgnoreFirstNEvents">0</Parameter>
                             <Parameter name="ReportAfterNEvents">100</Parameter>
              </InitParameters>
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              ...
</EventService>

 The XML description of a log performance action service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a log performance action service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's
map, inserting an 'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the log performance service. It is
crucial to specify the correct URI 'eventservice://UC4/LogPerformanceActionService', as well as the correct input port, which
is the corresponding action event object of type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/LogEventAction'. The listing below shows an
example for an XML description of a log performance service.

<EventService identifier="LogPerformanceActionService"
                              displayName="Log Performance Action Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/LogPerformanceActionService">
               <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/LogPerformanceAction' />
               ...
</EventService>

 Runtime behavior

Once a log performance service is connected with a map component's output port, at runtime, every Nth event received
(depending on the parameter value of the ReportAfterNEvents parameter) creates a new log entry for a performance
measurement. The log entry created contains the following performance measurement information:

2006-07-19 10:32:13,190 [STP SmartThreadPool Thread #4] (1)

INFO UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Logging.LogPerformanceService (2)

Myworker|EventBase://TestDomain/PerformanceTestEventBase | Testmap | LogPerformanceService (3)

Performance snapshot: 120 events processed in 119.94 seconds (events/second: 1) (4)

(1) A timestamp for the log entry.

(2) The specified log level and the event service implementation.

(3) The worker, EventBase and component.

(4) A performance snapshot containing the number of events
processed so far, the complete processing time for these
events, and the average number of events processed per
second.

Please note that the log performance service performs a local logging on a single worker node. In a distributed environment
with several workers, the performance logging happens independently on every worker.

For further information on logging, please see Section "Policy Orchestrator Log Manager".

 FAQ

Q: I have dragged a log performance service into the map, but
nothing gets logged.

A: In order to enable the log service functionality, the log service
has to be connected with other components on the map.

Q: I have inserted a log performance service into my map and
connected it to a component that should consistently publish
events, but it seems that nothing is logged to my log files
after deploying and starting the EventBase.
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A: By default, the log messages are written to the Decision
Worker console and a log file. It is possible that your logging
settings differ from this default setting. Please check if your
log messages are logged on the worker console and/or change
your logging settings accordingly.

Q: How can I check if the logging works correctly on my
system?

A: An easy way to check on whether the logging configuration
works appropriately is by running a small sample scenario
consisting of a scheduler connected with a log performance
service, as shown above.

Q: Where can I find the log files of a locally installed worker?

A: By default, the worker log is located at
<INSTALL_DIRECTORY>\Runtime\Worker\logs.

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"
• Policy Orchestrator Log Manager

 Web response service

 Introduction

The web service pull adapter services connect to a web service and call a web method with specific parameters. If a result is
returned by the web service it is read by the adapter service and forwarded to the assigned transformers.

The web service adapter service is also available as an action service.

 Implementation classes

The web response service and web action service come as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator product
suite. The following two tables describe the details of the web response service class and the according web action service
class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.WebServicePullAdapterService

Class Name WebResponseService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.WebServicePullAdapterService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/WebResponseService

Table 14.19. Web response service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.WebServicePullAdapterService

Class Name WebActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.WebServicePullAdapterService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/WebActionService

Table 15.25. Web action service

Table 14.20. Web action service

Web action service

 Parameterisation

Depending on whether the web response service is used as a regular service or as an action service, parameterisation is
managed either manually or with the attributes of an event object.
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The web response service parameters have to be set manually. If using the action service the triggering event object must
contain attributes that define the relevant parameters.

 Using the web response service in the Modelling Studio

The web response service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
service inside a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the map. The Wizard appears for configuring the
service instance.

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.10. Web response service parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter service is inserted into the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned, the adapter
service will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components to
process the events which have been generated by the adapter.

 The XML description of a web response service

The XML description of a web response service is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/WebResponseService'. All mandatory
parameters must be specified, optional parameters can be added as well. The following example shows a complete XML
description of a web response service specifying all four parameters.

<EventAdapterService identifier="MyWebResponseService"
                                             displayName="My web response service"
                                             componentUri="eventservice://UC4/WebResponseService">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="WebServiceDescriptionLocation">
                                                        https://www.uc4.com/ExampleWebservice?WSDL
                                </Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="WebMethod">MyWebMethod</Parameter>
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                                <Parameter name="WebMethodArguments">Now()</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="AcceptInvalid">false</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
 
                <EventTransformer/>
                ...
</EventAdapterService>

The web response service specified above will attempt to call the method MyWebMethod with two parameters ($LastAccess
and Now()) implemented by the web service located at https://www.uc4.com/ExampleWebservice?WSDL. Invalid server
certificates will not be accepted.

 The XML description of a web action service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a log performance action service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's
map, inserting an 'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the web action service. It is crucial to
specify the correct URI 'eventservice://UC4/WebActionService', as well as the correct input port, which is the corresponding
action event object of type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/WebAction'. The listing below shows an example for an XML
description of a web action service.

<EventService identifier="WebActionService"
                              displayName="Log Performance Action Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/WebActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/WebAction' />
                ...
</EventService>

 SSL Support

The web response service supports both client and server SSL certification. If a secure connections is specified in the
WebServiceDescriptionLocation parameter (as defined by the https protocol), the adapter will attempt to certify the server
and offer its own client certification. The adapter service will provide certificates in the machine's certificate store for client
identification if the server requires so. Invalid server certificates can be accepted by the adapter if the AcceptInvalid parameter
is set accordingly.

 Runtime behavior

The web response service generates a web service proxy based on the XML description provided by the WSDL file. The
specified web method is called with the given parameters. If the web service or the web method cannot be accessed, an error
notification is dispatched.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the specified web service cannot be
accessed?

A: The adapter will dispatch an error event notifying the system
of the invalid WSDL location.

Q: What happens if the specified argument list does not
correspond to the web method signature?

A: The adapter attempts to find a fitting web method for the
specified name and argument list. If no such method can be
found, an error event is dispatched.

Q: Do the services also support the $LastAccess variable
supported by the web service pull adapter.

A: $LastAccess is not supported by the adapter services.
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 See also

• Event processing maps

• Section 9.2, "Event services"

• Event access expressions

 Filter duplicate events service

 Introduction

The filter duplicate events services allows you to filter out event objects that have previously been submitted. If two events
meeting the specified criteria are submitted, the latter event can be discarded.

 Implementation class

The filter duplicate events service comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following table describes the details of the filter duplicate events service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Filtering

Class Name FilterDuplicateEventsService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Filtering.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/FilterDuplicateEventsService

Table 14.21. Filter duplicate events service

 The XML description of a filter duplicate events service

The XML description of a filter duplicate events service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML
descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct 'componentUri' 'eventservice://UC4/FilterDuplicateEventsService. In addition,
the <InitParameters> tag must contain the parameter entries for the rule group and the flag for the persistence of action
events.

<EventService identifier="FilterDuplicateEventsService"
                              displayName="Filter service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/FilterDuplicateEventsService">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="FilterMode">FilterByEAExpression</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="EventStorageMode">StoreInSession</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="EAExpression">Event.A <> Event.B</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
</EventService>

 FAQ

Q: Can I filter by both event object type and EA Expression?

A: No, filtering can only be done by either event object type or
EA Expression.

Q: How can I access the two compared event objects in an EA
Expression?

A: The EA function 'LastEvent()' and 'FirstEvent()' allow you to
discern between the two event objects.

Q: Can I achieve synchronisation of filtering for multiple worker
nodes?
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A: Yes. Set the parameter 'EventStorageMode' to
'StoreInSession'.

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"

 Mail service

 Introduction

The mail service can be used to send e-mail messages via an SMTP server.

The mail service is also available as an action service.

 Implementation classes

The mail service and mail action service come as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following two tables describe the details of the mail service class and the according mail action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name MailResponseService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/MailResponseService

Table 14.23. Mail service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name MailActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/MailActionService

Table 14.24. Mail action service

 Using the mail service in the Modelling Studio

The pre-registered mail service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder, contained in its 'Event Services'
subfolder.

It can be inserted into a map via drag-and-drop. The Event Service Wizard guides you through the configuration process.
Besides the definition of a suitable display name and identifier (step 1) and the selection of auto-publishing ports (step 2), the
third wizard page allows you to configure parameter values for the mail service.
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Figure 14.11. Mail service parameter configuration

 The XML description of a mail service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a mail service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's map, inserting an
'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the mail service. It is crucial to specify the correct URI
'eventservice://UC4/MailResponseService'. The listing below shows an example for an XML description of a mail service.

<EventService identifier="MailService"
                              displayName="Mail service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/MailResponseService">
                <Parameter name="User">myuser</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Password">:ABX13XA2!23</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="From">sender@uc4.com</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="To">recipient@uc4.com</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Subject">Example message</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Body">This is an example message.</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="SmptHost">localhost</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="SmptPort">25</Parameter>
                 ...
</EventService>

 The XML description of a mail action service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a mail service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's map, inserting an
'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the mail service. It is crucial to specify the correct URI
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'eventservice://UC4/MailActionService', as well as the correct input port, which is the corresponding action event object of
type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/MailAction'. The listing below shows an example for an XML description of a mailg
action service.

<EventService identifier="MailService"
                              displayName="Mail Action Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/MailActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/MailAction' />
                ...
</EventService>

 Runtime behavior

The mail service sends event data to an SMTP server. The configuration for sending an email an either be specified as
component parameters (response service) or provided within an event object (action service).

 FAQ

Q: The mail service is sending events but the receiver is not
getting the emails. What is the problem?

A: Check whether the parameters of the mail service for sending
emails are correct.

Q: What happens if the SMTP server is down?

A: The mail service will generate an exception event.

 See also

• Event processing maps

• Section 9.2, "Event services"

 TIBCO response service

 Introduction

The TIBCO service publishes events to a TIBCO message queue. The TIBCO service is also available as an action service.

 Implementation classes

The TIBCO response service and TIBCO action service come as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator
product suite. The following two tables describe the details of the TIBCO response service class and the according TIBCO
action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name TIBCOResponseService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/TIBCOResponseService

Table 14.25. TIBCO response service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService

Class Name TIBCOActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/TIBCOActionService

Table 14.26. TIBCO action service
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 Using the TIBCO service in the Modelling Studio

The pre-registered TIBCO service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder, contained in its 'Event Services'
subfolder.

It can be inserted into a map via drag-and-drop. The Event Service Wizard guides you through the configuration process.
Besides the definition of a suitable display name and identifier (step 1) and the selection of auto-publishing ports (step 2), the
third wizard page allows you to configure parameter values for the TIBCO service.

Figure 14.12. TIBCO service parameter configuration

 The XML description of a TIBCO service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a TIBCO service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's map, inserting
an 'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the TIBCO service. It is crucial to specify the correct
URI 'eventservice://UC4/TIBCOResponseService'. The listing below shows an example for an XML description of a TIBCO
service.

<EventService identifier="TIBCOService"
                              displayName="TIBCO service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/TIBCOResponseService">
                <Parameter name="Queue">ExampleQueue</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="ConnectionFactory">ExampleFactory</Parameter>
                ...
</EventService>

 The XML description of a TIBCO action service

In the XML based EventBase.xml description, a TIBCO service can easily be integrated into an EventBase's map, inserting an
'EventService' tag with a URI reference ('componentUri' attribute) to the TIBCO service. It is crucial to specify the correct URI
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'eventservice://UC4/TIBCOActionService' as well as the correct input port, which is the corresponding action event object of
type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/TIBCOAction'.The listing below shows an example for an XML description of a TIBCO
action service.

<EventService identifier="TIBCOService"
                              displayName="TIBCO service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/TIBCOActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri='eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/TIBCOAction' />
                ...
</EventService>

 Runtime behavior

 FAQ

Q: All messages sent to a queue are rejected. What is the
problem?

A: Make sure that you have permission to send messages to
the queue. You can either change the permission for your
queue, or define the parameter values 'User' and 'Password'
appropriately.

Q: I have set the 'Queue' parameter to my correct queue path,
and the user name and password are set correctly, but it
seems that the service does not send a message to the queue.

A: A common reason for this problem is that the mode for
sending TIBCO messages does not correspond to the queue;
for example, if you try to send events to a transactional queue
and the 'SendMode' parameter of the TIBCO service is not set
to 'Transactional'. Please check on this parameter setting and
restart the EventBase.

 See also

• Event processing maps

• Section 9.2, "Event services"

 Command-line service

 Introduction

The Command-Line Service calls an external command-line program. The service outputs Command-Line Result events.

 Implementation classes

The Command-Line response service and the command-line action service come as pre-registered components with the
Decision product suite. The following two tables describe the details of the Command-Line response service class and the
according Command-Line reponse action service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.CommandLine

Class Name CommandLineResponseService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/CommandLineResponseService

Table 14.27. Command-Line response service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.CommandLine
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Class Name CommandLineActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/CommandLineActionService

Table 14.28. Command-Line action service

 Using the command-line service in the Modelling Studio

The Command-Line Service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder, contained in its 'Event Services' subfolder.
In order to use the service inside a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel into the map. The Event Service
Wizard appears for configuring the service instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Service Wizard, please see section
"Event services".

When adding a Command-Line Response Service, the user will have to configure the parameters.

Figure 14.13. Command-line service parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, an event service will be inserted into the map. For sending events to the Command-Line Service, its
input port must be connected with the output port of other components. For receiving results of a command-line call, the output
port of the service must be connected to an input port of another component.

 The XML description of a command-line service

The XML description of a Command-Line response service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service
XML descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/
CommandLineResponseService'. In addition, the <InitParameters> tag must contain at least the mandatory parameter settings.

<EventService identifier="CommandLineResponseService"
                              displayName="Command-Line Response Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/CommandLineResponseService">
                 <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="Operation">cmd /c RunBatchScript.bat</Parameter>
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                                <Parameter name="Hidden">True</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="Attempts">1</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="RunParallel">True</Parameter>
                 </InitParameters>
 
                 <OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://UC4/CommandLineResult" />
                 ...
 
</EventService>

 The XML description of a log action service

The XML description of a Command-Line action service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service
XML descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/
CommandLineActionService', as well as the correct input port, which is the corresponding action event object of type
'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/CommandLineAction'.

<EventService identifier="CommandLineActionService"
                              displayName="Command-Line Action Service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/CommandLineActionService">
                <InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/CommandLineAction" />
 
                <OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://UC4/CommandLineResult" />
                ...
 
</EventService>

 Runtime behavior

The command-line service can execute any program and publishes a Command-Line Result event. The execution is triggered
by incoming events. The Command-Line Response service starts executing as soon as an event of any type is sent to it. The
Command-Line Action service only accepts Command-Line Action events and starts execution according to the information of
the incoming event.

If setting the RunParallel-parameter to True and many consecutive Events are sent to the Command-Line Service, thread
starvation might happen, since every thread has to wait for the operation to finish. Setting the parameter Attemps to a higher
value might make this situation more likely. In that case, consider using a separate Thread Pool for the Command-Line
Service. If many Command-Line Services are in a waiting state, no order is guaranteed as which one will be executed next.

 FAQ

Q: How can I start the command-line service without opening a
new window?

A: The parameter 'Hidden' specifies whether the process is
started hidden or in a new window.

Q: Can I run a batch file with the command-line service?

A: To run a batch file, define a call to it in the 'Operation'
parameter (e.g. cmd /c RunBatchScript.bat).

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"

 Predictive Analytics report-generation service
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 Introduction

The Predictive Analytics report-generation service makes a call to Predictive Analytics to create an automated report. The
service outputs Predictive Analytics Reporter Result events.

 Implementation classes

The Predictive Analytics report-generation response service and Predictive Analytics report-generation action service come
as pre-registered components with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following two tables describe the details of the
Predictive Analytics report-generation response service class and the according Predictive Analytics report-generation action
service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.CommandLine

Class Name Predictive AnalyticsReporterResponseService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/Predictive
AnalyticsReporterResponseService

Table 14.31. Predictive Analytics report-generation response service

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.CommandLine

Class Name Predictive AnalyticsReporterActionService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.ResponseService.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/Predictive
AnalyticsReporterActionService

Table 14.32. Predictive Analytics report-generation action service

 Using the Predictive Analytics report-generation service in the Modelling Studio

The Predictive Analytics report-generation service can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder, contained in its
'Event Services' subfolder. In order to use the service inside a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel into
the map. The Event Service Wizard appears for configuring the service instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Service
Wizard, please see section "Event services".

When adding a Command-Line Response Service, the user will have to configure the parameters.
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Figure 14.14. Predictive Analytics report-generation service parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, an event service will be inserted into the map. For sending events to the Predictive Analytics
report-generation service, its input port must be connected with the output port of other components. For receiving results of a
command-line call, the output port of the service must be connected to an input port of another component.

 The XML description of an Predictive Analytics Report-Generation response service

The XML description of an Predictive Analytics Report-Generation response service is equivalent to the general syntax for
event service XML descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/
Predictive AnalyticsReporterResponseService'. In addition, the <InitParameters> tag must contain at least the mandatory
parameter settings.

<EventService identifier="Predictive AnalyticsReporterResponseService"
                displayName="Predictive Analytics Report-Generation Response Service"
                componentUri="eventservice://UC4/Predictive AnalyticsReporterResponseService">
           <InitParameters>
                       <Parameter name="ToFolder">c:\Reports</Parameter>
                       <Parameter name="Format">HTML</Parameter>
                       <Parameter name="Authentication">uc4decision</Parameter>
                       <Parameter name="User">uc</Parameter>
                       <Parameter name="Password" password="true">
                           --105C588CD9B94C3523
                      </Parameter>
                      <Parameter name="EventBase">
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                           eventbase://Examples/AlertAndTicketManagement/AlertAndTicketManagement
                     </Parameter>
                     <Parameter name="AllTemplates">True</Parameter>
           </InitParameters>
 
           <OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://UC4/Predictive AnalyticsReporterResult" />
           ...
 
</EventService>

 The XML description of an Predictive Analytics Report-Generation action service

The XML description of an Predictive Analytics Report-Generation action service is equivalent to the general syntax for
event service XML descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventservice://UC4/
Predictive AnalyticsReporterActionService', as well as the correct input port, which is the corresponding action event object of
type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/Predictive AnalyticsReporterAction'.

<EventService identifier="Predictive AnalyticsReporterActionService"
                displayName="Predictive Analytics Report-Generation Action Service"
                componentUri="eventservice://UC4/Predictive AnalyticsReporterActionService">
 
       <InputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://UC4/Actions/Predictive AnalyticsReporterAction" />
 
       <OutputPort typeUri="eventobjecttype://UC4/Predictive AnalyticsReporterResult" />
       ...
 
</EventService>

 Runtime behavior

The Predictive Analytics Report-Generation service starts an instance of Predictive Analytics and publishes an Predictive
Analytics Reporter Result event after Predictive Analytics has finished. The execution is triggered by incoming events. The
Predictive Analytics Report-Generation Response service starts executing as soon as an event of any type is sent to it. The
Predictive Analytics Report-Generation Action service only accepts Predictive Analytics Reporter Action events and starts
execution according to the information of the incoming event.

If many consecutive Events are sent to the Predictive Analytics Report-Generation Service, thread starvation might happen,
since every thread has to wait for the operation to finish. Even if several EventBases are deployed on one Worker, the
Predictive Analytics report-generation service will wait until any other Predictive Analytics report-generation service (possibly
from another EventBase) has finished. In such a case, consider using a separate Thread Pool for the Predictive Analytics
report-generation service.

If many Predictive Analytics report-generation services are in a waiting state, no order is guaranteed as which one will be
executed next.

 FAQ

Q: I cannot create Predictive Analytics reports. An exception
occures when calling the Predictive Analytics report-
generation service.

A: Make sure that you have defined the parameter values 'User'
and 'Password' appropriately.

Q: Can I use windows authentification for generating Predictive
Analytics reports?

A: To use windows authentification, set the 'Authentication'
parameter to 'windows'.
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 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"

 Rule service

 Introduction

The rule service is able to process sense and respond rules for reacting on business event patterns. Sense and respond rules
allow you to describe and discover business situations, and can automatically trigger responses such as generating early
warnings, preventing damage, loss or excessive cost, exploiting time-critical business opportunities, or adapting business
systems with minimal latency.

 Implementation classes

The rule service comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the rule service class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Runtime.Modules.RuleManagement.RuleService

Class Name RuleService

Assembly UC4.Decision.Runtime.Modules.RuleManagement.dll

URI eventservice://UC4/RuleService

Table 14.35. Rule service

 Managing the sense and respond rules in the Modelling Studio

Sense and respond rules are defined globally in the Modelling Studio with an editor. The rule definition are stored as global
resources which can be bound to EventBases. For further information about creating and using rules, see section Rule
management.

 The XML description of an rule service

The XML description of an rule service is equivalent to the general syntax for event service XML descriptions. It is crucial to
specify the correct 'componentUri' 'eventservice://UC4/RuleService'. In addition, the <InitParameters> tag must contain the
parameter entries for the rule group and the flag for the persistence of action events.

<EventService identifier="RuleService"
                              displayName="Rule service"
                              componentUri="eventservice://UC4/RuleService">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="Rules">Rule1;Rule2</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="StoreEvaluationState">False</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
</EventService>

 FAQ

Q: How can I create a rule service?

A: A rule service is a map-level component. In the components
panel, expand the default (ONE Automation) folder and in
the 'Event Services' subfolder, locate the 'Rule Service'. Drag
the rule service into the map. The Rule Service Wizard will
appear and guides you through the rule creation process.

Q: How can I assign rules to a rule service?

A: Drag-and-drop the rules on the rules service shape in the map.
After dropping the rule on the rule service shape the rule will
appear in the tray of the rule service.
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Q: How can I configure the rule service so that no information is
lost when the machine of a worker fails?

A: Configure the 'PersistRuleState' parameter with 'true' so that
any rule state information is stored in the database.

 See also

• Section 9.2, "Event services"

 Event adapters

 File change event adapter

 Introduction

The file change adapter listens for changes in a file: as soon as a file change is detected, the file will be read by the adapter and
forwarded to the assigned transformers which can extract event data and publish new events.

 Implementation class

The file change adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the file change adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.FileEventAdapter

Class Name FileChangeEventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.FileEventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/FileChangeEventAdapter

Table 14.37. File change adapter

 Using the file change adapter in the Modelling Studio

The file change adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard
appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section "Event
adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.
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Figure 14.15. File change adapter parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a file change event adapter

The XML description of a file change event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions.
It is crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/FileChangeEventAdapter'. In
addition, the 'InitParameters' tag must contain at least the parameter entry for the queue.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyFileChangeEventAdapter"
                              displayName="My File Change Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/FileChangeEventAdapter">
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="FileName">c:\temp.log</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="InitialModifiedTime">2000-12-31T23:59:59</Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
 
        <EventTransformer/>
        ...
 
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

The file change event adapter uses a file listener from the Windows operating system in order to be notified every time the
file changes. As soon as the adapter is notified by the system, it reads the file as a byte array and transmits the data to the
transformer(s) assigned to the adapter. The adapter takes care of concurrency issues when the adapter is running on several
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worker nodes. If the specified file is newer than the time defined in the InitialModifiedTime parameter, the adapter will not
transmit the file content to its assigned transformers.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the map is started for the first time? Does the
adapter automatically trigger an event?

A: The behavior depends on whether the parameter
InitialModifiedTime is set to a time later than the time the
EventBase is deployed. If this is the case, no event will be
generated by the adapter.

Q: What happens if a monitored file is changed while the adapter
is inactive?

A: The file change adapter automatically tracks file changes. If
the file has changed, it will be read as soon as the adapter is
activated again.

Q: What happens if adapter instances on multiple worker nodes
listen for changes to the same file?

A: The concurrent access to a file is automatically managed by
the Policy Orchestrator system. The system ensures that only
one adapter instance is active at the same time.

 See also

• Event processing maps

• Event adapters

 JMS event adapter

 Introduction

The JMS event adapter enables the Policy Orchestrator system to receive messages from a JMS queue. The adapter supports
most of the traditional JMS features such as transactional processing, subscription to topics as well as durable subscriptions. In
addition, user credentials for accessing the JMS queue can be specified.

To use Java classes within a .Net environment, the JMS adapter uses IKVM (http://www.ikvm.net/index.html), which enables
the usage of Java classes within the Policy Orchestrator system.

 Implementation class

The JMS adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the JMS adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.JMSEventAdapter

Class Name ActiveMQEventAdapter

Assemblies UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.JMSEventAdapter.dll,
IKVM.JMS.EventAdapters.dll, IKVM.OpenJDK.Core.dll,
IKVM.OpenJDK.Misc.dll, IKVM.OpenJDK.Util.dll,
IKVM.OpenJDK.Text.dll, IKVM.Runtime.dll, JVM.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/ActiveMQEventAdapter

Table 14.39. JMS adapter

 Using the JMS adapter in the Modelling Studio

The JMS adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the event
adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard

http://www.ikvm.net/index.html
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appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section "Event
adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.16. Event Adapter Wizard: Parameters for the JMS event adapter

 The XML description of a JMS event adapter

The XML description of a JMS event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri'which is 'eventadapter://UC4/JmsEventAdapter'. In addition, the
<InitParameters> tag must contain at least the parameter entries for the queue and the connection factory.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyJMSEventAdapter"
                              displayName="My JMS Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/ActiveMQEventAdapter">
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="Queue">MyQueue</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Host">tcp://127.0.0.1:61616</Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
        <EventTransformer/>
        ...
</EventAdapter>
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 Runtime behavior

As soon as an EventBase is started, JMS adapters start to listen to their queues, assuming that all parameters have been set
correctly. If the host specified by the Uri does not exist or cannot be accessed due to incorrect user credentials, the JMS adapter
will not be started.

When the adapter is able to access the queue, it continuously listens for new messages. If a message is received, the JMS
adapter calls the assigned transformers and sends them the raw event as a javax.jms.Message object. This raw event can then
be processed by the transformers and published on the output ports.

 FAQ

Q: The host URI is configured correctly, but the adapter does not
receive any events from the queue.

A: The problem can be due to authentication problems. Please
check your user settings for the JMS adapter and the
ActiveMQ service. It is possible that the adapter is not
allowed to read with the configured user credentials.

 See also

• Event adapters

 MSMQ event adapter

 Introduction

The Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) adapter enables the use of the Microsoft message queuing technology as middleware
for receiving events from various sources. It supports transactional as well as non-transactional modes for receiving events and
guarantees consistent message delivery even if the queuing service is temporarily unavailable.

 Implementation class

The MSMQ event adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the MSMQ event adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.MsmqEventAdapter

Class Name MsmqEventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.MsmqEventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/MsmqEventAdapter

Table 14.41. MSMQ event adapter

 Using the MSMQ adapter in the Modelling Studio

The MSMQ adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard
appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section "Event
adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.
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Figure 14.17. MSMQ event adapter parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a MSMQ event adapter

The XML description of a MSMQ event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/MsmqEventAdapter'. In addition, the
'InitParameters' tag must contain at least the parameter entry for the queue.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyMsmqEventAdapter"
                              displayName="My MSMQ Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/MsmqEventAdapter">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="Queue">.\Private$\TransactionalQueue</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="ReceiveMode">Transactional</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
 
                <EventTransformer/>
                ...
 
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

As soon as an EventBase is started, MSMQ adapters start to listen to their queues, assuming that all parameters have been
set correctly. If the specified queue does not exist or cannot be accessed due to incorrect user credentials, the MSMQ event
adapter will not be started.
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When the adapter is able to access the queue, it continuously listens for new messages. If a message is received, the MSMQ
adapter calls the assigned transformers and sends them the raw event as a System.Messaging.Message object. This raw input
event can then be processed by the transformers and published on the output ports.

 Behavior if the Microsoft Message Queue service is unavailable

In case of a temporary unavailability of the queue, the MSMQ adapter tries to reconnect after a timeout of 10 seconds. If
the reconnection fails, the timeout is increased by 10 seconds for each of the following retries until the maximum timeout of
60 seconds is reached. The MSMQ adapter tries to reconnect until the service is available again. As soon as the connection
to the queue fails, the adapter sends an exception event to the system, containing a notification that the service has become
unavailable.

 FAQ

Q: I've set the 'Queue' parameter to my correct queue path, but
it seems that the adapter does not read the events from the
queue.

A: A common reason for this problem is that the receive mode
of the MSMQ adapter does not correspond to the queue; for
example, if you try to receive events from a transactional
queue and the ReceiveMode parameter of the MSMQ event
adapter is not set to 'Transactional'. Please check on this
parameter setting and restart the EventBase.

Q: I've received an exception event notifying me that the MSMQ
service is unavailable. After reactivating the MSMQ service
on my host, the adapter still does not deliver messages.

A: Please check on the parameters for user and password, and
restart the EventBase.

 See also

• Event adapters

 Gateway event adapter

 Introduction

The gateway event adapter is able to receive events from the Gateway via a socket connection. Policy Orchestrator ships a
gateway, which hosts a web service for receicing event data from other EventBases. The gateway event adapter can be used to
connect to the gateway, subscribe to a topic and receive the incoming event data for this topic.

 Implementation class

The gateway event adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the gateway event adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.GatewayEventAdapter

Class Name GatewayEventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.GatewayEventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/GatewayEventAdapter

Table 14.43. Gateway event adapter

 Using the gateway event adapter in the Modelling Studio

The gateway event adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard
appears, allowing to configure the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section
"Event adapters".
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Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.18. Gateway event adapter: Define parameters in the Event Adapter Wizard

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a gateway event adapter instance

The XML description of a gateway event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for 'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/GatewayEventAdapter'. In addition, the
<InitParameters> tag must contain the gateway configuration parameters.

<EventAdapter identifier="GatewayEventAdapter"
                              displayName="GatewayEventAdapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/GatewayEventAdapter">
                <InitParameters>
                              <Parameter name="Topic">topicName</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
                <EventTransformer/>
                ...
 
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

After starting the EventBase containing the gateway event adapter, the Decision Gateway will start transmitting event data
to the adapter. Data is only transmitted if the topics are matching. The gateway is always transmitting event data to only one
adapter instance on a worker. The event data is distributed round-robin across the workers.
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The adapter takes care of any concurrency issues if an EventBase runs on multiple worker nodes.

 FAQ

Q: What is the gateway host?

A: The gateway host runs a service for receiving events from
external systems via a web service interface. The gateway
adapters and the gateway host communicate with .Net
remoting.

Q: Which topic do I have to use?

A: You can use any topic that a sender of an event uses to submit
messages to the gateway.

Q: I changed the topic of a gateway adapter. The adapter does
not receive any events. What is the problem?

A: Adapter changes only take effect when restarting the
EventBase.

 See also

• Decision gateway
• Event adapters
• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter

 Introduction

The IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter enables the Policy Orchestrator system to receive messages from an IBM WebSphere
queuing system. It supports client and server connection channels (see WebSphere MQ documentation for more details) as
well as transactional and non-transactional modes for receiving messages.

 Implementation class

The IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following table describes the details of the IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.WebSphereMQEventAdapter

Class Name WebSphereMQEventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.WebSphereMQEventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/WebSphereMQEventAdapter

Table 14.45. IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter

 Using the IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter in the Modelling Studio

The IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In
order to use the event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event
Adapter Wizard appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard please see
section "Event adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.
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Figure 14.20. Event Adapter Wizard Step 3: Parameters for the IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter

 XML description of a IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter

The XML description of an IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter
XML descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/
WebSphereMQEventAdapter'. In addition, the <InitParameters> tag must contain at least the mandatory parameters for the
event adapter.

<EventAdapter identifier="WebSphereMQEventAdapter"
                              displayName="WebSphere MQ Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/WebSphereMQEventAdapter">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="Queue">postcard</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="QueueManager">QM_computername</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="Channel">testchannel</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="Hostname">localhost</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
                <EventTransformer />
                ...
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

Whenever an EventBase is started, the IBM WebSphere MQ Event Adapter establishes a connection to the queue. If the
connection fails during the startup, the WebSphere MQ adapter will not be started.
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If the WebSphere MQ queue is accessible, the adapter will continuously listen for new messages. Whenever a message is
received, the assigned transformers are invoked with the received MQMessage object.

 Behavior if the WebSphere MQ service is unavailable

If the queue has been successfully accessed at startup but somehow the connection to the queue is lost, the WebSphere MQ
adapter will try to periodically reconnect to the queue until the queue connection can be reestablished. In the case that the
WebSphere MQ adapter is able to identify severe connection problems, it will be stopped. Such problems include unauthorized
access attempts as well as changed queue or queue manager names on the WebSphere MQ server.

 FAQ

Q: I've received an exception event notifying me that the
WebSphere MQ server is unavailable. After reactivating
the WebSphere MQ server, the adapter still does not deliver
messages.

A: The reconnection intervals are increased to a maximum
amount of 60 seconds after each unsuccessful connection
attempt. Therefore, it may be necessary to wait 60 seconds
after reactivating the WebSphere MQ queue.

 See also

• Event adapters

 SQL pull event adapter

 Introduction

The SQL pull event adapter is designed to generate events when new records have been added to a database table. The adapter
periodically checks for changes in a database table. If a new row is detected, the row data is passed to the assigned event
transformers.

The database for the event adapter is defined as a data source of the Decision EventBase. The data source stores the connection
string, user credentials and eventually other information.

 Implementation class

The SQL pull event adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the SQL pull event adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.SqlEventAdapter

Class Name SqlPullEventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.SqlEventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/SQLPullEventAdapter

Table 14.47. SQL pull event adapter

 Using the SQL pull adapter in the Modelling Studio

The SQL pull adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard
appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard please see section "Event
adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.
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Figure 14.21. SQL pull adapter parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a SQL pull event adapter

The XML description of a SQL pull event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/SQLPullEventAdapter'. In addition,
the 'InitParameters' tag must contain at least the parameter entry for the queue.

<EventAdapter identifier="MySqlPullAdapter"
                              displayName="My SQL Pull Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/SQLPullEventAdapter">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="Interval">60</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="DataSourceIdentifier">myDataSource</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="Query">SELECT id, name FROM MyTable WHERE id > @id</
Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="DelimiterType">Int</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
 
                <EventTransformer/>
                ...
 
</EventAdapter>
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 Runtime behavior

At runtime, the SQL pull event adapter periodically pulls newly added table records with a query. As soon as new rows are
fetched from the database, the adapter provides the data to assigned transformers as a System.Data.DataTable. If the initial
delimiter is set higher than any record in the database and no new records have been added to the database, the adapter will not
transmit any data. As soon as the query is able to retrieve some records which are not filtered out by the initial delimiter, the
adapter will start delivering events with data from the newly added table records. The adapter takes care of concurrency issues
when the adapter is running on several worker nodes.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the map is started for the first time? Does the
adapter automatically trigger an event?

A: The behavior depends on whether the InitialDelimiter
parameter is set. If not, all records returned by the query
statement are sent to the transformer. Otherwise, the adapter
will wait for new records.

Q: What happens if the adapter is inactive for a certain time
span, and in the meantime, inserts are performed to the
database?

A: The SQL pull adapter automatically tracks the records from
the table with the information provided by the delimiters. If
a new record has been inserted into the table, the adapter will
discover this record as soon as it gets reactivated.

Q: What happens if adapter instances on multiple worker nodes
listen for changes to the same database table?

A: The concurrent access to the database table is automatically
managed by the Policy Orchestrator system. The system
ensures that only one adapter instance is active at the same
time.

 See also

• Event adapters

 POP3 event adapter

 Introduction

The POP3 event adapter is able to generate events from e-mail messages. The adapter periodically checks for new mail
messages on a POP3 mail server. If a new message has been delivered, the message is extracted and passed on the the assigned
event transformers.

 Implementation class

The POP3 event adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the POP3 event adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.Pop3EventAdapter

Class Name Pop3EventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.Pop3EventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/Pop3EventAdapter

Table 14.49. POP3 event adapter
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 Using the POP3 event adapter in the Modelling Studio

The POP3 event adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard
appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard please see section "Event
adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.22. POP3 event parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a POP3 event adapter

The XML description of a POP3 event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/Pop3EventAdapter'. In addition, the
'InitParameters' tag must contain at least the mandatory parameters.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyPop3EventAdapter"
                              displayName="My POP3 Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/Pop3EventAdapter">
                <InitParameters>
                            <Parameter name="Hostname">pop3.uc4.com</Parameter>
                            <Parameter name="Port">110</Parameter>
                            <Parameter name="Username">exampleuser@uc4.com</Parameter>
                            <Parameter name="Password">:ABX13XA2!23</Parameter>
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                            <Parameter name="Interval">60</Parameter>
                            ...
                </InitParameters>
 
                <EventTransformer/>
                ...
 
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

At runtime, the POP3 event adapter periodically checks for new mail messages on the specified POP3 account. If new
messages are found, they are retrieved from the mailbox and passed on to the attached transformer for further processing. If
the parameter is set, read mails will be deleted from the server. The raw data published by the POP3 event adapter is of type
RxMailMessage, and the attached transformer must be able to handle this data type. After each iteration the connection to the
POP3 server is closed and the process waits for the next iteration.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the adapter is started for the first time?

A: Initially, all mail messages stored on the server, old or new,
will be sent to the transformer. If LeaveMessageOnServer is
set to true the mail messages will be removed from the POP3
server.

Q: Are read messages automatically deleted from the POP3
server?

A: Depending on the value of the parameter
LeaveMessageOnServer, messages are either deleted or
remain on the POP3 server.

Q: What happens if the POP3 server is temporarily unavailable?

A: Depending on the value of the Timeout parameter, the
connection attempt can be lost to the POP3 server. The
adapter will try to reach the server after the specified interval,
during the next iteration.

 See also

• Event adapters

 Web service pull adapter

 Introduction

The web service pull adapter connects to a web service and periodically calls a web method with specific parameters.
Whenever a result is returned by the web service it is read by the adapter and forwarded to the assigned transformers.

 Implementation class

The web service pull adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the web service pull adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.WebServicePullAdapter

Class Name WebServicePullAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.WebServicePullAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/WebServicePullAdapter
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Table 14.51. Web service pull adapter

 Using the web service pull adapter in the Modelling Studio

The web service pull adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to
use the event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter
Wizard appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section
"Event adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.23. Web service pull adapter parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a web service pull adapter

The XML description of a web service pull adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions.
It is crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/WebServicePullAdapter'. All
mandatory parameters must be specified, optional parameters can be added as well. The following example shows a complete
XML description of a web service pull adapter specifying all six parameters.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyWebServicePullAdapter"
                              displayName="My Web Service Pull Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/WebServicePullAdapter">
                <InitParameters>
                                <Parameter name="WebServiceDescriptionLocation">
                                                https://www.uc4.com/MyService?WSDL
                                </Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="WebMethod">MyWebMethod</Parameter>
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                                <Parameter name="Interval">10000</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="WebMethodArguments">
                                                $LastAccess,Now()
                                </Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="AcceptInvalid">false</Parameter>
                                <Parameter name="MethodCallTimeout">10</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
 
                <EventTransformer/>
                ...
 
</EventAdapter>

The web service pull adapter specified above will attempt to call the method MyWebMethod with two parameters ($LastAccess
and Now()) implemented by the web service located at https://www.uc4.com/MyService?WSDL. This method will be called
every 10 seconds with a timeout of 10 seconds, and invalid server certificates will not be accepted.

 SSL Support

The web service pull adapter supports both client and server SSL certification. If a secure connections is specified in the
WebServiceDescriptionLocation parameter (as defined by the https protocol), the adapter will attempt to certify the server and
offer its own client certification. The adapter will provide certificates in the machine's certificate store for client identification
if the server requires so. Invalid server certificates can be accepted by the adapter if the AcceptInvalid parameter is set
accordingly.

 Special EA Expression Variables

A special variable is set for use in the web method argument EA Expressions. By specifying the variable $LastAccess the time
of the last web method call can be determined and integrated into the next calls method parameters.

 Runtime behavior

The web service pull adapter generates a web service proxy based on the XML description provided by the WSDL file. In
every iteration (after each waiting interval), the adapter searches for the specified web method and calls it. The result returned
by the web service is transmitted directly to the attached transformers for further computation. The adapter takes care of
concurrency issues when the adapter is running on several worker nodes. If the web service or the web method cannot be
accessed, an error notification is dispatched.

After each iteration the point in time of the last web method call is stored in the correlation session to enable controlled web
service calls.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the specified web service cannot be
accessed?

A: The adapter will dispatch an exception notifying the system
of the invalid WSDL location.

Q: What happens if the specified argument list does not
correspond to the web method signature?

A: The adapter attempts to find a fitting web method for the
specified name and argument list. If no such method can be
found, an error event is dispatched.

Q: What value does $LastAccess have during the first iteration?

A: The last access variable is initially set to DateTime.Min,

which corresponds to January 1st 0001.
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Q: What happens if adapter instances on multiple worker nodes
call the same web method?

A: The concurrent access to the web service is automatically
managed by the Decision system. The system ensures that
only one adapter instance is active at the same time.

 See also

• Event processing maps

• Event adapters

• Event access expressions

 Performance counter adapter

 Introduction

The Performance counter adapter periodically accesses one or more Windows Performance Counters and forwards the
corresponding values to the assigned transformers.

 Implementation class

The performance counter adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following table describes the details of the performance counter adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.PerformanceCounterAdapter

Class Name PerformanceCounterAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.PerformanceCounterAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/PerformanceCounterAdapter

Table 14.53. Performance counter adapter

 Using the performance counter adapter in the Modelling Studio

The performance counter adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to
use the event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter
Wizard appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section
"Event adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.
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Figure 14.23. Performance counter adapter parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a performance counter adapter

The XML description of a file change event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It
is crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/PerformanceCounterAdapter'. All
mandatory parameters must be specified, optional parameters can be added as well. The following example shows a complete
XML description of a web service pull adapter specifying all four parameters.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyPerformanceCounterAdapter"
                              displayName="My performance counter adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/PerformanceCounterAdapter">
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="PerformanceCounters">
                         CPUUtilization|TESTPC|Processor|% Processor Time|_Total;
                         AvailableMemory|TESTPC|Memory|Available Bytes|</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Interval">15</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="MissingCounterMode">PublishNullValues</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Timeout">600</Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
 
        <EventTransformer/>
        ...
 
</EventAdapter>
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The performance counter adapter specified above will attempt to read the performance counters % Processor Time and
Available Bytes on the computer TESTPC every 15 seconds, publishing missing counters without a value, and a maximum
session time of 10 minutes.

 Runtime behavior

The performance counter adapter attempts to access the specified Windows performance counters periodically. In every
iteration (after each waiting interval), the adapter retrieves the current value for each performance counter added through
parameterisation. The resulting dictionary is transmitted directly to the attached transformers for further computation. The
adapter takes care of concurrency issues when the adapter is running on several worker nodes.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the target machine becomes temporarily
unavailable?

A: The adapter will log a corresponding error message, but will
continuously try to access the specified counters.

Q: I am trying to access performance counters on a Windows 98
or Millennium Edition machine.

A: These platforms do not support performance counters, the
adapter will dispatch an error event.

Q: When running the adapter I either get an error "accessing the
system API" or a general "missing privileges" error.

A: Make sure that access to the remote machine as well as
sufficient system privileges are available for accessing
performance counters.

Q: An error occurs once, the adapter continues operation, but
does not produce any data.

A: Upon occurrence of an error the adapter logs the error only
once, even if it continues to occur. The adapter will then
continuously try to access the performance counter, allowing
for temporary unavailable counters to still be accessed.

 See also

• Event processing maps

• Event adapters

 RSS adapter

 Introduction

Retrieves event data from an RSS data feed.

 Implementation class

The RSS adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the RSS adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.RSSEventAdapter

Class Name RSSEventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.RSSEventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/RSSEventAdapter
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Table 14.57. RSS adapter

 Using the RSS adapter in the Modelling Studio

The RSS adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the event
adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard
appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section "Event
adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.24. RSS adapter parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a RSS adapter

The XML description of a RSS adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is crucial to
specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/RSSEventAdapter'. All mandatory parameters
must be specified, optional parameters can be added as well. The following example shows a complete XML description of a
RSS adapter by specifying the two parameters.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyRSSAdapter"
                              displayName="My RSS adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/RSSEventAdapter">
         <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="FeedUrl">
                        http://news.uc4.com/rssfeed.xml
                </Parameter>
                <Parameter name="FetchInterval">
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                        10
                </Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
 
        <EventTransformer/>
        ...
 
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

At runtime, the RSS event adapter periodically fetches newly added feed entries from the URL. As soon as new feed entries
are fetched from the newsfeed, the adapter provides the data to assigned transformers as IList<String>. The adapter takes care
of concurrency issues when the adapter is running on several worker nodes.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the map is started for the first time? Does the
adapter automatically trigger an event?

A: Initially, all RSS items in the feed, old or new, will be sent to
the transformer, in subsequent operation, only new feed items
will be published.

Q: What happens if the RSS feed is temporarily unavailable?

A: The connection attempt is discarded and the adapter will retry
to reach the RSS feed after the specified fetch interval.

 See also

• Event processing maps

• Event adapters

 TIBCO event adapter

 Introduction

The TIBCO event adapter is used to retrieve messages from TIBCO Enterprise Message Service (TIBCO EMS) Messages can
be consumed from queues, topics or using a durable topic subscriber in either transactional as well as non-transactional mode.

 Implementation class

The TIBCO event adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the TIBCO event adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters

Class Name TIBCOEventAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.TIBCOEventAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/TIBCOEventAdapter

Table 14.59. TIBCO event adapter

 Using the TIBCO event adapter in the Modelling Studio

The TIBCO adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the event
adapter inside a map, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter
Wizard appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard, please see section
"Event adapters".
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Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.

Figure 14.25. TIBCO event adapter: Define parameters in the Event Adapter Wizard

 The XML description of a TIBCO event adapter instance

The XML description of a TIBCO event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for the 'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/TIBCOEventAdapter'. In addition, the
'InitParameters' tag must contain at least the parameter entries for the queue and the connection factory to be used.

<EventAdapter identifier="TIBCOEventAdapter"
                              displayName="TIBCO Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/TIBCOEventAdapter">
 
        <Description><![CDATA[Receives messages from a TIBCO EMS.]]></Description>
 
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="Queue">MyQueue</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="JNDIHost">localhost</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="JNDIPort">7222</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="ConnectionFactory">MyFactory</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="User">MyUser</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Password" password="true">MyPassword</Parameter>
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                <Parameter name="ConnectionRefreshTime">300</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="ReceiveMode">NonTransactional</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="DestinationType">Queue</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Durable">false</Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
        ...
 
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

As soon as an EventBase is started, TIBCO event adapters start to listen to their queues, assuming that all parameters have
been set correctly. If the specified queue does not exist or cannot be accessed due to incorrect user credentials, the JMS adapter
will not be started.

When the adapter is able to access the queue, it continuously listens for new messages. If a message is received, the TIBCO
event adapter calls the assigned transformers and sends them the raw event. Depending on the kind of event received it will
send a String (for TextMessage), a IDictionary (for MapMessage), an object (for StreamMessage and ObjectMessage) or a byte
array (for BytesMessage).

 See also

• Event processing maps

• Event adapters

 Log file adapter

 Introduction

The log file adapter is designed to generate events from log file entries. The adapter periodically checks for changes in a log
file. If a new log entry is detected, the log entry is passed to the assigned event transformers.

 Implementation class

The log file adapter comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the log file adapter class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.LogfileAdapter

Class Name LogfileAdapter

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventAdapters.LogfileAdapter.dll

URI eventadapter://UC4/LogFileAdapter

Table 14.61. Log file adapter

 Using the log file adapter in the Modelling Studio

The log file adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation) folder in the component catalog. In order to use the
event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard
appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on the Event Adapter Wizard please see section "Event
adapters".

Step 3 of the wizard allows you to define parameters. The previous section showed a list of parameters that can be set. These
parameters can be entered as key-value pairs in the wizard, as shown in the following picture.
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Figure 14.63. Log file adapter parameter configuration

After finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. As soon as an event transformer is assigned,
this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to other map components
to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a log file adapter

The XML description of a log file adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for the'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/LogfileAdapter'. In addition, the
'InitParameters' tag must contain at least the parameter entry for the queue.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyLogfileAdapter"
                              displayName="My log file adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/LogfileAdapter">
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="Logfile">*.log</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Directory">c:\myprogram\logs</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Interval">10</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="Encoding">ASCII</Parameter>
                <Parameter name="StartRegularExpressionPattern">
                        ^[0-9]{8}/[0-9]{6}\.[0-9]{3} - U[0-9]{7}
                </Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
 
        <EventTransformer/>
        ...
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</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

At runtime, the log file adapter periodically pulls newly added log records from the log file. As soon as new records are
fetched from the file, the adapter provides the data to assigned transformers as a string. After reading a bulk of log records the
adapter stores the last read file position within the log file in a correlation session and waits a time interval (configurable with
the parameter 'Interval'). When the time period is over the adapter gets the latest file position from the correlation session and
continuous featching new log entries.

The adapter takes care of concurrency issues when the adapter is running on several worker nodes.

 FAQ

Q: Can the log file adapter be used to read and monitor multiple
log files generated with the Log4J and Log4Net logging
framework?

A: Yes, the adapter is able to monitor several log files in a
directory. This includes log files generated with the Log4J
and Log4Net logging framework.

Q: Which bulk size should be used for the log file adapter?

A: The bulk size mainly depends on the chosen time interval
for reading new data from the log file. The Decision system
should be able to read and process of a single bulk within the
specified time interval.

Q: What happens if adapter instances on multiple worker nodes
listen for changes to the same log file?

A: The concurrent access to the log file is automatically
managed by the Decision system. The system ensures that
only one adapter instance is active at the same time.

 See also

• Event adapters

 Event transformers

 Raw data transformer

 Introduction

The raw data transformer creates an event object from raw event data without additional manipulation.

The raw data transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is described in
Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform any event to an event object.

The raw event data is added to an event object of the type eventobjecttype://UC4/RawDataEvent with the attribute 'RawData'
set to the original raw event data object.

 Implementation class

The raw data transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the raw data transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.RawDataTransformer

Class Name RawDataTransformer
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Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.RawDataTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/RawDataTransformer

Table 14.72. Raw data transformer

 Parameters of the raw data transformer

The raw data transformer does not define any additional parameters, since no configuration is required.

 Using the raw data transformer

The raw data transformer can be assigned to any event adapter capturing any type of data. The transformer provides a generic
output port which can be connected to other map components. Further instructions on how to assign an event transformer to an
event adapter can be obtained from Section 9.4, "Event transformers".

 The XML description of a raw data transformer

Event transformers have to be assigned to an event adapter. The raw data transformer can be assigned to an adapter, as shown
in the following listing:

<EventAdapter identifier="MyEventAdapter"
                              displayName="My Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="...">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="RawDataTransformer"
                 displayName="Raw data transformer"
                 componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/RawDataTransformer" />
        ...
</EventAdapter>

 FAQ

The raw data transformer performs a simple relay of raw event data to an event object. No configuration is required, and no
errors can occur.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 Performance counter transformer

 Introduction

The performance counter transformer creates an event object from Performance Counter Adapter event data by mapping the
performance counter attributes to the target event object attributes.

The performance counter transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is
described in Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform a raw Performance Counter event to
an event object of the specified type.

 Implementation class

The performance counter transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following table describes the details of the performance counter transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.PerformanceCounterTransformer

Class Name PerformanceCounterTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.PerformanceCounterTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/PerformanceCounterTransformer

Table 14.74. Performance counter transformer
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 Using the performance counter transformer

The performance counter transformer can be assigned to a performance counter adapter or any other adapter publishing event
data in the <String,Double> dictionary format. The transformer provides a generic output port which can be connected to
other map components. Further instructions on how to assign an event transformer to an event adapter can be obtained from
Section 9.4, "Event transformers".

 The XML description of a performance counter transformer

Event transformers can not be directly inserted into a map. They have to be assigned to an event adapter. The simulation event
transformer can be assigned to an adapter, as shown in the following listing:

EventAdapter identifier="MyPerformanceCounterAdapter"
                           displayName="My Performance Counter Adapter"
                           componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/PerformanceCounterAdapter">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="PerformanceCounterTransformer"
                              displayName="Performance counter transformer"
                              componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/PerformanceCounterTransformer">
                <InitParameters>
                        <Parameter name="TargetEventObjectUri">
                                eventobjecttype://Domain/MyEOT
                        </Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
        </EventTransformer>
        ...
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

The performance counter transformer converts the performance data from the performance counter adapter to an event object.
The performance data are mapped to attributes of the specified target event object type.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if a performance counter attribute is not found
in the specified target event object URI?

A: The transformer will not handle the event and throw a
corresponding exception.

Q: An attribute is specified the target event object URI, but the
transformer still fails to process the event.

A: Make sure the specified attribute types are compatible and
that the extracted performance counter value can be cast to
the event object attribute type.

Q: The counter value and the specified attribute type should not
be compatible, but the transformer still produces an event,
e.g. a performance counter value of '7' is transformed to the
boolean value 'true'.

A: The transformer will attempt to cast as flexible as possible.
In the example above a counter value of '0' would yield the
result 'false'.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"
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 XML XPath transformer

 Introduction

The XML XPath transformer creates an event object from raw XML data by transforming the contained data to event object
attributes.

The XML XPath transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is described in
Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform any event to an event object.

According to the specified XPath expression a number of XML document nodes are retrieved from the raw XML input string
by the transformer. The information contained in these nodes, including child nodes and attributes, is then matched to the
target event object type and stored within its attributes.

 Implementation class

The XML XPath transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the XML XPath transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventServices.Simulation

Class Name XmlXPathTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.XmlTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/XmlXPathTransformer

Table 14.76. XML XPath transformer

 The XML description of a XML XPath transformer

Event transformers can not be directly inserted into a map. They have to be assigned to an event adapter. The simulation event
transformer can be assigned to an adapter, as shown in the following listing:

<EventAdapter identifier="MyEventAdapter"
                              displayName="My Event Adapter" componentUri="..."> ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="XmlXPathTransformer"
                                              displayName="XMLXPath transformer"
                                              componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/XmlXPathTransformer">
                <InitParameters>
                        <Parameter name="TargetEventObjectType">
                                eventobjecttype://Domain/MyEOT
                        </Parameter>
                        <Parameter name="XPathExpression">
                                //Orders
                        </Parameter> ...
                </InitParameters>
        </EventTransformer>
        ...
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

The XML XPath transformer is able to process XML documents and converts them into event objects. The type of the event
object is defined by the parameter TargetEventObjectType. When receiving XML documents from an adapter the event
transformer generates a new event object and fills the event object with the XML data.

Considering the following XML document as example input data:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
        <Orders>
                <Order time='2010-01-27T22:08:20.1528246'>
                        <item amount='2'>
                                <itemid>1127</itemid>
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                                <itemname>My item 2</itemname>
                        </item>
                </Order>
                <Order time='2010-02-02T11:34:40.3264128'>
                        <item amount='10'>
                                <itemid>1000</itemid>
                                <itemname>My item 1</itemname>
                        </item>
                        <item amount='1'>
                                <itemid>1127</itemid>
                                <itemname>My item 2</itemname>
                        </item>
                        <item amount='3'>
                                <itemid>0927</itemid>
                                <itemname>My item 3</itemname>
                        </item>
                </Order>
        </Orders>

If the XPathExpression parameter is set to '//Order' and the target event object type is set correctly the input XML document
will be transformed into two event objects each containing the attributes 'time' and 'item' where the latter is a list type. All
Attributes can contain nested events.

If such a nested event object type is declared for the list 'item' and contains the corresponding attributes, the transformed event
object for the first example order would be as follows:

Event object type 'OrderEventObject' where
['time'] = '2010-01-27T22:08:20.1528246'
['item'] = list of event object type 'ItemEventObject' where [0]
['amount'] = 2 [0]['itemid'] = 1127[0]
['itemname'] = "My item 2"

If the parameters for defining and overwriting the event object creation time attribute are set, the transformed 'time' attribute
can be used to set the event object creation time to the creation time of the order.

 FAQ

Q: List items in the XML source are not stored as direct
children of the XPath target node, but listed as children of an
additional list specifier. Can the transformer be configured to
correctly read these items?

A: The transformer performs an intelligent search of all direct
descendants of a node and will find the list item if the
corresponding attribute name is set in the target event object
type.

Q: Values within the XML source are stored as strings. Do all
attributes in the target event object type have to be strings as
well?

A: The transformer will attempt to cast any input to the type of
the corresponding attribute. If not successful, the event will
not be processed and a corresponding error message will be
dispatched.

Q: The transformer fails to process an input XML document.
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A: Make sure the XML document is well-formed and the
specified target event object type and its attributes are
compatible to the data expected to be retrieved from the input
XML document.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 XML schema-driven event transformer

 Introduction

The XML schema-driven event transformer uses the XML representation of an event object (delivered as a string) and
transforms it into an event object.

The XML schema-driven event transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is
described in Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform any event to an event object.

 Implementation class

The XML schema-driven event transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite.
The following table describes the details of the XML schema-driven event transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.XmlTransformer

Class Name XmlSchemaDrivenEventTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.XmlTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/
XmlSchemaDrivenEventTransformer

Table 14.78. XML schema-driven event transformer

 The XML description of an XML schema-driven event transformer

The XML description of an XML schema-driven event transformer is equivalent to the general syntax for event transformer
XML descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct value for 'componentUri', which is 'eventtransformer://UC4/
XmlSchemaDrivenEventTransformer'. The following shows a typical configuration of the event transformer within an adapter.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyWebServicePullAdapter"
                              displayName="My Web Service Pull Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/WebServicePullAdapter">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="MyTransformer"
                     componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/XmlSchemaDrivenEventTransformer">
               <InitParameters>
                        <Parameter name="OverwriteTimeCreated">
                                true
                        </Parameter>
                        <Parameter name="TimeCreatedAttribute">
                                DateTime
                        </Parameter>
                 </InitParameters>
        </EventTransformer>
        ...
</EventAdapter>
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 Runtime behavior

The XML schema-driven event transformer is able to process XML strings and converts them into event objects. The type
of the event object is determined by the XML schema of the XML document. Therefore, the XML schema-driven event
transformer is only able to generate XML schema-driven event object types.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the transformer is not able to map the XML
schema to an XML schema-driven event object type of the
Policy Orchestrator system?

A: In this case the event transformer will throw an exception
indicating that no event object type could be found.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 SQL data table transformer

 Introduction

The SQL data table transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is described in
Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform any event to an event object.

 Implementation class

The SQL data table transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The
following table describes the details of the SQL data table transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.SqlDataTableTransformer

Class Name SqlDataTableTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.SqlDataTableTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/SqlDataTableTransformer

Table 14.80. SQL data table transformer

 The XML description of a SQL data table transformer

The XML description of an XML schema-driven event transformer is equivalent to the general syntax for event transformer
XML descriptions. It is crucial to specify the correct value for 'componentUri', which is 'eventtransformer://UC4/
SqlDataTableTransformer'. The following shows a typical configuration of the event transformer within an adapter.

<EventAdapter identifier="MySqlPullAdapter"
                              displayName="My SQL Pull Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/SQLPullEventAdapter">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="MyTransformer"
                componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/SqlDataTableTransformer">
                <InitParameters>
                        <Parameter name="TargetEventObjectType">
                                 eventobjecttype://Domain/MyEOT
                        </Parameter>
                        <Parameter name="ColumnnameTimeCreated">Col1</Parameter>
                        <Parameter name="OverwriteEventCreationTime">true</Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
        </EventTransformer>
        ...
</EventAdapter>
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 Runtime behavior

The SQL data table transformer is able to process database records and converts them into event objects. The type of the event
object is by the parameter TargetEventObjectTypeUri. When receiving database records from an adapter the event transformer
generates a new event object and fills the event object with the record data.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if the data records include columns that cannot
be mapped to attributes of the configured event object type?

A: In this case the event transformer will ignore the column and
it will log a warning message on the console of the worker.

Q: What happens if the event object type includes a mandatory
attributes which is not provided with the record data?

A: An exception will be thrown by the Decision system since the
generated event object is not valid.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 Mail event transformer

 Introduction

The mail event transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is described in
Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform emails from an POP3 event adapter and generates
event objects of the type eventobjecttype://UC4/Mail.

 Implementation class

The mail event transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the mail event transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.MailTransformer

Class Name MailTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.MailTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/MailTransformer

Table 14.82. Mail event transformer

 Parameters of the mail event transformer

No parameters are needed to configure the mail event transformer.

 The XML description of a mail event transformer

The XML description of a mail event transformer is equivalent to the general syntax for event transformer XML descriptions.
It is crucial to specify the correct value for 'componentUri', which is 'eventtransformer://UC4/MailEventTransformer'. The
following shows a typical configuration of a mail event transformer within a mail adapter.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyPop3EventAdapter"
                              displayName="My POP3 Event Adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/Pop3EventAdapter">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="MyMailTransformer"
                                              componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/MailEventTransformer />
        ...
</EventAdapter>
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 FAQ

Q: How are email attachements handled by the mail event
transformer?

A: Attachments are not converted by the mail event transformer.

Q: How are HTML emails processed by the mail event
transformer?

A: For HTML emails the mail event transformer sets the
attribute 'IsBodyHTML' to true and the HTML content of the
e-mail is set as body of the email.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 RSS transformer

 Introduction

The RSS transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is described in
Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to transform an event described by RSS items.

 Implementation class

The RSS transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following table
describes the details of the RSS transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.RSSTransformer

Class Name RSSTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.RSSTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/RSSTransformer

Table 14.84. RSS transformer

 Parameters of the RSS transformer

No parameters are needed to configure the RSS transformer.

The RSS items are transformed into event objects of type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/NewsItem', any contained news item
enclosures are transformed into event objects of type 'eventobjecttype://UC4/NewsItemEnclosure', which are then used as
nested event objects inside the containing news item event object. News item enclosures signify any incoming multimedia
parts and contain information about the length, the URL and the MIME type of the enclosure part.

 The XML description of a RSS transformer

The XML description of a RSS transformer is equivalent to the general syntax for event transformer XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for 'componentUri', which is 'eventtransformer://UC4/RSSTransformer'. The following
shows a typical configuration of the event transformer within an adapter.

<EventAdapter identifier="MyRSSAdapter"
                              displayName="My RSS adapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/RSSEventAdapter">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="MyTransformer"
                                              componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/RSSTransformer"/>
        ...
</EventAdapter>
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 FAQ

Q: Are news items provided to the event transformer ordered in
some way?

A: It depends on the RSS adapter delivering the RSS news data.
The pre-configured RSS adapter delivers the RSS news data
items ordered by the publishing data.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 Remote log-file adapter NVP transformer

 Introduction

The remote log-file adapter NVP transformer creates an event object from Dictionary event data stored in a String as serialized
XML by mapping the dictionary keys to the target event object attributes. The specific serialization format used by the remote
log-file adapter to transmit event data is supported by this transformer.

The remote log-file adapter NVP transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage
is described in Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform a raw event to an event object of the
specified type.

 Implementation class

The remote log-file adapter NVP transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite.
The following table describes the details of the remote log-file adapter NVP transformer class.

Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.NameValuePairTransformer.
RemoteLogfileAdapterNameValuePairTransformer

Class Name RemoteLogfileAdapterNameValuePairTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.NameValuePairTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/
RemoteLogfileAdapterNameValuePairTransformer

Table 14.86. Remote log-file adapter NVP transformer

 Using the remote log-file adapter NVP transformer

The remote log-file adapter NVP transformer can be assigned to any adapter publishing event data in an XML string using
the HashMap serialisation format of the java xstream library. The transformer provides a generic output port which can be
connected to other map components. Further instructions on how to assign an event transformer to an event adapter can be
obtained from Section 9.4, "Event transformers".

 The XML description of a remote log-file adapter NVP transformer

Event transformers can not be directly inserted into a map. They have to be assigned to an event adapter. The simulation event
transformer can be assigned to an adapter, as shown in the following listing:

EventAdapter identifier="MyEventAdapter"
                           displayName="My Remote log-file Adapter"
                           componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/RemoteLogfileAdapter">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="RemoteLogfileAdapterNameValuePairTransformer"
            displayName="Remote log-file adapter NVP transformer"
            componentUri=
                "eventtransformer://UC4/RemoteLogfileAdapterNameValuePairTransformer">
 
                <InitParameters>
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                        <Parameter name="TargetEventObjectUri">
                                eventobjecttype://Domain/MyEOT
                        </Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
        </EventTransformer>
        ...
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

The remote log-file adapter NVP transformer converts the XML serialized dictionary data supplied by a remote log-file adapter
to an event object. The dictionary keys are mapped to attributes of the specified target event object type, the corresponding
values are mapped to the event object attribute values.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if a dictionary key is not found in the specified
target event object URI?

A: The transformer will not handle the event and throw a
corresponding exception.

Q: An attribute is specified the target event object URI, but the
transformer still fails to process the event.

A: Make sure the specified attribute types are compatible and
that the extracted dictionary value can be cast to the event
object attribute type.

Q: The counter value and the specified attribute type should not
be compatible, but the transformer still produces an event,
e.g. a value of '7' is transformed to the boolean value 'true'.

A: The transformer will attempt to cast as flexible as possible.
In the example above a counter value of '0' would yield the
result 'false'.

Q: An XML serialized Dictionary is supplied by the event
adapter, but the transformer seems unable to handle it.

A: The remote log-file adapter NVP transformer is designed
specifically to process the xstream XML serialization of a
java HashMap. Any other serializations of dictionary types
are not supported.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

 Dictionary transformer

 Introduction

The dictionary transformer creates an event object from event data stored in a Dictionary of type <String,object> by mapping
the dictionary keys to the target event object attributes.

The dictionary transformer is an implementation of an event transformer whose general purpose and usage is described in
Section 9.4, "Event transformers". It is designed to automatically transform a raw event to an event object of the specified type.

 Implementation class

The dictionary transformer comes as a pre-registered component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. The following
table describes the details of the dictionary transformer class.
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Namespace UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.NameValuePairTransformer.
DictionaryTransformer

Class Name DictionaryTransformer

Assembly UC4.Decision.Components.EventTransformers.NameValuePairTransformer.dll

URI eventtransformer://UC4/DictionaryTransformer

Table 14.88. Dictionary transformer

 Using the dictionary transformer

The dictionary transformer can be assigned to any adapter publishing event data in the <String,object> dictionary format. The
transformer provides a generic output port which can be connected to other map components. Further instructions on how to
assign an event transformer to an event adapter can be obtained from Section 9.4, "Event transformers".

 The XML description of a dictionary transformer

Event transformers can not be directly inserted into a map. They have to be assigned to an event adapter. The simulation event
transformer can be assigned to an adapter, as shown in the following listing:

EventAdapter identifier="MyEventAdapter"
                           displayName="My Event Adapter"
                           componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/ExampleAdapter">
        ...
        <EventTransformer identifier="DictionaryTransformer"
                                              displayName="Dictionary transformer"
                                              componentUri="eventtransformer://UC4/DictionaryTransformer">
                <InitParameters>
                        <Parameter name="TargetEventObjectUri">
                                eventobjecttype://Domain/MyEOT
                        </Parameter>
                </InitParameters>
        </EventTransformer>
        ...
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

The dictionary transformer converts the raw dictionary data supplied by an event adapter to an event object. The dictionary
keys are mapped to attributes of the specified target event object type, the corresponding values are mapped to the event object
attribute values.

 FAQ

Q: What happens if a dictionary key is not found in the specified
target event object URI?

A: The transformer will not handle the event and throw an
exception.

Q: An attribute is specified the target event object URI, but the
transformer still fails to process the event.

A: Make sure the specified attribute types are compatible and
that the extracted dictionary value can be cast to the event
object attribute's type.

Q: The counter value and the specified attribute type should not
be compatible, but the transformer still produces an event,
e.g. a value of '7' is transformed to the boolean value 'true'.
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A: The transformer will attempt to cast as flexible as possible.
In the example above a counter value of '0' would yield the
result 'false'.

 See also

• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"

87 Policy Orchestrator remote components

 Remote log-file adapter

 Introduction

The remote log-file adapter is a stand-alone adapter that can publish log-records as event data to the Policy Orchestrator
system. Log-data is continuously extracted from one or more log-files in one or more local directories and pre-processed
according the your configuration settings. The pre-processed data is then filtered and sent to the Gateway. The Gateway
forwards the data to the Decision Worker nodes for the event processing. The following figure illustrates this process.

Figure 15.8. Log-file adapters for Policy Orchestrator

Log-file adapters can be configured locally or remotely by using configuration policies. Configuration policies can be managed
and changed with the Modelling Studio and allow you to remotely configure multiple log-file adapters.

 Installation

The remote log-file adapter comes as a remote adapter component with the Policy Orchestrator product suite. It can be found
under "RemoteAdapters/LogFileAdapter". The distribution folder contains a readme file (Readme.txt) as well as two file
archives both containing the log-file adapter.

 System requirements

The adapter requires Java version 1.4.2. Any system capable of running a Java Virtual Machine supporting this version is able
to execute the remote log-file adapter.
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 Installation: Unix-based systems

All required files are contained in LogfileAdapter.tar.gz. To unpack the files use the following command:

tar -zxvf LogfileAdapter.tar.gz

This will extract the necessary files from the archive.

 Installation: Microsoft Windows

All required files are contained in LogfileAdapter.zip. Unzip the files into the desired target directory.

 Folder structure

After extraction of the log-file adapter archive the following folder structure will appear:

• ./conf - Contains the default adapter properties.
• ./lib - Contains all required libraries.
• LogfileAdapter.jar - The executable jar archive containing the log-file adapter.

 Configuration

The log-file adapter is configured in two steps. The first step is configuring adapter instance properties. The second step is
defining a configuration policy. The adapter instance properties can be configured either directly via command-line arguments
or by modifying the properties file conf/Adapter.properties. The configuration policy can be supplied either locally by a policy
XML-file, or remotely by defining a configuration policy in the Modelling Studio.

 Parsers

Raw log-file entries are further processed by log-file parsers, which map log-entry content to a list of key/value pairs according
to specific rules. The following parsers are available:

 Raw parser

No parameters are needed to configure the raw parser.

The entire log-entry is stored under the key Raw.

XML element name: "Raw"

The following example shows the usage of the raw parser within a configuration policy XML-file:

<Parser>
        <Raw/>
</Parser>

 Filter expressions

An expression language for filtering out relevant log-file entries is available for the log-file adapter. These "filter expressions"
are applied to the variables extracted by the supplied parser. Any given filter expression must evaluate to true or false. If true,
the log-entry will be dispatched to the Gateway as a new event, if false it will be omitted.

Parser variables are accessed by their identifier (key, column name), number and string literals are also supported. A number of
operators and functions are available for building the desired filter expression.

 Types

All variables supplied by the parsers are of type String. Conversion will be done automatically where possible. A number of
manual conversion functions are available to be used within the expression.

 Starting the adapter

Once all configurations are available, the adapter is ready to be started.
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Figure 15.9. Console: starting the adapter

Submission and status information will be displayed in the console window as the adapter operates.

 The local XML-file description of a log-file adapter policy

If the log-file adapter policy is not configured via the Modelling Studio, it can be configured locally by using an XML policy
description file.

This file must contain all policy settings and must have the following structure:

<LogfileAdapterConfigurationPolicy>
        <LogfileHandling>
                
        </LogfileHandling>
        <Parser>
              
        </Parser>
        <FilterExpression>
              
        </FilterExpression>
</LogfileAdapterConfigurationPolicy>

The LogfileHandling tag contains all basic parameters. Parser settings are defined within the Parser tag, and the filter
expression can be configured under FilterExpression. The following XML-file is an example of a correct policy file:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
 
<LogfileAdapterConfigurationPolicy >
        <LogfileHandling>
                <Interval>1</Interval>
                <Directories>files/logfiles</Directories>
                <BulkSize>5</BulkSize>
                <FilePattern>*.log</FilePattern>
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                <HasHeaderRow>false</HasHeaderRow>
                <Topic>Test</Topic>
                <PersistentGatewayQueueing>false</PersistentGatewayQueueing>
                <Status>true</Status>
                <StartRegexPattern>^</StartRegexPattern>
                <LogLevel>ALL</LogLevel>
                <PublishLog>true</PublishLog>
        </LogfileHandling>
        <Parser>
                <DelimiterParser>
                        <ColumnNames>Hour;Minute;Second;Topic</ColumnNames>
                        <Delimiter>:</Delimiter>
                </DelimiterParser>
        </Parser>
        <FilterExpression>
                Hour > 6 AND Hour < 22 AND Topic <> "none"
        </FilterExpression>
</LogfileAdapterConfigurationPolicy>

 Configuration policy management in the Modelling Studio

A panel for managing global configurations is available in the Management perspective of the Modelling  Studio.

Figure 15.10. Global Configurations panel

 Creating a new configuration

Upon creation of a new configuration, the Remote Log-File Adapter Configuration Wizard will guide you through the creation
of a new global configuration.
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Figure 15.11. Configuration Creation Wizard

Configuration of basic settings, the desired parser, and the filter expression is done in three steps. The created configuration
can then be accessed by its URI, which is always of the format "configuration://RemoteAdapters/LogfileAdapter/**".

 Changing an existing configuration

Upon opening the properties window of an existing configuration all basic settings, the parser configuration and the filter
expression are displayed and can be changed.
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Figure 15.12. Configuration properties

Changes will be reflected in the adapter's behavior after the next configuration pulling interval (which is usually 5 seconds).

 Using the log-file adapter in the Modelling Studio

A predefined Decision Gateway adapter for use with the remote log-file adapter can be found in the default (ONE Automation)
folder in the component catalog. In order to use the event adapter, simply drag and drop it from the components panel to the
EventBase model panel. The Event Adapter Wizard appears for configuring the adapter instance. For detailed instructions on
the Event Adapter Wizard please see section eventAdapter.
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Figure 15.13. Modelling Studio: Event Adapter Wizard

The topic used in the configuration policy must also be used when configuring the remote log-file gateway adapter. After
finishing the wizard, the adapter will be represented by a socket on the map. By default, a corresponding Remote Logfile
Adapter Transformer is attached to the adapter for transformation of the generated event objects. As soon as an event
transformer is assigned, this socket will have a set of output ports provided by the transformer. These ports can be connected to
other map components to process the events which have been generated by the socket.

 The XML description of a log-file adapter

The XML description of a gateway event adapter is equivalent to the general syntax for event adapter XML descriptions. It is
crucial to specify the correct value for 'componentUri', which is 'eventadapter://UC4/RemoteLogfileAdapter'. In addition, the
<InitParameters> tag must contain the gateway configuration parameters.

<EventAdapter identifier="RemoteLogfileAdapter"
                              displayName="RemoteLogfileAdapter"
                              componentUri="eventadapter://UC4/RemoteLogfileAdapter">
        <InitParameters>
                <Parameter name="Topic">topicName</Parameter>
        </InitParameters>
        <EventTransformer/>
        ...
 
</EventAdapter>

 Runtime behavior

Assuming all configurations have been made and a policy is available, the adapter exhibits the following behavior during
runtime.
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 Configuration pulling

Every 5 seconds the configuration policy is checked for changes. Therefore, a running adapter can change its current behavior
according to the currently available configuration policy.

 Log-file pulling

The log-file adapter generates a list of log-files from the Directories and FilePattern parameters. For each of these files the
current state is retrieved either from a local state file or from the Decision Gateway. Based on this state and configuration
information new log-file entries are extracted and submitted to the configured parser. The parser generates a list of key/
value pairs from the raw log-entry and passes the data on to the filtering system. The key/value pair list is then applied to the
specified filter expression. If the expression evaluates to true, the data is submitted to the Gateway.

 Error handling

If a gateway becomes unavailable the adapter automatically tries to use the next available gateway in the list of configured
gateways. Errors, warnings, and important information are logged by the adapter. If desired, logging information can also be
submitted to the gateway. All submitted errors and warnings are published with the topic "Logfile Adapter Information".

If at any time a log-file becomes unavailable or any module throws an exception, this exception will be logged and the adapter
will continue its operation.

 Policy Orchestrator

Once submitted to the gateway, the remote log-file adapter component receives the events and passes them to the attached
event transformer. At this point the handling of event data is the same as with event data created by other adapter components.

 FAQ

Q: I changed the topic of a remote log-file gateway adapter. The
adapter does not receive any events. What is the problem?

A: Adapter changes within the Policy Orchestrator system only
take effect when the changed EventBase has been stored.

Q: Can I use relative paths in the configuration policy?

A: Yes. Please consider that relative paths are always relative
from the execution path of the remote log-file adapter.

Q: I started the adapter with command-line parameters, but the
default settings are still in use.

A: When starting the adapter with command-line parameters
make sure the default properties file is deleted. The adapter
will use the properties file if it is available.

 See also

• Event adapters
• Section 9.4, "Event transformers"
• Decision gateway

 SAP PI web service adapter

 Introduction

SAP systems provide an exchange infrastructure with SAP Netweaver PI (Process Interchange) for sharing information with
external systems. Policy Orchestrator provides an adapter for capturing SAP transaction data and uses SAP Netweaver PI as
middleware for transmitting the data. Generally, SAP systems are able to communicate with SAP Netweaver PI by using one
of the following communication technologies:

• RFC
• IDoc
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• ABAP Proxy Technology
• Java Proxy Technology

Policy Orchestrator is able to receive IDocs from the SAP Backend System. Using the IDoc adapter organizations can
exchange numerous IDoc-types between the SAP and Policy Orchestrator System. The system communication is based on
single generic interface to exchange all types of IDocs. The communication between the SAP Backend System and SAP
Netweaver PI is based on ABAP Proxy technology using the XI-XML protocol which is an SAP extension of the SOAP
protocol. The communication between SAP Netweaver PI and Policy Orchestrator is based on the SOAP protocol. Therefore,
Policy Orchestrator provides a gateway which is used for the inbound communication.

SAP Netweaver PI performs the transformation between the XI-XML protocol of the SAP Backend System and the SOAP
protocol which is used by Policy Orchestrator. Furthermore, SAP Netweaver PI performs the message mapping between the
outbound message of the SAP Backend System and the inbound message of the Policy Orchestrator System. This is shown in
the following figure:

Figure 15.14. SAP Netweaver: Message mapping

Policy Orchestrator requires structural information of the IDocs being exchanged between the SAP Backend System and
the Policy Orchestrator System. Therefore, the structure of the IDoc is exported as XSD schema from the SAP Backend
System and by using ABAP Proxy technology it is sent to SAP Netweaver PI. The SAP Netweaver PI forwards the structural
information on IDocs to the Policy Orchestrator System which automatically generates corresponding event types for the
IDocs.

 Basic system configuration

 System Landscape Directory (SLD)

The SAP Business System runs ABAP programs which send the IDoc data and IDoc structure via ABAP proxy technology
to the SAP Netweaver PI system. To enable this communication, a product which contains the required interfaces needs to be
defined in the SLD. A product can consist of different software components. The software component is linked to the product
by using a software unit. Each product and software component can have different versions, which are also maintained in the
SLD.

1. Create Product

First of all a product should be created in the SLD. Therefore, click on the Product link. On the next screen click the "New
Product Version" button. Enter the following data and then click the "Create" button.

• Name: UC4_Decision
• Vendor: uc4.com
• Version: 1.0

2. Create Software Unit / Software Component

The software unit represents the link between a product and a software component. On the start screen of the SLD click the
Software-Component link.

• On the next screen click on the "New Software Component Version" button.
• On the next screen select the "UC4_Decision" product which was created in the previous step.
• Thereafter click on the "Create new unit" button.
• Enter "SC_UC4_Decision" as software unit name and click the create button.

The software unit is now created. Now enter the data for the software component:
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• Enter UC4_Decision as name.
• Enter 1.0 as version.
• Click the Create button.

As a result the software component is created and linked to the software product.
3. Assign Product to Technical System ECC

The previously defined product needs to be assigned to the SAP Backend System in order to enable the ABAP Proxy
generation in the SAP Backend System. Therefore:

• Click on the "Technical Systems" link on the SLD start screen.
• Select "Web AS ABAP" as type of technical system.
• Select your SAP Backend System from the list.

Now all data related to the SAP Backend System is shown below the list of technical systems.

• Select the "Installed Products" tab page.
• Click on the "Add new Product" button.
• Select the "UC4_Decision" product from the list.
• Click on the installed checkbox for the software component UC4_Decision.
• Click the "Save" button.

Now the "UC4_Decision" product is assigned to your SAP Backend System.
4. Select the corresponding Integration Server for the ECC

As mentioned before each SAP Backend System needs to be assigned to exactly one Integration Server. Therefore we need
to create a Business System for the Client on which the Policy Orchestrator ABAP programs are running.

• Click on the "Business Systems" link on the start screen of the SLD.
• Click on the "New Business System" button.
• Select "Web AS ABAP" as System Type.
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Select your SAP Backend System as System and the corresponding client on which the Programs are running.
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Enter a name for your Business System (e.g. ECC).
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Click on the "Installed" checkbox of the UC4_Decision product.
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Select "Application System" as role of the Business System.
• Select the SAP Netweaver PI Integration Server as corresponding Integration Server.
• Click on the "Finish" button.

The SAP Backend System is now configured as shown in the following figure:
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Figure 15.24. Integration server for the ECC

Select the Business System (e.g. ECC) in the upper list.
5. Add a new technical system representing the Policy Orchestrator System

The data is send from the SAP Backend System via SAP Netweaver PI system to the Policy Orchestrator System.
Therefore the SLD also needs to host information about the Policy Orchestrator System. As the Policy Orchestrator System
is no SAP System, the Technical System needs to be defined by hand in the SLD.

• Click on the "Technical Systems" link on the start screen of the SLD.
• Click on the "New technical system" button.
• Select "Third party" as system type.
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Enter DECISION as system name.
• Enter decision as host name.
• Click on the "Next" button.
• On the Installed Products screen select the "Installed" checkbox of the UC4_Decision product which was previously

defined.
• On the Installed Softwarecomponents part of the screen select the "Installed" checkbox of the software component

"UC4_Decision".
• Click on the "Finish" button.

6. Select the corresponding Integration Server for the Decision System
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As mentioned before each system needs to be assigned to exactly one Integration Server. Therefore we also need to create a
Business System for the Policy Orchestrator System.

• Click on the "Business Systems" link on the start screen of the SLD.
• Click on the "New Business System" button.
• Select "Third party" as System Type.
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Select your Decision System and enter a Logical System Name (e.g. DECISION).
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Enter a name for your Business System (e.g. BS_DECISION).
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Click on the "Installed" checkbox of the UC4_Decision product.
• Click on the "Next" button.
• Select the SAP Netweaver PI Integration Server as corresponding Integration Server.
• Click on the "Finish" button.

The Decision System is now configured as shown in the following figure:

Figure 15.25. Integration server for the Decision system

Select the Business System in the upper list Parameters:
7. Perform SLD check to verify that the SLD configuration was done correctly
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Run transaction SLD check.

A popup window showing the SLD Authentication dialog will appear:

Figure 15.26. SLD authentication dialog

In the SAP Backend an ABAP report is executed. It should show the following output:
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Figure 15.27. ABAP report
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Figure 15.28. ABAP report

If there are no items highlighted in red, the SLD check was successful. If not, use the SLD Troubleshooting Guide which is
published by SAP on the SDN.

 Installation of the Policy Orchestrator software on the SAP Backend System

The installation of the Policy Orchestrator ABAP development objects in the SAP Backend System is similar to the import of
software packages developed by SAP.

Throughout this document, the following codes are used:

• NNNNNN for the transport job number of the delivery system, and
• SID for the system names of the delivery system.
• TID is used for the system name of the target system (to which the function modules are imported).

The following steps are required:

1. Logon to your SAP Backend System.
2. Copy the following files contained in the Release Image directory <Installation Directory>\RemoteAdapters

\SAPPIWebServiceAdapter\_trans into the import directory of your SAP Backend System:

KNNNNNN.SID into /usr/sap/trans/cofiles

RNNNNNN.SID into /usr/sap/trans/data
3. Run transaction STMS.
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Figure 15.29. Transport management system
4. Select Overview -> Imports from the menu.
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Figure 15.30. Imports
5. Double-click on the corresponding import queue from the list.

Figure 15.31. Import overview
6. Select Extras -> Other Requests -> Add from the menu of the Import Queue.
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Figure 15.32. Import queue
7. Click on the Selection Button for the Transport Request.
8. Select the Request T64KNNNNNN.SID from the list.
9. Click the continue button or press enter.
10. Now the request can be found as the last entry from the list.
11. Select Extras -> Other Requests -> Add from the menu of the Import Queue.
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Figure 15.33. Add a request
12. Select the Request ECCKNNNNNN.SID from the list.
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Figure 15.34. Add request dialog
13. Click the continue button or press enter.
14. Now the request can be found as the last entry from the list.
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Figure 15.35. Import queue
15. Select Queue -> Start Import from the menu.
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Figure 15.36. Start the import
16. Select the target client.
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Figure 15.37. Start import dialog
17. Click the continue button or press enter.

As a result of the previous steps, the packages were imported into the SAP Backend System.

 IDoc configuration

 SAP Backend System

The following configuration steps should be executed on the SAP Backend System:

1. Define Logical System (Transaction SALE)
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Figure 15.38. Start import dialog

• Open IDoc Interface.
• Open Basic Settings.
• Open Logical Systems.
• Double click on Define Logical System.

Figure 15.39. Define logical system
• Add a new entry with the Logical System name <SID>CLNT<CLNT-Number>.

2. Define Port for IDoc processing (Transaction WE21)
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Figure 15.40. Define the port

• Define a new port of type ABAP-PI.
• Port Name: <SID>PROXY
• Function Module: /UC4/IDOCDATA_SEND

3. Define Partner Profiles (Transaction WE20)

Figure 15.41. Partner profiles

• Partner No. <SID>CLNT<Clnt-Number>
• Partner Type: LS (Logical System)

Add the following outbound parameters:
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Figure 15.42. Outbound parameters

• Message Type: Select the message type for which the data should be sent to Decision.
• Receiver Port: Select the receiver port defined in the previous step.
• Output Mode: Select Transfer IDoc Immed.
• Basic Type: Select the corresponding Basic Type.

 PI configuration

 Integration repository

1. Copy the Integration Repository Content (Software Component UC4_DECISION) in to the import directory of the
Integration Repository.

The import directory can be determined as follows:

• Run transaction SXMB_IFR on the SAP Netweaver PI system. Thereafter, the Integration Builder start screen appears
in your web-browser.

• Click on the Administration link in the right upper area of the screen.
• Click on the repository tab page.
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• Click on the General Information link.
• The import directory is now shown as "Import directory" in the Application area, section "Transport".

2. Import the Software Component into the Integration Repository

• Start the Integration Repository by clicking on the Integration Repository link on the Integration Builder start screen.
• If SSO is not configured, enter your username and password an select a logon language.
• In the Integration repository click on Tools -> Import Design Objects.
• Select the UC4_Decision Software component and import it.

 Integration directory
 IDoc data scenario

This scenario is used to export the IDoc Data as XSD from the SAP Backend System and transport it via SAP Netweaver PI to
the Gateway.

1. Create a communication channel.

Figure 15.43. Create a communication channel

Parameters:
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• Communication Channel: CC_Decision_Data
• Service: BS_DECISION
• Adapter Type: SOAP
• Receiver
• Transport Protocol: HTTP
• Message Protocol: SOAP 1.1
• Adapter Engine: Integration Server
• Target URL: http://<Host>:<Port>/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocservice/basic
• SOAP Action: http://www.uc4.com/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IIDocservice/submitIDocData

2. Create a receiver agreement.

Figure 15.44. Create a receiver agreement

Parameters:

• Sender Service: ECC
• Receiver Service: BS_DECISION
• Interface: IDocData_IA
• Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision/
• Receiver Communication Channel: CC_DecisionData

3. Create a receiver determination.
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Figure 15.45. Create a receiver determination

Parameters:

• Sender Service: ECC
• Sender Interface: IDocData_OA
• Sender Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision/
• Receiver Partner: *
• Receiver Service: *
• Type of Receiver Determination: Standard

4. Create an interface determination.
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Figure 15.46. Create an interface determination

Parameters:

• Sender Service: ECC
• Sender Interface: IDocData_OA
• Sender Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision/
• Receiver Service: BS_DECISION
• Type of interface determination: Standard
• Quality-of-Service: Maintain order at runtime
• Inbound Interface Name: IDocData_IA
• Inbound Interface Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision
• Interface Mapping Name: IM_IDocData
• Interface Mapping Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision
• Interface Mapping Software Component: UC4_DECISION

5. Activate the Change List.

 IDoc structure scenario

This scenario is used to send the IDoc Structure as XML from the SAP Backend System and transport it via SAP Netweaver PI
to the Gateway.

1. Create a communication channel.
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Figure 15.47. Create a communication channel

Parameters:

• Communication Channel: CC_Decision_Structure
• Serivice: BS_DECISION
• Adapter Type: SOAP
• Receiver
• Transport Protocol: HTTP
• Message Protocol: SOAP 1.1
• Adapter Engine: Integration Server
• Target URL: http://<Host>:<Port>/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocservice/basic
• SOAP Action: http://www.uc4.com/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IIDocservice/submitIDocstructure

2. Create a receiver agreement.
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Figure 15.48. Create a receiver agreement

Parameters:

• Sender Service: ECC
• Receiver Service: BS_DECISION
• Interface: IDocstructure_IA
• Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision/
• Receiver Communication Channel: CC_DecisionStructure

3. Create a receiver determination.
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Figure 15.49. Create a receiver determination

Parameters:

• Sender Service: ECC
• Sender Interface: IDocstructure_OA
• Sender Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision/
• Receiver Partner: *
• Receiver Service: *
• Type of Receiver Determination: Standard

4. Create an interface determination.
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Figure 15.50. Create an interface determination

Parameters:

• Sender Service: ECC
• Sender Interface: IDocstructure_OA
• Sender Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision/
• Receiver Service: BS_DECISION
• Type of interface determination: Standard
• Quality-of-Service: Maintain order at runtime
• Inbound Interface Name: IDocstructure_IA
• Inbound Interface Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision
• Interface Mapping Name: IM_IDocstructure
• Interface Mapping Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision
• Interface Mapping Software Component: UC4_DECISION

5. Activate the Change List.

 SSL configuration

The communication between SAP Netweaver PI and Policy Orchestrator is by default based on the http protocol. For security
reasons it might be required that the communication is based on the https protocol. Therefore, some additional configurations
are required for the Integration Directory of SAP Netweaver PI as well as for the Gateway.

 SSL configuration on the Gateway
 Create root authority certificate

You need one certificate (cert) to act as your root authority, and one to act as the actual certificate to be used for the SSL,
which needs to be signed by your root authority. If you don't set up the root authority your single certificate won't be trusted.

The following command will create your root certificate:

makecert -sv SignRoot.pvk -cy authority -r signroot.cer a sha1

-n "CN=Dev Certification Authority" -ss my -sr localmachine
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Once this command has been run and succeeded, you need to make this certificate a trusted authority. You do this by using the
MMC snap in console. Go to the run window and type "mmc" and press enter. Then in the Microsoft Management Console
perform the following actions:

1. File -> Add/Remove Snap-in
2. Add
3. Double click Certificates.
4. Select Computer Account.
5. Click Next.
6. Click Finish.

As a result of the previous steps you have made yourself able to create trusted certificates. The following figure illustrates
where the Certification Authority certificate is located:

Figure 15.51. Microsoft Management Console - Certificates
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 Create certificate required for establishing https communication

Run makecert again, to create the certificate required for the https communication. Use the following parameters:

makecert -iv SignRoot.pvk -ic signroot.cer -cy end -pe n CN="localhost"          
-eku 1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.1 -ss my sr localmachine -sky exchange          
sp "Microsoft RSA SChannel Cryptographic Provider" -sy 12

When running this command it is important, that the CN (Common Name) parameter is your DNS hostname of the Gateway.
You will need to do this for each Gateway host. The following figure shows where your SSL certificate should be located:

Figure 15.52. Microsoft Management Console - Personal certificates

 Configure a port with an SSL certificate

When running a self-hosted Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) that uses transport security, you must configure a
port with an X.509 certificate. To configure such a port, the tool you use depends on the operating system that is running on
your machine.

If you are running Windows Server 2003 or Windows XP, use the HttpCfg.exe tool. With Windows Server 2003 this tool is
installed. With Windows XP, you can download the tool at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=88606. If you are running
Windows Vista or Windows 7, use the Netsh.exe tool that is already installed.

 Get the certificates thumbprint

Get the signature of your certificate by:

1. Double clicking on the certificate. Select the Certificates (Local Computer) ' Personal ' Certificates.
2. Open the details tab.
3. Scroll down to the "Thumbprint" option.
4. Select the thumbprint.
5. Copy the thumbprint into the clipboard.
6. Put it into Notepad or any other text editor.
7. Remove the spaces.
8. Remove the spaces.
9. Copy it for being used in the next step.

The following figure illustrates where the fingerprint is located within the certificates details:
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Figure 15.53. Certificate Details: Thumbprint

 Export the certification authority certificate

The previously generated certificate of the Certification Authority is required by SAP Netweaver PI to be able to establish an
SSL connection to Decision Gateway.

Therefore the certificate should be exported to the local file system. Perform the following steps:

1. In the MMC open the path Certificates -> Personal -> Certificates.
2. Right Click on the previously generated certificate entry.
3. Select All Tasks -> Export.
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Figure 15.54. Microsoft Management Console - Export context menu
4. Select Next.
5. Select the option for Base-64 encoded X.509.
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Figure 15.55. Microsoft Management Console - Export dialog
6. Select a location on local file system.
7. Click the next button.
8. Click the finish button.
9. On your local file system change the file extension of the certificate from .cer to .crt, as SAP Netweaver is only able to

handle X.509 certificates with the .crt file extension.

 Bind the SSL certificate to a port number

Run the following command to associate a given certificate with a given port.

httpcfg set ssl -i 0.0.0.0:8012 -h yourThumbprint

Note that the IP 0.0.0.0 is a special one indicating every IP on this PC.

Insert the thumbprint of your certificate which you copied earlier after the h parameter.

As a result you have an SSL enabled port.
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 SSL configuration in SAP Netweaver PI

In SAP Netweaver PI the root certificate and thereafter the SSL certificate should be imported in the Visual Administrator.
Thereafter https can be used in the Integration Directory for configuring https-based communication with the Decision
Gateway.

 Import certificates in Visual Administrator

1. Copy the X.509 certificate of the Certification Authority and of the Decision gateway generated previously to your local
file system.

2. Start the visual administrator in the J2EE Engine.
3. In the left-hand window of the visual administrator, choose the Cluster tab.
4. Expand the node of the server on which the J2EE Engine is running.
5. Expand the Services node.
6. Choose the entry Key Storage under Services.

The tabs Runtime, Properties, and Additional Information appear on the right-hand side of the visual administrator. Existing
key-stores and certificates are displayed on the Runtime tab. You carry out the remaining steps for providing the certificates
for the Java client in this area of the visual administrator.

Perform the following steps within the Key Storage Service:

1. Import the Certificate of your Certification Authority into the TrustedCAs View. Therefore:

1.1 Click on the TrustedCAs view.

Figure 15.56. Visual Administrator: TrustedCAs
2.1 Click on the Load button.
3.1 Select the certificate of the Certification Authority.
4.1 Click the OK button.

2. Create a view for your SSL Certificate(s).

1.1 Click on the create View button.
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Figure 15.57. Visual Administrator: Create a view
2.1 Enter uc4_decision as View name.
3.1 Click the OK button.

3. Import the SSL Certificate into the uc4_decision view.

1.1 Click on the uc4_decision view.
2.1 Click on the Load button.
3.1 Select the certificate from your local file system.
4.1 Click the OK button.
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Figure 15.58. Visual Administrator: Import certificate

 Configure https usage in the integration directory

In order to communicate via https between SAP Netweaver PI and Policy Orchestrator WS, some changes for the
communication channels are required in the Integration Directory of SAP Netweaver PI.

Therefore launch the Integration Directory on SAP Netweaver PI and perform the following steps:

1. Launch the Integration Directory.
2. Open the CC_Decision_Structure communication channel.
3. In the Connection Parameters section, replace http by https and change the port number to the https port.
4. Save the communication channel.
5. Open the CC_Decision_Data communication channel.
6. In the Connection Parameters section, replace http by https and change the port number to the https port.
7. Save the communication channel.
8. Activate your change list.

 SSL configuration changes on the UC4 Gateway

Whenever https is used for securing the communication between SAP Netweaver PI and the UC4 Gateway, it is required to
change the service configuration.

The required changes in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config are the following:

• Setting the security mode to Transport in the basicHttpBinding section. This enables the service to be called via SSL.
• Change the serviceMetadata of the ServiceBehaviours from httpGetEnabled to httpsGetEnabled.
• Add a reference to the bindingConfigurations in the Endpoint definitions of the Services.
• Change the protocol of the base addresses from http to https.

These changes are marked bold in the following configuration file fragment:

<configuration>
        <system.serviceModel>
                <bindings>
                        <basicHttpBinding>
                                <binding name="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IdocServiceBinding"
                                   maxReceivedMessageSize="2147483647" >
                                         <readerQuotas maxDepth="2147483647"
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                                            maxStringContentLength="2147483647"
                                            maxArrayLength="2147483647"
                                            maxBytesPerRead="2147483647"
                                            maxNameTableCharCount="2147483647" />
                                 <security mode="Transport"/>
                                 </binding>
                        </basicHttpBinding>
                </bindings>
                <behaviors>
                        <endpointBehaviors>
                                <behavior name="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IDocServiceBehavior" />
                        </endpointBehaviors>
                        <serviceBehaviors>
                                ...
                                <behavior name="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IDocServiceBehavior">
                                        <serviceMetadata httpsGetEnabled="true" />
                                </behavior>
                        </serviceBehaviors>
                </behaviors>
                <services>
                        ...
                        <service behaviorConfiguration="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IDocServiceBehavior"
                                          name="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IdocService">
                                <clear />
                                <endpoint address="basic"
                                        binding="basicHttpBinding"
                                        contract="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IIdocService"
                                        listenUriMode="Explicit"
                                        bindingConfiguration="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IdocServiceBinding"/>
                                <endpoint address="metadata"
                                                    binding="basicHttpBinding"
                                                    contract="IMetadataExchange"
                                                    listenUriMode="Explicit"
                                                    bindingConfiguration="UC4.Decision.Gateway.SAP.IdocServiceBinding"/
>
                                <host>
                                        <baseAddresses>
                                                <add baseAddress=
                                                   "https://localhost:9898/UC4.Decision.Gateway/IDocService" />
                                        </baseAddresses>
                                </host>
                        </service>
                </services>
        </system.serviceModel>
</configuration>

 IDoc structure export

Policy Orchestrator must be familiar with the structure of an IDoc before it can accept IDoc data and generate event objects
from it. Therefore, the structure of the IDoc must be exported from the corresponding SAP Backend System to the Decision.

The following steps must be performed in order to export an IDoc Type:

1. Run transaction /UC4/ACTIVATE_TYPE
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As this transaction is located within the UC4 namespace, there are some limitations for calling a transaction. A custom
transaction in a customer namespace should always be called with the syntax /n+Transaction Code e.g. /n/UC4/
ACTIVATE_TYPE.

Figure 15.59. Run transaction
2. Select the required IDoc Type for export.

Figure 15.60. IDoc type
3. Execute the export by clicking the button marked red in the following figure or by pressing the F8 button.

Figure 15.61. Execute the export
4. The status (success / failure) of the export is displayed on the screen.
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Figure 15.62. Status of the export

 IDoc data export

The export of the IDoc data does not require any user interaction. The SAP Backend System is configured in a way, that
whenever an IDoc (which is relevant for the Policy Orchestrator System) is created, it is automatically sent to the Gateway.

 Application monitoring

The following sections cover both the monitoring of IDoc data and IDoc structures and sending them from the SAP Backend
System to the Policy Orchestrator System.

 IDoc structure export monitoring

1. Check if the Message was sent successfully by the SAP Backend System

1.1 Logon to the SAP Backend.
2.1 Run transaction SXMB_MONI.
3.1 Click on Monitor for Processed XML Messages.
4.1 For the Sender System enter:

1. 1.1 Interface Name: IDocStructure_OA
2. 1.1 Inferface Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision
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Figure 15.63. Message monitor
5.1 Press F5.
6.1 Select the message you would like to see in detail.
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Figure 15.64. Message monitor
7.1 Click on the details symbol.
8.1 Navigate through the message in order to see all message details.

Figure 15.65. Message details
2. Check if the message was successfully processed by the Integration Server.

1.1 Logon to the Integration Server (SAP Netweaver PI).
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2.1 Run transaction SXMB_MONI.
3.1 Click on Monitor for Processed XML Messages.
4.1 For the Sender System enter:

1. 1.1 Interface Name: IDocStructure_OA
2. 1.1 Interface Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision

Figure 15.66. Message monitor
5.1 Press F5.
6.1 Select the message you would like to see in detail.
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Figure 15.67. Select a message
7.1 Click on the details symbol.
8.1 Navigate through the message in order to see all message details.
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Figure 15.68. Message details

On this screen the details of the PI pipeline steps are shown.
3. Check if the message was successfully processed by the Adapter Engine.

1.1 Call Transaction SXMB_IFR.
2.1 Launch the Runtime Workbench.

Figure 15.69. Runtime workbench
3.1 Select Component Status all.
4.1 Press the show button.
5.1 Click on the Adapter Engine.
6.1 Click on the Communication Channel Monitoring buttonOn this screen the details of the PI pipeline steps are shown.
7.1 Select the Communication Channel CC_DecisionStructure. On this screen the details of the PI pipeline steps are

shown.
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Figure 15.70. Runtime workbench
8.1 Click on the corresponding Message-Id in order to see the processing details of the message.
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Figure 15.71. Message display tool

 IDoc data monitoring

1. Check if the message was sent successfully by the SAP Backend System.

1.1 Logon to the SAP Backend.
2.1 Run transaction SXMB_MONI.
3.1 Click on Monitor for Processed XML Messages.
4.1 For the Sender System enter:

1. 1.1 Interface Name: IDocData_OA
2. 1.1 Interface Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision
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Figure 15.72. Message monitor
5.1 Press F5.
6.1 Select the message you would like to see in detail.
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Figure 15.73. Select a message
7.1 Click on the details symbol.
8.1 Navigate through the message in order to see all message details.

Figure 15.74. Message details
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2. Check if the message was successfully processed by the Integration Server.

1.1 Logon to the Integration Server (SAP Netweaver PI).
2.1 Run transaction SXMB_MONI.
3.1 Click on Monitor for Processed XML Messages.
4.1 For the Sender System enter:

1. 1.1 Interface Name: IDocData_OA
2. 1.1 Interface Namespace: http://uc4.com/decision

Figure 15.75. Message monitor
5.1 Press F5.
6.1 Select the message you would like to see in detail.
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Figure 15.76. Select a message
7.1 Click on the details symbol.
8.1 Navigate through the message in order to see all message details.
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Figure 15.77. Messages details

The figure above shows the details of the PI pipeline steps.
3. Check if the message was successfully processed by the Adapter Engine.

1.1 Call Transaction SXMB_IFR.
2.1 Launch the Runtime Workbench.
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Figure 15.78. Runtime workbench
3.1 Select Component Status all.
4.1 Press the show button.
5.1 Click on the Adapter Engine.
6.1 Click on the Communication Channel Monitoring button.
7.1 Select the Communication Channel CC_DecisionData.
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Figure 15.79. Channel selection
8.1 Click on the corresponding Message-ID in order to see the processing details of the message.
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Figure 15.80. Message display tool

The figure above shows the details of the PI pipeline steps.

88 Predefined event object types

The subsequent sections describe the predefined event object types that come with the Decision product suite, including to list
their attributes as well as methods provided by the type implementations. Each of these default event object types is designed
to fulfill a specific purpose. Within custom event service implementations, it is possible (and often required) to access events
of these types using the provided methods, which is crucial when working with default components like the scheduler.

The default event object types are:

• Exception Event - Used to indicate exceptions occurring somewhere inside a map.
• Timer Event - Events of this type are generated by the default scheduler component.

 Exception event
Exception events are published as soon as an exception occurs during the event processing. By default, each component inside
a map disposes of an exception event output port to be able to redirect these exception events to custom handling services.
In addition, every exception event automatically gets displayed in the exception events view of the Modelling Studio. An
exception event contains the source data causing the exception, making it possible to modify and republish an event that
caused the exception.

 Implementation type

The action event is a concrete event object type based on the following implementation type:

• UC4.Decision.Core.Event.ExceptionEvent

that is contained in the assembly UC4.Decision.Core.Event.dll.
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The exception event can be addressed via the following fixed URI:

• eventobjecttype:///Exception

 Working with exception events

The following program listing demonstrates how to read commonly used values of an exception event inside an event service
implementation.

using UC4.Decision.Core.Event; (1)

...
 
public override void Process(EventObject eventToProcess)
{

        ExceptionEvent ev = eventToProcess as ExceptionEvent; (2)

 
        //read data from the exception event

        String stackTrace = ev.StackTrace; (3)

        Exception e = ev.Exception; (4)

        ...
        //do some processing here
        ...
}

(1) Core.Event contains the exception event implementation.

(2) Interpret an incoming event to process as an exception event.

(3) Read the stack trace string.

(4) Read the exception from the exception event.

 XML representation of the exception event
<EventObjectType xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                                     xmlns:et="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                                     uri="eventobjecttype:///Exception"
                                     displayName="Exception">
        <Concrete implementationType = "UC4.Decision.Core.Event.ExceptionEvent">
                <Attributes>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="Location" nullable="true"
                                                                   uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="Stacktrace"
                                                                   nullable="false"
                                                                   uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <Attribute name="Exception" nullable="false">
                                <SingleValueType>
                                        <RuntimeType type="System.Exception" />
                                </SingleValueType>
                        </Attribute>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="Helplink"
                                                                   nullable="false"
                                                                   uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="RuntimeType"
                                                                   nullable="false" uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="Message"
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                                                                   nullable="false" uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="SourceDataContent"
                                                                   nullable="false" uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="SourceData"
                                                                   nullable="false" uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="SourceDataType"
                                                                   nullable="false" uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute name="ExceptionSource"
                                                                   nullable="false" uri="attributetype:///String"/>
                </Attributes>
                <AllowUnknownAttributes>false</AllowUnknownAttributes>
        </Concrete>
</EventObjectType>

 FAQ

Q: If I manually handle exceptions in an event service
implementation, do exception events automatically get
published?

A: No. Exceptions handled with try-catch semantics inside
an event service implementation are not visible outside
the service implementation and will not be passed to the
exception handler of the Policy Orchestrator system.

Q: For unhandled exceptions occurring within an event service
implementation, do exception events get published?

A: Yes. In case the processing fails, an exception is caught and
handled by the system, causing an exception event to be
emitted on the event service's exception event output port.

 Timer event
Timer events are generated by schedulers inserted into a map. Each scheduler defines a collection of schedules determining
the interval for creating such timer events. The timer events will then get emitted on the scheduler's output port and can be
received and processed by other event services.

 Implementation type

The timer event is a concrete event object type based on the following implementation type:

• UC4.Decision.Core.Event.TimerEvent

that is contained in the assembly UC4.Decision.Core.Event.dll.

The timer event can be addressed via the following fixed URI:

• eventobjecttype:///TimerEvent

 Working with timer events

The following program listing demonstrates how to read commonly used values of an exception event inside an event service
implementation.

using UC4.Decision.Core.Event; (1)

...
        // URI for the 'Task Started' event
        private const string TIMER_EVENT = "eventobjecttype:///TimerEvent";
...
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[EventProcessing(TIMER_EVENT)] (2)

public override void ProcessTimer(EventObject eventToProcess)
{

        TimerEvent ev = eventToProcess as TimerEvent; (3)

 
        //read data from the exception event

        String contextData = ev.Context; (4)

        ...
        //do some processing here
        ...
}

(1) Core.Event contains the timer event implementation.

(2) Attribute tagging of the customized process method to
redirect timer events to this method.

(3) Interpret an incoming event to process as a timer event.

(4) Read the context data sent with the timer event.

 XML representation of the timer event
<EventObjectType xmlns="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                                     xmlns:et="http://www.uc4.com/Decision/EventObjectType"
                                     uri="eventobjecttype:///TimerEvent"
                                     displayName="Timer">
        <Concrete implementationType = "UC4.Decision.Core.Event.TimerEvent">
                <Attributes>
                        <CatalogableAttribute mandatory="false"
                                                                   uri = "attributetype:///String"
                                                                   name="ContextData"/>
                        <CatalogableAttribute mandatory="false"
                                                                   uri = "attributetype:///String"
                                                                   name="CorrelationData"/>
                </Attributes>
                <AllowUnknownAttributes>
                        true
               </AllowUnknownAttributes>
        </Concrete>
</EventObjectType>

 FAQ

Q: Where are timer events used?

A: Timer events are generated by the scheduler component,
which can be used to periodically trigger event processing
tasks inside a map. According to defined schedules, the
scheduler publishes these events at a given time interval.

Q: Is it possible to attach data to each timer event emitted by a
scheduler?
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A: Yes. For each schedule defined for a scheduler, a property
name 'Context data' exists; values entered to this property
setting will be written to the 'ContextData' attribute of the
timer events caused by this schedule.

89 Component implementation

 Event service API

 Introduction

The subsequent sections describe the Policy Orchestrator event service API, providing details on all available methods and
properties and giving examples on how to use them within a custom implementation. For a general introduction to event
services, please refer to Section 9.2, "Event services", containing general information on the crucial role of event services for
Policy Orchestrator EventBases; this section concerns the implementation of custom event services.

 Required references

The following assemblies have to be added to event service implementation projects:

• UC4.Decision.Core.Event.dll
• UC4.Decision.Core.Common.dll
• UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase.dll

By using the following directives, you have access to the classes needed for the event service implementation:

using UC4.Decision.Core.Event;

using UC4.Decision.Core.Common;

using UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase;

 Predefined base implementation

The abstract base implementation for event services can be found in the namespace

UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase

and is called

EventService

Every implementation must derive from this base class, otherwise the implementation will not be recognized as a Policy
Orchestrator event service. The methods and properties provided by the base class are described in the subsequent sections.
There is one abstract method called Process(), which has to be provided by any new event service.

 The EventProcessing attribute class

It is possible to implement additional methods for a specific event processing: Using the EventProcessing attribute class, a
custom method can be defined to process events of certain event object types.

Syntax

[EventProcessing("eventobjecttypeURI")] public void MyCustomMethod(EventObject eventToProcess)
{ ... }

Example
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[EventProcessing("eventobjecttype://TestDomain/SomeEventObjectType")] public void
MyCustomMethod(EventObject eventToProcess) { // your processing code }

This method will be called if an event with the type URI "eventobjecttype://TestDomain/SomeEventObjectType" is received
by the event service. The default Process() method will not be called for event objects of that event object type.

Note:  Note: A method can define multiple EventProcessing attributes, and it is possible to implement several methods
processing the same event object type, whereby each one will be called if such an event is received.

The default event processing is performed via implementing a Process() method, which is explained in the following section.

 Methods

This section describes all available methods of the base class for event services. It lists all methods and properties that have to
be implemented or can be overridden.

 Abstract methods

• Process

Syntax

public abstract void Process(EventObject eventObject)

Parameters

eventObject The event object that should be processed by the Process
method.

Remarks

The Process() method has to be implemented by the event service. It gets invoked as soon as an event object reaches the
event service and is, therefore, the core event processing method of each event service.

Example

public override void Process(EventObject eventToProcess) { // your processing code }

 Virtual methods

• OnInitialize

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnInitialize()

Remarks

Customizable hook method which is called on initialization of the component.
• OnStart

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnStart()

Remarks

Customizable hook method which is called when starting the component. This method is invoked after starting an
application. First, the maps will be started, followed by starting the components inside the maps.

• OnDispatchException
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Syntax

protected virtual bool OnDispatchException(Object cause, Exception e)

Parameters

cause Object instance, if possible, which caused this exception.

e Exception which should be dispatched.

Remarks

Customizable hook method which is called if the component dispatches an exception.

• OnStop

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnStop()

Remarks

Customizable hook method which is called if the component is stopped.
• OnReset

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnReset()

Remarks

Customizable hook method which is called if the component gets reset.
• OnDestroy

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnDestroy()

Remarks

Customizable hook method which is called if the component gets destroyed.

 Public Methods

• GetDataSource

Syntax

public virtual IDataSource GetDataSource(String identifier)

Parameters

identifier The identifier of the data source to be accessed.
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Remarks

Can be used to access a defined data source via its identifier. The data source has to be defined for the application (not
globally) having a unique identifier.

• PublishEvent (2 overloads)

Syntax

public void PublishEvent(EventObject eventToPublish) public void PublishEvent(EventObject
 eventToPublish, EventPriority priority)

Parameters

eventToPublish The event object that should be published.

priority Defines the priority of the event object.

Remarks

The PublishEvent() method can be implemented to emit event objects that are generated or modified within the event
service. If an output port of the concerned event object type is defined for the event service on the map level and another
component is connected to it, the event object will be transmitted to this component.

Three overloads of the PublishEvent() method are supported, as is listed in the syntax definition above. After publishing the
event object, the event service handles the delivery to map components. If there is no map component connected supporting
the event object type of the published event object, an exception event object is generated and published via the exception
port. If no component is connected to the exception port, the exception event object is persisted.

Exception

EventServiceException Is thrown if the given event object is not valid or no map
component is connected having defined a suitable input
port.

Example

Uri eventObjectTypeUri = new ExtendedUri("eventobjecttype://
TestDomain/MyEvent"); EventObjectType eventObjectType =
 EventObjectTypeResolver.FindEventObjectType(eventObjectTypeUri); EventObject eventToPublish
 = new EventObject(eventObjectType); PublishEvent(eventToPublish, EventPriority.Medium);

The example shows how to use the PublishEvent() method. First, an event object is generated using the event object type
resolved by the event object type resolver. The event object type URI defines the type to be resolved.

After the event object type is generated, it is published with medium priority.
• TimerStart

Syntax

public void TimerStart(string uniqueName, TimeSpan processingTime, bool activateCurrentSession,
 string contextData)

Parameters

uniqueName The unique name of the timer to be started.

processingTime The processing time for the timer.
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activateCurrentSession True if the current correlation session should be activated
on timer processing.

contextData Context data that can be attached to the timer event.

Remarks

Using the TimerStart() method causes a timer to be started. After passing the processing time, a timer event is generated
and sent to the event service, which can process it afterwards itself. Please note that in order to make use of the timer API,
the timer settings have to be activated for the event service on the map level.

Exception

EventServiceException Is thrown if timers are not allowed for the event service or a
non-existing session should be activated.

TimerException Is thrown if errors occur while creating and publishing the
timer event.

Example

TimerStart("MyTimer1", new TimeSpan(0, 1, 0), false, "Some additional Context data for the generated TimerEvent");

This method call starts a new timer that will trigger after one minute. The timer will generate a timer event containing some
context data.

• TimerStop

Syntax

public void TimerStop(string name)

Parameters

name The unique name of the timer to be stopped.

Remarks

Stops a timer.

Exception

EventServiceException Is thrown if timers are not allowed for this event service.

TimerException Is thrown if the timer stopping fails.

• TimerTryStop

Syntax

public bool TimerTryStop(string name)

Parameters

name The unique name of the timer to be stopped.

Return Value

True if the timer was registered and stopped, otherwise false.

Remarks

Using the TimerTryStop() method, a timer can be stopped without throwing an exception if the timer was not registered.

Exception
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EventServiceException Is thrown if timers are not allowed for this event service.

 Protected methods

• RequestStop

Syntax

protected WaitHandle RequestStop()

Return Value

Wait handle to react on timeout or the success of the stop sequence request.

Remarks

Request a stop of the event adapter. The method returns a wait handle for handling success or failure of the task. The
rationale for this method is the possibility for event adapters to stop the component to prevent overload on the system or to
handle a resource shutdown.

Example

WaitHandle handle = RequestStop(); if (handle.WaitOne(5000, false)) {     //stop successful after 5
 sec }

• DispatchException

Syntax

protected bool DispatchException(Object cause, Exception exception)

Parameters

cause Object instance, if possible, which caused this exception.

exception Exception which should be dispatched.

Return Value

True, if the exception was successfully dispatched.

Remarks

This method dispatches a runtime exception as an exception event object to the Policy Orchestrator system. As long as
the implementation of the adapter is realized inside Listen(), there should be no need to manually catch and dispatch an
exception. All unhandled exceptions inside Listen() are automatically caught and dispatched.

Example

try {     // some code which throws an exception } catch (Exception e) {     DispatchException(null,
 e); }

 Properties

This section describes all properties available for event service objects.
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 Public properties

• Context

Syntax

public IMapContext Context {     get; }

Return Value

IMapContext

Remarks

Returns the current map context.
• EventObjectFactory

Syntax

public IEventObjectFactory EventObjectFactory {      get; }

Return Value

IEventObjectFactory

Remarks

Returns the current event object factory.
• LifecycleState

Syntax

public LifecycleState LifecycleState {     get; }

Return Value

LifecycleState

Remarks

Returns the current lifecycle state.
• Parameters

Syntax

 public Parameters Parameters {     get; }

Return Value

Parameters

Remarks

Returns the current parameters.
• EventObjectTypeResolver
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Syntax

public IEventObjectTypeResolver EventObjectTypeResolver {     get; }

Return Value

IEventObjectTypeResolver

Remarks

Returns the current event type resolver.
• Session

Syntax

public ICorrelationSession Session {     get; }

Return Value

ICorrelationSession

Remarks

Returns the current correlation session.
• TimerEventContext

Syntax

public TimerEventContext TimerEventContext {     get; }

Return Value

TimerEventContext

Remarks

Returns the current timer event context.

 Event adapter API

 Introduction

The following sections describe the event adapter API of Policy Orchestrator, providing details on all available methods and
properties and giving examples on how to use them for a custom implementation. For a general introduction to event adapters,
please refer to Section "Event adapters", containing general information on event adapters and their purpose and usage.

 Required references

The following assemblies have to be added to an event adapter implementation project:

• UC4.Decision.Core.Event.dll
• UC4.Decision.Core.Common.dll
• UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase.dll
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By using the following directive, you have access to the classes needed for the event adapter implementation.

using UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase;

 Predefined base implementation

The abstract base implementation for event adapters can be found in the namespace

UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase

and is called

EventAdapter

Every implementation must derive from this base class, otherwise the implementation will not be recognized as a Policy
Orchestrator event adapter. The methods and properties provided by the base class are described in the subsequent sections.
There is one abstract method called Listen(), which has to be provided by any new event adapter.

 Methods

This section describes all available methods of the base class for event adapters. It lists all methods and properties that have to
be implemented or can be overridden.

 Abstract methods

• Listen

Syntax

protected abstract void Listen()

The Listen() method has to be implemented by the event adapter. The method runs in a separate thread that is managed by
the Policy Orchestrator system. The thread is started as soon as the adapter is started and runs until the adapter is stopped
or destroyed. If the method Listen() is finished, it is called once again by the adapter thread as long as the adapter is started.
This behavior allows two strategies for implementing the event adapter:

First, it is possible to block the listener thread and use an own thread, or second, the adapter logic can be called directly
inside the listener thread.

1. The Listen() method can be blocking and receives external data as long as the adapter is in the Started state.
2. The adapter repeatedly calls the Listen() method as long as the adapter is in the Started state.

No explicit exception handling has to be performed by the adapter. Every exception that is thrown inside the method will
automatically be dispatched as an exception event.

Example for blocking Listen()

protected override void Listen() {    // block the main thread     while
 (LifecycleState == LifecycleState.Started)    {       String externalRawData = ...      
 TransformAndDispatch(externalRawData, new RawEventMetaData());     } }
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Example for Listen() method which is repeatedly called by the adapter

protected override void Listen() {     String externalRawData = ...    
 TransformAndDispatch(externalRawData, new RawEventMetaData());  }

The Listen() method is repeatedly called as long as the adapter is in the Started state.

 Virtual methods

• OnInitialize

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnInitialize()

Remarks

Customizable method which is called on initialization of the component.
• OnStart

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnStart()

Remarks

Customizable method which is called when starting the component. This method is invoked after starting an EventBase.
First, the maps will be started, followed by starting the components inside the maps.

• OnStop

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnStop()

Remarks

Customizable method which is called if the component is stopped.
• OnReset

Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnReset()

Remarks

Customizable method which is called on a reset of the component.
• OnDestroy
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Syntax

protected internal virtual void OnDestroy()

Remarks

Customizable method which is called if the component gets destroyed.
• OnDispatchException

Syntax

protected virtual bool OnDispatchException(Object cause, Exception exception)

Parameters

cause Object instance (if possible) which caused this exception

exception Exception which is to be dispatched

Remarks

Customizable method which is called if the component dispatches an exception.

 Protected methods

• TransformAndDispatch

Syntax

protected IList<EventObject> TransformAndDispatch(Object rawEvent, IRawEventMetaData
 metaData)

Parameters

rawEvent Raw event data retrieved by the adapter from an external
system. This data is transformed by one of the assigned
event transformers.

metaData Meta data for the raw event data.

Return Value

A list of event objects successfully generated by the transformers assigned to the adapter.

Remarks

The TransfromAndDispatch() method can be used to invoke assigned event transformers to transform raw event data into
internal events of certain event object types. The generated events are dispatched through all compatible ports. The method
is able to participate in an ambient transaction scope; if no transaction scope is defined, a new scope is automatically
generated. If an exception is thrown inside the method, the transaction is rolled back and an exception event is dispatched
by the system.

Exceptions

EventAdapterException This exception is thrown in each of the following cases:

• the raw event data could not be transformed
• the generated events could not be emitted
• no transformer accepted the event data
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• RequestStop

Syntax

protected WaitHandle RequestStop()

Return Value

Wait handle to react on timeouts or the success of the stop sequence request.

Remarks

This method requests a stop of the event adapter. The method returns a wait handle for handling success or failure of the
task. This method allows you to stop the event adapters in order to prevent overload situations.

Example

WaitHandle handle = RequestStop(); if (handle.WaitOne(5000, false)) {     // stop was successful after
 5 sec     ... }

• DispatchException

Syntax

protected bool DispatchException(Object cause, Exception exception)

Parameters

cause Object instance (if possible) which caused this exception

exception Exception which should be dispatched

Return Value

True, if the exception was successfully dispatched.

Remarks

This method can be used to dispatch a runtime exception as an exception event object to the Policy Orchestrator system.

Note:  Note: As long as the implementation of the adapter is within the Listen() method, there is no need to manually catch
and dispatch an exception. All unhandled exceptions inside of the Listen() method are automatically caught and dispatched
by the system.

Example

protected override void Listen() {     ...     // Manually dispatching an exception event     try   
  {           String externalRawData = ...           TransformAndDispatch(externalRawData, new
 RawEventMetaData());      }     catch (Exception e)     {         DispatchException(null, e);     }     ... }

 Properties

 Public properties

• Context
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Syntax

public IMapContext Context {     get; }

Return Value

Returns the current map context for this element instance.

Remarks

Used to get access to the current map element context.
• EventObjectFactory

Syntax

public IEventObjectFactory EventObjectFactory {      get; }

Return Value

Instance of the event object factory service.

Remarks

Get a valid instance of the event object factory service.
• LifecycleState

Syntax

public LifecycleState LifecycleState {     get; }

Return Value

Return the life cycle state of the component inside the map.

Remarks

This property gives read-only access to the current life cycle state of the event adapter.
• Parameters

Syntax

public Parameters Parameters {     get; }

Return Value

Read-only property for accessing the defined parameters at runtime.

Remarks

This property gives access to the defined parameters at runtime.
• EventObjectTypeResolver

Syntax

public IEventObjectTypeResolver EventObjectTypeResolver {     get; }
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Return Value

Instance of the event object type resolver service.

Remarks

Get a valid instance of the event object type resolver service.

 Protected properties

• DefaultStopTimeout

Syntax

protected int DefaultStopTimeout {     set;     get; }

Return Value

The currently set default time after which the stop sequence of the adapter should timeout in milliseconds.

Remarks

This property gives access to the timeout after which the adapter cancels the stop operation. For some adapter
implementations, the default stop timeout value of 5 seconds can be too small because of long running tasks for closing
resources. The value is not stored, so every new instance of the adapter initially defines the default value.

Example

// set the timeout to 10 sec instead of the default 5 sec DefaultStopTimeout = 10000;

• DefaultStartTimeout

Syntax

protected int DefaultStartTimeout {     set;     get; }

Return Value

The currently set default time after which the start sequence of the adapter should timeout in milliseconds.

Remarks

This property gives access to the timeout after which the adapter cancels the start operation. For some adapter
implementations, the default start timeout value of 5 seconds can be too small because of well-known long running tasks to
initialize a resource correctly. The value is not stored, so every new instance of the adapter initially has the default value.

Example

// set the timeout to 10 sec instead of the default 5 seconds DefaultStartTimeout = 10000;

• TransactionOptions

Syntax

protected TransactionOptions TransactionOptions {     get; }

Return Value
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The currently defined transactional settings used for transformation and dispatch tasks.

Remarks

The property gives access to the currently defined parameters of the transaction scope used inside
TransfromAndDispatch(). By default, the transaction level is set to ReadUncommitted and the transaction timeout is 30
seconds. The implementation of the adapter can override these settings if necessary, but the settings are not persistent.

Example

// set the transaction isolation level to read committed and the timeout to 1 minute
 TransactionOptions.IsolationLevel = IsolationLevel.ReadCommitted; TransactionOptions.Timeout =
 new TimeSpan(0, 1, 0);

• TransactionAborted

Syntax

protected bool TransactionAborted {     get; }

Return Value

True, if the last transaction used inside TransformAndDispatch() was aborted by a peer of the transaction scope.

Remarks

TransformAndDispatch() handles exceptions correctly if they occur inside the transformation or on the dispatch call. If the
transaction scope is ready to be committed and then one of the scope peers throws an exception, TransformAndDispatch()
sets this flag to signal to the caller that the transaction was aborted. In such a case, the transaction is automatically rolled
back. The flag was introduced for adapter implementations that use an ambient transaction scope.

Example

// TransformAndDispatch() aborts the transaction on the completion // of the scope, because
 e.g. a peer could not accept an event TransformAndDispatch(...); if (TransactionAborted) {   
  RollbackResource(); }

 Event transformer API

 Introduction

The subsequent sections describe the Policy Orchestrator event transformer API, providing details on all available methods
and properties and giving examples on how to use them within a custom implementation. For a general introduction to event
transformers, please refer to Section 9.4, "Event transformers", containing general information on event transformers and their
purpose and usage. This section concerns the implementation of custom event transformers.

 Required references

The following assemblies have to be added to event transformer implementation projects:

• UC4.Decision.Core.Event.dll
• UC4.Decision.Core.Common.dll
• UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase.dll

By using the following directive, you have access to the classes needed for the event transformer implementation.
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using System.Collections.Generic; using UC4.Decision.Core.Event; using
UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase;

 Predefined base implementation

The abstract base implementation for event transformers can be found in the namespace

UC4.Decision.Runtime.EventBase

and is called

EventAdapterTransformer

Every implementation must derive from this base class, otherwise the implementation will not be recognized as a Policy
Orchestrator event transformer. The methods and properties provided by the base class are described in the subsequent
sections. There is one abstract method called Transform(), which has to be provided by any new event transformer.

 Methods

This section describes all available methods of the base class for event transformers. It lists all methods and properties that
have to be implemented or can be overridden.

 Abstract methods

• Transform

Syntax

protected abstract IList<EventObject> Transform(object rawEventData, IRawEventMetaData
 rawEventMetaData)

Parameters

rawEventData The raw event data received by an event adapter. An
example would be the data of a message body.

rawEventMetaData The meta data for the raw event data. The event adapter can
provide additional information about the raw event data,
such as details on how and from where the data has been
received.

Return Value

A list of successfully generated event objects.

Remarks

The Transform() method has to be implemented by the event transformer. This method should contain the necessary
transformation logic to generate valid event objects from the raw event data. It is possible to generate more than one event
object based on the same raw event data.

Example

protected override IList<EventObject> Transform(object rawEventData, IRawEventMetaData
rawEventMetaData) { IList<EventObject> generatedEvents = new List<EventObject>(); EventObject result =
EventObjectFactory.CreateEventObject( new Uri("eventobjecttype://myEventObjectType")); //... add here attributes to the
event object "result" with data from the object "rawEventData". generatedEvents.Add(result); return generatedEvents; }
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 Properties

 Protected properties

• Parameters

Syntax

protected internal Parameters Parameters {     get; }

Return Value

Read-only property for accessing the defined parameters at runtime.

Remarks

This property gives access to the defined parameters at runtime. The parameters are defined on the component catalog or
map level when using the event transformer.

• Context

Syntax

protected IMapContext Context {     get; }

Return Value

Returns the current map context for this element instance.

Remarks

Used to get access to the current map element context.
• EventObjectFactory

Syntax

protected IEventObjectFactory EventObjectFactory {      get; }

Return Value

Instance of the event object factory service.

Remarks

Get a valid instance of the event object factory service.
• EventObjectTypeResolver

Syntax

protected IEventObjectTypeResolver EventObjectTypeResolver {     get; }

Return Value

Instance of the event object type resolver service.

Remarks

Get a valid instance of the event object type resolver service.
• Adapter
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Syntax

protected internal EventAdapter Adapter {     get; }

Return Value

Instance of the adapter which hosts the transformer at runtime.

Remarks

Get access to the adapter where the transformer is used at runtime.

90 Deployment

 Introduction
The Policy Orchestrator environment offers flexible mechanisms for deploying and executing sense and respond applications
hosted by EventBases which are designed to be portable, facilitating a separation of development and production
environments.

Deployment groups are the key elements in the deployment process. They determine on which workers to deploy and run
EventBases. Therefore, a deployment group is a description object consisting of a collection of workers and a set of EventBase
to run on these workers.

A deployment group can either be deployed manually or automatically. In each of these two cases, after invoking the
deployment process, the workers registered in the group will prepare for the EventBase execution and will then start running
all EventBase contained in the deployment group. EventBases can be executed on an arbitrary number of workers, with each
executing an EventBase instance in parallel.

The subsequent sections describe the tasks of the deployment process, including how the execution of a deployed EventBase
on several workers may look and introduce the concept of deployment groups in greater detail. And lastly, the fundamental
deployment tasks are shortly listed containing references to detailed instructions.

 The concept of deployment groups
As mentioned in the introduction, deployment groups are the key elements in the deployment process, defining the link
between the EventBases available on the admin Node and the workers on which to deploy and run the EventBases. The figure
below schematically shows the concept of deployment groups for an environment with 8 registered EventBases to be executed
on 7 available workers. The deployment is divided into 3 deployment groups:

• Deployment Group 1: EventBases 3, 5, 7, 8; workers 4, 5, 6, 7
• Deployment Group 2: EventBases 1, 2, 4; workers 1, 2
• Deployment Group 3: EventBases 5, 6; workers 3, 6
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Figure 18.1. The concept of deployment groups

As you can see, each worker and each EventBase can participate in an arbitrary number of deployment groups. As soon as the
group gets deployed, the workers participating in the group will start to concurrently execute the EventBases. Therefore, it is
crucial to know that each worker executes each of the EventBases as a separate EventBase instance.

Deployment groups facilitate a targeted load balancing for the EventBase execution and support to design patterns for failure
scenarios, for example by registering additional workers in a group that will be started as soon as another worker breaks and
automatically continue the EventBase execution.

 The deployment process
The deployment process starts with creating a deployment group specifying which EventBase are to be deployed and run on
which workers. For deployment groups, two options can be set:

• auto-start
• auto-deploy

Auto-deploy causes the EventBases of a group to be automatically deployed on a worker participating in the group as soon as
the worker starts up. In addition, auto-start causes the EventBases to be started as soon as the worker starts up.

According to these two options, the deployment can either happen in a push-like manner and is manually invoked by a user, or
in a pull-like manner where workers on startup check for the deployment groups they participate in and according to the auto-
start and auto-deploy setting, automatically deploy and run the EventBases.

 Manually invoked deployment

In case the auto-start and auto-deploy settings for a deployment group are set to false, the deployment is invoked manually.
The figure below schematically summarizes the deployment process in this scenario. On the admin node, several EventBases
are located and several workers are registered. One deployment group ('Group 1') is defined to execute the EventBases 1 and 4
on the workers 1 and 3.
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Figure 18.2. Manually invoked deployment process

A user manually invokes the deployment process commanding to deploy 'Group 1'. The admin node notifies all workers
contained in 'Group 1' (workers 1 and 3) to execute the EventBases of the group (EventBases 1 and 4). The notified workers
prepare for the EventBase execution and begin to run their instances of each EventBase.

 Automatic deployment

The second scenario assumes that the auto-start and auto-deploy setting of a deployment group is enabled. Once again, one
deployment group ('Group 1') is defined on the admin node, including the EventBases 1 and 4 and the workers 1 and 3. Since
the group is defined to automatically deploy and start the EventBases as soon as the workers start up, no user interaction is
necessary. When a worker (say, worker 1) starts up, it notifies the admin node and requests the deployment groups that should
participate. If, like in this case, the worker is part of a deployment group configured to automatically be deployed and started,
the worker will read the EventBases from the admin node and execute them.
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Figure 18.3. Auto deployment process

Please note that the EventBase execution on worker 1 does not depend on whether worker 3 is running or not. If worker 1
already executes the EventBases of his groups and worker 3 starts up, he will perform the same request steps and begin to
execute his own EventBase instances.

 Distributed execution of EventBases
Above we mentioned that it is possible to run one EventBase concurrently on several workers, whereby every worker executes
his own instances of the EventBase. In this sense, the EventBase is not shared among the workers, but several EventBase
instances exist parallel. Though several instances of an EventBase can exist, it is possible that all of these instances access and
process the same input data (source).

An example makes it clearer: Assume we have an EventBase reading input events from a queue (e.g., a Microsoft Message
Queue) and processing these input events. For load balancing reasons, we want to execute this EventBase on 3 workers.
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Figure 18.4. Distributed execution of an EventBase

The figure above schematically visualizes this scenario: 3 workers (worker 1, worker 2 and worker 3) have an instance of
EventBase 1 deployed and running. Each EventBase instace owns an event adapter to continuously read events from the
queue, whereby every EventBase instance accesses the same queue. The source queue provides the input events independently
from the adapters consuming them. The adapter of the EventBase instance first requesting the next input event gets it for
processing (and this event is removed from the source queue). The order for the EventBase instances reading from the queue is
not defined, causing the input events to be distributed to the EventBase instances in an arbitrary order.

 Summary of fundamental deployment tasks
After reading through the above sections, you should now be able to understand the fundamental process of deploying Policy
Orchestrator EventBases. This section summarizes how to put these tasks into practice by explaining how to perform these
deployment tasks using the Policy Orchestrator deployer and the Modelling Studio.

 Creating a deployment group

To add a deployment group, right-click the Deployment Groups main tree node within the deployment view, and select Add
Deployment Group from the context menu.
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Figure 18.5. Add a deployment group

The Deployment Group Creation Wizard will guide you through the configuration process.

Step 1: Describe the deployment group. The first wizard step includes general naming and description of the deployment
group. Insert a suitable display name; an identifier will be automatically generated based upon this input, but it can be
changed after unlocking the identifier input field. The description text area can be used to insert an informal description of the
deployment group.

Figure 18.6. Deployment Group Creation Wizard Step 1: General description
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Step 2: Set the startup properties. The deployment group can be configured to automatically start and deploy an application as
soon as the corresponding worker starts. If you decide to disable this setting, the applications have to be deployed and started
manually after starting the corresponding worker, so in case of a worker shutdown, a manual restarting of the applications is
necessary.

Figure 18.7. Deployment Group Creation Wizard Step 2: Startup properties

Step 3: Select the applications to deploy. In the third wizard step, you can add applications to your deployment group. The
selector displays all applications currently registered to your catalog. Select one or several applications from the list, and
proceed by clicking Next>.
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Figure 18.8. Deployment Group Creation Wizard Step 3: Application selection

Step 4: Select the workers. As mentioned above, each deployment group consists of a set workers and applications. The last
wizard step lists all currently registered workers, independently from whether they are running or not. Select the desired
workers and finish the wizard.
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Figure 18.9. Deployment Group Creation Wizard Step 4: Worker selection

Your deployment group should be listed in the deployment panel. The context menu allows operations like deploying or
undeploying the group and changing the auto deploy and auto start settings. Please note that the auto-deployment will be done
only after restarting the worker, so directly after creating a new deployment group it can either be deployed manually, or the
worker can be restarted to deploy the group.
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Figure 18.10. Deployment group context menu

 Registering workers

With the node registration, workers can be registered easily by specifying the worker ID. Manual registration of workers is
necessary for workers that are not available at the time of creating the deployment group - for example, a remote worker that is
not currently online and registered to the local admin node.

To register a certain worker, right-click the workers root node in the node registration view, and select 'Register' from the
context menu.

Figure 18.11. Register a worker in the node registration view

A popup window appears to enter the ID of the worker to register. Enter a valid worker ID, and click OK to register the
worker.

The newly registered worker can now be used for deployment groups without running it during the creation of the deployment
group, which eases the administration.

A registered worker that is currently unavailable is marked with a blue icon, whereas available and running workers are
represented by a green arrow in the workers icon. The deployer resolves whether a registered worker is effectively available
when trying to deploy a group.

 Manually deploy a group

Once a deployment group was created in the Modelling Studio, it gets displayed in the deployment view. To manually start the
deployment on the workers contained in the group, right-click it and select Deploy from the context menu. Further information
on the deployment functions of the Modelling Studio can be obtained from Modelling Studio.

 Enabling automatic deployment and startup

Automatic deployment and startup of EventBases can easily be achieved by setting two equivalently named parameters for
a deployment group. For existing deployment groups, these options can be checked or unchecked in the deployment group
context menu; when creating a new deployment group, step 2 of the Deployment Group Creation Wizard offers the possibility
to set these 2 parameters.

 Using the deployer on the command line

The deployment functions of the Policy Orchestrator deployer command line tool are described in greater detail in
Section "Deployer".

 FAQ
Q: How can workers that run on remote machines be used to

execute an EventBase?
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A: During the setup of a Decision Worker on a machine, the IP
address of the admin node and a port have to be specified.
When starting the worker, it registers itself on the admin
node, and EventBases can be deployed on the remote worker,
which is equivalent to deploying them on a locally running
worker.

Q: Can one EventBase be part of several deployment groups?

A: Yes, each EventBase can be part of an arbitrary number of
deployment groups.

Q: Can one worker be contained in several deployment groups?

A: Yes, it is possible that a worker runs EventBases belonging to
several different groups.

Q: If my EventBase runs distributed on several workers, do I
have to provide several instances of the accessed data sources
as well?

A: Not necessarily. Please see "Distributed execution of
EventBases" above, giving an example of how such a
distributed configuration might look.

Q: If I want to manually deploy a group and one of the defined
workers is unreachable, will the deployment stop?

A: Yes. In this case, the deployment will be aborted to notify
you of the current state and the unavailability of the worker.

 See also
• Decision Admin Node
• Decision Worker
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The query cache is where the results of eventBase queries from PDA dashboards are stored. For more information about how
this works, see the information under Keeping dashboard query data valid" in the topic "Data update configuration."in the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide.
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Extract the zipped files to the place that you want to install Policy Orchestrator, for example to C:\Program Files.

95

Technical Support Team

96

Policy Orchestrator

97

12.0

98

What you can find in this section

:

99

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Processor (CPU) Minimum: 2.7 GHz 64-bit dual-core processor

Recommended: 2.7 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor

RAM 8 Gigabytes

http://downloads.automic.com/
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Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Hard Disk 3 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 20 GB

Display 1280 x 1024 24-bit

100

Predictive Analytics (PDA)

101

In AWI, you assign PCO roles to users in the Policy Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration
perspective.

102

Overview of SSL connection options between AWI and Policy Orchestrator

103

Known Issues

104

Typically, you define one EventBase for each source system database. You could also define more than one EventBase for a
single source system database. In this case, all EventBases are loaded with the relevant data from the source database. What
you should NOT do is to have more than one source database write to the same EventBase, because then the data will be mixed
and provide irrelevant results.

105

In AWI, you grant privileges to users in the Automation Engine/Privileges section of the Users &Groups function of the
Administration perspective.

106

Wildcard characters are not supported.

107 Introduction

Welcome to the Policy Orchestrator User Guide!

108

Keep your systems up to date
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Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not

included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).
• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the

version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.

109

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

110

In the folder where the

Policy Orchestrator

files have been extracted, run the install.bat file.

111

In this scenario you install one or more EventBases on separate databases as the Admin database.

• This is the most common installation scenario.
• Use this approach in a production environment, especially if your source data is coming from at least one medium- to large-

sized AE or AM system
• This scenario allows you to integrate multiple source systems(AE and/or AM systems, which are called "U4 systems" on

the Configuration Manager screens).

112

What you can find in this section

113

See also:

114

Resources on the Automic website

115

This guide relates to Policy Orchestrator version .

https://downloads.automic.com/
http://www.automic.com
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116

Policy Orchestrator (PCO)

117

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

118

By default, every EventBase is enabled. This means that after you finish the installation, users can start to work with the
EventBase. If however, you want to just define the EventBase now but not allow users to see or work with the EventBase in
the Modelling Studio or PDA, then you can disable it here. To enable it again later, you will have to restart the Configuration
Manager and check Enabled, then apply the settings as described in Step 4 - Applying the Configuration.

119

There are two approaches that you can use for creating databases for PCO/PDA when you are using MS SQL databases. You
can already have defined a database in MS SQL and then just connect it during the installation process, or you can create and
connect it during the installation process with the steps that follow. (This option is not available for Oracle databases.)

120

Bug Fixes

121

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

122

Typically, you would install PDA and maybe even the Modelling Studio on a different machine than the PCO server. You
would do this partly because the client products must be installed locally and partly for better performance. However, you
could install them on the same machine, for example, for a test environment.

123

Predictive Analytics

124

http://automic.com/company/contact-us

125

In the meantime, please refer to the english version.the english version.

https://downloads.automic.com/
http://automic.com/company/contact-us
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
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126 Copyright

This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

127

Known Issues

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

128 Automic Company

Automic Software is dedicated to business automation.

Global Headquarter:

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

129

The Insight Configuration Manager opens.

https://downloads.automic.com/
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130

In AWI, you give users access to EventBases by selecting them from a list under the "Authorizations" heading in the Policy
Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration perspective.

131

Automic Support Site

132

In this scenario you configure the EventBase to be stored in the same database as the Admin database.

• Use this approach only for test and demonstration environments.
• Attention! You cannot create more than one EventBase with this approach.

133

Optionally, deselect the checkbox "Enabled" at the top of the screen to disable the EventBase.

134

Automic Community

135

If you have multiple source systems, give each database that will be used for an EventBase a unique name across your PCO
environment.This will prevent unwanted data mix-ups.

136

(line breaks for format reasons only)

137

community.automic.com

138

Automic Compatibility Checker

139

This guide is intended for

140

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

https://automationpassion.com/
http://community.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility
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141

User Role Purpose

DBOWNER Always mandatory.

This user role is needed to complete the installation process.

DBCREATOR Only mandatory for creating databases during
installation.

This role is needed when you want to be able to create the
database from within the installation process.

142

If you use TNS a your DB connection method, make sure that the Windows environment variable TNS_ADMIN is defined
and points to the location of your tnsnames.ora file. If you already have Oracle client installed, depending on whether the
Connection Method in your DB Connection Settings is set to "Basic" and/or "TNS", you need to activate the EZCONNECT
and/or TNSNAMES options, respectively. By default both of these connection methods are active.

143

Thank you for your understanding,

The Automic Team

144

Default value:

145

docs.automic.com

146

The French version of the ECC 11.2 online help the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the
next service pack, ECC 11.2.1.

147

This topic provides

148

To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

149

For instructions, see the Enterprise Control Center User Guide or online help.

http://docs.automic.com
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150

Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the file

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

.zip.

151

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

152

Target Audience

153

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with AWI Components.

154

www.automic.com

155

http://automic.com/about/training/

156

Bug Fixes

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

157

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Operating System Any of the following:

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Standard Edition
• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Enterprise Edition

Framework Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0

158

Automic Software GmbH

http://downloads.automic.com/
http://www.automic.com
http://automic.com/about/training/
https://downloads.automic.com/
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159

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

160

Automic Download Center

161

The Policy Orchestrator Gateway manages all communication

The communicates with Policy Orchestrator via its Gateway, so you need to configure the AWI so that it can locate the
gateway. You do this in the decision.properties file, as described in the following steps:

1. In your Tomcat web server go to the folder \webapps\<AWI>\config\ecc-backends-pco, and rename the
decision.properties.sample file to "decision.properties".

2. Open the renamed file and update the configurations to describe the gateway that is to be used for the Policy Orchestrator
Plug-in in the AWI.

Parameter Description

host The host where the PCO Gateway is running.

Default: hostname

Note:  Note for SSL: This must match the hostname with
the certificate CN and gateway hostname that is defined
in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config for the PCO
Gateway.

port The port for the PCO Gateway

Default: 9898

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

path The base path of your PCO Gateway installation, which is
essentially the root path in the PCO Gateway URL.

Most installations use the default value.

enableSSL Indicates whether SSL is used to access PCO

Valid values: "true" or "false"

For complete information about using SSL to secure the
connection between the AWI and PCO,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

3. Restart the Apache Tomcat service so that the configuration changes go into effect.

http://downloads.automic.com/
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162

support@automic.com

163

The query cache is where the results of eventBase queries from PDA dashboards are stored. For more information about how
this works, see the information under Keeping dashboard query data valid" in the topic "Data update configuration."in the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide.

164

Automic Download Center

165

Extract the zipped files to the place that you want to install Policy Orchestrator, for example to C:\Program Files.

166

Technical Support Team

167

Policy Orchestrator

168

12.0

169

What you can find in this section

:

170

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Processor (CPU) Minimum: 2.7 GHz 64-bit dual-core processor

Recommended: 2.7 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor

RAM 8 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 3 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 20 GB

Display 1280 x 1024 24-bit

mailto:support@automic.com
http://downloads.automic.com/
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171

Predictive Analytics (PDA)

172

In AWI, you assign PCO roles to users in the Policy Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration
perspective.

173

Overview of SSL connection options between AWI and Policy Orchestrator

174

Known Issues

175

Typically, you define one EventBase for each source system database. You could also define more than one EventBase for a
single source system database. In this case, all EventBases are loaded with the relevant data from the source database. What
you should NOT do is to have more than one source database write to the same EventBase, because then the data will be mixed
and provide irrelevant results.

176

In AWI, you grant privileges to users in the Automation Engine/Privileges section of the Users &Groups function of the
Administration perspective.

177

Wildcard characters are not supported.

178 Introduction

Welcome to the Policy Orchestrator User Guide!

179

Keep your systems up to date

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
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• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not
included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).

• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the
version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).

Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.

180

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

181

In the folder where the

Policy Orchestrator

files have been extracted, run the install.bat file.

182

In this scenario you install one or more EventBases on separate databases as the Admin database.

• This is the most common installation scenario.
• Use this approach in a production environment, especially if your source data is coming from at least one medium- to large-

sized AE or AM system
• This scenario allows you to integrate multiple source systems(AE and/or AM systems, which are called "U4 systems" on

the Configuration Manager screens).

183

What you can find in this section

184

See also:

185

Resources on the Automic website

186

This guide relates to Policy Orchestrator version .

187

Policy Orchestrator (PCO)

188

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

https://downloads.automic.com/
http://www.automic.com
https://downloads.automic.com/
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189

By default, every EventBase is enabled. This means that after you finish the installation, users can start to work with the
EventBase. If however, you want to just define the EventBase now but not allow users to see or work with the EventBase in
the Modelling Studio or PDA, then you can disable it here. To enable it again later, you will have to restart the Configuration
Manager and check Enabled, then apply the settings as described in Step 4 - Applying the Configuration.

190

There are two approaches that you can use for creating databases for PCO/PDA when you are using MS SQL databases. You
can already have defined a database in MS SQL and then just connect it during the installation process, or you can create and
connect it during the installation process with the steps that follow. (This option is not available for Oracle databases.)

191

Bug Fixes

192

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

193

Typically, you would install PDA and maybe even the Modelling Studio on a different machine than the PCO server. You
would do this partly because the client products must be installed locally and partly for better performance. However, you
could install them on the same machine, for example, for a test environment.

194

Predictive Analytics

195

http://automic.com/company/contact-us

196

In the meantime, please refer to the english version.the english version.

197 Copyright

This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

http://automic.com/company/contact-us
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
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This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

198

Known Issues

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

199 Automic Company

Automic Software is dedicated to business automation.

Global Headquarter:

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

200

The Insight Configuration Manager opens.

201

In AWI, you give users access to EventBases by selecting them from a list under the "Authorizations" heading in the Policy
Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration perspective.

202

Automic Support Site

203

In this scenario you configure the EventBase to be stored in the same database as the Admin database.

https://downloads.automic.com/
https://automationpassion.com/
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• Use this approach only for test and demonstration environments.
• Attention! You cannot create more than one EventBase with this approach.

204

Optionally, deselect the checkbox "Enabled" at the top of the screen to disable the EventBase.

205

Automic Community

206

If you have multiple source systems, give each database that will be used for an EventBase a unique name across your PCO
environment.This will prevent unwanted data mix-ups.

207

(line breaks for format reasons only)

208

community.automic.com

209

Automic Compatibility Checker

210

This guide is intended for

211

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

212

User Role Purpose

DBOWNER Always mandatory.

This user role is needed to complete the installation process.

DBCREATOR Only mandatory for creating databases during
installation.

This role is needed when you want to be able to create the
database from within the installation process.

http://community.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility
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213

If you use TNS a your DB connection method, make sure that the Windows environment variable TNS_ADMIN is defined
and points to the location of your tnsnames.ora file. If you already have Oracle client installed, depending on whether the
Connection Method in your DB Connection Settings is set to "Basic" and/or "TNS", you need to activate the EZCONNECT
and/or TNSNAMES options, respectively. By default both of these connection methods are active.

214

Thank you for your understanding,

The Automic Team

215

Default value:

216

docs.automic.com

217

The French version of the ECC 11.2 online help the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the
next service pack, ECC 11.2.1.

218

This topic provides

219

To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

220

For instructions, see the Enterprise Control Center User Guide or online help.

221

Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the file

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

.zip.

http://docs.automic.com
http://downloads.automic.com/
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222

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

223

Target Audience

224

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with AWI Components.

225

www.automic.com

226

http://automic.com/about/training/

227

Bug Fixes

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

228

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Operating System Any of the following:

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Standard Edition
• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Enterprise Edition

Framework Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0

229

Automic Software GmbH

230

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

231

Automic Download Center

http://www.automic.com
http://automic.com/about/training/
https://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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232

The Policy Orchestrator Gateway manages all communication

The communicates with Policy Orchestrator via its Gateway, so you need to configure the AWI so that it can locate the
gateway. You do this in the decision.properties file, as described in the following steps:

1. In your Tomcat web server go to the folder \webapps\<AWI>\config\ecc-backends-pco, and rename the
decision.properties.sample file to "decision.properties".

2. Open the renamed file and update the configurations to describe the gateway that is to be used for the Policy Orchestrator
Plug-in in the AWI.

Parameter Description

host The host where the PCO Gateway is running.

Default: hostname

Note:  Note for SSL: This must match the hostname with
the certificate CN and gateway hostname that is defined
in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config for the PCO
Gateway.

port The port for the PCO Gateway

Default: 9898

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

path The base path of your PCO Gateway installation, which is
essentially the root path in the PCO Gateway URL.

Most installations use the default value.

enableSSL Indicates whether SSL is used to access PCO

Valid values: "true" or "false"

For complete information about using SSL to secure the
connection between the AWI and PCO,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

3. Restart the Apache Tomcat service so that the configuration changes go into effect.

233

support@automic.com

mailto:support@automic.com
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234

The query cache is where the results of eventBase queries from PDA dashboards are stored. For more information about how
this works, see the information under Keeping dashboard query data valid" in the topic "Data update configuration."in the
Policy Orchestrator User Guide.

235

Automic Download Center

236

Extract the zipped files to the place that you want to install Policy Orchestrator, for example to C:\Program Files.

237

Technical Support Team

238

Policy Orchestrator

239

12.0

240

What you can find in this section

:

241

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Processor (CPU) Minimum: 2.7 GHz 64-bit dual-core processor

Recommended: 2.7 GHz 64-bit quad-core processor

RAM 8 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 3 Gigabytes

Hard Disk 20 GB

Display 1280 x 1024 24-bit

242

Predictive Analytics (PDA)

http://downloads.automic.com/
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243

In AWI, you assign PCO roles to users in the Policy Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration
perspective.

244

Overview of SSL connection options between AWI and Policy Orchestrator

245

Known Issues

246

Typically, you define one EventBase for each source system database. You could also define more than one EventBase for a
single source system database. In this case, all EventBases are loaded with the relevant data from the source database. What
you should NOT do is to have more than one source database write to the same EventBase, because then the data will be mixed
and provide irrelevant results.

247

In AWI, you grant privileges to users in the Automation Engine/Privileges section of the Users &Groups function of the
Administration perspective.

248

Wildcard characters are not supported.

249 Introduction

Welcome to the Policy Orchestrator User Guide!

250

Keep your systems up to date

Automic recommends that you always install the latest Service Pack or Hotfix. Both contain valuable corrections and bug fixes
between Major and Minor Releases, where new features and enhancements are introduced.

Automic release policy

• Major Release: This is the main version of a software release. It is identified by the first segment of the entire version
number (such as the 10 in 10.0.0).

• Minor Release: This includes new features, modifications and corrections that may contain major changes such as
database modifications. It is identified by the second segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 11.2.0).

Major and Minor releases for Automation Engine are feature releases supplied at 9-month intervals.
• Service Pack: This is a patch for a release and contains corrections for errors. New features or modifications are not

included. Service packs are identified by the third segment of the entire version number (such as the 2 in 10.0.2).
• Hotfix: This is a minor sub-release to remove malfunctions and defects. Hotfixes are indicated by an HF number after the

version number (such as the 1 in 10.0.2 HF 1).
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Service Packs and Hotfixes are maintenance releases supplied at 4-month intervals.

251

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

252

In the folder where the

Policy Orchestrator

files have been extracted, run the install.bat file.

253

In this scenario you install one or more EventBases on separate databases as the Admin database.

• This is the most common installation scenario.
• Use this approach in a production environment, especially if your source data is coming from at least one medium- to large-

sized AE or AM system
• This scenario allows you to integrate multiple source systems(AE and/or AM systems, which are called "U4 systems" on

the Configuration Manager screens).

254

What you can find in this section

255

See also:

256

Resources on the Automic website

257

This guide relates to Policy Orchestrator version .

258

Policy Orchestrator (PCO)

259

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

260

By default, every EventBase is enabled. This means that after you finish the installation, users can start to work with the
EventBase. If however, you want to just define the EventBase now but not allow users to see or work with the EventBase in

https://downloads.automic.com/
http://www.automic.com
https://downloads.automic.com/
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the Modelling Studio or PDA, then you can disable it here. To enable it again later, you will have to restart the Configuration
Manager and check Enabled, then apply the settings as described in Step 4 - Applying the Configuration.

261

There are two approaches that you can use for creating databases for PCO/PDA when you are using MS SQL databases. You
can already have defined a database in MS SQL and then just connect it during the installation process, or you can create and
connect it during the installation process with the steps that follow. (This option is not available for Oracle databases.)

262

Bug Fixes

263

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

264

Typically, you would install PDA and maybe even the Modelling Studio on a different machine than the PCO server. You
would do this partly because the client products must be installed locally and partly for better performance. However, you
could install them on the same machine, for example, for a test environment.

265

Predictive Analytics

266

http://automic.com/company/contact-us

267

In the meantime, please refer to the english version.the english version.

268 Copyright

This topic provides

copyright and liability information.

Copyright © yyyy Automic Software GmbH is a subsidiary of CA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Legal notice:

This documentation and any related computer software help programs (hereinafter referred to as the “Documentation”) are for
your informational purposes only and are subject to change or withdrawal by Automic at any time.

This Documentation may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without
the prior written consent of Automic.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may
print a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with that
software, provided that all Automic copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

http://automic.com/company/contact-us
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
http://docs.automic.com/documentation/ECC/11.2/english/ECC_WEBHELP/help.htm
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The right to print copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable license for such software
remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility to certify in writing to
Automic that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to Automic or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AS AGREED BY AUTOMIC IN ITS APPLICABLE
LICENSE AGREEMENT, AUTOMIC PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL AUTOMIC BE LIABLE TO THE
END USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM THE USE OF
THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF AUTOMIC IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Automic.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

269

Known Issues

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

270 Automic Company

Automic Software is dedicated to business automation.

Global Headquarter:

Automic Software GmbH

, Am Europlatz 5, 1120 Vienna, Austria

271

The Insight Configuration Manager opens.

272

In AWI, you give users access to EventBases by selecting them from a list under the "Authorizations" heading in the Policy
Orchestrator section of the Users &Groups function of the Administration perspective.

273

Automic Support Site

274

In this scenario you configure the EventBase to be stored in the same database as the Admin database.

• Use this approach only for test and demonstration environments.
• Attention! You cannot create more than one EventBase with this approach.

https://downloads.automic.com/
https://automationpassion.com/
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275

Optionally, deselect the checkbox "Enabled" at the top of the screen to disable the EventBase.

276

Automic Community

277

If you have multiple source systems, give each database that will be used for an EventBase a unique name across your PCO
environment.This will prevent unwanted data mix-ups.

278

(line breaks for format reasons only)

279

community.automic.com

280

Automic Compatibility Checker

281

This guide is intended for

282

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

283

User Role Purpose

DBOWNER Always mandatory.

This user role is needed to complete the installation process.

DBCREATOR Only mandatory for creating databases during
installation.

This role is needed when you want to be able to create the
database from within the installation process.

http://community.automic.com/
http://docs.automic.com/compatibility
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284

If you use TNS a your DB connection method, make sure that the Windows environment variable TNS_ADMIN is defined
and points to the location of your tnsnames.ora file. If you already have Oracle client installed, depending on whether the
Connection Method in your DB Connection Settings is set to "Basic" and/or "TNS", you need to activate the EZCONNECT
and/or TNSNAMES options, respectively. By default both of these connection methods are active.

285

Thank you for your understanding,

The Automic Team

286

Default value:

287

docs.automic.com

288

The French version of the ECC 11.2 online help the ECC 11.2 User Guide is not yet available. You can find it here with the
next service pack, ECC 11.2.1.

289

This topic provides

290

To activate the related plug#ins by defining the location of the PCO Gateway, with which ECC needs to communicate to
exchange EventBase data.

291

For instructions, see the Enterprise Control Center User Guide or online help.

292

Go to the

Automic Download Center

and download the file

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

.zip.

http://docs.automic.com
http://downloads.automic.com/
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293

The event container can track events on only one worker. This means that it only makes sense to use event containers in rules
that are defined for an eventbase that runs on only one worker.

294

Target Audience

295

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with AWI Components.

296

www.automic.com

297

http://automic.com/about/training/

298

Bug Fixes

Visit Automic Download Center to get lists of new features, fixed bugs, and known issues.

299

Requirement Type Requirement Specifications

Operating System Any of the following:

• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Standard Edition
• Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2, Enterprise Edition

Framework Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0

300

Automic Software GmbH

301

Policy.Orchestrator_Full_<version number>

302

Automic Download Center

http://www.automic.com
http://automic.com/about/training/
https://downloads.automic.com/
http://downloads.automic.com/
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303

The Policy Orchestrator Gateway manages all communication

The communicates with Policy Orchestrator via its Gateway, so you need to configure the AWI so that it can locate the
gateway. You do this in the decision.properties file, as described in the following steps:

1. In your Tomcat web server go to the folder \webapps\<AWI>\config\ecc-backends-pco, and rename the
decision.properties.sample file to "decision.properties".

2. Open the renamed file and update the configurations to describe the gateway that is to be used for the Policy Orchestrator
Plug-in in the AWI.

Parameter Description

host The host where the PCO Gateway is running.

Default: hostname

Note:  Note for SSL: This must match the hostname with
the certificate CN and gateway hostname that is defined
in the UC4.Decision.Gateway.exe.config for the PCO
Gateway.

port The port for the PCO Gateway

Default: 9898

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

Note:  Note for SSL: If the enableSSL parameter in this
file is set to "true" then change this to "9900". For more
information,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

path The base path of your PCO Gateway installation, which is
essentially the root path in the PCO Gateway URL.

Most installations use the default value.

enableSSL Indicates whether SSL is used to access PCO

Valid values: "true" or "false"

For complete information about using SSL to secure the
connection between the AWI and PCO,

see Setting Up SSL for Communication with
AWI Components.

3. Restart the Apache Tomcat service so that the configuration changes go into effect.

304

support@automic.com
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